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Thomas Hunt Morgan and Rollins Adams Emerson
Willard Straight Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

Headquarters of the 1932 Sixth International Congress of Genetics, 24-31 August 1932. 
 

Morgan was President of the Congress and Emerson the General Chairman of the Local Committee.
(Courtesy of Edward S. Buckler)
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FOREWORD

CELEBRATING 90 YEARS OF MAIZE COOPERATION
By 

Dr. Edward S. Buckler
Research Geneticist, U.S. Department of Agriculture - Agricultural Research Service,  

Robert Holley Center, Cornell University; and  
Adjunct Professor of Plant Breeding & Genetics,  

School of Integrative Plant Science, Cornell University

When Dr. Kass asked me to write a foreword for this volume, I was surprised; surely there were others in the 
maize community better suited? However, I can trace my scientific lineage as a maize geneticist directly to the 
community built by the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter (MNL). I did my PhD at the University of Mis-
souri in evolution and archaeology. However, while I was there, Drs. Ed Coe (editor of MNL from 1974-2000, 
after Emerson, and others) and Jim Birchler (MNL co-editor with Mary Polacco, now Schaeffer) introduced me 
to maize genetics. In 1993, I drove in a van to my first Maize Meeting with their graduate students. Every year 
since, I have attended the Maize Genetics meeting, where over 600 people of all ages come to discuss and work 
on the intricacies of maize. But, before jet setting around the US or planet was possible, and before the myriad of 
Internet communication’s tools were available, the Maize News Letter was a visionary way to build an effective and 
collaborative community. 
How did this community come about? As I look out the window of my office today, I see the building where, in 
1932, the greatest geneticists from around the world gathered at Cornell University for The Sixth International 
Congress of Genetics. Despite the world being in the throes of the Great Depression, scientists traveled to Ithaca, 
New York to discuss the incredible breakthroughs occurring in genetics — the first Golden Age of genetics. At the 
time, the rediscovery of genetics was about 30 years old and if we look at the meeting attendees and talks, we can 
see the origins of many of the major branches of genetics represented for the first time. And, at that meeting, Dr. 
Rollins Emerson (1st MNL Editor) called together a side group of maize geneticists to develop a process to share 
knowledge and discovery across the community. This side meeting invigorated the previously established Maize 
Genetics Cooperation News Letter, which would, for the next decades, be the key catalyst for the community. 
What other newsletter is a cooperation newsletter? This sense of cooperation was instrumental to the creation of 
our community, initially with sharing of information and genetics stocks. But over time, these founding geneti-
cists and breeders collaborated with nearly every other field of science – physiology to archaeology to engineering. 
Cooperation evolved and added collaboration. Today, the breadth of science that is possible when working on 
maize through collaboration is what I love most about our science. Our community answers questions as precise 
as how a change in a single base of DNA affects the structure of the tassel to questions as overarching as how maize 
can play a sustainable role in feeding the world in the face of climate change. The newsletter let people know years 
before an official publication came out what various groups were working on. While there is always some compe-
tition for discovery, the community around the newsletter was dominated by cooperation and collaboration.
In this volume, Drs. Kass, Coe, and co-editors show how the Maize News Letter is central to the origins of maize 
genetics and community, and in no small part the origins of the entire modern genetics community. While I nev-
er had the honor of meeting Rollins Emerson, Barbara McClintock, George Beadle, or Marcus Rhoades, I have 
worked on questions that all of these people asked and even reanalyzed some of their data that was first reported 
in the MNL. In this volume, Lee Kass brings to life these founders of our scientific community, where we came 
from, and how our community was built. While this work highlights some scientific questions that remain open, 
the greatest lesson the MNL can teach us and future generations is how to build a community of learning and 
discovery, where the scientist, the science, and society all win.
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PREFACE 
Rollins A. Emerson, second Head of Cornell’s Department of Plant Breeding, established the Maize Genetics 
Cooperation and the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter (MNL) at Cornell University (Kass et al. 2005, 
reprinted in this volume). It was published at Cornell from 1929 through 1955, and continued publication at The 
University of Illinois, Indiana University and The University of Missouri (Coe & Kass 2005, MNL 79; reprinted in 
this volume).

This 90th Anniversary book was inspired when in April of 2018 Kass searched the MaizeGDB online database 
(https://www.maizegdb.org/mnl) to locate a complete reference, including page numbers and author affiliations, 
for an article published in MNL 17, 1943.  Coe, former MNL editor (1975-2000), helped locate the reference and 
confirmed that it was not possible to gain knowledge of affiliations for historical purposes without examining hard 
copies of the MNL. Many of those early News Letters had been retyped for the digital venue, and contributors’ 
reports were not always shown in groups by affiliation (e.g., University, College, or other Institution), as can be 
found in the originals.

While searching for this reference, it occurred to Kass that Plant Breeding & Genetics at Cornell had Emerson’s 
bound volumes of the earliest MNLs that were not in the Cornell Library. Before sending these MNL bound volumes 
(Vols. 2-14, 1932-1940; Vols. 15-21, 1941-1947, compiled by Emerson for the College of Agriculture Library) to the 
Cornell Archives, we desired to scan them “verbatim” and make them available in digital format.  We also have 
a copy of what is now considered MNL Volume 1, 1929, Emerson, pp. 1-30. This was located among the papers 
of E.G. Anderson, at The University of Missouri, by Coe (MNL 53, Foreword, 1979). It was reprinted in a hard 
copy of MNL 53:117-130, March 1, 1979, “IV. 50 Years Ago,” as part of the Historical Notes of the MNL, but was 
not initially available in digital format (see MNL archived volumes https://www.maizegdb.org/mnl; https://mnl.
maizegdb.org/mnl/53/). A pdf version of MNL Volume 53 has since been added as a link: (https://mnl.maizegdb.
org/mnl/53/00MNL%2053or.pdf). Volume 22 to date has been added as verbatim pdf versions by Coe and are 
posted at the online database, (https://www.maizegdb.org/mnl).

The early MNL articles were presented online, but were incomplete (available at Maize Newsletter Archives, 
https://www.maizegdb.org/mnl). Also, the early volumes (1-3) were mis-numbered on this website [the correct 
volume numbers were published by Coe and Kass (2005)]. The 1932 issue was listed as Volume 1, but the first 
Volume issued in 1929 was not included at this archive link (this volume was reprinted in MNL 53, as mentioned 
above). Considered to be the first MNL by Emerson, Volume 1, 1929 is correctly cited as MNL 1 at MaizeGDB, 
Reference Record, Emerson, R.A., 1929, MNL 1:1-30, “You who attended the “cornfab” in my hotel room ...” 
(https://maizegdb.org/data_center/reference?id=9020573). This web-link also reports that MNL 1 was reprinted 
in MNL 53. Biographical references for R.A. Emerson are included at: (https://maizegdb.org/person?id=12877). 

Because the early MNLs were not available in digital format, we reached out to Robert Cooke, publisher of the 
Internet-First University Press, to ask if he might have an interest in publishing, as an e-book, Volumes 1-21 
(1929-1947) of the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter, including the correspondence that accompanies these 
volumes. He was enthusiastic to publish the volumes if we could make arrangements to have them scanned. We 
were fortunate that Michael Cook of Albert R. Mann Library Digital Collections had the funding and resources 
for this endeavor, and he offered, in addition, to produce a Cornell eCommons webpage where the scans could 
also be viewed (see Introduction). Cook also suggested reprinting Coe & Kass (2005) in this volume for ease of 
comparison with original MNL volume numbers (see Appendix II).

We are, therefore, pleased to present here the early MNLs compiled by R.A. Emerson, with relevant photographs 
(see Introduction) and perspectives on its founding at Cornell University, 90 years ago this April. 

Lee B. Kass
Edward H. Coe, Jr.
9 February 2019 xi

https://mnl.maizegdb.org/mnl/53/
https://mnl.maizegdb.org/mnl/53/
https://mnl.maizegdb.org/mnl/53/00MNL%2053or.pdf
https://mnl.maizegdb.org/mnl/53/00MNL%2053or.pdf
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INTRODUCTION
The Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter (MNL) was founded by Rollins Adams Emerson (1873-1947) at Cor-
nell University and has been published annually since 1929. It is a compendium of notes and information about 
on-going research intended to be shared throughout the maize research community. The News Letters were pub-
lished by the Department of Plant Breeding at Cornell University until 1955. A partial name contraction to News-
letter was made with Volume 64 in 1990. The publication became fully and only digital with Volume 88.

Emerson was head of Cornell’s Department of Plant Breeding from 1914 to 1942 (Murphy & Kass 2007, 2011).  
He had been called from the University of Nebraska to succeed H.J. Webber, who established the Department at 
Cornell in 1907. Emerson and his students established a school of Maize Genetics and Cytogenetics, and in 1929 
he founded the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter. 

In this book we offer a full page verbatim scan of the first MNL, sent to maize cooperators by R.A. Emerson on 
12 April 1929. The scan was made by Coe from the archived files of E.G. Anderson, who had spent his retirement 
years at the University of Missouri. Anderson had received his Ph.D. (1920) at Cornell with Emerson (Murphy & 
Kass 2007, 2011, pp. 24, 31, 33-34, 119). 

As Emerson planned his retirement, he arranged to have all copies of the MNL bound for the College of Agricul-
ture Library. Two bound volumes resulted (see back cover). When the new library (Albert R. Mann Library) was 
established, Emerson’s bound volumes remained in the Department of Plant Breeding and eventually were passed 
along to Margaret Smith (see Kass et al. 2005). The back cover of this volume shows the two bound volumes of the 
early MNLs that were compiled for the library. Verbatim scans of these first bound volumes are also included here, 
and the originals will be deposited in the Cornell Archives for their History of Science Collections. 

The first set of bound MNLs, which we located in the Department of Plant Breeding at Cornell (MNL, Vols. 2–14, 
1932–1940), was numbered by hand in pencil, beginning with October 1932, labeled “Vol. 2.” (MNL 2; Coe & 
Kass 2005). The “Historical Notes on Maize Cooperation” listed on p. 56 of MNL 14 (1940) states that the mim-
eographed letter of April 12, 1929 is “considered News Letter 1.” The Cornell Plant Breeding Department’s bound 
volumes appear to have been numbered retroactively under the guidance of Emerson, who was the secretary for 
MNL, Vol. 14, 1940. The binding on the first set of bound News Letters clearly shows that 1932 was considered to 
be MNL Vol. 2 (see image on back cover).

The MNL included unpublished data, unselfishly contributed by geneticists from many institutions (Murphy & 
Kass 2011, p. 23). This first and unique cooperative effort was so successful that it became widely copied. For 
example, the first volume of the Drosophila Information Service [DIS], issued in March 1934, mentioned the Em-
erson Cooperation and that Drosophila workers had planned to establish a similar service to that of the maize 
workers (Bridges & Demerec 1934, p. 2). Similar publications soon followed: Mouse Genetics News (Snell 1941, 
Law 1948), reestablished as Mouse News Letter (Dunn 1949); Neurospora Newsletter (1962-1985), later named 
Fungal Genetics Newsletter (1986-2007), and currently named Fungal Genetics Reports (2008-current); Arabidopsis 
Information Service (Röbbelen 1964-1973, Kranz 1974-1990), later The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR); 
Zebrafish Science Monitor (1991-2000), which became ZFIN NEWS and then The Zebrafish Information Network 
(2004-current); Worm Breeders Gazette (WBG) (Edgar 1975-current); and a variety of other plant Newsletters that 
have come and gone, such as Gramene and The Rice Genetics Newsletter (1984-2007). See others as listed on the 
Gramene website (http://archive.gramene.org/newsletters/newsletters.html).

The first MNL (Vol. 1, 1929) was sent “To Students of Maize Genetics” in April of 1929, shortly after Emerson’s 
“cornfab,” held in his hotel room at the AAAS Christmas meetings, December of 1928, in New York City (Kass et 
al. 2005). This mimeographed letter included a long folder of linkage information—linkage data, lists of genes, and 
“rainbow maps”—and the names of researchers assigned to nine of the ten linkage groups known at that time (see 
MNL 1, 1929, p. 2). Most of the researchers assigned to study the maize linkage groups were working at Cornell; 
the more familiar names were [George W.] Beadle, [Barbara] McClintock, [Allan C.] Fraser and of course R.A. 
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Emerson. Others working on linkage groups were affiliated with Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania; 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa; The University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota; Ohio Agricultural Exper-
iment Station, Wooster, Ohio, in cooperation with the Office of Cereal and Crops Diseases, Bureau of Plant In-
dustry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland; University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin; and Kansas 
State University, Manhattan, Kansas. Barbara McClintock shared the study of linkage group B-LG with Lewis J. 
Stadler of The University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. 

Beadle would later share the 1958 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for “… discovery that genes act by reg-
ulating definite chemical events” (https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1958/beadle/facts/). McClintock, 
1983 Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, was awarded an unshared prize for her “discovery of mobile ge-
netic elements” (https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1983/mcclintock/facts/; Kass 2013ff.).

Ever honest and forthcoming, Emerson claimed “no credit” for assembling this first summary of data. Professor 
Fraser had “abstracted the available published papers” before leaving for a year in Europe, Emerson explained. 
Emerson also noted that his graduate student, “Mr. Beadle, has completed that work and assembled my own un-
published records and has arranged all the tables and charts” (Emerson, MNL 1, p. 1). 

Supplementary communications were sent out by Beadle in November and December of 1929 and February of 
1930. Emerson sent a 17-page mimeographed folder of revised maps on April 17, 1930, and in July 1930 he sent a 
second folder of linkage data that included 23 pages. The latter two communications were found in the papers of 
E.G. Anderson and at the Rockefeller Archives Center, respectively. They were identified by Emerson in his His-
torical Notes published in MNL 14:56, but were not included in the Plant Breeding Departments’ bound volumes.  
These communications (not included here) were reprinted in MNL 54 (1980) and MNL 72 (1998), and are listed 
in Coe & Kass (2005).

The Maize Genetics Cooperation was formalized during the 1932 Sixth International Congress of Genetics held 
at Ithaca, NY (MNL 2, 1932), and was mentioned in Emerson’s Historical Notes published in 1940 (MNL 14:56). 
Shortly before that conference, Emerson notified maize geneticists of his plan to establish a Cooperation of Maize 
Geneticists (ref. MNL 14:56; Coe & Kass 2005). Soon after the Congress, Emerson and his former student Marcus 
Rhoades issued what has been considered to be the first “Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter” (October, 1932), 
in which unpublished data were freely shared among the members. Rhoades assumed editorship of the MNL after 
Emerson and George Beadle. Rhoades numbered the October 5th 1932 MNL as number 1, but as we have shown 
this had been identified by Emerson as MNL 2, 1932 (see scanned MNL Vol. 2 in this volume, and bound volume 
image on back cover; see also Kass et al. 2005, reprinted Appendix I; Coe & Kass 2005, reprinted Appendix II). 

A group photograph taken at the 1932 Congress of Genetics is published in this Anniversary volume (before the 
Introduction). The photograph is slightly different from the one published in the Proceedings (Jones 1932, Vol. 
1), given that Emerson’s dog is included in the lower right corner. The scan was made from a photograph that was 
saved from the trash by Edward (Ed) Buckler, when he was affiliated with North Carolina State University (NCSU). 
We also have a similar photo in the Plant Breeding and Genetics files at Cornell. By examining the list of attendees 
at the Ithaca Congress (Jones 1932, Vol. 1, p. 25), we concluded that the framed photo that Buckler had saved from 
a storage closet at NCSU had been obtained by C.H. Bostian, who had joined the faculty at North Carolina State 
College, Raleigh, North Carolina (now NCSU) in 1930, and retired in 1973 (Bostian Wikipedia). He is identified 
by number 368, in the upper left side of the 1932 Ithaca Congress group photograph (see Crow 1992 or Jones 1932, 
Vol. 1). In addition, the President of the Ithaca Congress, T.H. Morgan, and R.A. Emerson, the General Chairman 
of the Local Committee, are seen in a photo (frontispiece) taken in Willard Straight Hall, the Headquarters of the 
Congress (Morgan 1932). This scanned image was also made from a photograph saved by Buckler. An image of the 
Executive Committee for the Congress, also from this NCSU collection, can be viewed on the eCommons webpage 
(Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter, eCommons https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/58745).
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At the 1932 International Genetics Congress, Emerson gave an opening address titled “The Present Status of Maize 
Genetics” (Kass & Bonneuil 2004). In his introduction he declared:

“I cannot refrain from noting here a very real advantage experienced by students of maize genetics ... I am aware of no 
other group of investigators who have so freely shared with each other not only their materials but even their unpub-
lished data. The present status of maize genetics, whatever of noteworthy significance it presents, is largely to be credited 
to this somewhat unique, unselfishly cooperative spirit of the considerable group of students of maize genetics. In this 
connection I want gratefully to acknowledge the help of many persons who have contributed directly or indirectly to this 
summary statement of the status of maize genetics” (Kass 2001, Kass et al. 2005). 

By October 1932, MNL 2 (= Rhoades MNL 1) was issued from Cornell, and provides a record that ten linkage 
groups had been assigned to ten maize workers. A report of the meeting held at the International Congress of 
Genetics was included in this MNL, as recorded by Secretary Rhoades (see also Kass et al. 2005). Emerson’s num-
bered MNL 3, January 23, 1933, 16 pages (= Rhoades MNL 2), is identified as the “Third Corn News Letter” (MNL 
14:56), and provided a long list of known genes of maize, among other items. By November 13, 1933, Rhoades 
issued a two-page call for information anticipating the forthcoming MNL 4, published the following month. This 
November call is not included in the Emerson bound volume, but was included in the files at Missouri (Coe & Kass 
2005). By December 1933, Emerson’s and Rhoades’ MNLs were both numbered in agreement as MNL 4, 7 pages. 
Thereafter, the MNL volume numbers correspond (Coe & Kass 2005).

Rhoades left Cornell in 1935 and Emerson assumed editorship once again. In 1937, Derald Langham, Emerson’s 
graduate student (Ph.D. 1939), became editor through MNL Volume 13 (March 1939). Emerson re-assumed edi-
torship through 1944 (MNL 18), with the exception of MNL 15 (April 1, 1941), edited by Professor Fraser. Fraser 
had planned to assume editorship but, sadly, died in September of 1941. Robert L. Cushing was hired in 1943 to 
replace Fraser. Cushing edited MNLs 19 and 20 (1945-1946) and was succeeded by Harold H. Smith as editor and 
Professor of Genetics through MNL 26 (1952). It may have been Smith, in consultation with Emerson, who had 
the second set of MNLs (Volumes 15-21) bound for the library.

We have also included scans of the Cornell Plant Breeding Department’s second bound volume of Maize News Let-
ters (MNL 15-21, 1941-1947; see image on back cover). We believe that Emerson may have compiled this bound 
volume prior to his death on 8 December 1947. Note that MNL Volume 21, which we include in this book, was 
not scanned from this second bound volume. Due to technical difficulties with the library’s book scanner, MNL 
Volume 21 was scanned from an unbound identical Albert R. Mann Library copy instead. As mentioned in the 
Preface, Cook provided funds to scan these early maize volumes, and provided guidance on copyright, and other 
items of value to include for historical perspective. 

Professor Margaret Smith (Cornell Ph.D. 1982) has held Cornell’s bound MNL collection for many years (Kass 
et al. 2005). She joined the Plant Breeding faculty in 1987. R.P. Murphy (Murph), former Chair of Plant Breeding 
(1953-1964), introduced Kass to Smith, when Kass sought information about McClintock’s affiliation with the 
Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter at the encouragement of former editor Coe (see Kass 2013ff.). Although 
Murphy had long ago left maize research, he had done his Ph.D. at Minnesota with one of the most prominent 
maize geneticists of his generation, Herbert K. Hayes, and continued his interest in the subject through the faculty 
in Plant Breeding (Murphy & Kass 2007, 2011). Having access to the early maize volumes led to cooperative efforts 
to expand the chronological list of materials related to maize cooperation (Coe & Kass 2005) and to provide his-
torical perspectives on the cooperative spirit fostered at Cornell by Emerson (Coe 2001, Kass et al. 2005). Smith 
also tutored Kass in the reproductive biology of maize to further her understanding of the extensive field work 
required, and she introduced Kass to the cytogeneticists teaching in the Plant Breeding Department, who used 
slides prepared by McClintock for work reported in MNL (see Kass 2013ff.). 

Judy Singer has been an invaluable resource to this project, and has been a long time member of Cornell’s Depart-
ment of Plant Breeding and Genetics. Singer facilitated all contacts for obtaining the photographs that appear in 
this book, and she designed and took the photo that appears on the back cover. Singer’s cooperative spirit is remi-
niscent of the manner fostered by Plant Breeding Department Head Rollins A. Emerson. For many years, she has 
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worked towards the preservation of historical documents in this historically notable department, initiated by Dean 
Liberty Hyde Bailey in 1907 (Murphy & Kass 2007). Murphy, Kass, and Singer worked closely to save and identify 
documents for the history of Cornell’s Plant Breeding Department (Murphy & Kass 2007), which was subsumed 
into the School of Integrative Plant Science when it was established in 2014, and to deposit these documents for 
posterity in the Cornell Archives. 

In this tradition, and in celebration of the 90th Anniversary of the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letters, the 
editors of this volume are pleased to present a digital record of the early Maize News Letters, founded at Cornell 
University by R.A. Emerson in April of 1929. 
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Introduction to Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter, 
Volume 1 (1929) 

The following pages offer a full page verbatim scan of the first MNL, sent to maize cooperators by R.A. Emerson on 
12 April 1929 (Kass et al. 2005, Appendix I). The “Historical Notes on Maize Cooperation” listed on p. 56 of MNL 
14 (1940) states that the mimeographed letter of April 12, 1929 is “considered News Letter 1” (see INTRODUC-
TION). The scan was made by Ed Coe from the archived files of E.G. Anderson (See Coe & Kass 2005, Appendix 
II).
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

ITHAC A» Ho Y.

April 12s 1929

IT* Oh UNTO OS :ze o.

You who attended the wcornf.Vbw in my hotel room at the 
time of the winter science meetings in hew York will recall that.
I promised to prepare a summary of the published data involving 
linkage groups in maize9 to add my own unpublished data., and to 
send these records to each of you for criticism and the addition 
of such unpublished records as you may care to furnish me* I am 
now enclosing the records promised, but can claim no credit for 
having assembled them. Professor Eraser had, before leaving for 
a year in Europe, abstracted the available published papers.
Mr.. Beadle has completed that work, has assembled my own unpub
lished records, and has arranged all the tables and charts.

I hope that each of you, whether or not 3rou attended 
the Hew York meeting, will send me such relevant data as you have 
not yet published, showing either linkage or independent inheri
tance. In so far as you have data ready for publication, I prefer 
to receive a copy of your manuscript, but shall be glad to have 
also records which you are not ready to publish, if you care to 
send them. I agree not to publish any such data without your con
sent and in any case to give proper credit. Any records sent, 
however, should be with the understanding that I am at liberty to 
use them in an early revision of the mimeographed sheets for dis
tribution to other workers, pending the publication of the general 
linkage paper which I have been threatening to bring out for some 
years now.

I indicated at New York that the records were too in
complete to warrant publication now, a fact made strikingly obviou 
by the I * * * 5,rainbowsn on the maps. The distribution of the data in 
mimeographed form should serve temporarily the needs of those 
actively studying maize genetics; and others can wait. The co
ordination of effort agreed to in New York should go far toward
straightening out many of the question marks in the next year or
two.
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In this connection, I add here, as a reminder, a list 
of those to whom linkage groups were parcelled out at How York,

CWx group 

R~0r group 

SuTu group 

BLg group

Eyster, Buckneli; Beadle, Cornell.

Lindstrom, Jenkins, Wentz, Ames.

BiTiersoa, Cornell..

Stadler, Missouri; McClintock, Cornell,

Y - P l

pBr

RaGl1

BxV

group  Bill, Cornell.

group  Emerson, Cornell.

group  Brewbaker, Minnesota; Brunson, Manhattan; 
Eraser, Cornell.

group  Eyster, Bucknell; Jorgenson, Ohio; Li, Cornell, 

group  Hot assigned.

group  Brink, Wisconsin; Li, Cornell.

To those not at the Hew York meeting, it should he ex
plained that this assignment of groups was, so far as possible, 
made in accordance with the expressed interests of those assuming 
the responsibilities entailed. It was far from our purpose to 
preempt groups for ourselves and thereby warn off other workers.
Our purpose rather was to make sure that each known group woula be 
given immediate and adequate attention to the end that the not vexy 
exciting job of chromosome mapping may go forward^with some dis
patch, thereby making possible an attack on certain important 
genetic problems now awaiting just such tools as accurate linkage 
Saps afford. It should go without saying therefore that the help 
of those of you v/ho were not at the Hew York conference will be 
welcomed.

I suggest that those who have mode themselves respon
sible for any group, request needed material directly from the 
workers most likely to have it, as indicated by the names in the 
last column of the table lor that group. We at Cornell shâ l be 
glad to furnish on request tester stocks in so far as our sornewhar 
limited supply will permit. It would doubtless be he3.pful if those 
who have particularly desirable testers for any group would proffer 
them to the ones who are primarily responsible for that group.

Sincerely,

R. A. Emerson
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In the last column of the tables giving the linkage data for the 
several linkage groups, papers from which the records have keen sum
marized are indicated "by author and year, hot all published data are 
included. For instances Rd, data are omitted when abundant backcross
data are available. Records credited to an author without indication 
of the year are unpublished. In general, unpublished data received 
in personal correspondence are net included, except when no publishes 
records are available. Such data are doubtless incomplete. It Is 
thought, therefore, that workers will prefer to add their complete 
data as of the spring of 19£0.

X and Y in the column headings of 
the dominant genes of the first column 
r ec e ss ive allelomorphs.

the several tables indicate 
and x and y their respective

In the second column under the heading 15Link, phase11, C  coup
ling and R = repulsion, Be ~ backcrossed and S ~ selfed.

Bata presented in the table of threepoint tests are included :.
not additional to, data in the several group tables. The first col .mu 
of this table shows the genotype of one parent only, the other parous 
having obviously the respective allelomorphs of the genes of parent 
no. 1, The genotypes involved in columns 2  5  will be clear from 
the following illustration:

Parental
Parent combinations Region 1 Region 2 Regions
ho. 1 ho. .1 ho, 2 ______________ ___________________ 1 and 2__
C sh Wx C sh Wxc Sh wx C Sh wxc sh Wx.C sh wxe Sh Wx C Sh Wxc sh vr. 
I Sh wx I Sh wxi sh Wx I sh Wxi Sh wx I Sh Wxi sh wx I sh wxi Sh ¥

Baps. 

Ho attempt has been made to indicate map distance other than by 
observed crossover percentages $ 3 mm. = 1 per cent crossing over.

Starred genes (*) are those located with reasonable certainly5 
others probably belong in the general region indicated.

A gene tested with only one of the located genes is placed oppo
site that gene at a distance determined by the crossover percentage, 
its locus being approximately at one end or other of the "rainbow1.

Independence of linkage groups.

:n

This chart shows what tests have been made between genes of anj 
one linkage group and those of other, presumably independent, group* 
Thus, there are records involving approximately 9900 individuals .tv 
selfed parents indicating independence between C or I and A and 
approximately 2000 individuals in backcross progenies indicating 
independence of sh and A. It is obvious that the data are not ade
quate to establish the independence of all the groups, and it is hope 
that other workers will have unpublished data to fill in some of the 
"holes"o As an example of the necessity of obtaining more nearly 
adequate data, a manuscript by Hayes and Brubaker (received after ihe 
stencils for the linkage tables had been cut) indicates that gl0~fu
belong to the B3g group, while Beadle*s unpublished records suggest 
that fi is in the Cwx group. The independence of these two groups 
is, therefore, quos t i0nab 1 e.
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List.of Genes

ar Argentia  finely striped leaf Eyster 1929
au^ Aurea chlorophyllyellow plant Eyster 1929
au2 Aurea chlorophyllyellow seedling Eyster 1929
ip Brown pericarp with a Meyers 192?
C Colored aleuronc with A and R East and Heyes 1911

43 Dwarf plant Subtle (Unpub.j

de15 Defective endosperm Brink 1927
hi Ha yes and Eas t 1915
gl2 G lo s.a.y.. s.oed 1 i ng .

g^i Germless Eyster 1929

I Inhibitor for aleurone color East and Hayes 1911
pk Polkadot leaf Eyster 1929
a Virescent seedling Demerec 1924

V14 Virescent seedling Phipps (Unpub.)

v15 Virescent seedling Phipps (Unpub.)

n i White seedling Demerec 1926
WX ¥axy endosperm Collins 1909
yg Yellowgreen plant Jenkins 1927

Notes

pit The 1929 data of Eyster on pit are not consistent with his 
earlier data. He makes the statement in his 1929 paper 
that pk and ar show relatively close linkage— hence pk 
pro!ably lies on the wx side of G.

■̂̂ie naterial on which the d^ and w\^ counts were made,

W11 •̂tlG C and R factors were segregating. Demerec states that 
a calculation of the recombination percentage with C would 
suggest that both d^ and were on the wx side of sh but

that a calculation on such material could not be depended 
on.

au^ The location of au^ to the right of sh is somewhat doubtful.

Recombination values with C and sh are based on separate 
progenie So Neither au or au have been tested with yg for 
allelomorphism. 1 ^

v14 ^14 *s known to be located in the Cshwx linkage group but
the data (Phipps unpub.) are of such a nature that .a recom
bination value cannot be calculated.
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Genes Link. Ro. comb in a !
phase Humber of individuals cions

X Y xy Xy xY xy Total Ho. | % i Authority
■ Vu VJ U A. R Be 115 340 298 92 845 207 24.5 Breggar *18

C Be 858 310 O  -L J- 7 pi 2260 621 77,5 Breggar 113
C Be 371 115 125 397 1008 240 23.8 Kempt on *719
C Be 2542 717 739 2710 6708 1456 21.7 Hutchison 522

42511 9388 22.1 Stabler *25
249663 67402 27.0 Collins and
302995 79314 26.2 (Kempton 727

V, SH G BC 4032 1 5 T ~T5214T035 SMS' 30T 3.6 Hutchison ? 22
C Be 10077 366 397 9866 20706 763 3.7 Eyster *29
R Be 638 21379 21096 672 43r,35 1310 3.0 Hutchison s22

"72849 2374 r 3.5
Sh ¥x R Be To31 r OT9T7~5S85 T48S~13855 3019 l"20.3 Hutchison *22
i oh C BC 9452 402 TOTT “196X5 786| 4.0 Hutchison '22
1 Wx [C Be "1487 584 547" 1520 4155 i TT3Ti 277X "Ttufchi son 5 22

R Be 7yo 2217 2283 792 6082 1582 26. 0 Hutchison ? 22
h 10220 2713 26.6

C V, R Be 3001 676 711 294 1981 594 RSOoO Lemerec ’2'
n i l R 70 84 40 3 197 7± “ Bernerec *24
1 Pk C S* 128 o 54 ^  56 244 2 Eyster *24

c s'L 148 5 128 92 373 2 Eyster *24
Sh Pk R ST 140 61 60 2 263 10 Eyster *24 '

R S> 382 173 173 11 739 24.5 Eyster *29
R Be3 73 363 366 70 872 143 16.4 Eyster *29

^  x  _ R 3 329 1621 138 8 637 j 22.8 Lemerec *26
lb W  W11 R S 487 193! 161 16 857 31.2 Lemerec 526

C S 320 26 25 67 438 13.4 Lemerec *26
S Yg 0 s 30817 20.5 Jenkins J27

R S. 3885 23.0 Jenkins *27
R BC 10 57 52 7 126 17 13.5 Jenkins *27

Sh Yg R Be 193 546 429 99 1267 292 23.0 Jenkins *27
R S 2583 1212 1057 89 4941 28,6 Jenkins *27

vi x Yg C Be Z§T gggJ "297" 412 ~T39’5Y 586 r 42. 0 Jenkins *27
R Be 78 120 136 80 414 158 38.2 Jenkins .27

1Q0T] n 1 A m 41.1 Jenkins *27
?"l5 Wx 0 S 4075 46r 1609 6145 19.4 Brink *27
Le1Fl Sh R S 2449 1146 1237 4832 16.5 Brink ’27
Yv Bp R Be 9| 56 49 9 123 18 14.6 Meyers *27
C; Ar R Be* 2178 4692 4166 1507 12543 3685 29.4 Eyster *29
Sh Ar R Be1* 1925 4763 4177 1221 12086 3146 26.0 Eyster * 29
Six Gu C S 2108 311 310 492 3221 21.6 Eyster *29

J hul c s' 546 79 638 305 1568 | 26. 5 Eyster *29
Sh AUp R 340 133 146 ion 629

r
28.0s Eyster *29

Sh Gm^ c s 2693 301 258 702 3954~1 115.3 Eyster *29

15 V15. R 3̂ 297 128 139 2 566 | 2.9 Phipps
Sh j F [r  s^ 366

----- rr---
171 172 5 714 i 20 „— Phipps

! _C and R segregating  9i7 ratio 

\A, C and R segregating - 27^37 ratio 
3Ratio corrected for germination "by author 
^See Threepoint test data

''Recombination value recalculated  author*s calculation 
given as 39.7

13
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List of Genes

df flint defective Lindstrom 1925
g Golden plant Lind sfrom 1918
gm2 Germle ss Dome re c 1926

ljl Lineate  striped leaves Hemp ton 1920
Ii_L. Lutous seedlings Lindstrom 1917

12 Luteus seedlings Lindstrom 1925

nl Harrowler.f Erne r s o n (ITnpuh c
Pg'l Palegreen seedling Brunson 1524
R Aleurone color East and Hayes
S Spotted aleurone with Rrr Kempton 1919

vie Virescent seedling Phipps (Unpub.)

v20 Viresccnt seedling Phipps (Unpub *)
w2 White seedling Carver 1924

15



Re combi nr** I
Ge nc s Link* Number of individuals ■ tions
X Y phr se X Y X y 1 x Y x y Total No * _z_. Authority

R G C Be 200 55 58 174 487 113 23*2 Lindstrom *17
& *18

C Be 227 36 33 195 491 69 14*1 Emerson
R Be 29 81 86 18 214 47 22.0 Lindstrom *18
R Be 18 117 156 28 319 46 14*4 Emerson

1 1511 275 18 * 2
R C S 303 2~1 5 121 431 1 • 61 Lindstrom •21

G R Be 8 35 21 5 69 13 18.8 Lindstrom *13

R Pg. C B n 1907 .300 1053 686 3946 23.3 Brunson *24
1

R S 1199 506 445 32 2182 27.2 Brunson *24
G Pgl C 8 “638 33 57 146 890 14.6 We nt z

Lil Pgl R S 194 71 265 45 Brunson *24
R “ Wo G s 1329 171 202 402 2104 18.5 Carver *24

C s 648 74 81 157 960 17.8 Lindstrom *24
R s 43 16 22 2 83 30.8 Carver *24

Et R s 815 210 10 1035 Lindstrom *25X
R s3 585 348 84 1017 Lindstrom *85
R 560 318 70 948 Lindstrom *25
R s5 380 402 115 897 22.0 Lindstrom *25

R L2 R s ~ m e ~ 405 473 69 1893 33.9 Lindstrom *2d

C s1 837 197 582 277 1893 35.4 Lindstrom 725
R Gmo R s 2239 784 976 84 4083 31 Dome rec *26

R S' 6876 2947 1182 90 11095 27 Wentz

'•flli2
r:VJT R s "28X0 ~ 3'6 S3~ DO ± Wentz

Gm2 Pgl R s 835 255 ' 1090 50 ± We nt z

R L r 51 15 43 93 202 20 Phipps

R VPO c Bcfc 77 10 80 152 319 12.5 Phipps

G Li^ R Be 148 817 924 111 2000 259 13*0 Hutchison

R Li^ C Be 208 74 86 138 506 160 31*6 Hutchi son

C Be6 460 191 282 374 6517 191 29*3 Hutchison
1157 351 30.3

r%u* N1 R Be 69 389 382 49 889 118 13.3 Emerson
R NX C Be 219 93 116 191 619 209 33.8 Emerson

11928 data indicate complete linkage
mid R segregating  9 s 7 fileurone ratio 

3W^ and wg segregating
\̂7g and segregat _ng

w2 cinĉ w3 segregating 
and R segregating 

1First two classes only

Note s

df Lindstrom states that df and wo are very closely linked 
' but presents no data,

S Kempton (1919) postulated this spotting factors located 
so as to give about 12.5/& re comb inat ions 1 with R*
Emerson (Unpubc) has additional evidence in support of
this assumption.

16
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List of Genes 

Defective endosperm

e' Ocm

11a nge 1 b d o rf /19 2 'v
do6 Defective endosperm Mange1s dorf 1926

dc16 Defective endosperm Wentz 1925 ,̂ JorK,o
Ga Gamete  pollen tube growth Mange 1 s do rf/1925
gex Premature germination Mangelsdorf 1926
su Sugary endosperm East and Hayes 1911
x S5 Tassclsecd Emerson (Unpub )
Tu Tunicate ear Collins 1917
wl Whitebase leaf Stroman 1925

Linkage Lata

Gene
X

!

Y
Link,
phase

Humber of individuals
Re c omb i na  

t ions
AuthorityX Y X y x Y x y Total HO a %

Su Tu C S 113 4 7 25 149 8,3 P o ne s &
Gallnstegui * 2

C Dc 430H 175 169 406 1180 344 29,1 Eystcr ’21
C Be 612 290 208 562 1672 498 29,8 Emerson
R Be 1031 2498 2093 . 807 6429 1838 28.6 Eyster *22
R Be 63 215 164 57 499 120 24.0 Erne r s o n

9780 2800 28 • 6
Su Wl R S 44 19 11 1 75 25  0 Stroman ’24

R S 4492 2018 1961 93 8564 22.0 Carver '27
Dele Su C S 20622 453 7201 28276 * 3.2 Wentz *25
Su V8 C S 940 214 179 148 1481  32.4 Bernerec T26

Tu C S 450 1 Lethal 451 41 Phipps

De1 Su R S 601 238 247 64 1150 . 39 Mangelsdorf &
JL Pone s '25

De 6 Su R S 204“ 92  296 26 Mange1sd orf ? 25
Gê Su R s 1218 474 1692 40 Mangelsdorf *26

Su TSr5 C Be 578 41 42 457 1118 83 7.4 Emerson

Tsr5
rpr, 
1  L L R Be 49 166 115 48 378 97 25.7 Emerson

Petes

Gei c is used instead of for sugary defective of Wentz,16 su ° 17
Vq is very near Tu but whether to the left or right is 

unknown

Ga is to the left of su because it disturbs the Tutu ratio 
very little if at all in pedigrees in which it disturbs 
the Susu ratio materially (Emerson, Unpub,),

den is presumably to the left of Ga, because Ga 
dc and su (Mangelsdorf and Pones 1925).

is between
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List of Genes

"D..D Intensifier of plant color Emerson 1918
Ig Ligulele ss Emerson 1912
sk Bilkless jone s 1925
ts^ Tasselseed. Emerson 1920

t4 Virescent seedling Domeree 1924

Linkage Data

i Recombina
Genes Linkc jITumber of individuals tions
X Y phase ! X Y XJSL x Y x y Total Bo. % Authority

B Ig C Be 240 134 102 243 719 236 32.8 Emerson *18
C Be 642 291 282 620 1835 573 31.2 Emerson
C Be 2487 1469 1557 2609 8122 3026 37.2 Emerson &

Hutchison T 21
R Be 498 1085 103/ 504 3124 1002 32.1 Emerson

13800 4837 35.0
Lg Ts, C Be 117 52 72 74 315 124 39.4 Emerson

R Be 51 65 64 42 222 93 41.9 Emerson
~53T~~2T7~ 40.4

B G Be 113 24 21 110 268 45 16.8 Demerec *24
v4 Ig R Be 412 501 521 366 1800 778 43.2 Demerec ?24
B Sk C Be 1332 97 106 1226 2761 203 7.4 Anderson

R Be 2 82 66 6 156 8 5.1 Andersen
'“SUIT 21T 7.2

Eg BE ~ m B c ~ I F T 288“ 315 167 957 354 37.0 Anderson
148 60 67 133 408 12/ 31.1 Anderson

1365 481 35.2

20
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List of Genes

Blotched aacurone with A c R Emerson (Unpub
fi Pine streaked leaves Anderson 1922
PI Purple plant color Emerson 1918
sm Salmon silks Anderson 1921

Te Vire scent soe dling Carver 1927
V7 Virescent seedling Carver 1927
W1 White seedling Stroman 1924
w5 White seedling with wg Lemerec 1924

White seedling with Wg Lome re$ 192 4
i

Linkage Lata

Gene s Link*! Number of individuals
Re combina

tions
X Y pi? Clse X Y X y x Y x y PotaT" No. Author it ;y

Y PI c Be 79 22 28 71 ! 200 50 25*0 Emerson ’18
545 221 234 506 1506 455 30.2 Anderson ’21
80 51 3C 55 216 31 37.5 Anderson
173 46 59 176 49 4 105 23.1 Hutchisqn

R Be 367 880 8Q7 372 2516 739 29.4 Anderson 5.21
135 398 374 118 1025 253 24.7 Anderson

5917 1633 28.5
PI Sm C Be 1076 145 146 994 2361 291 12.3 Anderson ’21

84 1014 971 76 2145 160 7.5 Anderson Y2I
4506 451 lo.o

Y Pi 'Tt Be ^“33351 0 ' many Anderson** * P2
Y "IT OkJ ~37 35 54 376 24.3 Demerec T23

Y (W5
(W*

s' 349 12 eo 33 454
(24.3
024.5

Pemerec ’23

Y 5*T "1020“" 259 191 1707 35 !Lindstrom ’24
C s 1132 321 347 175 1975 42 Stroman *24
R c*kj 456 181 186 41 864 42 Stroman ’24

Y V6 R s 467 2U!T 209 12 913 23 Carver 127
'J V? C s 592 149 1 78 79 998 42 Carver ’27

c s'z 445 277 106 116 944 36 Carver ’27
Ye v7 R s V5T~ 179 23V 913“ 42 Carver *27
Bh Y C Be 144 51 118 2103 523 169 32.3 Anderson
Bh P I C Be 58 1 26 473 132 1.7** Andersen

lwn and wg duplicate genes

^Segregating for another v  not linked 

^Probably part of this class actually Bh 

'^Prcm Bh class

Notes

mjj Stroman presents data which he interprets as showing 
r linkage between mj and mg and also between and Y. 

m2) His data are sufficiently extensive only to suggest 
that these factors may beD.ong to this links,go group*

22
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List ox Genes

Bn Br c wn a 1 e ux 0 no Kva ka 1 \ 19 2 4
gip Glossy seedling ILvakan 1924

in Intensifier of alourone Praser 1924
Pgp Palegreen s0cdl1ng Bemerec 1925
ra Ramo sa Gernert 1912
si Slashed seedling Haye s and

Br evbaker 1926
sr0 Striate  striped leaf Bruns 0n (Unpub,)

Virescent Demerec 192^

Linkage Data

9 ones 
1 Y

Link,
phase

Humber of individuals
Recombina

tions
Authority'X Y l y . x Y x y To tal Ho. r C7 /°

Bo Sla C Be 177 63 54 192 486 117 24.1
1

Kvakan * 2 4 
Gii v& C Be 106 9 6 120 241 15 6.2 Kvakan *
Bu V5 C Be 83 31 29 98 241 60 24.9 Kvakan *24

Bn Ra C Be 169 104 100 161 534 204 38.2 Kvakan *24
Bn Pg1 C S 203 8 5 65 281 4.5 Dome re c 125
G1, Sr 2 R Be 97 289 342 63 791 160 20.2 Brunson

Rotes

si Hayes and Brev/baker state that si belongs to this linkage 
group,

Y2I Hayes and Brev/baker present data showing a linkage 
YpJ between two factors for yellow endosperm (Yg and Yp) 

and a glossy seedling factor. Since the relation of 
the glossy character to gl is net evident? the placing 
of these two genes in this linkage group would appear 
uncertain.

24
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List of Genes

bm Brown midrib Eyster 1926
bv Brevis  semidwarf plant Suttlc (Unpub.)

f 2 Fine striped leaves Eyster 1926

Pr Purple alcurone East and Hayes :
SC-,J- Scarred endosperm Eyster 1926

tn Tiny plant Eyster 1926

y2 Yirescent seedling Bemere c 1924

v3 Yirescent seedling Bernerco 1924

v12 Yirescent seedling Phipps (UnpubO

yg Yellow green Eyster 1926
ys Yellowstripe Beadle 1929

Linkage Bata

Genes 
X Y

Link.
phase

Number of individuals
Recombina

tions
AuthorityX Y X y x Y x y Total Ho. C7

__ /£._

Pr Yp R Be 377 552 499 366 1774 743 41 e 9 Phipps<sJ
C Be 67 46 41 51 205 87 42.4

830 “52". 0
PY w R Be “ 123“ 32(T 102 841 225 26.8 Phipps

Pr via C. Bo 61 15 4 75 155 19 12.4 Phhpp s
c a 492 • 37 39 13 7 705 11.4

Pr Ys R 219 323 209 19 770 8.3 Beadle ‘29

Rote s

bm Eyster states that bm shows abou+ 20 per cent 
recombinations with Pr but presents no data#

f 2  Eyster state, that these genes belong to the Pr
__ t linkage group but presents no data.

1
tn j
yg J

bv Li (Unpubo ) has evidence that bv and Pr are 
relatively closely linked.

26
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List of Genas

dl Dwarf plant Emerson 1912

pg2 Palegreen seedling Demerec 1924

cr Crinkly leaves Emerson 1921

Linkage Bate,

Genes
X Y

Link,, Number of incLi vi duals
Rec omb 1. na  

tions
Authorityphase X Y X y ! x Y x y i Total No s ,r J

X  ?g2 R S 1364 584 580 65 2593 32 Demerec r2*

1  Cr 

j.

R Be
C Be

15
518

53
102

48
107

15
482

131
. 120?

30
209

22o 9 
170 3

Emerson
Emerson

 ■ .1
1340

_ .
h239 17.8

28
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L:'.st of Genes

Hr/ierson 1918 
Buttle (Unpub „) 
Hupps 1928

Linkage Lata

Genes
JL y

Link.
phase

Lumber of individuals
Recombina

tions
AuthorityX Y x Y x y Total Ho. I %

m r,
A i34

G Be 
R Be

90
262

63
351

70
372

85
333

308
1318

133
596

43.2
45.1

Phipps ■ 2 
Phipps 2

1626 728 44 o 8

A Ant ho cyan1n pigment
na Hana  dwarf plant
t b T a s & e 1se e d
4

Rotes

Li (Unpub.) has evidence that na is linked with A, 
showing about 40 per cent of recombinations.
Jones (Unpub.) also has evidence of this linkage.
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Parent 
11 o. 1

Parental
conibina

i
Re comb i na tions Coin

tions
IToo 1 Bo. 2 Region 1 Region 2

:Regions 
1"& 2 T otal

ci~
dence Author it'

C sh Wx 2538 2708 
5246

116 113 
229 
3,4$

601 626 
1227 
18.3$

4 2 
6

0., 12$
6708 0.14

Hut chic
* 22

I  Sh  wx 2215 2280 
4495

121 139 
2 6 0  
4.3$

669 653 
1322 
21.7$

2 3
5
0.08$

6082 0 .09
Hut chiso

? n p

y g  c Sh 54 51 
105

7 9 
16

12.7$

3 1
4

3.2$

1 0 
1

0.8$
126

Jenkins 
5 27

C oh ar 4678 4138 
8816

259 192 
451
3.6$

1243 1986 
3234 
25 o 8$

14 28
42
0.34$

12543 Go 33
Eyster

?2o

5 3 r Su tu 
5

163 113 
276

9 12 
21 
5.6$

37 39
76

20.1$

2 3 
5

1,3$
378 0.88

Emerson

T s h Lg 111 71 24 17 48 35 6 3 315
r

Emex fj an

i’s B lg 1 57 57 
296

20 21 
82

15.3$

31 21 
135 
25.1$

7 8
24
4.5$

222
537 0.77

Rk B Lg 148 131 
279

13 8 
21
5.1$

56 52 
108 

26.3$

0 2 
2
0.5$

410 0.36
Anderson

Y PI Sm
Y pi Sm
Y PI sm
Y p i  sm

191 180 
436 377 
305 265 
333 411 
2498

109 104 
165 206 
107 124 
183 152 
1150 
28.6$

21 31 
45 50 
28 30
66 59 
330 
8.2$

5 5 
5 1 
0 1 

16 12
4 5
1.12$

4023 0.40

Anderson
*21

T s hr ¥2 1 12 8 
20

3 9 
12

34.3$

0 3 
3

8 .6 $

0 0 
0

0 .0 $
35

Emers an

Bn 0 1 , Vr -L o 83 98 
181

22 23 
45

18.7$

9 6 
15

6.2$
!- .

0 0 
0

0 .0 $
241

Kvaknn 
! 24
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«-* nl X il '• 1 O "̂ nr-X u c> -.j su Tu t s i U sk 3 lg y PI sm wl p t s g  b r

A 99 20. 5 48 99 9 6 2 80 1 12 13 op f i i 10 10 15
2

5.
2 5 5 A 1 *4 10 3 4 5 1

na L 2 £ 123 2 J3 8 1 p:y 1 3

Pr 8 5 20 G 1 5 3 1 1 2 ? C

V2 2 3
•—

5 8

T3 13 34 14 r"/O 1
*v;"'“to • Xh 8 6 4 1
C’7 4

" I 4 11 5 2 8 5 S I 3 3 3 2 5

p 62 7 4 4 7 6* rnmm
26

cr 4 10 3 12 5 4 9 5 2 9 *t 5 1 1

Bn
r;Ud-1

26 14 14 9 6 29 2 p 41 6 3 I

r§ 7 6 4 16 3 3 10 7
..... 4 4 0 8 7

in 45

P 8 3 12 5 6 7 6 1 30 7 p, 18 23 c

ts2 1 3 2 r R 3 7' 7"
or | 5 3 16 1
fl 9_ 2 15 2 6 2 3

y
pi

9
6

8
5

12
6

15
12

4
5

2
7
1C
S

1 10 13 
4 11

1
3

14
14

14
44

10 
19

sm 1

t S l 5
V/ 12 7 12 8
sk 3 13 4
B 33 11 46 1 7 7 5 13 19
lg it 19. 15 55 3 10 7 10 21 23

r>c,1 °5 2 4
SU 50 71 5 2 5 3
Tu 9 9 5 3

R 17 23 6
fih 1 "3

!

nl 3 3
1^1 8
v18
V20

2
2“

2

Bn v5 ra

15 y

ft

11 13

dj pg2 er Pr Vg v3 v-̂ 9 bv

~13reT~l[— "S"t'

5 3 ;

2
1
4

5

figures in table represent 
approximately the number of hundreds 
of individuals counted, the counts 
suggesting independent inheritance.

Counts on backcross progenies are 
distinguished by an underscore from 
counts from self pollinations.

Continued on next page
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y
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2
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2
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figures in table represent 
approximately the number of hundreds 
of individuals counted, the counts 
suggesting independent inheritance.

Counts on backcross progenies are 
distinguished by an underscore from 
counts from self pollinations.

Continued from previous page
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LITERATURE ON LINKAGE IN HHI2E

In general, only papers containing data on the linkage or 
independence of factors in knov/n linkage groups are listed.

Anderson, E. G. - The inheritance of salnon silk color in naize. 
Cornell Univ. Agric• Exp, Sta. Hen. 48: 539-554. 1921»

- Heritable characters of naize. XI. Pino 
streaked leaves. Jour. Heredity 13: 91-92. 1922.

______________  - Pericarp studies in naize. II. The allele -
norphisn of a series of factors for pc-ricarp color. Genetics 
442-453. 1924.

_______________  - Genetic factors for yellow ondospem color in
naize. Papers Mich. Acad. Science, Arts & Letters 4: 51-54. 
1924.

.______________  and Emerson, R. A. - Pericarp studies in naize.
I. The inheritance of pericarp colors. Genetics 8s. 466-476. 
1923.

Beadle, G. Y7. - Yellow stripe - a factor for chlorophyll deficiency 
in naize located in the Pr pr chronosonc. Aner. Nat. 63: 
139-151. 1929.

Breggcr, T. - Linkage in naize: The C alcurone factor and waxy
endosperm. Aner. Nat. 52: 57-61. 1918.

Brink, R. A. - A lethal nutation in naize caffecting the seed.
Aner. Nat. 61: 52£*-530. 1927*

Brunson, A. M. - The inheritance of a lethal pale green seedling 
character in naize. Cornell Univ. Agric. Exp. Sta. Men. 72: 
5-22. 1924.

Carver, W. A. - The genetic relation of endosperm and chlorophyll 
characters in naize. Proc. Iov/a Acad. Sci. 31: 129. 1924.

(A short note without data in which it is stated that 
brindled, a chlcrcphyll defect, shov/s linkage with sw- with 
about 26 % of re combinat ions (j .

___________ _ - A genetic study of certain chlorophyll deficiencies
in naize. Genetics 12: 415-440. 1927.

Collins, G. N. - Gametic coupling as a cause of correlations.
Aner. Nat. 46: 559-590. 1912.

____________ _ - Mosaic coherence of characters in seeds of maize.
U.S.D.A. B.P.r. Circ. 132: 19-21. 1913.

______________  - Hybrids of Zea tunicata and Zea ranosa. Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. 3: 345-349. 1917.

______________  - Hybrids of Zea ranosa and Zea tunicata. Jcur.
Agric. Res. 9: 383-395. 1917.

_____ _______ __ Kenptcn, J. H. - Inheritance of waxy endospern
in hybrids of Chinese naize. IV. Conference internat de
genctique (Paris). Cenpt. rend. 1911: 347-356. 1913.

----- -------- —_- Inheritance cf waxy endosperm
m  hybrids with sweet corn. U.S.D.A. B.P.I. Circ. 120:
21-27. 1913.

  a:lc ______________  Inheritance cf endospern textu't
m  sweet X waxy hybrids of naize. Aner. Nat. 48: 584~&9&
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Collins j G. IT. and Kempt on, J. H.  Variability in the linkage of 
two seed characters of maize. U.S.D.A. Bui. 1468; 64. 1927.

Demerec, M.  Inheritance of white seedlings in maize* Genetics 8; 
561593. 1923.

________  Genetic relations of five factor pairs for vircscent
seedlings in maize. IT. Y. (Cornell) Agric. Exp. Sta0 Mem. 84" 
338. 1924.

____ _______  inheritance of pa^o green seedlings in maize.
Genetics 10? 3 1 8 x4. 1925.

 Botes on linkages In maize. Timer. Bat. 60; 172176.
1926.

East, E. Mo  Inheritance of color in the aleurcne cells of maize. 
Amer. Bat. 46; 363365. 1912.

___________ and Hayes, H. K.  I meritance in maize. Ccnn. Agric.
Exp. Sta. Bui. 167; 1142. 1911.

Emerson, R. A.  Genetic correlation and spuricus allelomorphism
in maize. Beh. Agric. Exp. Sta. Ann. Rept. 24: 5890. 1911.

______________  The inheritance of the ligule and auricles of corn
leaves. Boh. Agric. Exp* Sta. Rept. 25: 8188. 1912.

______________  A fifth pair of factors, A aL, for aleurcne color in
maize, and its relation to the C. c_ cand R r_ pairs. Cornell 
Univ* Agric. Exp. Sta. Mem. 16; 231289, 1918.

________________  Heritable characters of maize. II. Pistillate
flowered maize plants. Jour. Heredity 11: 6576. 1920.

______________  The genetic relations of plant colors in maize.
Cornell Univ. Agric. Exp. Sta. Mem. 39: 7156. 1921.

______________  Aberrant endosperm development as a means of dis
tinguishing linkage groups in maize. Tmer. Bat. 58; 272277. 
1924.

______________  A possible case of selective fertilization in maize
hybrids. Abstract in Anat. Rec. 29: 136. 1924*

______________ and Emerson, Sterling H.  Genetic interrelations of
two andromonoecicus types of maize, dwarf and anther ear. 
Genetics 7s 202236. 1922.

___________ __ and Hvhchison, C. B.  The relative frequency of
crossing over in micrespore and in megaspore development in 
maize. Genetics 6: 417432. 1921.

Eyster, W. H.  The linkage relations between the factors for tuni
cate ear and starchysugary endosperm in maize. Genetics 6; 
209240» 1921.

 Inheritance of zigzag culms in maize. Genetics 7;
559567. 1922.

____________   The intensity of linkage between the factors for
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Introduction to Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letters,
 Volumes 2-14 (1932-1940)

The following pages offer verbatim scans of the first set of bound MNL Volumes 2-14 (1932-1940) numbered by 
hand in pencil, beginning with October 1932, labeled “Vol. 2” (MNL 2; Coe & Kass 2005, Appendix II; see also 
Kass et al. 2005, Appendix I). The binding on the first set of bound News Letters clearly shows that 1932 was con-
sidered to be MNL Vol. 2 (see image on back cover). 

MNL Volumes 2-14 are arranged below sequentially, numbered as per Emerson’s system (MNL 14:56, 1940), and 
inter-leafed with calls and other items as found in the Plant Breeding bound volumes (Scanning of MNL bound 
volumes was arranged by Michael Cook).

Not included here is the “second folder” of Linkage data mentioned by Emerson in his Historical Summary 
(MNL 14:56, 1940). That document was among the papers of E.G. Anderson and also in the archives of the 
Rockefeller Foundation (Kass et al. 2005, Appendix I; Coe & Kass 2005, Appendix II). 

Note that both Emerson and Beadle sent many communications to maize cooperators prior to issuing MNL Vol. 
2, 1932 (Coe & Kass 2005, Appendix II). Marcus Rhoades assumed editorship of the MNL as of October 5th 
1932. Succeeding editors through 1940 were R.A. Emerson, Derald Langham, Emerson then Allan C. Fraser.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

October 5* 1952

To Corn Geneticists

Enclosed with this is a report of the meeting of corn 
geneticists held at Ithaca at the time of the Genetics Congress 
and a report of a committee provided for at that meeting.

In accordance with the action taken by the -hole group and 
by the committee, it is requested that, as soon as convenient, you 
send to the undersigned a small quantity of seed of any stocks 
which you think may be useful to other workers now or which should 
be maintained for future use. As these lots of seed are received, 
a record of them will be made and later sent to all of you so that 
you rnay know what is available. As an illustration of combinations 
of genes such as should be available for distribution, a list of 
types now in our possession at Cornell is given below. You should 
not fail to send material even tho it duplicates stocks in this list

A limited supply of trfsomic seed is available for the b-lg, 
a-nq, pr-v£, Y-Pl, ra-gl-^ j, c-wx and r-g linkage groups. Ye
shall be glad to supply samples of this seed to the different 
individuals charged with the responsibility of the various groups. 
If the demand is not too great we shall try to supply all requests 
for trisomic seed.

If your v;ork requires some unusual set-up or if you want 
better material of certain types than you now have, please indicate 
your needs at once. Tnese requests will then be circulated from 
this office. As tn illustration of what is in mine here, Emerson 
wants an early maturing stock involving green-striped. He also 
desires the combination a&herent-enther ear.

1. lg-gl2-b-v4
Bn-ra-v^

5* Bn-gl-̂ -v̂
4. y-Pi-al
5. a-j_ P sh v*x lg f^
6. A B PI lg sh wx y

10. 3 E-lg Y-Pl C rr pr
11. P-br-f-an
12. P-br-f-brn^

7. lg g ar na-ts4
8. p-(Tsgt5£)-(Ff)-(Br br)-an
9. A-j-na-cr gl^-v^ ¥-Pl

A. la. Ahoades, Sec’y
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V o t .  ^

Report of a meeting held during the Genetics congress on 
August 26th by those interested in corn genetics

- M. M. Rhoades -

The meeting v:as called to order by Dr = R 
Approximately 45 individuals veers present.

Emerson

Tiie following resolutions were discussed and favorably acted
upon: -

1. That the dropping of the second letter in bi-literal 
symbols to form a subscript be condemned as confusing and unsat- 
isf actory .

2. That some place be designated as a ’clearing house’ to 
assist in the assigning of appropriate names and symbols for char-
acters and genes. Cornell was chosen as the institution '/here the 
records will be kept and help given in the assigning of symbols.
An example of how this ’clearing house’ may be expected to function 
is as follows:- Two individuals, A and B, are working on glossy 
seedlings. A reports he has 5 and 3 reports he has 4 new glossy 
seedlings. A will then be assigned from glA to glc< and B \ ill be 
assigned from gig to glpp. This should avoid the confusion that 
arises when two investigators use the same symbols for different 
genes.

0. That a repository be formed for the storing ana d1ssem- 
inating of new genes and of desirable multiple factor combinations, 
and that : list of such genes and combinations be furnished those 
interested from time to time.

4. That the geneticists refrain from designating the linkage- 
groups by numbers until the cytologists agree to the size secuence 
of the different members of the haploid set.

5. That a committee be appointed by Dr. Emerson to consider 
the problems connected v/ith the maintenance of a central seed re-
pository. The report of the committee follows:-

In accordance with the action noted above a committee was 
appointed consisting of Brink, Jones, hangelsdorf, btadler, and 
Emerson (chairman). The committee met and took action as follows

1. The genetics group at Cornell, with M. h. Rhoades in 
charge, is to act as custodian of these stocks.

2. The custodian is to receive from the several workers seed 
of any stocks involving new characters considered by the finder as 
worth saving and certainly any such characters the linkage of which 
is known, also particularly useful combinations of genes in the 
several groups, etc.
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o. The custodian will furnish those interested a list of 
the stocks received.

4. He will distribute on request small lots of particular- 
stocks to workers having need of them.

5. The custodian will see that viable seed of these stocks 
is provided at least every three or four years by those charged 
with growing them.

6. The finder of a new character is expected to maintain 
the stock or to notify the custodian that he can not do so. Those 
assuming responsibility for particular groups will maintain stocks
involving all the genes of those groups and will endeavor to build
up desirable combinations of genes of the particular groups.

7. The following assignment of groups was made by the com-
mittee:-

Group 1 . P~br ...... Emerson
Group 2 . — ” JL */1 • • • • • • • Beadle
Group o . q  • • « • • • • Brink

Group 4 . U  i- LI 9 9 9 • O o * Jones
Group b . pr-vo • Burnh- m
Group 6 . Y-Pl " Stabler
Group 7. ££ -i- X* O- 9 0 0 0 9 0 9

JL
Jenkins

Group 8 . , j  0 0 9 9 9 9 9 Sprsgue
Group 9. r  «.,.,ryw » ■/ v • « • • • •  t Eyster
Group 1 0 . ■il • • • • • • • Lindstrom

Any of the above who cannot assume or continue responsibilit
for the group assigned him is to notify the custodian at once.
It is to be understoon that anyone may begin or continue work with
any group whether or not it has been assigned to him. The purpose
is not so much to pV 9 V ent duplication as to insure that no group
is neglect ad. It io .o>:pected? however, that hen two or more are
interested in the same group, they will work in close cooperation!

R. A. Emerson (chairman)
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

December 12, 19

To Id&ize Geneticists

if you have any good tester combinations you 
v-ish to send in so that they may be made available for 
the whole group or if there is any combination of genes 
you would like to have, will you please notify us here 
at Cornell so that we may list your contributions and 
wants in the corn-letter which will come out in the near 
future. January 1st has been set as the dead line for 
receipt of material to be included in the letter. Will 
you please cooperate with us so that we can make this 
cooperative affair a real service to all concerned.

We plan to include in the letter a summary of 
the technic employed by the Russian physiologist, Lysenko 
in his "bpringefication" of corn.

If any of you have this year's linkage data 
which could be added to the linkage summary, we shall 
be glad to receive them at once. The summary is in pre-
paration for publication.

Cincerely yours,
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N e w  Y o r k  S t a t e  C o l l e g e  o f  A g r i c u l t u r e  a t  C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  
C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  A g r i c u l t u r a l  E x p e r i m e n t  S t a t i o n

I T H A C A ,  N.  Y .

\r»t. z

D E P A R T M E N T  O F  P L A N T  B R E E D I N G

J n u  ary 1933

To maize geneticists :-

We are including in this report an inventory of all maize 
characters whose description has either been published or called 
to our attention. We are also including a summary of the tech-
nique employed by Lyssenko in his 'Jarovization’ of corn.
Demerec was kind enough to make the translation from the Russian.

The response of the maize geneticists to the two letters 
from this office asking for their cooperation in establishing a 
clearing house and central repository has been good. Either seed 
or the statement that certain stocks were available and would be 
sent later has been received from the following institutions: 
Wisconsin, Texas A. and M., Missouri, Carnegie Institution,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Connecticut Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, California Institute of Technology, Minnesota,
Ames, Bucknell and Cornell. A list of these stocks is included 
in this report.

The following wants have been received:

1. Related stocks homozygous for Ga ana ga. Sprague.

S. A multiple recessive stock for each chromosome involving as 
great a map distance as possible with genes so situated as 
to reduce undetected double crossovers to a minimum. Sprague.

3. Variegated pericarp material from different sources. Whenever 
possible variegated/red cob white combination is preferable. 
Demerec.

4. Allelomorphs or suspected allelomorphs of h such as marbled, 
stippled, navajo, mottled, etc., and allelomorphs of R affect-
ing plant characters. Stabler.

5. Multiple recessive combinations of genes in 
Rhoades.

the pr-Vg group.

6. Any recessive gene in the gi^ v^ group that is carrying 
dominant yellow endosperm. Hayes.

7. The combinations al-Y-Pl; i^-ra-gl ; *nai 1gq-g1c»-'b;
pr-bm^ su-gl^; Y-Pl pr-bm-^ P-f^-an; p-f1-an. Burnham.
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8. Multiple seedling combinations for the same and different 
linkage groups; particularly new genes such as lg0, flossies, 
argostripe. Randolph.

9. The combination a^ pr in with any glossy. Randolph.

10. Seedling genes in the Y-Pl group other than al and py. 
Randolph.

Recommendations concerning symbols for nev/ characters:

Since approximately 290 different characters in maize have 
been described and assigned symbols it is becoming nore and more 
difficult to find appropriate symbols, suggestive of the charac-
ter, for new genes. Therefore, we recommend the following:

When a new character arises which is similar in its appear 
ance to a previously described character it should be given the 
same symbol as that used for the old character except that the 
subscript, of course, shall be different. This has been done in 
the past, e.g. the different virescents, glossy seedlings, etc., 
but it has not been followed in all cases. As a concrete example 
of what we have in mind, we have different striped leaves des-
cribed as fine streaked, fine striped, green striped, yellow 
striped, japonica, iojap, striate, etc. The number of geneti-
cally different striped characters will probably be great. 
Therefore, instead of trying to find a new symbol for a new strip 
designate it as jg if it resembles japonica, or ysg if it re-
sembles yellow stripe, etc. The sane holds for the male steriles 
dwarfs, etc. Unless we are willing to do this we shall be forced 
to use tri-literal symbols, or bi-literal symbols which in no way 
suggest the appearance of the character.

be strongly urge tint you correspond with this office be-
fore assigning symbols to nev; characters. We shall keep the list 
of assigned symbols up to date so that we can be of assistance 
in assigning the proper symbols. The success of this project 
depenas entirely upon your cooperation. There have been several 
instances in the past where tne same symbol has been used for 
different genes. This is confusing not only to maize geneticists 
but to others.

Listed below are tne best available multiple combing.tions of 
genes in each of the 10 chromosomes:

Some of these stocks have just been isolated and the 
supply of seed is limited. By next summer enough seed should be 
available for everybody having a legitimate use for the stocks. 
However an attempt will ba made this spring to supply any of the 
listed stocks as long as the supply holds out.
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Chromosome

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

C o m b i n a t i o n

M a p  d i s t a n c e  
c o v e r e d  by 

these f a c t o r s

Total l e n g t h  
of k n o w n  

g e n e t i c  n an

p - b r - f  -bin 
1 2

1 8 5  ± 125 ±

l g r gl e -b- v 4 SO ± 80 ±

a ^ - n a - c r ^ 79 ± 79 ±

su-Tu-gl,, 40 ± 70 db

ys-pr-brn^

pr-bnr -v 
1 2

50 ±

-Hz>co

5 7 ±

a l - y - P l - p y 69 ± 69 ±

B n - g l r v 5 26 ±

B n - r a - V p
b

26 ±

j -ms8

+1oCV2 2 7 ±

yg - c - s h - w x 52 ± 96 ±

r-g-nl 33 ± 33 ±

arovization technique:

At -the bixth International Congress of Genetics, Professor 
Vavilov reported Lyssenko’s discovery by which the growing period 
of plants can be appreciably shortened (jarovization). If the 
claims of the workers investigating this problem are justified, 
this discovery is of great importance to riant geneticists and to 
plant breeders.

Following is the description of the method ’worked out for 
maize and described in the Bulletin of Jarovization, 283: 105- 
108, 1932,

(1) Add water to increase the water content of the seed 
to 30 per cent of weight.

(2) Keep the seed in aarkness for 10 to 15 days at a tem-
perature of 20 to 30 centigrade and allow it to germinate. By 
regulating moisture the germination process should be controlled 
so that the germ does not aevelop excessively.
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Tho following stocks have bean received:

Brink - (l) lg1-ts1-v4 x lg1-Ts1-v4; (2) o±-lg2y
(5) p-br-f-bmg; (4) g^-fi-v^

(5) glg-ts1-v4 x gl2-TS;L-v4.

Sprague - (l) r-g-nl; (s) B PI su; (3) al-y-Pl;
, xaRfe

(4) Bn-gl.-v ; (5) Pc-, Pc? Pc3 pc4 - Pc = purpl
U , ^ anT*Vii

(6) bt bt0; (7) AGR so so,
^  _ coleorhiza so =
oran.' e scutellum;

(8) sy sy - sy = yellow scutellum;

(9) Sx - scutellum color; (10) gl ; (11) glg;

(is) gl ; (13) gl ; (14) gls; (13) gl^

(16) gl8; (I7).glg.

Beadle - (l) sr; (2) gs (early); (5) su-Tu-gl .

Demerec - (l) xug; (2) w^; (3) p (4) pg4; (5) pg5;

(6) pbx; (7) pbg and pb5 (duplicate factors);

(8) pb4; (9) zebra1; (10) zebrag; (11) zebra5.

Stadler - (l) Y a Rg C pr in b pi; (2) a r C pr wx y;

(3) Pvv A Rg c sh wx pr su;
(4 ) A C r& sh wx y pr Su su - rg derived by
, x , mutation from Rg;
(5) a C rt6 pr in y wx Su su.

Jenkins - (l) C C R R pr pr ag a^ (Bt bt);

(2) gl1 ij YY; (3) gl4 v5;

(4) gl ij YY seg. frx and frg.

Eyster - (l) g^; (2 ) g4; (a) pk; (**) 1 0 ; (5) (Gj
(7) f3; (8) sug; (9) yt; (10) da; (11) ar; (12) sa

(13) aux; (14) aug; (15) oy; (16) ms2; (17) ms5; 

(18) vp1; (19) lis18; (20) crg; (21) ns20; (22) bt4; 

(23) pgg.
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ivlangelsdorf writ os that he can furnish the folio- ing late stocks;

(1) B b na na; (2) na g; (5) g; (4) Y y PI pi;
(5) lg gl ra; (6) Pr Pr RR cc v-x v/x; (7) £ b lg lg Sk sk;

(8) pr pr RR CC su su; (9) Tu tu su su;

(10) Tu tu Ts^ tSg su su.

K slip ton advises that he can furnish:

(1) ra g li lg; (g) ra g lg br; (3 ) pr li lg f;

(4) cr 11 gi - gl = gigas; (5) lg ad f; (6) vx lg gl.

Lindstrom can furnish:

(1) r g li b pi; (2) R g li b pi; (3) r g nl b pi;

(4) R g nl b pi.

Singleton and Jones have the following multiple taster: 

A c R l g g P S u y .

Anderson has seed of:

P-br-f-bin ; various combinations of sm and sk.

be have not listed any stocks 
of October 5. 1932. re listed 
her 3.

from Cornell 
the multiple

In the corn letter 
testers ivai1a b1e

Appended herewith is the list of maize characters 'with 
their gene symbols, be have attempted to make this list cs 
accurate and up to date as possible but mistakes and discrepancies 
are bound to occur. V/e will appreciate it if you rill call any 
of these errors to our attention.

We are making an attempt to collect seed of all of the 
maize characters in the central repository at Cornell. In the 
list of genes re have noted the stocks of which re have seed.
If any one has seed of a character listed as not on hand at Cor-
n-11, he should send us a small supply of such seed.
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Gone Character affected
Chrom-
osome

Seed at 
Cornell Described

a , etc. 
i

plant, aleurone and 
pericarp color

III tt Emerson f18, 
Emerson & An 

derson ’32

a2
plant and aleurone 

color
V tt J enkins 132

ad^ adherent tassel I tt Kempton f20

ad
2

fi n tt Eyster

ad3 ft t? tt Eyster

al albescent VI tt Phipps

an^ anther ear I ft Emerson ?22

ar argentea IX h Eyster

? argostripe VII tt Eyster

as asynapsis I ti Beadle and 
UcClintock

au-ĵ aura a IX tt Eyster 129

au2 aurea ji Eyster 129

B plant color booster II tt Emerson f22

ba
1

barren stalk III tt Hofneyr

bag

bd

ff !!

branched sterile

II ft Hofneyr

Collins and 
Kempton

be branched ear it Bryan

Bh blotched aleurone VI tt Emerson

9 branched silkless tt Kempton

bk brittle stalk ti Vi grans

bi1 blotchec leaf tt Emerson '23

bl2
it u tt Vtiggans

bai brovn midrib V tt Eyster ’26

0U2
ft tt I tt Burnham

bn ft tt tt Burnham
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1—1
CJPQ brown aleurone V II ff Kyakan T 24

bp brown pericarp IX ft Meyers '27

br brachytic I f? Kempton '20

bs barren sterile vVoodv'orth ’26

b t i
brittle endosperm V ft hangelsdorf f26

bt2
?f rt ff iprcgue

bt,
t-J

tf H - Beadle

bt,4
rt it ft Eyster

bv brevis V ff Li

c aleurone IX ft East & Hayes

cb chloroblotch V

Ch chocolate pericarp t! Emerson and 
.mderson ’31

c r i
crinkly I I I rt Emerson r21

cr
2

ft IX Eyster ’32

di
dwarf I I I tr Emerson ’12

d2
uwarf - Suttle

d3
dwarf IX tt Demerec ’23

d4 dwarf

d5 dwarf I I ft Perry

d6
dv-arf V Eyster ’32

d a dilute aleurone IX ft Eyster ’32

de
1

defective endosperm IV Hengelsdorf ’26

do
~2

ft ff Mangelsdorf ’26

de
ô

rt tf mengelsdorf ’26

de4
i? rt mangelsdorf ’26

d°
5

ft ?! Mangelsdorf ’26

d96
ff ft Mangelsdorf ’26

de
7

ft ff mangelsdorf ’26
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de8
defective endosperm

de9 fl it

de10
it tt

dell
tf tt

dS12
it tt

de15
tt n

de14
ft tt

de15
tt tt

de!6
tt ii

depl
fi it

df flint defective

dt dotted leaf

d
fine striped

f2
ii tt

f3
ti fi

fi fine streaked

fl floury endosperm

fr
1

frayed

fr2
frayed

f s fasciated

gl
golden

g2
golden

S3
golden

g4
golden

Ga pollen tube growth 
factor

gc glucostactous

gSl premature germination

ge2 it ft

Mangelsdorf '26 

Mangelsdorf ’26 

Mangelsdorf !26 

Mangelsdorf !26 

Mangelsdorf f26 

Mangelsdorf '26 

Mangelsdorf f26

IX Brink 127

IV Wentz f25

Mangelsdorf ’26

X

ft Emerson

I ft Lindstron ’18

V - Eyster '26

X ft Eyster

VI ‘ anderson f22

II ft Hayes & East ’ll

VII If Jenkins & Pope

VII If Jenkins & Pope

- Collins & Kempto

X fl Emerson !12

ft Jenkins '26

I ff Eyster

IX ft Eyster

IV fl Mangelsdorf and
Jones '26 

Eyster f24 

Mangelsdorf f26 

Mangelsdorf '26
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ge3 premature germination

ge4
ft t!

ge5
ft ff

gi gigas

gll
glossy

glp glossy

gl3 glossy

g-^4 glossy

gl5
glossy

gl6
glossy

r>
i—i glossy

g la
glossy

gl9 glossy

gr-l
germless

gra2
geri.il ess

gn3 germless

gm4
germless

*gme germless

gs green striped

h soft starch

hs hairy sheath

I inhibitor of aleurone 
color

i j iojap

in intensifier of 
aleurone color

* reported as gin .

d a n g e ls c io r f  ? 26

M ange ls d o r f  ’ 26

M a ng e ls d o r f  T 26

Kem pton

V I I ft Kvakan ’ 24

I I ff Hayes k 
b a ke r

Brev/-
'28

IV ft Hayes & 
b a ke r

B re w -  
T 28

IX ft Sp ra g ue

- It Sp ra g ue

- - Sp ra g ue

- ff Sp ra g ue

- ff Sp ra g ue

- If Sp ra g ue

Demerec ’ 22

X Demerec ’ 26

V I

IX E y s t e r ’ 29

I ft Em e rso n ’ 12

mumm ’ 29

ft Ta v c a r

IX ff E a s t  6c I la y e s ’ l l

V I I ft J  e n k in s ’ 24

V I I ff F r a s e r  ’ 24
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j j aponica VIII tf Emerson ’12

Kn knotted leaf ff Bryan

d
luteus X ff Lindstron ’17

12
luteus X ff Lindstrom T25

X3
luteus - - Jenkins & Bell

i—1 luteus X - Jenkins & Bell

4 luteus V J! Eyster ’32

d
luteus IX ff Eyster

1—l luteus IX ff Eyster

la lazy t! J enkins

lgl
liguleless II ff Emerson ’12

lg2
liguleless III ft Brink

li lineate X tf Collins and 
Kempton ’20

lp pollen lethal V ff Rhoades

rn
1

yellow white seedling Stroman ’24

U2
n if tt Stroman ’24

me micropyle color Singleton and 
Jones

mb mid cob color Demerec 127

mg miniature germ Wentz ’24

mi midget plant Perry

mr midrib Kvakan

ms^ male sterile VI ff Singleton a-nd 
Jones

aS2
!! ff IX ff Eyster

mS3
tf It III ft Eyster

LIS.
4

M ft Beadle

ms_
D

ff ff Beadle
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mS6
male sterile Beadle

ms^ tt tt Beadle

mse tt tt VIII Beadle

ms9 rf tt Beadle

oi—i
010 tt tt Beadle

nsn
tt tt Beadle

ms. ol/C
tt tt Beadle

mS13
tt tt Beadle

aS14
tt tt Beadle

mS15
tt tt Beadle

ms16
tt tt Beadle

ns17
tt »t I f t Emerson

ms18
tt tt V ft Eyster

ms19
it  tt - Eyster

ms ^
20

ft tt IX ft Eyster

Mt mottled aleurone X ft Kempton *19

na^ nana III tt Hutchinson »22

na2
nana Perry

nl narrow leaf X tt Emerson

°i
opaque endosperm Singleton and 

Jones

0
2

tt tt Singleton and 
Jones

oy oil yellow V ft Eyster *32

P, etc. pericarp color (memy 
allelomorphs)

I If

pbi
piebald If Demerec *26

pt>g piebald f! Demerec

Pb-r piobald ft Demerec

Pb4
piebald t! Demerec

Pb5 piebald - Demerec
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pcl
coleorhiza color tt Sprague

pc it it ft Sprague
<G

Pc5
it  tt 11 Sprague

Pc4 1! M 11 Sprague

P«1
pale green X t» Brunson »24

PS2
n it III ft Demerec ’25

pg3
ti n VII 11 Denerec ’ 25

PS4
it  it 11 Demerec ’25

Pg5
i i  ti Demerec ’25

Pg6 it n IX Eyster '52

Pg? it it V Eyster ’52

pg8
tt n ft Eyster

Pg9 ti m Eyster

Pg10
ti it Eyster

pi-, development of secon- Hudson and ̂1 dary florets Gillis 129

Pi2
tt tt it  n ti Hudson and

Gillis ’29

pk polkadct leaves IX 11 Eyster ’24

po polynltotic VI Beadle '51

pr red aleurone V If East & Hayes

Pux purple plumule Jenkins ’23

PU2
it n Sprague

py pigmy VI It Sutt.le

Ft, etc. allelomorphic series, X ft many
aleurone, plant and 
pericarp colar

ra ramosa VII 11 Gernert ’12

Rgi ragged III It Brink & Senn

Hg9 ragged Singleton and2 Jones
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ro rolled leaves C ..rver ’27

rs rough sheath I!

rt rootless Jenkins !26

s scutellum color IV 11 Sprague
1

s t! M 11 Sprague
2

S^ n ii 11 Sprague
3
s. ti t? It Sprague
4
s " ” inhibitor Sprague
°5

Sai
Striped auricle IX ti Eyster

sa^ n it V — Eyster
2

sb slit blade Beadle

sc scarred endosperm V Eyster ’26

sh shrunken endosperm IX ti Hutchinson 121

si silky V I It Fraser

sk silkless I I It Jones ’25

si slashed V I I It Brewbaker

SQ salmon silks V I tt Anderson ’21

? small kernel IX ?1 Eyster ’32

S01
orange scutellum 11 Sprague

S O n n it tt Sprague
(L

sp small pollen IV Mangelsdorf and
Singleton

sr striate I ft Brunson

st sticky chromosomes IV it Beadle ’32

su sugary endosperm IV ft Correns ’01

SUoCj
it n It Eyster

sy yellow scutellum Sprague

th threaded Singleton and
Jones

tn tinged V 11 Eyster ’26
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Tp teopod

tsi
tassel seed

tsg
It f!

TS3
T» tt

ts, 4
tt ft

TS5
ft tt

Ts6
tt tt

Tu tunicate

tw^ twisted seedlings

t WQ &
ti tt

t  V/ tt  tt

V1
virescent

V
2

virescent

V _ virescent
5

V4
virescent

V5
virescent

V6
virescent

V7
virescent

V8
virescent

V
9

virescent

vio
virescent

V11
virescent

V
12

virescent

V15
virescent

V14
virescent (same as

yg2}

V15
virescent

V16
virescent

V17
virescent

V I I ft Lindstrom

I I If Emerson ’20

I If Emerson ’20

- fl Emerson

I l l ft Phipps ’28

IV ft Emerson

IV ff Collins ’17

Kvakan ’25

Kvakan ’25

Kvakan ’25

IX If Demerge ’24

V ff Demerec t O  /

V ft Demerec ’ 24

I I ft Demerec ’24

V I I ff Demerec ’24

V I ft Carver- ’27

V I ft Carver ’27

IV Demerec *26

Phipps ’29

Phipps ’ 23

Phipps ’29

V ff Phipps ’29

Phipps ’ 29

IX ff Phipps ’29

IX Phipps ’29

Phipps ’29

ff Phipps ’29
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V18

V19

virescent

virescent

X 11 Phipps ’29 

Phipps ’29

V20
virescent X Phipps ’29

va^

vag

variable sterile 

n ti

V I I Beadle ’52 

Beadle ’32

VP1
vivipary X ft Eyster

VPoa

vps

vivipary

vivipary

V Eyster

Eyster

VP4
vivipary IX Eyster

W
1

white seedling V I 11 Emerson ?12

WofC

W3
W
4

white seedling

ii ii 

it if

X Stroman ’24 

Deneree ’25

w5
n ii V I Deraerec ’23

W6

w7

V'8

W9
W
10

ii ii

ii 11

ii ii 

it ii 

ii it

V I Demerec ’23 

Demerec ’23 

Demerec ’ 23 

Demerec ’23 

Demerec ’23

w
11

wa

it ii

warty anthers

IX 11 Demerec ’26 

Beadle ’32

v/c white cap endosperm It Kulkarni ’24

Wh dominant white endosperm VII 11 v.hite ’17

wl

ws^

WS

white leaf base 

white sheath

ii ii

IV 11 Stroman ’24 

Clark ’32 

Clark ’32

WX waxy endosperm IX fj Collins '09

xm
1

xantha X ft Trajkovich '24

“ 2
xantha 11 Demerec ’25
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Y yellow endosperm

yd yellow dwarf

ye1 yellow green

yg2
M If

yg,o
f! M

I—1
cn>> yellow stripe

ys 
* 2

it ii

yt yellow top

z zigzag stalk

zg tt tt

zbl
zebra striped

Zb2
ii ii

Z b r ,o
it »i

zb, 4
” ” seedling

zl zygotic lethal

VI 11 Correns ’01

VI l ingle ton ai 
Jones

V ii Eyster ’ 26

IX II Jenkins ’27

11 Burnham

V 11 Beadle ’29

II - Brink

III 11 Eyster ’31

- - Eyster ’£2

I - Eyster ’22

ft Demerec ’21

11 Denier ec

11 Demerec

1! Hay es ’ 32

Jl 11 Emerson

It should b 2 unnecessary to do so, but v;e urge everyone 
to go carefully over the list of "wants*1 and if he has the de-
sired stock to send it to the chap who requested it. Failure 
to cooperate will defeat the purpose of this service.

If enough requests for material come in we shall send 
out another corn letter before spring planting.

r r r i > \ .  JV
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MAIZE GENETICS COOPERATION 

NEWS LETTER

u

December 18, 1933

Department of Plant Ereeding 
Cornell University 

Ithaca, N. Y.
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N e w  Y o r k  S t a t e  C o l l e g e  o f  A g r i c u l t u r e  a t  C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  
C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  A g r i c u l t u r a l  E x p e r i m e n t  S t a t i o n

I T H A C A .  N.  Y.  D E P A R T M E N T  O F  P L A N T  B R E E D I N G

November 13, 1953

To Maize Geneticists

ij.s v/as the case last year, this laboratory 
attempt to act as a clearing house for information 
buting point lor genetic stocks,

will again 
and a distri-

This letter is a call for information to be used in 
succeeding corn letters, be thought it ould be appropriate if 
the first letter in the fall of each year presented new* and per-
tinent information of value to all maize investigators, such as 
new linkages, revised or corrected linkage maps, new combinations 
of genes, new allelomorphs, reoccurrences of known mutations, etc. 
So '/e are, therefore, requesting all maize geneticists to send 
us any information they deem of value to others. It Is under-
stood that any information or data which appear in this series 
of corn letters can not be cited in publications v-'ithout the 
direct consent of the contributor. As an example of the kind 
ol information we would like to have for the first letter, we 
"•ill give the folio wing unpublished facts:

1. Emerson has a new glossy seedling which is 
linked with fine-striped-, (f,). Seed avail-
able. * 1 ‘ 1

£. Hayes reports that argostripe (ag) is
allelomorphic with iojap (ij) and that lazy 
(la) sho.s linkage with the su-Tu group.

3. Lindstrom has a new recessive sun red plant 
color. Seed available.

ihe above are sample items of a type tha.t ill interest 
everyone, we ’want more ol them for the first corn letter, we 
would like to have this letter in your hands before the Christmas 
meetings at Boston so the dead line for contributions will be 
Decemoer 15th. Everyone is urged to contribute so that these 
letters will be of real value.

^nis winter ve hope to make an inventory of all the 
genetic stocks in maize, ihe stocks * ill be listed under t\:o 
categories: (l) Combinations of factors belonging to the same

group and (c) combinations ox genes belonging to dif- 
^kzge groups. It should be of great help to all inves- 
to know v/hether a desired combination of genes is al- 
existence or whether you must spend several years in

linkage 
ferent link; 
tigators 
ready in
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building it up. For that reason we ore asking that you go over 
your genetic material and list the different combinations under 
the tv jo categories. Care should be taken that the proper sub-
script is used for the different glossies, etc. If possible 
state whether of early or late season, l.e should like to have 
those lists as soon as possible. Me hope to have the complete 
list ready for mailing by February is!:/so January 15th is set 
as the dead line for receipt of this information.

You \ ill bo interested in kno: ing that the Drosophila 
workers have recently decided to start a cooperative group modeled 
after the one for maize. The following paragraph is taken from 
the letter calling on the different laboratories to organize:

"for several yesrs now workers on genetics 
of maize have been receiving mimeographed circu-
lars prepared in Professor Emerson’s laboratory, 
containing information contributed by various 
investigators. This service proved to be so use-
ful that steps are being taken to extend it and 
make it a permanent institution.1.

ula ted the
al'e g lad  t h a t  the  3UCCC3 
Dr020p h i 1a i n v e s t i g a t o r s

s of the maize group has s 
to undertake a similar

cooperative enterprise end v, 
spirit oi cooperation which

e hope they find the- same genorou 
you rmize workers have shown.

t i n -

in ememb or we 
soon as possible

would luce to have the requested information

Sincorely yours,

t T). y> ).
h.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

\Xo-t. H
December 18, VXZ

To incite geneticists

The response to our request for news items has been good.
The various contributions which have been received comprise the 
bul'-: of this letter. .-11 ol the information given in this letter 
is unpublished and your cooperation has made it x>ssible to place 
this mass of information in the hands of maise investigators 
considerably in advance of its publication. e believe you will 
find this letter interesting and profitable. If its success 
justifies it v:e plc*n to have a similar nows letter in the fall 
ol each year so thet the workers in the different laboratories 
can keep in closer touch.

V.hile this corn letter is essentially c list of ncvr infor-
mation, we shall be glad to include in subsequent letters lor 
this year m y  facts ’hich you think will bo of interest to others.

■. c wish to emphasise again that the listing of information 
in these news letters does not constitute publication. The con-
sent of the contributor should be obtained if you wish to cite 
his data in your papers.

Hows items from Ithaca:

1. Dwarf, (d.) gives approximately 55 per cent re-
C, u,

combination \ ith a,. (Singh).

а. Dwarf^ (d,p is in linkage group X. Order is

(v ingh).

5. Glossy 10 (pI-̂ q ) gives 15 per cent recombination 
with fine striped^ (f^). (Lmerson).

d. Pigmy, (x / r ) belongs in linkage group I. 

(Lmerson).

5. Japonica, (J_v, ) is about 5 units from Tu. Order
&  k.

unknown at present. (Emerson).

б. Two new r allelomorphs. Krg gives with a red
plw.nt, red anthers, green silks; r£r gives 
with u green pl^nt, green anthers, rod silks. 
(Lmerson).
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7. r families segregating for in-ra-gl^-Vc 
give date, which indicate the order is 
in-Iii-fll1-v5 . (: raser) .

3 c i:vUreco (au-,) lies bet'.;eon wx and y- in
linkage group IX. Order is c-sh-v.x-au-, -vn . 
(Creighton).

9. Yellow-green (ygc.) is about 1 cross over
unit from she terminal knob on the short 
arm of chromosome 9 . (Creighton),

10. argentea (ar) and v^ whose loci fall close

together on the genetic map are not allel- 
omor ph s . (Crei ghton).

11. Brown midrib^ (bin,) is situated in the short
arm of chromosome 5 and there is good evi-
dence which suggests it lies extremely close 
to the insertion region. (McClintock).

If. L new narrow-loafed character is linked with 
a-̂ . (McClintock), (as I remember, 
wlcClintock told me last summer it gave 30 
per cent recombination with a^ - Ed.)

13. Data from crossing over in trisomes inaicate
that ra and vr lie on opposite sides of the
insertion region of chromosome 7. (Rhoades).

14, a dominant modifier interacts with recessive
_â  to give a speckled or spotted alourone, 
Interaction with recessive c and r unknown 
as yet. No difficulty in classification. 
(Flhoactes) .

15. In addition to the #5 and #7 trisomes, a , #3, 
and #10 trisomes can be distinguished from 
their dicomic sibs by morphological differences 
(Rhoades).

16. There is an extremely high correlation between 
small seeds and trisomy for chromosomes 5 m d
6. (Rhoades).

- Seed is available for all the new 
the Cornell heading.

characters listed unde
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New; items fron Pam gang:

1. Chromosome 1 is involved in 17, chromosome & 
involved in CO, chromosome 5 in 22, chromo-
some 4 in 18, chromosome 5 in 1C, chromosome 
6 in 14, chromosome 7 in 11, chromosome 8 in 
11, chromosome 9 in 1C, and chromosome 10 in 
16 different reciprocal translocations.
Most of these translocations have been ob-
tained in a homozygous condition. (Anderson).

Note: anderson hi s kindly offered to furnish 
any of his translocations to anyone who can 
use thorn as a tool in his research. The com-
plete list of these interchanges (reciprocal 
translocations) will be listed in the next 
corn letter, anyone desiring in interchange 
should write to ^ndc-rson and explain his needs 
to him.

A. Chocolate pericarp (Ch), that long elusive gone, 
seems to belong in chromosome 5. (Anderson).

3. Something wrong with albescent (al). Does not 
seem to belong in linkage group* VI. (ander-
son) ,

Nu>.s items from New Haven:

1. The c ha.r ac t e r r amo s a 
times in different 
norphic with r:^.

(ra) has appeared three 
inbreds. All wore allelo- 
(Singlcton ind Jonus).

A, Mutation of Su to su occurred in one seed out
of a total of 127,000. (Singleton and Jones).

3. a. brittle endosperm was found in a flint corn 
from Germany. Tests showed it to be allelo-
morphic with bt1 . In this same flint corn two

iaZy (la) plants appeared in the second year. 
Tests are being made with la.. (Singleton 
and Jones). -1

A dominant ragged (Kr )

in a Laaming Lvergroc 
twice to Leaning. Is 
Tentatively called Hr 
Jones).

similar to R a occurred

n hybrid back crossed 
being tested with Pqw . 

(Singleton and

a now brown mnwrib i ppcw.red 
of Country Gentleman. Is 
the other brown midribs,
1one s) o

in an inbred line 
b a ing tested v:i th 
(Singleton mid
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6. L viviparous seed-white- seedling combination
appeared in an Fg popul: tion. The develop-
ment of the character varies. Sometimes the 
seeds germinate on the ear. If they do not, 
the. seeds have a pale yellow endosperm in 
contrast to the normal orange yellow seeds 
of this strain. Pale yellow seeds always 
produce white seedlings. Orange seeds pro-
duce only^normal green seedlings. (Singleton 
and Jones).

7. Dull brown blotches (di) appeared in the en-
dosperm of one of our y su Country Gentle- 
:.ian inbrods. This behaves as a recessive 
character. Dull blotched seeds when planted 
produce sterile dwarf plants, rbout £ feet 
high, with no tassel or car. Non-blotched 
seeds produce normal plants. (Singleton & J.nes) .

6. The linkage relations of the following charac-
ters, which segregate sharply, are being 
studio!;

1 • op;: que-^ (o^) - undo .sperm soft. st. rch, 
entirely opaque.

b. opaquern, (o0) - similar in appearance to

o-i . Both give £5 per cent opaque- in Fr,.

c. threaded (th) - seedling end plant char-
acter. Very fine pin stripes similar 
to threaded1’ cloth.

d , semi-dea r f — 
X1 pi: nts about £-1,/a foot

high.

C? . sc ui-dwa rf - pi: nts ab out £-1//C feet
high. 2

f . I .... r ,0 d
d ( M . J - r:lay be M r

fTO “ I*-- q “ a
:w y b.; lL

-1*

h . yellow dvarf ('kd) : bout a o per cmnit r<
c omb inat ion bet;t ecn Y and■ y d .

i o .~ij_ c re pyle color ( \
wc; intensi -e r*..;d dot :

nicropylo when plants have large P. 
Tests are. being made to determine 
.■hethe-r an allelomorph or modifier of
p

j - addition; 1 tests are being made to de-
termine the linkage relations of sjq and 
l_o with characters in the fourth link-
age group other than su. (Singleton and 
Jones) ,
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9. a much-brinched ear and tassel character
was found in a field of corn at Fort Atkin-
son,, Wisconsin. Same os ra^. (Burnham).

10. Nov; genes being studied:

brown-midrib (ba~) 
yollov; green (ygr.) 
green stripe (gso)
a mottling allelomorph of r, -and an

inhibitor of this mottling. (Burnham),

11. Revision jf linkage group V. The most
probable order is Vp-ys-^-pr-bv-bm^ v/ith
bt-. very close to bm-j_. V<, lies 'toward the 
one of the longer arm. ^Burnham) .

IS. There is some evidence to indicate that ra 
is either between r.l̂  and v^ or that the

order is fily-Vg-ra. (Burnhaxi).

IB. Albescent (al) may not be in chromosome 6. 
(Burnham) .

News from Madison:

1. a  new workable character, pale midrib (pm), 
appears to show 10 to BO per cent cross-
ing over with Rr,-. . Seed available. 
(Brink). ^

S. ii new allelomorph of thu unplaced gone, 
golden a, is reported. Golden k (jLg) 
appears to be independent of r . (Brink).

a. nu>. ramose (rc.p), less emtreme than
but readily classifiable. is reported. 
Sued ...vail; bio. (Brink;.

Nev> s f r jm the U . S . D . a . :

1. Lazy^ (l̂ .j_) shows linkage in Fg with su end 

flig And in back cross counts with Tu. 
Appears very close to su since there was 
only ;ne crossover among several hundred 
Fg plants. (Jenkins).

S. Ag is linked with bt^ v/ith about 7 per cent 
crossing over. Limited data of a three 

point backcross indicate the- order is pr- 
btj-ap. (Jenkins).
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£. i now iiL.tu.ru plant chlorophyll deficiency, ten-
tatively celled gs is in the Sue m d  link: go 
gr dup much closer to B than to lw. (Sprague) .

4. One of the duplicate factors for orange scut-
el lum (s_21) is in linkage group IX. The

>rdcr is apparently s.^-c-sh-woc. (Sprague) .

5. Glossy 4 (gi4) is in linkage group IX. Gives
about 40 per cent recombination with v, and 
independence* with c and sh. (Sprague;.

6. i.n almost complete linkage was found between
light colored seeds and albino seedlings. 
(Bruns ;ii) .

Nous frjm Minnesota:

As was stated in the corn letter of November loth, the 
following facts were reported:

1. i rgostrioc (ajg) is allelomorphic with iojap (i.j) . 
(Hayes).

4. Lazy, (la,) shows linkc go with the su-Tu group. 
(Hayes).

News items f r ;m Bucmnell:

(During the past y^cr Eystcr sent in t; 
following pieces of unpublished information:

is

linkage

o. Scarred endosperm (sc ) belongs to linkage 
group IX. d 2

4. Yellow flecked seedling leaves (yf) belongs to 
linkage group IX.

Sur, gives about 47 per cent recombination with &
X»

1. a dominant ..luur ;nc diluter (Da )
from Cy Order is Da -e-vx. ^2 ----

2. Opaque und^sperm^ ( .  ) bcl >ngs to
gr >up IX. ° 3

this office the 

6 units
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 v.

This office has already received several lists 
t jd z s . The dead line for receipt of lists of these 
anuary 15th. We strongly urge thjse of you who have, 

an inventory of your genetic strains to d) s j in the 
s j  that the next c.,rn letter nay present an adequate 
existing stocks.

of genetic 
stocks is 
not ax.do 

near future 
list -jf

In the c x.iing c ;rn letter to hope to bo able to present 
for your criticism a tentative system of nomenclature for naize 
genetics.

8 inc ercly your s*

>/. 7 7 ) .
73,
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N e w  Y o r k  S t a t e  C o l l e g e  o f  A g r i c u l t u r e  a t  C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  
C o r n e l l  U n i v e r s i t y  A g r i c u l t u r a l  E x p e r i m e n t  S t a t i o n  

ITHACA, N. Y.

ir*£. t>

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT BREEDING

January 25, 1934

To maize geneticists :-

The inventory of genetic stocks which comprises the bulk of 
this letter is, of course, not complete but it will serve as a 
basis for future and more extensive lists. We wish to thank those 
maize geneticists v/ho have cooperated in making this inventory pos-
sible. Its value should be apparent to everyone. In a plant such 
as maize where it takes several years to build up a required stock 
for a certain experiment, it is essential that the list of existing 
stocks be kept up to date and be available so that the investigator 
can make use of these stocks.

No attempt has been made to credit the stocks to different 
investigators. Those stocks which are marked with an asterisk are 
those which have not been received here at Cornell. It by no means 
follows that those stocks which are not marked by an asterisk were 
synthesized here at Ithaca. In the past we have received so many 
stocks from different cooperators that an attempt to trace the ori-
gin of the different stocks seemed a hopeless task. So we have 
purposely avoided listing the origin of any of the stocks. This 
does not give the credit due those investigators who have spent a 
great deal of time in building up good genetic strains. In the 
future we shall try to remedy this condition.

In order that this laboratory may serve efficiently as a dis-
tributing center for genetic strains, we urge those of you who have 
the stocks marked by an asterisk to send a small amount of seed to 
us so that it can be increased for distribution.

^t the Boston meetings a system of nomenclature was agreed 
upon by representatives of the Drosophila and maize groups. This 
proposed system, as it applies to maize, is submitted in this report 
for your consideration and your criticisms and suggestions arc re-
quested. It was agreed that the needs and requirements of maize and 
Drosophila genetics were so diverse that it would be unwise to 
attempt to formulate an identical system of nomenclature. Yet in 
the matter of symbolizing genes, designating translocations, defi-
ciencies, etc., it was felt that a uniform system could be employed 
with advantage, end the symbols which arc- used in the proposed sys-
tem were agreed upon by the representatives of the two groups.

It should be clearly understood tnat the proposed system is 
only tentative. It can and will be modified in any way that will 
make for a better ana more useful system.
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The proposed nomencl&torial system for maize is as follows*

1 , The linkage groups will be designated by Arabic numerals. 
Group 1 will include those genes which lie in the longest 
of the monoploid set of 10 chromosomes, etc. The longest 
chromosome will be called chromosome 1 and the shortest 
chromosome 10. Arabic numerals will be used for both 
linkage groups and chromosomes since the Roman numerals 
arc too cumbersome.

2. Whenever biliteral symbols are used the second letter shall 
not be dropped as a subscript. Italicize gene symbols.

5. Literal superscripts shall be used to represent different 
members of an allelomorphic series, e.g., Rr, R&, rr, r£.

4. Numeral subscripts shall be used to represent different 
genes which give phenotypically similar effects, e.g.,
1 1 , 12, 12, etc.

5. The normal allelomorph of a mutant gene shall be designated 
by the use of the + sign as a superscript, e.g., the normal 
allelomorph of sugary (su) will be su+, end not Su or + .
The plus sign alone may be used for normal allelomorphs in

such genotypic formulae as > but these allelomorphs

should be designated as indicated above when the formula is 
written as su* Tu* / su Tu.

This suggestion was made by the Drosophila group and we 
believe it meritorious. It enables one to tell whether the 
mutant gene is dominant or recessive to the normal or aver-
age condition. And, too, the normal gene is nothing more 
than an allelomorph of the mutant one.

6. The letter T (italicized) shall denote reciprocal translo-
cations or segmental interchanges. T(l-£)^ would represent
the first case of a reciprocal translocation between chro-
mosomes 1 and 2, 1(1-2) 2 the second, etc. Numeral subscripts 
instead of literal ones are recommended to denote the differ-
ent translocations. There are several objections for using 
a, b, c, etc. to denote the different translocations. Then 
more than 26 different translocations involving the same two 
chromosomes are found we should be forced to use biliteral 
subscripts, such as aa, ab, ac, etc. The letters of the 
alphabet have in the past been used for symbolizing genes.
For example, we have designated the different virescents as 
Vi, vg, 2LZ> etc., and not as vr, vg, vc, etc.

7. The symbol Df (italicized) shall bo used for Deficiency.
For example, the first deficiency involving chromosome 10 
will be represented as Df IOqj the second as Df lOg, etc.

8. The symbol In (italicized) shall stand for Inversion. An 
inversion involving chromosome 4 will be represented as 
In 4-̂ ; the second one as In 4g, etc.
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no •

9. It was decided that there was, as yet, no need to formu-
late a system of nomenclature for duplications.

This office will do all that it can to enable you to secure 
any of the stocks listed in this letter but it should be remembered 
that in several cases the amount of seed is small and we may not be 
able to fill your request.

MMR: B

Sincerely yours.

" h 7. 7r?, Jj u a s
8.

M. M. Rhoades

ENCLOSURES
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i. P br fi bm2 13.
p + + an bmg

2. p br fj baig
p br f-u + bmg ^

p 14. p br fi adi +..... . j- x p
3. £ br f1 bnig p br fj + bmg 2

4» P an bmg 15.
p br f-, an +X. ... p

5. p ad-: bmr.
p br fL + gsz z

6. P 6l10 ?!

7. p br fp ad^ *

16.
p + + + + bmg

p tSg br an +

8. p br ad-, * 17.
p gl10 fl an p
p + + an

9. an may seg. bm0 *
p br f, + an

10. p fjL bmg * 18. __ 1 p
p br ad-j + 21

11. ts0 f1 may seg. bmg *

* 19.
p tSg or f ■f’ an

IS. tsp an may seg. f, bm p + br f1 ad̂ _ +

20. p sr

oooooo

Linkage sroun 2

1. lg]_ glg b V4 8. gl2 x ^2

2. lgx gig b v4 seg. tsx * 9. glg v4 seg. ts1 *

3. fl v4 * 10. gi2 fl v_ * 
4

4. lg1 B v4 11. gl2 fl

5* lgj_ b v4 12. lgl v4 seg. ts1 *

6. lg B ba 
1 2

seg. 13. lgx b sk v. 4
7. lg1 b ba? seg. 14. B sk

15. lg^ B seg. ts^
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1 . ar -na~�ts4 10 . a? d - ^ - c r

2 . ar - t s 4 11 . lg,p~d-^

ai na + 12. t - i - i g g
o . + + c r

13 .
d ^  c r

& i - c r  *
ai + x

4 . + Rg + + 14 . a1 -R g  *

5 . ai '
- n a - c r 15 . al - ^ ai

6 . ar - n a - t s 4 16 .
o r r ms3

7 .
c r + • Fp * 17 . Pgp-d-j seg.
+ pgo Cj

8. "1 4 F
+ + cr

9. ar -na-ts^-cr

a ts. 
18. 4

19.

+ +

ai Q2

F2

oooooo

Linkage group 4

1 . su TU gig
9 . SU T s 5 +

F P
2 . su g l 5

+
+

ft

3 . su Tu 1 0 . su
h

4 . su TsxS5
1 1 . Su

h

su TSc; + 1 2 . su s t  *
5.

y
5 T?, * p + V/i ^ 1 3 . su Tu T s r *

su Tu + _6 .
+ --------------  Fo

+ val 2 1 4 .
1 2

seg. su and vp_ 
o

7 .
su g i ,  +

3 F „
1 5 . su l a  *

-I- + w l  2 1 6 . Tu l a  *

8 . su
T u  + F „ 1 7 . su +

1 8 . su l o
+ + j g  2 + lo + +

1 9 . su -S£ 2 0 . su +
+ + + sp
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o ,

1. pr vg 10. bt^ bm^ *

2. pr vg 11. ys1 pr bm1 *

3. v£ pr bm^ 12. ys^ pr bm-j s

4. pr bm^ IS. pr vlp bm-̂  *

5. ys1 pr bt 14. pr v3 bun *

6. a?-bt1-pr 15. ys pr v* * o

7. vg ysx pr * 16. v -bv 
2

8. pr bv bm^ * 17. pr vl£

9. vc pr bv *

oooooo

Linkage £roun Gx

1. y PI py

■T-". —  ̂ ~

9. Y Bh PI

2 . y pi py 10. y pi sm

3. y pi py 11. y-si-pl seg.

4. y PI py 12. v?-y-pl

5. po y pi * 15. v?-Y-pl

6. po Y pi * 14. v -Y-plb
7. po y pi * 15. Vg-Yy-pl

8. 3m Py py ©  *

Stocks carrying al are not listed since there is considerable 
doubt that al belongs in this linkage group.

oooooo
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L:w; :.. ̂ e Group 7

1. bn d i vb 9. ra si
6 /</ 0 Bn fill v5 10. Bn

gli si m<_y

9 13 ser. frn and l‘r 
1 2 11. bn gii sl

4. ra-gix--VeD 12. gll v5
\ T r' -4S* 
V“1

5. ra v5 13. in gli Vr <3 p>5

6. Bn ra * 14. in ij

7.
+ ra

T. Fp * 15. in gin
gii + ij 2 X

16. gli ij
8. Wh gl-jX 17. si ra

oooooo

Linkage group 6

1. j__+_
+ ias0 FS

ocoooo
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l. ySo c sh

k, e sh wx v1

5 . c sh v15 wx

4. j.RC wx. homozygous ter 
rainal xnob on 9 *

5. c sh bp \\j--r -?!*• i

6. ar P-k sh "ic*

7. e sh wx

8. da1 LU1 au2 sh

9. c sh V;X W11 seg

10. sh mSJ>

11. sh ar

lc- » cvU-i uUr;

IS. c sh v;x d,_ seg 
o

14. ygg sh d seg.

15. sh lco

16. sh-wx-w.^ Fg

c sh wx au x 

C sh Vvx au-

18. da au-̂  sh

19. I sh

oooooo

Linkage Group 10

1. r gx PE]_ g]_ r seg.

c'tj. r gx nlx 8' pgl 12 se£>
3. H gx nl^

S' gl X4 SC"£‘
4. h g-ĵ 10. d7 r g-L seg.

5. li 11. r tester stock which does
not carry the inhibitor of

6. 12 r gl seS* the mottling allelomorph.

12. g-̂ -r mottled

oooooo
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Multiple combinations involving tw-o or more groups 

Ax C-sh-wx r-g Pr

a C-sh-wx r-g pr 

C-sh-wx R-g Pr 

Ax C-sh-wx R-g pr 

C-sh-wx R-g-nl Pr

3-lg Y-Pl su-Tu 

A 3-lg Y-Pl Su-Tu 

A1 B-lg y-Pl Su-Tu 

B-lg y-Pl su-Tu 

A-, B-lg y-Pl su-Tu-+
7^ + ”+ y-+ su^+-gl3 1

BB-Lg lg Su-tu Yy-Pl pi wx * 

Bb-lg Su su-tu Yy-Pl pi wx * 

BB-Lg lg su-Tu tu Yy-pl hx wx * 

Bb-Lg lg su-Tu tu Yy-pl V.x wx * 

b-Lg lg su-tu y-pl wx * 

a^ pr in wx y C R& Su su 

ax E PI C R Pr Y 

A^-cr C Rg pr su y-pl b-lg j

U1 3-lg Y-•PI Pr C R

"*1 B-lg y--pi Pr r* R S

h B Y-pi Pr C R Su

!'V-cr Co rr_g pr in
Su su y-pi b-lg
:auy seg« tSg d-L j

A Cc Rf' pr In in Su su y-pl 
b-lg bmg j v? may seg.

«1 dx cr tsg

A^ RB c-Sh sh-wx pr in su y Pvv

£■'1 rr C E-lg Y-pl pr j 

R C lg y pr j in Su

Gi R
£i R

s _ i  R£

wx Bb-lg Y-pi pr su

sh-wx B-lg Yy--PI Pr

pr Y in b pl *

-6 pr In Su su v_Pi
1 p1 bu2 3 may seg *
tSo d, 1

pr p i  ~\T

6 1 5

pr lg in

lg crl -V
° 1 5

pr
in~£ll

pr in-ij

pr-•bm^ an

pr fr (Br i

pr iG-gig

or ts4 *

pr a.-nr-

pr-•bm^ su

pr-
bmi y

pr g ^ - r a

2

1
» _  V.rn

1

- R m l

*-bm

;r ygi

sh-wx

v/x

sh-wx su

3 v;'x

TT

wx *

;h-wx pr-

ih-wx- i—1
>
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Xg-glo-’o wx Fg » A B p1 lg tsx Fo

ar ts4 lg gig Fg *
1.C R b pi pr v9

aj-na-ts^ C-R B PI Fg * A C R pr-bm^ v/x may seg. v

bmc cr * n C R lg-3-v4 pr bv Yy-pl F0
A/

brn,. *̂̂ 1 ^1
A C r j Y

Ch i su * a_-na-cr Y-pl gl-j-Vg

SU-gl3 lgx-v4 * ci -j —nc<. —cr Y-pl b-lg gl-^v-

a. 3 PI c-sh-wx pr su-gl *
1 O

a. i“na b-lg Y-pl

a B PI c-sh-wx Pv su-Tu * a. 1—na—cr b-lg Y-pl

A c R pr lg-j_ g1 Su y Bn a-,-Na nr-Ts4 ts4 b-lg gx

br-li seg. bd (branched silkless) a-̂ —na b-lg Y-pl gl1-v5

g -li wx seg. bd. A C R Pr gl^-ra *

cr li gi a C R so, sc>
1 2

ra gj-li lg na Hr-g^ B Pi su

a B PI li lg]_ fx • #& trisome

%  gl fl #3 fi

lgj_ i #5 !!

rax gx lg1 br #6 n

V/X lg1 gl-ĵ #7 li

cr ra^ f #8 t.

a r C pr wx y Bn ? * #9 ?;

a, C r pr wx y Bn ? #10 n

C R& pr in y wx Su su 

AC rS sh wx y pr Su su 

a C pr Y pi in b 

A C R pr su Tu tu gl 

P sh-wx su lg-b f 

&2 P sh-wx Su lg-b

A C (Rr)? Pr (Bb)? pi Yy
tetraploid

A C r& b pi y Su tetraploid 

a-j C R pr y Su 

A2 c R Pr y Su 

A^ C r pr y su *

C R pr y
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Ax C R pr sh

hx b pi i^i y

A o R sh wx b pi y

Three- inbred strains of Leaning selfed for 29 years. *

Strain resistant to physiological forms 1 and 3 of Puccinia sorghi.

Strain susceptible to physiological forms 1 and 5 of p. sorghi.

Strain resistant to physiological form 1 but susceptible to physi-
ological form 5 of P. sorghi.

List of reciprocal translocations at Cal. Tech.

Pedigree 
No.

Chromosomes
involved

A 11 1- 7
A 12 1- 3
A 13 4- 9
A 14 4- 5
A 15 3-10
A 16 8-10
A 17 2- 7
A 18 3-10
A 19 Cj *7

Zj —  %j

A 20 5-10
A 21 5- 8
.h. 22 8-10
A 23 6-10

24 1- 5
A 25 2- 7
A 26 3-10
A 27 3- 7
A 28 3- 5
A 29 1- 2

30 5- 6
i 31 3- 9
A 32 1- 5
A 53 2- 6
A 35 1- 9
A 36 4- 6
A 37 4- 6
A 38 3- 8
A 40 1- 5
A 41 2- 6
A 42 2- 4
A 43 1- 9
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Pedigree
No.

A 52 
a 58 
A 61 
A 62 
a  64 
a  66 
A 69 
A 70 
a 73 
A 74 
a 75 
a  76 
a  77 
a 78 
a  79 
a 80 
a 83 
A 84 
a 85 
A 87 
A 38 
A 90 
a  94 
AlOl 
,-103
a 1 1 1

A118
,.119
a 122
a 1£9 
a 133 
,-.136 
A137

c & , i 125
A & c 6452
A & c 6460
A & c 6462
rv & c 6465
A & c 6466
A & c 6467
A & c 6468
A & c 6470
A & c 3471
A & c 6472
A & c 6475
A & c 6474
A & c 6475
A & c 6477

Chromosomes
involved

5— i»
1- 3
4-10 
8-10 
1-10 
4- 5
2- 7 
4- 6 
1- 7 
1- 3 
8- 5 
8- 9
1- 9
2- 8 
4- 9 
2-  6 
8- 9 
8-10
4-•10
1-• 3
2- 4
2- O
9-10
r>c,— 4
— 7

6- 8
A — 3
6- 9
1- 4
2- 4
3-10
c•V — r?f
4— 7
<0— 6
5- 6
o 9
4- 5
o 9
1-10
4- 8
3- 5 
6-  9 
2-  6
4- 5 
2-10 
3- 7
5- 7 
3- 8
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784 a
S T A T E  C O L L E G E  O F  A G R I C U L T U R E  A T  C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

NEW Y °o T n E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  A G R I C U L T U R A L  E X P E R I M E N T  S T A T I O N  
I T H A C A .  N .  Y . D E P A R T M E N T  O F  P L A N T  B R E E D I N G

( Co February 21, 1924

To Maize Geneticists :

Thf- proposed nomenclatorial system for maize has provoked , 1 t-ii ri cnuu-inn end we have received comments «nd nugge., oonsiaerable discu.. ^ Jenlcins stadler, Mungolsdorf, _
S f i J S S  S  i . L d  a  . w ~ t c a .  « .  ^ ; n £ . rl S “ r“ «sfe* s s r i ? S S I . . . .the criticisms or comments made about each item.

rteo 1 - (see proposed nomenclatorial system in corn letter of Janu- ** ary 25th) .

Pnn’ticntf" This seemed to be generally acccptaoic to y ̂ crj

end chromosomcstexccptfwhcres0thorsusrge ^  i n ? o £ J sfecll? s^
clsrlt'^caA not be obtained by’ using Arabic numerals throughout^aad »ere should be, In those- e x c e p t c h ^ m o s o m S s  
f f t f Z  ^ s ^ / i ^ o f ^ b l c  numerals w ill satis-factorily meet a ll requirements and it  seems to u-^D-st tub . statement, as made in the corn letter, shoulu stand.

Ttoe fe - Whenever biliteral symbols are used the second letter shall not bo dropped as a subscript. Italicize gone symbols.

Comments: Sc.tisfuctory to everyone.

Item 3 - Litoral superscripts shall be used to represent different ---- ~ members of ui allelomorphic series, e.g. hy, fan? £— > 1— •

Comments: Satisfactory to e /cryone.

Item 4 - Numeral subscripts shall be used to represent different-----  genes which give phono typically similar effect.,, e.g. l±,
v^, V3, etc.

Comments: O.K. but anderson suggests it might bo well todispense with all subscripts and raise the numeral to ohc s, cs the rest of the symbol.

rv • i ~ -i-vi-i c: ai7t cat ion seems pood we believe thc-t the presentsystem d^dropplng^th^nuueralshs Subscripts has become widely usedand is satisfactory so that any benefits thich might “«cr«f * “raising the numeral to the same level as the rost of
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t of sufficient value to justify the change.

■Therefore we suggest that Item 4 remain as stated.

nril 5 - (see proposed nouenclatorial system in corn letter of Janu- ary f5th) .
Comments: This suggestion has net with such widespread ob-, „t1rin that we withdraw it and believe that the old system lor eC,£?n‘ fin? norm.' ]. ; llclouorphs should be continued, i.e. that eithe. df  ^ n  of capital letters be used (e.g. Ha Su, LS for the normal a * i nrnnhs of ru su and lr.) - Sprague and Jenicins made the in ures o allclomoi pn*>  ̂ be used to designate the dominantofeloaorph rather than the normal allelomorph since such a procedure would tell at a glance whether the cross was nade in coupling or repulsion phase.

_6 - (see letter of January 2bth) .
Comments: This was acceptable to all save ,.nderson, whowishes to use T 1-fa, T 1-fcb, etc., in place oi i U - d p  i U  rtc He meets the objection that the use of the letters oi tho t1- Cwh^t will necessitate the use of bilitorals by stating ̂ tint ̂ it vill^beVone time before we have more than 26 translocations in- 'diving the'sane two chromosomes. He further objects to the use of n- ran theses and sees no need for italicizing the looter T U s  doc- Jones). But the question of whether or not Anderson s ^  ste... 1 preferable is meaningless now since he has a paper in press in vbfcw L  has listed all known translocations and has designated them j>T 1-fca, etc.
Therefore it seems best that v:e modify the proposed system to agree with Anderson's terminology. Since some objection has een raised to italicizing the letter T we suggest that it sho.ll not to italicized.

Stadler states that he sees no reason why the symbol T can not be used for any kind of translocation, i.e. simple, reciprocal or progressive. “ e see no a priori reason v.hy his suggestion is notworkable.

r Item 7 - The symbol Df (italicized) shall be used for Deficiency.Tor example, the first deficiency involving chromosome 10 will be represented as Df lC^; the second os Df 10g, etc.
Comments: Generally satisfactory although Anderson wouldprefer Df 10a in place of Df 10^. However Stadler stc.tos that *will have a good many deficiencies involving ^ single 30r the c rphnbet would soon be outstripped and since Stadler is Uoinb DfloT and finds it s. tisfactory, we suggest that the proposed systea for deficiencies stand as listed except that the symbol Df shall not be italicized.
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. , 3 - The symbol In (italicized) shall stand for Inversion. Ln inversion involving chromosome 4 will be represented as 
In 4^; the second one as In 4^, etc.

Comments: Same as for Item 7.

Tten 9 _ it was decided that there was, as yet, no need to forau- lote a system of nomenclature for duplications.

ifo comment necessary.

Vk'C want to strongly emphasize that in the attempt to formulate a nomenclatorial system for maize there is no intention of estab-lishing a set, rigid system which can not be modified to fit the varied needs of a rapidly changing field of research. -L— th*.;re w’ill arise occasions when a modification of the proposed system is necessary for clarity v/e do not doubt, out without question some general rules of nomenclature which will be followed when possible are essential. To provide such a general code has been one oi ohe purposes of these corn letters. We wish to thank those of you who have been sufficiently interested to communicate your views to us.

After taking into consideration your comments and criticisms we wish to submit a revised nomenclatorial sysior: for maize which has been modified so as to incorporate some of the changes which 
were recommended.

The modified nomenclatorial system for maize is o.s follows:

1 . The linkage groups and chromosomes will be designated by Arabic numerals. Linkage group 1 will include those genes which lie in the longest chromosome, etc. The longest chromosome of the mono- pioid set of 10 will be called chromosome 1 and the shortest 
chromosome 1 0 .

2. Whenever biliterai symbols are used the second letter shall not be dropped as a subscript. Italicize gene symbols.

3. Liter...1 superscripts shall be used to represent different members of an allelomorphic series, e.g. R£, EEt l£ >  r£«

4. Numeral subscripts shall be used to represent different genes which give phenotypically si^ilc.r effects, e.g. y^, Vg, y^, etc.

5. The normal allelomorph of a recessive mutant gene shall be desig-nated as has been customary in the past, i.e. either by a + sign or by a capital letter; e.g. the normal allelomorph of su can be either Su or +, depending upon which is the most conveniens to use. The normal allelomorphs of what arc commonly considered dominant genes can ce designated, as in the pa st , by either+ sign or by small letters, i.e. the normal allelomorph oi iu 
can bo either + or tu.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

• I September 13, 1934

To Maize Geneticists

We have the pleasure to announce that the Rockefeller Foun- ,+-ion has made a grant to support the cooperative maize work for q^neriod of five years. We are indebted to Brink lor having sug-gested to the Rockefeller people that they aid in a financial way the cooperative maize genetics enterprise.

Last fall we issued for the first time a call for news items such as new linkages, linkage data, short accounts of soecific problems, new genes, etc. The response and interest manifested was sufficient to warrant the issuing oi a similar call this fall. We would like to have the different items by November 15th. This time limit should make it possible to obtain seedling counts this fall before sending in your news items.The listing of new genetic testers is desired so that we can Keep the list of available maize stocks up to date.

In addition to serving as a distributing and cooperative bureau this laboratory shall attempt to collect and maintain stocks of all corn characters. With this purpose in mind, tms past summer we grew 8000 plants in our gardens and over ^900 pollinations were made. Included in this collection were charac-ters which had not been grown in recent years, and were in danger of being lost, as well as desirable stocks which had become de-pleted through calls for seed. The great majority ox the pollin ations were made by Mr. John Shafer, a graduate studen^ here * Cornell. While our primary purpose shall be to preserve the^gene^ which have previously been isolated, we hope to produce, m  a limited manner at least, some desirable multiple combinations.

Since January, 1934 this laboratory has distributed on re-quest over 350 stocks to different investigators.

Through the kindness of R. G. v’.iggans we have secured a dozen inbreds which are fairly early in season and are ver) re-sistant to the strains of corn smut present at Ithaca, uincesome of our genetic testers are extremely susceptible it seems advis-able to cross them with resistant lines to obtain resistant teo - ers. In order to determine which of the inbreds will prove best we shall send samples of seed of the different inbreds to several stations so that their smut resistance in different parts of the countrv can be tested. Those inbreds which are most resistan will then be used in crosses with the susceptible genetic testers.
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It is becoming increasingly more important to have lists 
0f cytological testers, i.e., strains in which the chromosome 
morphology is known. Those of you who are engaged in cytogenetic 
research please go over your material to see if you can furnish 
cuchinformation and, if so, send us the lists.

Pollen classification

Anderson sends the following concerning classification of 
pollen for semi-sterility, etc. uWe cut out some blocks of light 
redwood, bored holes in them like this and attached

handles. Usually we have 96 holes (8 rows of 12;. Ae collect
pollen only in the forenoon. No tags are used. Y.e write* the 
family number on the block and then check the plants collected 
in the record book, skipping a hole as we pass from one family 
to the next for safety. The pollen sheds plentifully especially 
after an hour or more. Tapping the tassel over a slide gives 
lots of pollen which we look at dry. When pollen is plentiful 
it is easier to classify dry than in a KI-I preparation. You 
get used to shriveled pollen after a while so it doesn’t bother 
much. If it is too shriveled we put on a drop of weak iodine 
solution. *'

Anderson states that his assistant has made as many as oCO 
classifications in a single day.

Le-itz makes a small pocket microscope (Tauschen Mikroskop) 
which sells for about £14.00. This pocket microscope can be used 
in classifying pollen in the field. It is a very fast and con-
venient method but can be used only when the anthers are shedding 
pollen. On a quiet morning, however, it is possible to work lor 
several hours before the pollen has been completely shed.

Induced mutants

Stadler has kindly furnished this laboratory with the xol- 
lowing mutants which he obtained in his X-ray work. We increased 
these stocks this paist summer and they are available for distri-
bution to anyone wishing to study their linkage relations.

Segregating mutant_________Viability________Linkage indication

Argentia (ar_) good close to suCL

dwarf (db) good none

dwarf (a,.) good
o .

slight - Y repulsion
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noneyellow green (yg&) low

pale green (pga) 
(might = ara)

good

virescent (low ratio) probably fair

virescent (v )
3.

(not induced)
good

glossy (glb) fair

glossy (glc) fair

fine streaked (f'i,) good

glossy (gld) lethal

pale green possibly viable

pale green 
(wilts)

very low-

pale green lethal

close to su

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

close to Y 

LO units from Y

The names and symbols given to these mutants are merely 
for convenient reference, L'hen they have been more thoroughly 
tested names and symbols will be assigned to them.

Maize genetics in the U.S.S.R.

American maize geneticists will be glad to learn that an 
active group of workers in maize genetics is springing up in the 
U.S.S.R. This work is under the direction of M. I. Hadjinov.

have received the- following letters from him which are trans-
cribed here for your information.

ifYour letter of November 13, 1933 I received only 13th 
January, 1934. I am enclosing herewith information about our 
works on the maize genetics. I hope it will be of some value 
though strongly delayed.

During the ̂ last 2-3 years we have carried out this work 
some results of which will be shortly published. The greater par 
of them I am sending you today.

I should be much obliged if you would kindly send me the 
mimeographed circulars of the Cornell University on maize genetic 
and also some genetics stocks.

I should like to ask you if you would find it possible to 
s.ena me also numbers of circulars previously years of which I 
possess only that of 1930 '’Linkage in Maize*'.

I yish to state that I am familiar with the Chromosome Ma 
m  the report of Prof. R. a. Emerson on the VIth Genetic Congress
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you *
Dr. G. D. Karpetchenko asks me to send his best wishes to

Yours sincerely3 

(Signed) M. I. Hadjinov,'"

The enclosure:

"Recurrences of known mutations

iiguleless. From 7 stocks: Shanghai, Primosky Region (F. East) 
HTdifferent stocks, Middle Volga region, Armenia, U.S.A. 
Learning (all tested) and one from the N. Caucasus (non- 
tested; .

ramosa. From 4 stocks: Italy, 2 different stocks of Georgia,
N. America (tested).

shrunken. From 2 stocks: Middle Asia, North America (varieties 
Minnesota 23) (tested) .

golden^. From West China (tested).

green striped. From 2 stocks; Georgia, Learning (non-tested).

Teopod. From early sugar varieties (names unknown) supplied by
Prof. Larionov; from Ukraine, where Teopod has never been 
grown before.

fine-striped. From 2 stocks: Mexico, N. America (tested).

anther ear. From L stocks N. America (non-tested).

dwarf.. From 2 stocks (tested).

dwarf -z. From 1 stock (tested).

barren-sterile. (Prof. Hayes). From Spain (non-tested)

barren-stalk. (Prof. Emerson). From Italy (non-tested).

tassel seed-j . From 2 stocks. Primorsky Region, N. /-merica 
(tested).

tassel seed.. From 2 stocks. Georgia, Armenia (tested).

lazy culm. From Ivory King (N. America) (non-tested).

brown midrib. From 2 stocks: Georgia, Sterling (N. America) 
(non-tested).

4 cases of cvtoplasmatic male sterility: Azerbaijan, Peru,
N. Caucasus, America.

male sterility. 25 stocks segregated for male sterility are be- 
ing studied.
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6

R R h ^

Now genes

Rough sheaths . A dominant gone producing warts
in the leaf sheaths in the lower part of the leaf blade near the auricole. This character appearing in the plant in the stage of 7 to 8 leaves. The vitality of the plant is normal. Seed available.

vK, rh0.a___w
Rough sheathsSi

A recessive gene producing the

this

uad

character similar to that of Rh^ Rh . Beside warts
gene causes sometimes a narrowing of the leaf blade the appearance of thread-like leaves. The vitality oi the plant is somewhat low, but in some families normal* ooeci available.

glA-gli r  Glossy^ -n . 11 different allelomorphs
have been recorded from fc5 different stocks. Among the 11 genes of glossy by intercrossing and linkage there have been found gl^ ” §1^ previously described. The linKcige
of the remaining genes will be shown below.

crg cV Crinkly. A gene similar to crinkly^ but non-
allelomorphic with it. Seed available.

5. ygs ygg-yg4 yg4 - Yellov.'-green 5_4 - Duplicate genes. The

rs-rs.

seedlings are yellow-green till the flowering stage, kitev the flowering the yellow pigment disappears, it segregated, as a simple recessive gene in the original stock. In cross-ing with non-allied families gives 15:1. rhe vitality of plant is extremely low. Seed available.

i0. Ramosa-silkless. This gene causes a branching of the ear similar in appei-rance to ramosa but with the complete absence of silks. At the same time it causes <~n> in c tassel, increasing of glums, flower spikelets and anthers in the pair spikelets. It gives a normal pollen, xhc vi-tality of the plant is normal. Seed available.
at at. mtherless. Causes a complete absence of anthers.The vitality of the plant is normal. Seed available.
hf hf. Hermaphrodite flowers. * pistilate flower is^dev^xop^c in the male flower beside anthers giving a silk £-6 cm. long. Sometimes instead of a silk there is only a rudi-mentary pistil. The pollen is very rarely developed. The ears have a low fertility. The vitality of plant is normal.
vb vb. Variable brachyte. Causes a sharp shortening ox Tne internodcs up to 1 cm. This character is much variable.^ This shortening may affect either a considerable p<-.rt oi^ internodes in what case it produces a dwarf plant, or on̂ .v a part of internodes. Very often the shortened interned'-^ alternate with the normal. Non-allelomorphic with brack}a
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The allelomorphism of yb vb '.nth brevis will be see summer 1934. ocgg c.Vailub.i.c.11
ted in

In answer to my reply to the above teeter trie 
was received:

nT h,.ve received your kind letter and mimeographed circu- f I n^ve Hi to vou for information and multiplelars. i ^ery g, £ cending me. The connection I am trying to testers which you are oending will be strengthened inestablish with in oTr w o k  on mtue genetics, whichfuture will greatly help ^  i n j u r y  ^  ^  ^  Qnly orker onX am carrying * g „ because I try incorporate into it amaize genetics y t t f S^ : sons c u rv in g  selectional work in corn considerable nj^ber u pe^ introduc^ up t0 10_ig thousand new
sSfepolliAations every year. Without close association with joour worywouldjoe on new mutation characters
I am goir^ to ^y^he^ollowing^ ^  ^  tre better symbols 
for Rough’ sheath, and rough sheathg. I g^e them symbols Rh1 ana Z “ « L s ,  by A I
read shortly in the Journal of Heredity seems to to - -.branched silklessybd.^ ^  ^  agreefflent with Dr. Sprague regard-
ing the ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ y ^ o n k l l e l f m o r p f c r ^ . 6 "limited genera-

9 chromosomes and thus seems non-allelomorph crg j± Dr. ^ysv,r.I will designate it by cr5-
4) Genes yellow green3 4 - duplicate genes which youuuie , °*/in Fvcttpw w i n  be testea mthink to be similar to au1>fc 0 1 Dr. ^yste. •ilinkage with the genes wx and C. I have these Fg.v i i/i nec i c similar to bi*aliened ^̂  °5) My ramosa-silkless is J ( , d t coincideDr. Kempton. My data, however, on linage bd a located inwith those of Dr. Kempton, who believes it Xdq;4 (su-Tu) chromosome.

----—----

F 2
R

------- ——

Susu

—i ——
728 159

--—

42

---- -------e---

1156 : 4 7 . 6± 1 .5 3
•

Fx O C Tutu 102 53 41 8 184 : 5 7 . 0^4 .0 1

F
r 2

R Bnbn 252 143 101 19 5 1 5 :3 4 .7 *2 .5 5

B R Bnbn 9 41 15 6 4 1 :3 6 .6
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which induce me to think (bd) located in 7 (ra-gl^ chr -losome. 
This summer I shall have the linkage (bd) with larger progeny.

6) I have genes ts^, ts9, ts^ and I am aware oi. the
genes Ts~. All these genes produce grains on tassels and in 
ts , ts, 7 ts there is nearly always a complete replacement of
maie flowers by female. Ts* produces also grain on the tassel.

small ovary with a sport silk or without it is developed in the 
hermaphrodite male flowers in which seeds are never formed.
Anthers are nearly normal, but pollen degeneration occurs so 
after tetrads during the formation of pollen walls.^ k_is asso 
elated with a strong sterility of female flowers, hi nolinked with su. I have sent you the drawings of hi m^le tlow rs. At the same time I am sending you small quantity of oeed
Hs1, rSp, cr^, — > — > , —  anc* ^ 2 * "̂*'67 ^
gl el g l I n  autumn I will forward a series of characters1 _9 6 10
after testing their mode of heredity.

Some time ago I read your paper on plasmatic sterility in 
the Journal of Genetics. The results which I obtained and men-
tioned at the time in my letter to Dr. Karpetchenko, .hen m  Pasadena, are completely identical with yours. The experimen 
with artificial infection of seedlings cy fresh ju^ce from flo’. cr 
ine ears showed mo, as in your case, negative resuits. i «m, however, inclined to consider this phenomenon as a result occa 
sioned by the virus diseases. Presently in connection with 1 
vestigations of the Mendelian type of male sterility from 35 different sources I came upon 4 cases of plasm^ti^ sterility.
One type of plasmatic sterility inherited in F1 through pollen
I have in sorghum. I am studying it presently. In regard to 
the work of the Mendelian type of male-sterility i |°t:y~self in connection with Dr. Beadle, through whose kmdne 
ceived all his genes of male sterility.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours, 

(signed) M. I. Hadjinov.”

Unfortunately the seed Hodjinov sent was 
for planting here at Ithaca last summer. Jexu 
we shall have seed available for distribution.

received too late 
fall, however,
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Corrections and additions to list of genetic factors 
(See maize letter of January 2Z? 193b)

(antherless) Hadjinov
, a f•raostripe) is allelomorphic with i$ (isjap).

The symbol bd is for branched silklcss. The character branched 
sterile is non-existent.

(branched ear) proved from tests made this summer to be alle-
lomorphic with bd.

bno (bruwn alourone) is in chromosome S. Sprague. 

cr̂  (crinkly leaves). Hadjinov. 

d (dwarf plant) is in chromosome 10. Singh.

Da9 (dominant aleurone dilutorg In chromosome 9, 6 units from
C. Order is Dag-c-wx. Eyster

dl (dull brown endosperm blotch). Singleton end Jones, 

dm (dead leaf margins). Kemp ton '2'6, 

flr. (floury endosperm) . Mumm.

hll0 (glossy Seediins) • In chromosome 1. Emerson.

gs (green striped). In chromosome 2. Sprague.2
hf (hermaphroditic flowers). Hadjinov.

j (japonica). In chromosome 4. Emerson.

le (lemon endosperm). In chromosome 5. Eyster,

lo (lethal ovule) may be allelomorphic v/ith sp. In chromosome 
Singleton ’ 3E.

me (mealy endosperm). Mangelsdori ]22. 

o3 (opaque endosperm). Chromosome 9. Eyster. 

pb^ (piebald), apparently non existent, 

pe (pubescens-hairy sheath). Tavcar }62.

PI (purple plant color). Chromosome 6. Emerson 'ml. 

pm (pale midrib). Chromosome Z. Brink, 

ps (panicula specialis) . Tavcar hi. 

rag (ramosa). Brink.

rejt (reduced endosperm). Chromosome 5. Eyster ’cl.
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re (reduced endosperm) chromosome 5. Systcr ’31.
t'j

rc (reduced endosperm). Chromosome 4.
4

Hs-] (rough sheath - dominant) . Hadjinov,

rs (rough sheath - recessive) , Hadjinov,

rv; etc. (row number genes), Tavcar.

si (silky) (si9 and si are duplicate genes),

si, (silky). Fraser, 
o

suLm (an allelomorph of su). Mangelsdorf.

(white seedling). Chromosome 4. Lindstrom. 

(white sheath), Rhoades.

Fraser

w19

ws

yf (yellow flecked leaves). Chromosome 9, Eyster

zg (siz zag stalk). Chromosome 6. Singh.
9

Please add these to the list in the maize letter of Jan-
uary 95, 1955. We would appreciate it if you would notify us 
of any mistakes, oversights, etc. Notify this office of any 
now symbols you may wish to use before publishing so that we can 
help avoid duplication of symbols.
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List of maize geneticists

,  R • A  •  ,
v s . H . ,
Jr\ • c . ,
H . C . ,

v ,  jM .  I .

..nderson, E . 0., Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif,Rp'idle* G. W., Institute of Technology, Pasanena, Calif.Rrink R. a ., Genetics Dept., Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, v,isc. Burnham, C. R., Agronomy Dept., Univ. of W. Va. Morgantown, W. /a. riokev, Ira M., 1635 Laurel St., S. Pasadena, Cali.i. nCollins G. N. Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C. Cooler/d . C., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wise.
Creighton, Miss H. B., Conn. College for Women, New London, Conn. Denerec, M. , Carnegie Inst,, Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, N.Y.

Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., xthaca, N.Y. 
Jotany Dept., Bucknell University, Lewisburg,^ Pa. 
Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. Gurney', H. C., Vvaite Research Inst., Adelaide Univ., Adelaide, Aust. Hadjinov, M. I., Inst. Plant Industry, Detskoe Selo (near 

Leningrad), U.S.S.R.
Hayes, H. K., Agronomy Dept., University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.Hull, Fred, Agronomy Dept., Agric. Exp. Station, Gainesville, Fl^. Jenkins, M. T., Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C. Jones, D. F., Genetics Dept., Agric. Exp. Sta., New Haven, Conn. Kempton, J. H., Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.a ., Washington, D.C. 
Kvakan, Paul, Dobricevo Cuprija, Jugoslavia.
Li, H. W., Honan University, Kaifeng, Honan, China.Lindstrom, E. W., Genetics Dept., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. McClintock, Miss Barbara, Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell University, 

Ithaca, N.Y.
Mangelsdorf, P. C., Agronomy Dept., Agric. Exp. Station,

College Station, Texas.  ̂ n .Meyers, M. T., Farm Crops Dept., Ohio State Univ., Coaumous, Ohio. Mumm, W. J., Agronomy Dept., Univ. of Illinois, Urbina, ill.
Perry, H. S., Botany Dept., Duke Univ., Durham, N. oar.Randolph, L. F., Botany Dept., Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. Reeves, R. G., Biology Dept., Agric. Exp. Sta., College Station, Tex Rhoades, M. M., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Itnaca, N.l. Rhoades, V. H., Botany Dept., Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.Singh, S., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell University, Ithaca, N.x. Singleton, W. R., Genetics Dept., Agric. Exp. Sta., New Haven, Conn. Sprague, G. F. , Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.a .-, Washington, D.C. Stabler, L. J., Field Crops Dept., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. Tavcar, A., Dept, of Plant-Breeding, Univ. of Zagreb, xagree, Jugos^ Thomas, H. C., Genetics Dept., University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. Weatherwax, Paul, University of Indiana, Bloomington, ana.Wentz, J. B., Farm Crops Dept., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
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In addition to the preceding list the maize letters are 
s<>nt to the following individuals who have requested that they bo included on the mailing list. Some of them havu been activebe included on the mailing 
in the past in corn genetics but have in recent years become in-
active/ Others on the list are anxious to receive the letters 
so that they may closely follow the progress of corn genetics.

jnderson, Edgar, Bussey Inst., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass Brieger, Friedrich, John Inn.es Hort. Inst., Merton, London, England Brunson, a. M., agronomy Dept., Kansas State College, Manhattan,

Down, E . E., Farm Crops Dept., Michigan State College, Ec.st Lansing 
Michigan.

Dorsey, E., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. 
Garber, R. J., agronomy Dept., Univ. of W . V a., Morgantown, Va. Hays, F. /■.., Poultry Husbandry Dept., Mass. State College, Amherst,

,\ A * c'  c

Hofmeyr, J. D. J., P.0. Marabastad, Pietersburg, South Africa. 
Hoovur, M. M., agronomy Dept., Univ. of Vi. Va., Morganton, W. Va. Horovitz, S., Univ. of Buenos aires, Buenos aires, Argentina.
Krug, C. A., Inst, agronomica do Estado Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil Kuleshov, N. N., Inst. Applied Botany, Herzen St. 44, Leningrad,

U • S . S . R .
Lebedeff, G. F., Carnegie Inst., Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, V. Mains, E. B., Botany Dept., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.Miles, L. G,, Agric. Dept., Queensland Univ., Brisbane, Australia. Neal, Norman P,, Genetics Dept., Univ..of Wisconsin, Madison, Wise. Phipps, Ivan F., Waite Research Inst., Adelaide Univ., Adelaide, 

Australia.
Richey, F. D., assoc. Chief, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A. 

Washington, D. C.
Sharp, L. W., Botany Dept., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y.
Taboada, E. R., Direccion Gral. de Agric., Sn. Jacinto, Mexico. Wiggans, R. G., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y.

Do not forget that the dead line for receipt of news items is November 15th. Please cooperate so that we can make these maize letters of real service and interest to you.

Sincerely yours,

7 rl. 'VTJ.
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MAJZE GENETICS COOPERATION 

NEWS LETTER 

S

November 24, 193A

Department of Plant Breeding 
Cornell University 

Ithaca, N. Y.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K  November

i £

1954

eizc Geneticisto «

This letter is composed of data and information v/hich you 
, c,ve generously contributed so that we can all keep in closer contac 

be better informed about the work in the different laboratories. 
d U response to our recuest for news items has been good and the in-mv, p  ^ vv k  w * - "  — - - —  *

formation included in this letter will be of interest
everyone. Host, if not all, 
has not been published so we 
vail be no misunderstanding, 
these series of corn letters 
wish to refer to any data you
contributor.

.md value to
of the information listed in this letter 
wish to emphasize, in order that there 
that the appearance of information in 
does not constitute publication. If you 
should ask the direct consent of the

Since these corn letters are a cooperative affair it seems 
just that only those who show sufficient interest to cooperate should 
receive the letters. Not everyone will have something to contribute 
end no one will be dropped from the mailing list for that reason.
This office should, however, receive an acknowledgement of the re-^ 
quest for news items even though you have nothing to contribute. We 
feel that anyone who does not value these letters sufficiently to in-
clude his own data has no claim to the unpublished data of others 
who have generously cooperated.

News items from Ithaca

1. Zebra^ (zb^) which shows in seedlings as a virescent and in mature
plants as a zebra stripe (transverse bands of green end yellow 
tissue) shows no crossing over with d^. Oraer is zb^-h-g-^.
Classification excellent and viability good. Singh.

k. Zigzag stalk (zg ) is linked closely with PI and sm. Exact order 
unknown. Classification satisfactory. Singh.

3. A dominant gene (Dt) interacts v*ith a^ to give dotted aleurone.
Dt does not interact with ag, c or r. Seeds of a-ĵ  Ag C R
Dt constitution have a pale purple background on which appear 
the more intense dots. The ratio of the number of dots on
seeds of a. Ag C R Dt Dt dt genotype to the number of
dots on seeds of a^ a-̂  Ag C R Dt Dt dt constitution is 
2 : 3, while the ratio for seeds of a^p a-̂ P Ag C R Dt dt 
dt to seeds of a^ Ag C R Dt dt dt constitution is 1 :

3.8. These ratios suggest that the dosage of affects the 
number or else that an P has an inhibitory effect which is
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proportional to the dosage of 

independent of a^, a0, c, r, su and
Dt is not linked but is 

Ig. Rhoades.

plants which have 20 chromosomes plus the short arm of chromo-
some 5 are intermediate in appearance between disomes and 
trisomes for chromosome 5. The fragment has a terminal in-
sertion region as the break occurred exactly at the spindle 
fiber region. In 50% of the cases a trivalent group is 
formed at metaphase I, and in 50% of the cases a bivalent 
and the fragment as a univalent are formed, when a trivalent 
is formed the disjunction in anaphase I is such that the 
fragment passes to the same pole as one of the normal 5 chro-
mosomes. The two normal chromosomes rarely, if ever, pass 
to the same pole and fragment plants have never thrown the 
primary trisome. Through a study of genetic ratios in plants 
carrying the fragment it has been possible to assign certain 
gones in chromosome 5 to the long and short arms, respectively. 
The available data suggest that Vg ys pr and bt are in the
long arm of chromosome 5, while bm-̂  and a^ are in the short
arm. Whether a gene shows a 5 : 3 or a 1 : 1 ratio in a back 
cross using the fragment plants as female determines if a 
given gene is in thej long or short arm. Rhoades.

i>n inbred strain gave in Fg approximately 65% of luteus seed-
lings. This aberrant ratio was caused by the linkage- of a 
gene for small pollen with the normal allelomorph of the 
luteus gene. Small pollen (sp) has 2% crossing over with 
luteus. A variable percentage of the eggs with the small 
pollen gene abort giving in different F' populations a range
from 55 to £0% of luteus seedlings. Small pollen germinates 
as rapidly as normal pollen but never, or rarely, succeeds in 
fertilization. Cytclogical examinations at pachytene showed 
no visible deficiency. The gene for small pollen is being 
tested with sp . Rhoades.

White sheathg 
tests, ws 
shortly af

(ws-j) is in chromosome 2 according 
3 shows as seedling and can be class 
ter flowering. Rhoades.

to trisomic 
ified ’ontil

__t---x bt-, bm, gave 13d8 + bn, : 1 ++ : 2 bt-, bm-. : 119 bt +
btx + 1 1  1 1 1

which gives 1.2% crossing over. Rhoades.

+ -f +
pr bm^

x v2 pr bm^.

region 1 = 43.4% crossing over 
region 2 = a-a.3% crossing over 
Coincidence ~ .80.

0 - 232
c - 235
1 - 194
1 - 201
f ,a — 77
a — 84

1-2 - 40
1-2 - 46

Rhoades.
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9.
Branched ear (bo) is allelomorphic rrrith branched silkless (bd)

Rhoades.

10 The studies on nutation and tetraploidy induced by heat troat- 
1 * merits arc being continued. The first seedling crop in the 

greenhouse this fall gave two new mutations, a glossy and 
a white seedling, from less than 100 Fg ears tested. Randol

n. Treatments to obtain 4N commercial hybrid strains were repeated 
this past summer. A number of 4N plants from commercial in- 
breds treated a year ago looked very promising early in the 
season but failed to mature seed, due largely to unfavorable 
cultural conditions. Randoloh.

it The E-type chromosomes produce marked sterility alien present in 
numbers higher than 16 or 18, and are structurally unstable. 
Randolph.

pg i. survey of chromosome morphology in different strains of maize 
has revealed types of Indian corn from the southwest which 
are more nearly like teosinte than any previously known. 
Randolph.

14, Perennial teosinte in the greenhouse this fail was pollinated 
abundantly with corn pollen from liguless brown plants to 
obtain haploids, and odds are being offered (3 : l) that if 
any are obtained they ’will be annual. Randolph.

h summary of all data now available indicate recombination per-
centages as follows for the group of g^nes near the end of 
the known linkage map for chromosome 1

P-tSp 
P-zl 

P-ms^Y

Number of 
individuals

3196
1567

Per cent of 
recombination 

1.3 
1.6 
3.0

The order of these four genes is unknown. rnnerson.

16. My collection includes ttm following aleurone-, anther, and silk 
color combinations, in which " + " indicates colored and li-'i 
colorless

Rpg
Rgg
rrr

r&r
r gg

aleurone
+
+

anther
+

+

silk

+
+

I need the following :-
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A1curone anther silk

The nearest approach to this in ny former collections was 
Navajo-patter colored aleurone, colored anthers, and colored 
silks. Colored anthers appear always to be associated wita 
some color in glumes, sheaths, brace roots, etc. and, except 
in the presence of B, colorless anthers with colorless 
glumes, sheaths, and brace roots. It is of interest to note 
that, if this series of supposed allelomorphs is an example 
of very close linkage, Webber was probably the first to re-
port linkage in corn (Webber, H. J. - Kept. Amer. Breeders’ 
assoc. k : 76-81, 1906). Emerson.

N ew s items f r om C o lumb i a, Mo .

1. is located on the longer arm of chromosome 5, not far from
the insertion region. This is the cytological position of 
Df 5-, , which includes V^. Linkage data indicate the Df is
between Blu and Bv, very close to Bv. The Df does not include 
Bm1, Bt, or Bv. This internal deficiency markedly reduces
crossing over, Doth in the Bm-Bv region and in the Bv-Pr re-
gion. This shows that in maize crossing over may be inhibited 
by deficiency outside the region homologous to the Df, which 
appears not to be the case in Drosophila. Stabler.

2. A new high-mosaic strain gives endosperm mosaics with a frequency
higher than that ordinarily found in heavily X-rayed ears.
The various endosperm loci show differing frequencies of loss 
corresponding at least roughly to their relative frequencies 
in common maize. The high frequency of chromosomal aberra-
tions is limited to the early divisions in endosperm develop-
ment, the proportion of small sectors being hardly more than 
normal. The factor responsible for this effect is transmitted 
through both male and female gametes. The chromosomes derived 
from both the male and the female parent are affected in en-
dosperms which have received this factor from either parent.
In an F progeny segregating for an unknown yellow seedling
factor and for the high-mosaic factor, seedlings sectorial 
for the yellow seedling character were common in th^ progenies 
with high mosaic frequency. Plants heterozygous or homozygous 
for the high-mosaic factor are normal in development and have 
normally fertile pollen and ears. Stadler. 3

3. Dr. Sprague and I have begun some work on ultra-violet treatment
of pollen, with the collaboration of Dr. F. S. Brackett of 
the Smithsonian Institution. The experiments haven’t gone 
very far as yet, but it is clear that ultra-violet treatment 
of pollen induces genetic changes which show up as both whole 
endosperm and mosaic endosperm deficiencies at rates rather
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growing in the greedi-
ting

"ur-jrisingly high, x single progeny now growing in 1 ;,™e *lso shows about 10? of tnc plants with scgrsgJ pollen sterility. The results thus far therefore correspond..■ t. the changes to bo expected froia an X-ray erc^ u,H.nt ojo-'llen, with frequencies corresponding to a dosage of X-rays p on side rnb'• y lower tho.n the- maximum. Ho v. ever, the closes oi ultra-violet radiation used were also well below the maxxaun Pe suits froi'.i filtered end mono chromatic ultra-violet l tcic-. tions ere not yet uvnilabxc. obe-dlCi ®

ilin' eOgo* dc tu.
Linksge

Gene phase Number
X y XY
Gsg Lg RBC 17
Os" B 162

Pep R 128
Pc„ G 204

Order

Re c onbi nat ion:
of individ cQi—1-J No. %___
Xy xY
58 81 19 56 29.5
4 8 170 12 5.5

95 58 r  • 
Cj 16 o 5

19 80 50 21.5

R--Pc2-g
Sprague

News items from noreantown

New linkage stocks :-^
Chromosome 1 p f. an bo

Chromosome 5 

Chromosome 7

1 ' ' " 2  , xp br  f b n i g  ( p a l e  y e l lo w  e n a o sp e r^ J  
P bn^ y
P f  ̂  bOg ( s e g r e g a t i n g  tS g )  •

pr b t  bra ( n o t  homozygous f o r  LCR) .

r a  g l  i-j (o r  h  l e a s t  the F-, in  c o u p l in g )   ̂1 ±
Burnham.

New characters : - . . _Several characters are either segregating or are in homo^ygna condition in the inbred lines here at iiorgantown. nuong th~r.i are the following: glossy seedling, tassel seed, ranosa tasswith normal ears, purple seedling leaf color which is ailuot: sun red in nature plant. This 1-st character is c. domin^n ••
Burnham.
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6 o

f,-]nkagc data including o ic•*'» to w. o..
tests o-

with unlinked genes - 2 poirr

Genes x y Linkage 
eh a s c

Number of individuals • • Ne* coin-
X Y

» ~ : i Total: oinatxon. X y}, x Y . x y . . Ho>: Y

t*, . i ] R S 437 1 1 1  : fc.01 : 4 : 754 : - :19.,0

Vp ysi * C B 1-Lb
l J • l l

43 : 51 : 113 : 325 : ~ :30.5

bin ys1 *
R B 
C B

153
150

£76 : 308 : 123 : 860 :276 : Z a . l  
37 ; 33 : 111 : 331 : 70 :21.1

tiLl x 1 S l X _
4- bt bn^ bt — 260

: : : : :less 
46b i 173 : 0 : 897 : :than

: : : : : ll..
bn-, v0

C B 
R B

111
182

101 : 198 : 115 : 625 :299 : 
135 : 221 : 150 ‘ 666 :312 :

bnn ch *

yg? ch *
hot yg-j*-L ..-—4s ....— ■ —

C B 
C 3 
C B

104
113
163

98 i 106 i 89 i 387 i 204 °
103 : 97 : 84 ; 587 :200 ;
136 : 142 : 148 : 589 :278 :47.2

bug ch C B 57
: ; : : i

48 : 46 : 36 : 187 : 94 :

g2 Ch C B 59 57 : 61 : 47 : 224 :118 :
X Y 

Ygn - T4-5u C B 32 15 * 5 : 17 : 69 : 20 :29.0__J*.. .....—•—

hn - T5-7n * R B 5 128 : 95 : 14 : 242 : IS : 7.9
* Those include those in the 5-point tests.

Burnham.

Linkage data fr ,n a 3 point Fg test

Genetic
constitute

: : Pr : pr
: : Bt : bt : Bt : bt :Total

ri: : + :vp2: + :vpc.: + :vp2: + •’ vp2
• • • •

1 r + Vi'8 1 <g> Uoip.0 7 ; pr bt + ; . . .
• • • •

55 j 1 *| 84J 14 J 200J 1*: 991 
: : : : : :
: : : : : ^

ft Not c or twin that these are vp grains. The rocon
bination percentages are calculate:* as though these 
were vpo•

pr - vp g = Jef/o
bt - vpo - 10;'c (2/
pr - bt = 15$

Burnha
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r Linkage data from 5 point back crosses :- o • 6

Genetic
constitution

Regions Total
0 1 : £ : 1, is

+ + + *
pr ys vg

79 - 70
149

bO - 1514b - 55** 6 - 1  
1 7 ^ : 7

15.8%: 50.8%:
£66

bn-i_ + +

+ Pr ys

81 - 87 
167

15 - bl: 6 - 5s 1 - 1 
34 : 11 : b 

16.8%: 6.1%:
214

+ + +
bm pr ys

(also sog. 3:1)

118 - 79
197

bl - bl:11 - 10: 0 - 5 
4b : bl : 5 
17.8%: 9.3%:

b65

+ + Ch 
y£i ch 
No linkaf:e

61 - 45 
106

59 - 5<s:59 - 54:42 - 44 
91 : 102 : 87 

46',. : 49;! :
387

+ T5-7& bn 
Slx + Bn

36 - 40 
76

6 - l: b - 8: 0 - b 
7 : 10 : b 

10.5%: lb.6%:

95

(bn-glj_ 18%)

T5-7a + + 
+ Eli v5

14b - 7b 
bl4

20 - 51:11 - 21; 5 - £ 
81 : 42 : 7 

fc5.5!: 14.5;!; £.0$s
545

+ + T5-7a 
ra gl +

107 - 74 
181

4 - 3:39 - 4b: 3 - 1 
7 : 81 : 4 

4 o 0%: el. 0>o:
b73

Tx-7 + +

— g i r n

b9b — bOl 
495

6 - 7:b0 - b5: 1 - 0 
15 : 45 : 1 
b.6%: 8.3%:

55b

* vf classification was net entirely satisfactory.

Burnham.

6. Notes on the above data
The linkage of T4-5a with yg is the first found for yg^
If it is in chromosome 5 it must be out in region where v0 
is or e/on nearer the end. Or' course it may be in chromo-
some 4. The break in each chromosome was near the subter- 
ninnl knob. The data on chromosome 7 are mostly from inter-
changes. In T5-7a both breaks were near the subterminal 
knobs, while in Tl-7 the break in 7 was on the long arm not 
far from the spindle fiber insertion. The data indicate that 
Bn is out toward the end of the long arm, with ra near the 
break in 1-7 and gl^ in between. Vp^ apparently is on the
bm^ side of pr. Burnham.
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^^ta'tmeusuro (K & E) has been found very useful In neesurm- the length of chromosomes. By treeing the corner.. lut1^” dr-v'in"°v;ith the ua.p measure the length (in inches or.Cen.i- ictorst is registered an the dial af the as; sure. This is usefulin determining arm lengths end relative lengths of tne 8 8 8 8  0 The moo measure was suggested by an engineer,Ge8ge‘VrBurhe, an in PER*, project hero at the Experiment Station. Singleton.

i ■. *_ • ~.v-, c •'r* Piittv c tions to J C- 31 year1 s notes.8 ?  Th! g^no rJoso has appeared In .another stock, a L e T O  inbrod. It has proven allelomorphic vita r^n* This the fourth jceurrence of this gone m  our stocks.b) Preliminary tests with la, give an indication ol linkage with su. K ) crossovers occurred in a row ox ^0 plants, i is probably allelomorphic to la..^c) iiicropylo color Me is a modifying factor of tne P facto., rather than allelomorphic. Backcrosses of E _  to pne shov-.ea
a segregation into PHc, Puc and P plants vlich could not occur if Me were allelomorphic to P. Singleton.

a) 8 h o  factor o r has shown linkage with ra.no sa (C.O. 18 per cent an the basis of Fg data) . Backcross data, will be avail-

b) Packeross data havo shown that both lo and sp are on the Ts side of su. They uay be c-llelomorpnic.
c) 5B<.ckcross data of material sent by Dr. Emerson indicate that wl is between Ts& and su. The order proaubly l
TSc-v.l-su-Tu. Singleton, b

jJc-Vv genes or reoccurrence cf known gene^-) rumosu Sweepstakes inbred. It is being tested v/iuh ra^. brown uiarib - Sweepstakes inbred, glossyCountry Gentleman inbred, 
glossy (not 1, S, or 3) Sweepstakes inbred, crinkly — Sv/eopstaKcs inbreu. adherent tassel - S’veep stages inbred, yellow stripe - Sweepstakes inbred, yellowish japonica - Sweepstakes inbred yellowish threaded - Sweepstakes inbre-u. dwarf — Sweepstakes inbred. . , Afine stripe (nay be allel. to f p  - Sweepstakes inbred.

Singleton,

b
c
d
e
f
£
h
i
3
k

5 . soft starch (h) of iiumu is different from both opaque 1 and opaque S. Singleton.
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i^ylrxeoua sugary (suftn) is allelonorphic v;ith su. This new 
sugary gone is expressed only when another gone, Gu, vaiich produces a cull endosperm similar in appearance tc v/axy but staining blue instead of red, is also present in the reces-
sive condition. Ratios in most crosses arc 15 : 1. The 
gene suau shows the sane linkage relations as su while the^ gone du is located in the R-g group. The new sugary is not as good a character as the original sugary but it has some bearing on the inheritance of pseudo-starchiness, t. syn-thetic pseudo-starchy can be produced by crossing amylaceous sugary with true sugary. Seed are available. Mange lsdoro.

Tn Tripsacum hybrids with maize the number of Tripsacum chromo-somes can be determined by an examination of the pollen. Plants with bO Zea chromosomes plus one Tripsacum chromosome have 50 per cent normal and 50 per cent small pollen. Planes with two Tripsacum chromosomes have kb per cent normal, 50 per cent small, and kb per cent empty pollen, apparently a single Tripsacum chromosome causes reduction in size diil^ two or more cause complete abortion of the pollen. Extra chromosome jlo.nts can ba readily idontifioo. in tne fi^ld b̂y pollen examination. We now have a large number of stocks kll having LO maize chromosomes and >nc extra Tripsacum chr juosouo. Wo ltu attempting to identify these extra Trip-sacum chroui>s rmes by crossing with corn stacks in which the chromosomes are marked by two or more recessives. We are badly in need of multiple recessive stocks for this work.* Mangelsdorf.

p few stacks which we have developed lor Texas conditions and which ar« available to other maize geneticists in the South
are : -

3 lg
aa Bb PI ^1 Lg^ lgg
Pp Br br F f Bm bm Lg lg G1 gl Ra ra - 
Pp Br br F f Bm bm su wx - F^
Lg lg su wx
Lg lg Gi gl Ra ra su wx 
Y PI B lg su Tu v/x
aa Pp.

Mmgelsdorf

,7e have a number of F plants of uiplaie'. moa x tetraploid Trip-
sacum which can be propagated by division. Anyone wishing some of this mater it.1 is welcome to it. iiangelsdorf.
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1# Linkage data : -

pedi-
gree

:Genes 
: X Y

Link-1
age

phase
XY Xy : xY xy :Total

Recom- :
b inat i on s:authori ty 
N o. % :

9415 •G R S 260 65: 96 3: 4c4 22.5:Lindstrom

9451 sR C S 120 24: 49 20: 213 40.3:

9419 •PI C B 86 r jn  « 80 64: 303 153 50.5: » 
*

9 See : Su w,§> R S 2366 977: 980 159:4482 37.0x0.9:
f)4£9 :Tp C B 31 33: 59 58: 181 92 50.8:

])  h new recessive anthocyan gene.

y assigned w because the original w in the mimeographed sheets
is not shown to be linked with anything, and since the gene is 
on the new 4th chromosome.

Lindstrom.

2. Mev; genes not described or tested for linkage : -
a) Dominant chlorophyll striping. Old gold striping (Og).
b) a new dominant sorghum tassel. V-.ill not be named until 
tested with TsR and Tŝ >.

° Lindstrom.

News items from V; a shim ton, D. C.

1. In back cross counts involving 227 plants rootless (rt) showed
18.5/0 crossing over with Rg . Jenkins.

2. Lazy (la) shows 11.4/& crossing over with su cjiu is on the oppo-
site side of su from Tu and gl^ as b^sea on a 4-point back 
cross test. Jenkins.

3. u 3-point b^ck cross test with ra^, Tp and indicates the
order to bo ra-Tp- ij with the total ra-ij distance about 11
units. Jenkins.

4. Branched silkless (bd). Our r 
in that (bd) is not located 
Our latest progeny in repul 
261 : Su bd 82 : su Bd 4a : 
The deficiency of su plants 
s t and. Kemp t on.

suits agree with those of Hadj inov 
in the fourth chromosome with Tu.
>ion phase with su gives Su Bd 
su bd 14 with less than 1. 
is accounted for by the poor
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1. h1 lb^ ■v> cf 1 6

Ll L'c2 Rg

o igy rg

£'l Lg? kg

‘'1 LSo kg

Ll ig2 rg

nl igg Rg

al bgo rg

"‘1 L££ rg

L1 Rg

x 1'6£

j 70 E 

j 406 

 ̂ 138

j 60

tel 11lb

re;

~ igr = 36.0%
1 1

Igp(J
- Rg = 15.7%

L1 - Rg = 51.755

Brink,

0

1

o

1 & 1

1 & 3 

1 & 3

N L ts* r e :
' 1 4

x  a . na ts
l’l n e ,  T s 4 Rg 1

Na ts4 r g - 135
1
^1 na *̂S4 R& = 116 a f ; ia ̂ j .

*1 ne TS4 Rg i— 41
N a ts rg 31 113i 4

R-i N i rp c,
~b4 Rg = 140X

bl ne 4” cL54 rg 105 145

A1 Na ts4 Rg - £4

*x
na ip

~ °4 rg — 17 51

^1 ns ts4 rg = 31

o
Na

TS4 Rg = 56 68

“l na Ts^ rg = L.
X

al Na ts4 Rg = 9 13

A1 Na Tqlb4 rg = 14

al na ts. % Rg — 5 17

A1 na ts4 Rg = c.tsj

Gi N a Ts4 rg 3 — 5

Grose; ina-ovor

C1 — Hu = 13 o l f j

na — f cT 4 = 35,7/5
ts
4

_ Per o ■= 3.7/ ’

ni - Rg = 40,91

Total S90 Brink
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(lg0 x na) @
No lgfl no. plants appeared a along about. oOOQ oil spi ing. Th.̂  j
result does not tally with expectation on the basis of the 
above results* viz, (lgg ~ Rg - 15• *7/0 o»o,9 *.110 ric; — Hg 
4 0 ,9$ c.o.) (&n-n& = 25.1 %, c.ncl a^-lgg - 36.0%) .

1 Brink.

Lgg 1 ■
lgbo Rp

= 162 d-

D1 o 2 > 162
d1 bgg

Crossing-over1

h Lg£ \ 96 lg„ - d. = 57.2!*
dl ^ 2  >.

a 1

Total a 58 Brink.

h_!£
Dx rg

x a rg

d Rg
Dx rg

D1 Rs
d1 rg

L91

94

Totel 585

Cro5oxn*,-ovor 

Rg ~ di ~ ^.4#

Brink.

na Pa Jin ;x na pm rg r-
' li pale midrib

Na pm rg

Numbers
na Pin Rg = 125
Na pm rg = 189 . _ 514

Rg - na - 40.3>-. c.o
ila Pm Rg = 109 nrn = 7.7% "na pm rg 57 _ 166 n& 1̂ * . -  10 9 f'S

Na pm Rg = 15 pm - na = 33.1 >c
na Pm rg 21 34

na pm Rg = 1
Na Pm rg 5 6

Total 520
Brink.
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7. A.. Ba^ Rg

Cv 0 C v I* ̂
X a bâ _ rg

A Ba Rg ) 20
- bL-i

rg )

A 13 C. rg )^  1 r_ { 16
a*. j B* a t a a /

j- Bi-i rg 3
10

*• b4 Rg )

Rg \ 
" ( 1

L Iiai rg )

Total = 49

Crossiny.-ovcr
_ *— c*. „ — 36.8%

1
ba - Rg — r .. C> . jC/O

1
- Rg - p i a o’ b.L. i. /j

8. Rg Ra.c, 

re TUS
x rg ra2

r an — r n.uio s a.

Rg
rg

p
" 2
ru9

= 38 
= 67

Rg ra2 = 26

rg Ra q = 29

Total 1G0

Crossing-over 

Rg-ra.g = 34.4%

9.

Ra2 = 152
i* r a o 29
Ot Rag - 43

v.i. ra2 9

ad „ 13G8 “ i x  
be 1247

c.o. = ca 50%

Nev»s items i'roi.i Pasadena

3 ev»- ;stocks - chromosome 2

1.bX gl2
b vA segrega ting c sh wx

ig1 .gl2 B
V4

b sk V4 segregating Ig and gl

13 sk 4 f. ft 11 ft

b ts„ v ii ii ii fi

Brink.

Brink.

Brink.
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Chrome 5 o-ic o
U  O  "*0
pr b ^  v2 Pr

Ch Ch Ch Ch

Ch Ch x v pr bm 
2 1 Clokcy

Chromosome 7 

rax gl ij
Cldkoy

I j  i i i K i ^  g  O  U  t o. *

On a back cross of 1100 plants for rax glx ij the order froi 
the first 700 plants is ra^-gl^-ij with ; cross over value 
of 4-5 per cent between ra^ and gl^. Clokey.

Data from cross ±__11?__± x pi sa py
PI + py

Py plants py plants

0 : pi sm: 150 PI + : 131
1 : PI Sui: 17 pl : 37(#w : PI + : 26

1-2i2l + : 0

1 om Py plo.nts only - PI-sat i
11 o W•- — 8. t *>/o

From all slants

sm-py

Pl-py

26 _
195

60
561

13 . 0$

C f v  » /w

Order is thcreiore Pl-sia-py.
mderson

News items from Sao Paulo, Brazil
No. of strain

a) Far and see a cim. ra.cters available

1) pronature gemination (Sol)
2) several Kinds of defective endos-

perms (shrunken> floury, etc.)
b) varicgated pericarp 
4) mottled alourone

1

6
1
1
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No, of strains
 ̂Vc_.il able

5) brown pericarp 1
6) &1ourone colors &
7} semi-tunicate grains* 1
8) branched o; r 5

b) r.r-:,' f characters
l )  concentric spots* 1
£) oily spots (?)* 8
3) crinkly (?) ^
4) rolled leaves i£
5) ragged (?) d
6) narrow leaves 1
7) hairy sheath f

c) Chipriliy 11 -ucf 1 ciant types
l) white seedlings 7
1) yellow seedlings ^
3) several kinds of striped  ̂ 14
i) zebra striped seedlings (?) 7

a) Genes affoctin;-; the whole plant
l) several typos of dwarfs 13
£) ultra-iv/arf 1

ranosa (?) 1

e) i v bnc r < .it. 1 six-di-, trlbuti o n
i) tassel-ear, tassel-seed 4
£) hernaphr. flowers on the ear 1
5) male flowers on the ear* 1

(upper half of ear is f)
4) female plants* 1

The characters marked with * arc suppcsod to be new ones. 
Some of the abnormalities appeared in more than one strain, 
but they may not be allelomorphs.

Krug.
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Results of first inbreeding three corn varieties

Type of Variations 
Found

Varieties Total
‘'amarello''
(688
ear-rows) 

No. :

“Crystal1' 
(1052 
ear-rows) 

No. : %

hl.L\[
(72
ear-

No.

3uro,i

-rows)
%

(l81t
ear-

No.

1 
iw

o

White seedlings 12 : 1.74
•

60 s 5.70 2 2.8 74 4.08
Yellow seedlings 5 : 0.73 5 : 0.47 0 10 0.55
Transv. striped lvs. 5 : 0.73 12 : 1.14 0 17 0.95
Light green lvs. 19 : 2.76 6 : 0.57 1 1.4 26 1.43
Striped leaves 15 : 2.18 9 : 0.85 1 1.4 25 1.57
Concentric spots 1 : 0.14 ••
Ragged (?) 1 : 0.14 11 : 1.04 0 12 0.66
Rolled leaves 6 : 0.87 15 : 1.42 1 1.4 22 1 • 2l
Crinkly 6 : 0.87 0 : 1- 1.4 7 0.38
Oily spots (?) 4 : 0.58 5 s 0.47 1 1.4 10 0.55
Narrow leaves (?) 0 : 2 : 0.19 0 c 0.11
Hairy sheath 0 : 2 i 0.19
Dwarf s 5 : 0.73 5 : 0.47 1 1.4 11 0.60
abnormal sex dis- •• •

tribution 25 : 3 . 6a 8 : 0.76 2 CD 35 1.93
Ramosa (?) 0 : 1 : 0.09 0 1 0.05
Branched car

. - . ——-— -
4 :

•-------- a
0.58 4 :

••
0.38 0

In 193k; we selfed about 3,000 plants of these three vari-
eties. among the 3clfed ears we found a great many with 
defective endosoerm seeds, one case of ‘'premature germination1' 
(3:1), one with semitunicate grains, besides a great number 
of diversily diseased ears which were eliminated. From these 
3,000 ears we selected only 1812 for further planting; the 
variations found among these ear-rows are given in the above 
table.

Krug.
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Sanaa's Vvi'li with plant color pigments

In a former paper Sandc and Bartlett shewed that the pip- 
r:ent in an BB PI PI plants was a yellov/ flavonol glucoside, iso- 
quercitrin , Sando* milner and Sherman have a paper in press on 
the nature of the pigment in An B3 PI PI plants. This purple 
•pigment proves to be the anthocyanin of isoqucrcitrin, chrysan- 
themin.

To quote Sando: "If it is assumed that the anthocyanin
in purple-husked maize is formed directly from the flavonol 
glue oside the reduction representing the possible formation of 
chrysanthemin (as chloride) from isoquorcitrin may be expressed 
briefly as follows:

0

HO
X\X\_X

Cl
OH 0

x ~ \ o H  H0/ \ X \

\ -----x  — >

v V

°-C6Hli°5

X ° E

w °-C6Hll°5

isocuercitrin - Cgl HggC^g Chrysanthemin Cl - C H H Cl.
21 20 11

Inbreds resistant to smut

In the corn letter of September 12> 1934, we stated that 
we had several inbreds which were resistant to smut under field 
conditions here at Ithaca ijid that it seemed desirable to cross 
some of the more susceptible genetic stocks to these inbreds pro-
viding they proved resistant when grown at other stations. Hayes 
writes that they have made extensive tests for smut resistance at 
Minnesota and have inbreds which were resistant to smut brought 
in from various localities. This material should be ideal for our 
purposes and Hayes has kinaly offered to supply a limited amount 
of seed for testing next summer. V;e should like very much to send 
snail lots of seed to four or five different stations. If you are 
willing to grow this material and note its resistance to smut under 
your field conditions, please notify this office.
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Miscellaneous

The following changes and corrections should bo noted

X. The symbol dt was originally given to the character dotted
leaf. No description of this character was ever published 
it was never linked, cjad the stock has been lost. There-
fore, the symbol Dt has been assigned to dotted aleurono 
(see news items from Ithaca).

2 , glj_Q v;as erroneously reported in the news letter of last year
as being linked with f^. The striped character proved to 
be instead of f^ and the glossy is gl^ instead of a new 
gene. N1 was reported as showing linkage with a^. More 
extensive counts failed to substantiate this linkage.

3. The names of A. E. Longley and C. E. Sando have been added to
the mailing list. Both are with the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture at Washington, D. C.

We hope to issue another corn letter in the spring. This 
letter will include such news items as are sent in and a more 
complete list of genetic stocks.

Sincerely yours,

1, )Y] ,
7b.
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c
P M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N

y  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

January 21, 1935

To Maize Geneticists

This letter is a call for lists of new genetic stocks, 

news items, etc., for another corn letter which will be issued 

around the first of March. Please go over your genetic testers 

and list any new combinations you have developed. Also send a 

small sample of each stock to this laboratory and we will in

crease it for general distribution. News items are, of course, 

always welcome additions. The dead line for receipt of this 

material is February 15. Your cooperation is not only desired, 

it is essential.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) M. M. Rhoades

MMR:B M. M. Rhoades

Letter sent to: E. G. Anderson, Beadle, Brink, Brunson, Burnham,
Clokey, Collins, Eyster, Hayes, Jenkins, Jones, Kempton, 
Lindstrom, Mangelsdorf, Perry, Singleton, Sprague, and Stadler.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

°\ March 6, 1925

To Maize Geneticists i -

This maize letter contains a list of new genetic stocks, as
-„3n  ar- a considerable number oi news items, several new stocks vei± . r ; , . -i , ,4. T,s+--Fr,,-» _ r v-i no t her rrnosted

for

•rmil as a consiuerauit' numuci ux .—  
2re listed in the last maize letter - they ’..ill not be repeated 
. „rp The response of the Various investigators to the reQuost 
material has, as heretofore, been gratifying and has made possible 
£•^^3 series ol maix.e letter^.

The new stocks have been grouped together as follows:

From Sinftlcton

Chromosome 4 stocks:

n + su 1Tu vr VI1 su tu. � ■ i *
“3
 

1 “
 

r
+

su X ts w1 su.i.
wl +

L 111
+ wl +

su + 4. su s£ 5. su lo 6 su + 7.a. + Sp* + + + + lo

wi S\I ♦ Q Ts_̂  + su
Fo. 10 wl + tu

8. + su g!3 x 2 ' Z) •
+ wl su 2 wl su tu

Stocks other than chromosome 4:

Chromosome 1. P tSg i \  bm2.

Chromosome �ts* • v. if1 glP lgi and lg! gig v4 h C rg Y Su.

Chromosome 5. bm̂ pr.

Chromosome 7. glp v5 seg. râ  and glj_ ij Y Su.

From Burnham

Chromosome 1. U an bm<p•

Chromosome 1. P f4 brrig and p f]_ bmo.

Chromosome 2 . lgl gig b v4 which does not carry PI or r̂ , it is 
probably rr.
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From Randolph

10chromosome tester stocks:

l, ^-na-cr C Rg pr in su y-pl b-lg1 j bmg .

g. A-, -Na na (Cr cr)? C R& pr in su y-pl j b-lg-, bmp- — r-^§ 
L 1 Sp t 5g

3. An C R^-g1 pr In-Bn su y-pl b-lg j bwg»

4. A^-cr c RS-G1g1 pr In (in)? - Bn Su su y-pl b-lg1 j bmg .

5. Aj_-D (cl)? c Rg-g1 pr In (in)? - Bn Su Su and Su su y-pl b-lg-^
j bmp - TSp tsP .

6. A-j-D (d)? c Rg-g-L pr In-Bn su y-pl b-lg j bmg Pvv.

From Jenkins

Chromosome 5 :

1. hi C R ^gagbt^bvpr.

2. i' l Ag C R bt^bvpr.

3. Aq_ C R agbtibvpr.

4. iij. h2 C R bvprvg .

5. hi Ag C R bt^bvpr.

Jenkins will have pollen this summer from: 

agbtibvprVg plants.

Chromosome 4:

1. lasuTu tuglg.

2. lfc-su-tu-gl*.

News items from Ithaca

1. Order is suTujg with jg about 5 units from Tu. Emerson.

c. vtSg which was reported in the November 24, 1934, maize letter to
be in chromosome 2 on the basis of trisomic ratios is linked 
closely with igj_ on the basis of Fg repulsion data. Rhoades.

5. Gig is in chromosome 5 according to trisomic ratios. Fg repulsion 
data indicate that pr and gig are closely linked. Rhoades.
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4„ ad0 ~ adp so ad3 is dropped to ad«?. Rhoades.

5* ~ ^l" Rhoades.

6. The gene for resistance to physiological form 3 of Puccinia sorghi
is in the short arm of chromosome 10 according to cytological 
studies of xray induced deficiencies. Trisomic ratios con
firm the placings of this gene in chromosome 10. Data from 
trisomic plants segregating for both R ana the rust resistant 
gene indicate that the two loci are linked. V. K. Rhoades.

7. Eyster’s duplicate genes for zigzag stalk are zg^ and zgc, and
Singh’s zg factor in chromosome 6 becomes zg^.

dews iWms from lorganto.vn, V. Va.

X. Recording to genetic tests ray gs, mentioned in the December 18, 
1933, corn letter, appears to be the same as gs^. This is a 
much earlier stock, however. Burnham.

Cc, Ed. note: Burnham reported several weeks ago that he had some 
indication that al and B were linked. Unfortunately I have 
misplaced his letter so I cannot give the data. But if al is 
in chromosome 2 then the yellow endosperm gone of Perry’s 
Yx should also be in chromosome 2 since it is linked with al.

as items from P. sidena, Calif. 

Data on interchanges

Chromosome 1:

Near P 1Lb, l9c.
Between P and br i5a, l5b, l9a, l10b.
Near br l3d, l7b, l7c, i9b, 1lOa.
Between br and bn^ i7d. 14 and l5a about 10 to 20

units from br but order uncertain.

Chromosome c:

Between a and nana 35c, l3b and probably 39b.
Near na 35b.
Nearer ts^ i3a, L3c, 37b, 38, 59a, 310a.

Chromosome 4:

Near su 14, 24c, 46a., 46b, 46c, 48, 49a, 410a, 410b, 
4~5d.

Between su and Tu 
Near Tu 246.

24b.
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Between pr end bm^ £5b, 4~5d.
Close to bm^ l5b, l5c.

Chromosome 6:

In YPl neighborhood with much suppression of crossing over 
fc6d, 56a, 46a, 46b, 6Q, 69b.

Near pigmy 610 (probcbly smT py).

Chromosome 7:

Near ra l7b, £~7b, £7c, 5~7a, 57b.
Distant from re £7a.

Chromosome 3:

Near jap 810c, 28a.
15 to £5 units from jap 58, 68, 310a.
Far from jap 38b, 48, 810b, 8iOd.

Chromosome 9:

2.11 tested are in long arm beyond v/x.
Less than 10 units from v/x 29a, 69b, 49a. 
10 to 15 units from wx 69a, l9a.
About 40 units from v/x l9b.

Chromosome 10:

Left of R 910.
Near g 410b, 310c.
10 to £0 units beyond g 610, 610b, l10a, 8iOc, 310b.
£0 to 50 units beyond g 310a, 610a.

Of the interchanges recorded in my list in Genetics (January, 1935 
issue) all but 8 I believe have been obtained in homozygous con
dition. Anderson.

Preliminary linkage data on a long inversion in chromosome £, in
volving most of the chromosome, indicates that there is a map 
distance from v4 to the end of the inversion about equal to the 
map distance from B to v4 . The ’‘left” end of the inversion lies 
between lg and B about a5 units from lg a.nd 7 from B , Cytologi 
cal observations show both ends beyond the inversion to be of 
about equal length. That would suggest that nearly half of the 
linkage map for chromosome £ shourd lie to the right of v^. In
agreement with this, about half of the known interchanges in-
volving chromosome £ lie beyond v^. Anderson.
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News items from Durham, N. Car.

I nov have enough data on the yellowalbescent situation to 
indicate quite clearly that my hypothesis last spring was correct, 
r h£*ve two factors for yellow endosperm  nYxTi linked with al (p  
0l - .02) end Y, linked with PI (p = .25  .SO). I have found no 

Evidence of linkage between these two Y's or between Yx and PI or 
L  Seifcd plants of the constitution yq Yx yx give F2 distri
butions of nine yellow to seven "not yellow'1 ranging from "lemon" 
to "white". I self eel some plants from the yellow seeds in such an 
f una found three groups as follows:

,.11 yellow 3:1 9:7

4 16 14

which came pretty close to the 1:4:4 expected. I grew i few seed
lings from some of the throe—to—one ears ior linkage tests. (Fg was
also segregating for PI, al, and py). Some showed linkage with PI, 
some with al. Only two were segregating for both PI and al i nd the 
distributions for these were as follows:

YX yx
?1 n l Pi J2l p-value

h i oJL Al al Al al Al al YX-P1 V ^ * 1 al-Pl

58 0 11 0 2 19 0 7 .41(or .58) 0+ .404(or .596)
*.046 ±.045

74 0 22 1 1 14 0 5 .44(or .56) .015 . 48(or .52)
± . 048 ± . 046

Combined progenies .016
1luC 0 33 1 3 43 0 12 *.006

Of course, results lik<e these don't rul 0 Yx (or al) out of
TfO ii 11 o is vury i u i  ̂ ~ ~~ y7able distance from the known factors of that group with which it has 
been tested, maybe tne trisomics will clear that up. Besides the 
o:7, the dihybria ratios 3:5 and 1:3 have been obtained.

H. S. Perry.

Dwarf, (d̂ ) allelomorphs

The following scrips of allelomorphs exist ior the locus: 

d, as described by Emerson,
d^s semidwarfandromonoeeious 50% height of norm:.Is.
d^2 approaching monoecious condition 6065% height of normal sibs.

normal height.

The d1s and allelomorphs ;rc doninauit to and recessive to 
normal. The three dwerf ■ilelcmorphs have different origins:
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d from Emerson, d3s from Brink ( Brink’s d&)
Baiidlc,

and d̂ r" from

H. S. Perry

Nows items from No.: Havera, Conn.

1 The brown midrib found in a Country Gentleman inbred (Maize
letter December 13, 1953, p« 3) is <. ilolomoroLic to .
This is the second occurrence of b;*u at Nee7 Haven.

2 The brov.n niclrib found in . Eweepstakes inbreu (Maize letter
November 2 4 , 1934, p. 8) is bn, or an allelomorph.

« phe fine stripe reported in a Sweepstakes inbred (Maize letter
November 14, 1934, p. 8) has proved to be allelomorphic to f1

Ni.vve items from Columbia , Mo.

Mutant seed characters oi possible value irou xray experiments.

hutar.t Description

Scarroda Seed small and dis
tinctly scarred. 
Separation cle^r. 
Only best sc seeds 
give usable plants.

Scarred. 1/8 to 1/2 volume,
D usually scarred.

about 3/4 are germ 
loss .

Scarred 1/3 to 3/4 volume.
0 Have fair embryos,

and larger seeds 
give fairly good 
plants.

Etched Seed full size,
etched pattern dis
tinct, separation 
clear, ano. viability 
good. Somewhat re
sembles scarred but

Linkage
Indications

Close to Y.

N o t e 3

Possibly with 
Y.

Possibly vith 
Pr.

Possibly with Ail ot seeds give 
with Pr. virescent seed

lings, turning 
fine striped then 
green« (Via
bility good.)

Can be separated from 
it.
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Mutant Description
Linkage

Indications Notes

Rudimen
tary L

2/3 height and width, 
1/5 thickness, 
germless. Can be 
separated for aleu 
rone color, wx, etc.

With Pr.

Tiny Very small seed but 
germinates and pro
duces small seed
lings .

None. Possible dominant 
effect in partial 
dwarfing of het
erozygous plants.

Thin Normal height and 
width but less than 
1/3 thickness to 
empty. Dome heve 
germs and a few 
might grow.

Vvith CWx

Minia 
ture3

Reduces size of seed, 
especially thick
ness. Possibly 
overlaps normal.

Probably with 
Wx.

Partly eliminated 
in pollen, though 
pollen appears 
normal.

Minia
tureg

3/4 to full height 
and width, 1/2 
thickness. May 
overlap normal.

With Pr.

Minia
ture^

1/3 to 2/3 height 
and width and 1/3 
to 1/2 thickness 
of normal. Clear 
separation. Lev/ 
ratio. Good via
bility.

With Pr.

Gera
lessâ

Full size endosperm, 
typical gormless.

Possibly with 
Y.

Not induced.

Stadler.

a simplification of chromosomecapping technic is possible 
by the use of huploviable deficiencies transmitted through female 
and not through male germ cells. These arc fairly common among 
the variants induced by xray treatment. The most useful ones are 
those located in the middle region of the chromosome. This technic 
may be illustrated by an example using Df 5j_ (described in abstract
in Records Genetics Society 3: 5657). This deficiency includes the 
locus of V and is located on the longer arm of chromosome 5 near
the spindle node. It is transmitted with little loss through female 
gametes but deficient pollen is defective and does not function.
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In using the deficiency for chr olio some mapping it is used 
itYi a dominant marker on the same chromosome. We use Pr, since 
L r, nutants to be treated arc induced in a gr stock. (With mu
tants not known to be,* jjr the same method could be used with Ch 
2 the dominant marker, since all new mutants will presumably be

ch.

The new mutant x is crossed on the Df 5 Pr stock and a Df 5 
plmt of the F't (recognized by its partially defective pollen; is 
crossed on the x stock. The progeny of this cross shows the loca
tion of the now mutant with reference to the loci of and Pr,
end since it is virtually a backcross tost a relatively small 
progeny is sufficient. Since the Df pollen is eliminated, the 
dominants Pr and X appear only in gametes resulting from crossing 
over between their loci and that of the Df. Thus the regional 
location of the new locus will bo indicated in three point order 
in the second generation from the original cross, ’without the 
necessity of producing the double recessive in a large Fg and a 
third generation for the backcross ratio.

If D£ 5. is representative in its effect on crossing over, 
these crosses will not serve to determine the norm 1 crossover 
frequency. Df 5n greatly reduces crossing over in the region in
cluding it (PrVg reduced fr >m k633j« to 51^;  Bm reduced
fron 46y to 1/t) . Cytologies 1 observations indicate that this 
effect may be genu/m 1 for internal deficiencies. This means that 
backerosoes of nondeficient individuals will have to be used for 
final mapping, but the nondeficient sibs of the sane crosses may 
be usea for this. The reduction >f crossing over in the deficient 
plants will be an advantage in reducing the genetic length of the 
chromosome so as to permit the detection of link: ge over longer 
actual distances.

It might be worth while to construct haploviable Df stocks 
deliberately for this purpose, particularly in the case of the 
longer chromosomes. Probably >no well placed Df would do for each 
chromosome. Preferably the Df should include a locus somewhere in 
the middle region, and the dominant marker used should be far enough 
away for fairly frequent crossing over. The dominant should be one 
not likely to occur in the mutant stocks, as P, B, Rg. Ch, PI, etc. 
The recessive should be a seedling character so that a large number 
of plants may be examined in looking for the induced deficiencies. 
Such deficiencies may be obtained by irradiating the pollen of the
dominant stock, pollinating on the recessive, growing to maturity 
the F;p plants showing the recessive character, and pollinating all 
which by their plant development and pollen development seem likely 
to be haploviable deficiencies. The best pollen to use on these 
plants will be pollen carrying two (or more) recessive markers 
widely separated in the chromosome. Then, v/hen the Df plants are 
pollinated by the new mutant, the Df progeny may bo used as out
lined above and a few nondeficient sibs may be selfcd to provide 
F' material with 'widely separated markers, for accurate mapping if 
the Df test indicates linkage. Thus, for chromosome 3, a suitable 
technic would be as follows: Treat Rg and pollinate on l£g, save
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only l£o seedlings, and pollinate suitable ones by a The Rg
(lg )"/ plants thus secured are suitable for pollination by
thĉ nev; mutants, and the Df stock is maintained by pollinating in 
each generation by a and using only the Rg Df plants of the 
progeny.

If any corn breeder not having xray equipment available 
wishes to make up such a stock for his chromosome, we should be 
glad to make the necessary treatments and pollinations for him 
here next season, using th 
pose.

stocks designated by him for the pur
Stadler.

News items from V/ashingt;n, D. C.

From a perennial tcosintecorn hybrid has been isolated a 
cornlike strain with 20 chromosomes in which chromosome IX has a 
terminal kn'jb on the short arm and a large internal knob on the 
long arm. Measurements show the terminal knob to be approximately
0.3b of the whole length of the chromosome from the spindle fibre 
attachment, the internal knob approximately 0.52 of the whole length 
of the chromosome from the spindle fibre attachment and approximate
ly 0.15 from the end of the long arm.

The terminal and internal knobs are frequently stuck together 
so that at first it gave the impression that the loop was due to the 
pairing of a normal IX with a IX that had an inversion.

Seed of this strain is available.
A. E. Longley.

News items from Bucknell University

1. A new finestriped* chlorophyll pattern in Chromosome 10 cas in
dicated by its linkage with the R aieurone color gene.

R r R St R st r St r st 
Backcrosses 1206 1213 822 121 203 776

Crossing over ca 17^.

*Ed. note: This gene is f„.

2. Bm̂  in chromosome 5.

Field grown Bn bm Approx. Ratio
Group 1 2495 765 3.27 : 1

2 633 101 6.27 : 1
'Z 1055 64 16.48 : 1
4 292 3 97:33 : 1
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g) Greenhouse grown 
Group 1

r,</
3
4

F 2 Field grown 
Greenhouse

Backcrosses-Field
Greenhouse

p) Relation between Bu and Tn 

F2 Field grown 

Greenhouse

BaekcrossesCoupling 
Repulsion

Backcrusses

Backcrosses

Fg repulsion

Bn bn Approx. Ra. tio
4456 1510 2.95 : 1
3551 1123 3.16 : 1
1616 111 14.56 : 1
745 10 74.50 : 1

bu
Pr Bu Pr bu pr Bm pr bn
1870 341 298 486
941 124 167 234

505 2169 2048 , 387
2551 765 767 2306
441 198 199 408

Tn
Bu Tn Bu tn bn Tn bn tn

814 35 57 135
699 7 6 134

3894 58 56 1266

806 12 18 785
95 48 52 0

Tn
Pr Tn Pr tn pr Tn pr tn

452 197 190 398

and Tn
A B A B ib a B a b

Bu Tn 116 2 1 102
Pr Tn 32 88 85 16
Pr Bu 32 88 86 15

Oy
Bn Oy Bn oy bn Oy bn oy

458 154 126 29

Oy
Pr Oy Pr oy pr Oy pr oy

348 105 112 29

Vp2
Pr Vp Pr vp pr Vp pr vo
1474 616 690 21
284 129 116 5
94 47 39 5

103 49 46 cfj

J) Relation between Pr and reduced kernel (re).
Re and Vp^ are extremely closely linked.
In above data under H all vp kernels were
also reduced. The following data involve
re but not vp.  ̂ DPr Re Pr re pr Re

241 129 150
pr re

O
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K) Relation between Bm and an ovule
lethal or rather embryo sac lethal.*

Bm 01 Bm ol bm 01 brn ol
127 6 (6) (39)

*Ed. Note: Symbol should be lo0 .

Relation between Pr and 
leaved plant (sf).

stiff

Pr Sf Pr sf pr Sf pr sf
Fn repulsion 255 91 109 9
* coupling 274 87 79 48

Relation between Bin and Sf
Pr Sf Pr sf pr Sf pr sf

45 21 24 1

Relation between Pr and 
yellow green (yg)

a

Pr pr YgPr Yg yg pr yg
Backcross 59 81 96 65

Sugary endosperm. The sugarv endosperm which has been used in 
experimental work since the beginning of maize genetics is 
designated as sû .

a) Interrelation between sugary^ and sugary^

SUj X su9  All starchy
Su£ SUg

su£ x starchy - starchy in  F 4407 
2

1318

Backcrosses 1884 1594

Sul Su2 Sû _ sUg SU-ĵ SUg SU^ su.

Fg from su-̂  x su2 9493 2991 4069 "

B) Relation between su^ and Y.

F2

Y SUg

1930

Y su2 

394

y Su2 

393
y su2
340

Backcrosses 1065 492» 577 895

Sugary^ in 

a) Relation

chromosome 9 

between sugary^ and shrunken endosperm

170504 (Xj

Sug Sh
1 267

Su^ sh 
18

su^ Sh 
13

su7, sh 
113

7 (X 1 261 71 54 90
5 (x;1 114 15 15 19
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b) Relation between su„ and pr_ o c
Pr Su Pr su pr Su pr su

170114 ifX) 184 15 17 55*
1 irx) 170 9 7 45*

170121 i(x; 157 71 78 4*'

* coupling 
** repulsion

L liew gene for red or rather for purple aleurone. This gene is celled Pr0 and belongs in chromosome 9 as indicated by linkage 
relations between Pr^ and wx and also with su^

Wx Pr Wx pr
170786 (X) £07 58

1 X) 170 73

wx Pr 
65 
65

wx pr 
43 
30

5. New genes in chromosome S.

h) Pr(, and su^ have already been mentioned. 

B) Defective kernel
Da^ Be Dâ  de 

168 13

da^ De 

(13

dâ _ de 

(54

Pale green seedling and plant
Sh Pg Sh pg sh Pg sh pg
127 42 33* 17*
194 72 46* 21*
34 14 9* 2*
96 43 40* 18*

^Deficiencies due to poor germination of sh kernels.

Wx Pg Wx pg wx Pg wx pg
163 82 87 3**
96 40 41 22*
112 68 101 2*■£

* coupling
■* repulsion

C Pg C pg c Pg C pg
92 58 44 23

Duplicate genes for zigzag culm showing
linkage with genes in chromosome 9.

MSp Zg Ms2 zg ms2  2g ns2 zg
210 10 97 16
224 9 66 15

New chlorophyll pattern
Wx St* Wx st wx St wx st
237 8 31 59

*Ed. Note: St has been used for sticky chromosomes.
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Y) Lethal male gametophyte (Gmg?)*

Sh wx „ Sh wx Gm
sh wx sh VIx gm Wx Sh Wx sh wx Sh wx sh

250 135 • 1895 200
#Ed. Note: Gm is used for germless seed.

Another symbol is necessary.
sh 17 gg —  Wx —  17.52 —  gm.

G) A second male gametophytic lethal is almost completely 
linked with the Wx wx gene pair. Call this gm*. ?

a Reduced kernel linked with aleurone color, but not with the gene C, as indicated by tests with a number of genes in chromosome

Colored Colorless
Re re Re re
318 26 34 77
280 52 179 95
334 124 121 33
256 37 46 37
352 89 138 45

7. Pale green seedling linked with aleurone color but not with 
the C c gene pair.

8 Defective endosperm due to a gene in chromosome 10 as indicated by linkage with striped chlorophyll pattern described m  1
in this news letter.

9. Vivipary in chromosome 9.fr

De St* De st de St de st
235 15 83

iipCfi&

f3*

Sh Vp Sh vp sh Vp sh vp
273 31 63 36
175 47 40 123
75 76 12 57

A B A b a B a b
185 55 68 30
244 63 69 44
196 69 62 43
245 58 69 45
216 83 71 32
279 108 93 58
120 71 29 r.

10. Reduced kernelg in chromosome 9.
A B 
Sh Re
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il Linkage between 
Linkage group

A B r. B A b a B a b
Wx Re 196 60 57 £5

197 45 46 39
£41 69 7£ 38

76 82 30

speckled aleurone and 
note known.

lethal yellow seedling.

Self colored aleurone Speckled aleuroi
Green Yellow Green Yellow

89 55 43 7
96 8 7 2£

Extensive dat~ on cards but not summarized.

12. New yellow .Lethal in chromosome 9
133 C L  3£ C 1  30 c L  25 c 1.

13. Yellow green linked with aleurone color, specific gene not known.
Colored aleurone Colorless aleurone

Green Yellow green Green Yellow green 
374 88 64 55

14. Yellow green linked with sugary endosperm^ Yg plants viable
and gr0 /Y to mo. tux ity.

15. The gene Le modifies endosperm color from lemon yellow to orange.Y Le gives orange yellow, Y le gives lemon yellow endosperm

k gene for yellow lethal seedling (l) is almost completely linkeu with the gene for le. Extensive data on cards but nor summar
ized at present.

Sample  £55 Lc L  16 Le 1  1 le L  78 le 1.

16. h. gene for purple (/itype) seedling in chromosome 9 closely link
ed with ygg.

17. A gene for reduced kernel closely linked with a gene for semidwarf, stiff leaved, finely but distinctly lined (chlorophyll 
pattern) plant.

18. A new gene for constricted ear. Locus not known.

19. Duplicate genes for aurea chlorophyll. Extensive data on cards 
but not summarized.

20. Conspicuous seedling fine chlorophyll stripe closely linked with one of the genes for striped auricle (sa). Linkage group not 
known.
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si- c0 c,nd ad arc alleles.

sterile in chromosome 5 almost completely linked v;ith the Fene for stiff leaves (sf) . Although thousands of plants having stiff leaves have been examined only less than a half dozen such plants with fertile tassels have ever been ob
served. Eyster

Mr. Burr Robinson, graduate ol the Connecticut agricultural^ ron eKe and for several years assistant in genetics at the Connecti , gricultural Experiment Station, has been appointed to the Fellowship in Genetics in the Bucknell Laboratory, established by 
the W. Atlee Burpee Seed Company.

A limited number of copies of a monograph, ’'GENETICS OF ZEA MaYS” reprinted from Bibliographia Gcnetiea, Vol. XI, are available will be sent postpaid for £1.50. Orders should be sent to Dr. William H. Eyster, Botanical Laboratory, Bucknell University, Le:.is
burf t>L* Eyster.
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The reagents employed and the sequence of transfers from fixation 
to paraffinribbon mounts are as follows:

1. Fix roots 12 to 24 hours in "Craf" (Chromoaceticformalin): 
Solution A, Chromic 1 gr., Acetic 7 cc., Water 92 cc.
Solution B, Formalin 30 cc., Water 70 cc.
Mix equal parts A and B just "before using.
This fluid was developed primarily for making chromosome counts in the roottips of maize, but it has proved to be very useful for 

similar studies in many other plants.

2. Transfer roots directly from Craf to 75% alcohol, changing several times at halfhour intervals to remove most of the 
fixing fluid; then to 85^ alcohol.

3. From 85^ alcohol to normal butyl alcohol as follows:

(1) HpO 15 cc., 95^ ethyl 50 cc., butyl 35 cc.
(2) * 5 cc., " " 45 cc., n 55 cc.
(3) Absolute ethyl 25 cc., butyl 75 cc.
(4) Normal butyl, 3 or 4 ctenges.

Leave roots at least an hour in each solution, 23 hours in 
pure butyl.

4. Infiltrate gradually with paraffin: Add melted paraffin (meltingpoint 5455° C.) in an amount equal to about onethird the volume of the butyl alcohol covering the roots. Add the paraffin slowly so it will solidify on top of the butyl alcohol. Place the receptacle (preferably a 30 or 50 cc. pyrex beaker) containing the roots and butylparaffin mixture in a paraffin oven at 56 C. Leave over night. As the paraffin melts it passes slowly to the bottom of the beaker and gradually infiltrates the roots. The next day pour off the butylparaffin mixture and add pure liquid paraffin. Repeat 3 or 4 times at hourly intervals.

5. Embed, cooling the paraffin rapidly in ice water,

6. Prepare crosssections 10 to 15 microns in thickness, gpread ribbons on slides and dry for several hours at about 40 C.
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To facilitate the handling of roottips in the paraffin method they may mounted on cards in the following manner.
1 Prepare small pieces of heavy paper approximately 2 cm. x 2.5 cm.' in size (the heaviest grade of Y and S filing cards is suitable) Smear the base of a card with DuPont household cement, or LePage s waterproofing cement. Add roots and cover with more cement leaving at least .5 cm. of the tip of the root free (fig. D .  Invert at once in the fixing fluid, keeping the cards separated until the 

cement has partially Hardened.

2. After fixation and transfer to 75$ alcohol, snip off the tips^of the roots from the original card in a petri dish containing a small amount of alcohol. Prepare a second smaller card, approx imately 7 x 12 m  in size. Label one side (Pig. 2a), and coat the other side with a thin layer of nrocilage, using a clear, amber colored grade of Carter’s or Stafford's mucilage evaporated to the consistency of heavy syrup. Rapidly transfer the roots one by one from the petri dish to blotting paper for removal of excess alcohol, and then to the second card. A d d  more mucilage and a thin strip of paper to help hold the roots in place (*ig. 2b K Immerse the card with roots attached at once, rignt side up, in db , alcohol. The mucilage may be conveniently applied with a. ho. 2 or

No 3 camelhair brush. For transferring the roots quicxly :rom the blotting paper to the card a bent dissecting needle applied to cbe roldt surface of the root is very effective (Fig. 3). m e  final orientation of the roots on the card may be completed ax oer transfer to 85$ alcohol. The roottips s h o u l d  project approximately 2 mm. beyond the edge of the card, and care must be taken that me tips are kept free of mucilage since it causes trouble in sectioning,

3. After the mucilage has hardened the card mounts are placed in a 30 cc. or 50 cc. pyrex beaker and dehydration and infiltration are completed in the usual manner. The mounts should be embedded with the labelled side down so that the mounts may be identified readily. Paraffin ribbons from two or more card mountsmay be placed on the same slide (Fig. 4).
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L. P. Randolph

X place slides in xylol to remove the paraffin. Flush with fresh xylol, then with absolute alcohol. Pass the slides successively through 95$,
50$ and 30$ alcohol to water, 35 minutes for each step.

2 1$ potassium perraangenate, 23 minutes. Rinse in tap water.

3 5$ oxalic acid, until the sections are bleached  usually 13 minutes. Prolonged treatment with oxalic acid sometimes causes the sections to 
come off the slide. Wash in tap water 15 minutes. The bleaching 
process in permangenate and oxalic is not always necessary, but it 
usually adds contrast.

4. Mordant in 1$ chromic, 20 minutes. Rinse in tap water and then in 2 or 
3 changes of distilled water.

5. 1$ aqueous solution of crystal violet, 4 hours. It is often desirable to vary the staining period. If the stain comes out too rapidly in 
the alcohols and clove oil, leave the slides in the stain longer. If 
destaining is prolonged, shorten the period. Rinse in tap water.

6. Treat with iodinepotassium iodide (iodine 1 gm., potassium iodide 1 gm., 
80$ alcohol 100 cc.) until the color of the sections changes from blue
to brown, usually 12 minutes.

7. Rinse in 95$ alcohol and pass through 3 changes of absolute alcohol to clove oil. Differentiate in the alcohols and clove oil, ordinarily
13 minutes. Watch the process in the final stages under the microscope. The raetaphase chromosome groups under a 16 mm. objective should stand out sharply against a practically colorless background of cytoplasm.

8. Pass through several changes of xylol to remove all of the clove oil. 
Mount in thin xylolbalsam. After the cover glass is in place invert 
the slide on paper toweling and apply mild pressure to force the excess balsam from under the cover glass. Add a few drops of xylol to the 
edges of the slide, cover with another paper towel and a piece of heavy glass, or other suitable weight. As soon as the slides are dry they may be examined. This method of mounting removes all excess balsam and 
brings the cover in close contact with the material, so that highpower 
objectives may be used with greater safety.
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Pub lieat ion of new linkage data

It has become increasingly difficult to secure publication 
f o''oers presenting linkage data for new genes in maize. Some 
entitle journals refuse to accept this type of work for publica 

Hrn. Yet it is extremely important that a short description of 
characters and a summary of the linkage date, appear in some 

recognized Journal so that this information will bo made generally
Available. •>

In conversations with Richey, Jenkins end Brink the recent
Pittsburgh meetings the following solution was suggested: ^"That 
there be published annually a paper under the general heading New 
L in k a g e s  in Maize1, or some similar title, which would present short 
descriptions of new characters with tne linkage data given in sun
dry form. This material would be contributed by the various vork 
' rY. The name and address of the contributor would appear either 
before or after each linkage ho reported so that he would get the 
credit which rightfully belongs to him.."

The above suggestion will, of course, have to be developed in 
greater detail but wo believe it should receive careful considera
tion from you because it offers a remedy to the rather serious 
problem of securing publication lor new linkt.^oo.

The amount of space devoted to each.character will have to^bo 
limited to not more than one printed page and preferably less. This 
allotment should prove sufficient, although seme leeway would, oi 
course, be permitted. This proposed publication is not, in any 
sense, to be considered as supplanting the maize letters because as 
we have so often reiterated, the* appearance of information in the 
maize letters does not constitute publication.

If this proposed annual paper of new linkages will not oe 
acceptable for publication in one oi the* Journals, we suggest tbu.t 
space be purchased at so much per pag^. For the next four years at 
least there will be funds available from the grant made by the Ro c k - 
efellor Foundation to the Maize Genetics Cooperation which ern^be^ 
used to pay for the publishing of this paper. One attractive featur 
of purchasing space is that v.e could secure immediato publication. 
The* contributions from the various investigators would ec ediojJ 
compiled by the Secretary of the Maize Genetics Cooperation.

Give us your opinion of this idea and, more import, nt, would 
you be willing to take part in such an enterprise ?

Below is a copy of a letter ’which was received from Jones ̂ in 
response to an enquiry as to what he thought ol the idea from his 
point of view as Editor of GENETICS:

and

"Dear Dr. Rhoades:

I am much interested in your suggestion as to a 
way of publishing linkages. I should like very much 
to try something of this kind and see no reason why 
it would not be acceptable in GENETICS. I agree with 
you that the information should be published but^in 
the past, authors have usually expended each individual
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case of linka ge into a 5 or 6 page paper or more, 
und facilities have not permitted the publication 
of this much material. If each item could be con
densed into a page or less, I think the arrangement 
would be advantageous for all concerned. Some pro
vision would have to be made for references so that 
each separate contribution should have a main head
ing together with the author’s name and address.

The principal difficulty that I see will be to 
get someone to summarize this material and get it in 
shape for publication. If you are willing to do this 
or anyone else can bo persuaded to do it, we shall 
be very glad to do cur part.

(Signed) D. F. Jones.”

Inasmuch as I an severing my connections with Cornell to 
take a position with the U. S. Department of agriculture at Ames, 
Iowa, I necessarily an relinquishing my duties as Secretary of 
the Maize Genetics Cooperation. Until, however, Dr. Emerson 
appoints my successor I shall be willing to continue to act as 
Secretary so that there will be no lapse in the functions per
formed by this office. Until March 20th I can be reached here at 
Ithaca and after March 20th at Ames, Iowa, c/o Department of Farm 
Crops, Iowa State College.

Maize
ceive
has n:

I wish to state that I have really enjoyed my work with th< 
Genetics Cooperation and I hope that my successor will re 
the same fine cooperation from the maize geneticists which 
xle possible this unique series of corn letters.

Sincerely yours,

~)YJ. ~̂)Yj, (I

M. M. RhoadesMMR: B
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The enclosed maps of the linkage groups 

V;ere made from the data which Emerson has assembled 

for the forthcoming paper on linkages in maize by 

Emerson, Fraser and Beadle. Only those loci whose 

position is known with reasonable accuracy are 

listed. We are indebted to the Division of Cereal 

Crops and Diseases, U. S. Department of agriculture, 

for furnishing the copies of these maps.

M.M.R.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

November 30, 1935

To Maize Geneticists:

I
The summary of linkage in maize is finally off the press 

aS Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station Memoir ISO, and. a 
copy has been mailed to each of you. The authors realize tnat 
this summary is already a year or two out of date, but hope 
that it will serve a useful purpose as e base of reference for 
future linkage studies. It will, of course, have to be revised 
from time to time, but probably a general revision should not 
be attempted for some years. Your secretary believes that, lor 
the present at least, it will be better for those of you who 
are interested in a particular linkage group to publish a revi-
sion of that group when you have data sufficient to straignten 
out any of the confusing and even contradictory situations 
apparent in many of the groups as presented inthe summary.
When one has evidence sufficient for a thorogoing revision of 
any one of the ten groups, it should not be difficult to fine 
a place for publication of a concise paper setting forth the
revision. „ .Pending the time when any of us are ready to publish such
revision, the data obtained should be made available to others. 
Moreover, most workers find a miscellaneous lot of linkages the 
data on which should be made known to the rest of us. In the 
past many such records have been sent to you in mimeographed 
form, but always with the caution that such distribution does 
not constitute publication and that no one other than the one 
who contributed the data has any right to use them without per-
mission ,in a published paper. This is not an ideal arrangement. 
The data should be published at once. But it is almost impossi-
ble to find a journal that will accept a paper presenting data
say on a single linkage. ,

It has been proposed that those of you who nave linkage 
data worth publishing but not of sufficient importance to war-
rant a separate paper send to the secretory of Maize Genetics 
Cooperation brief, concisely worded accounts embodying the data 
and that these short papers be published together under some 
general heading, but each to be signed by the responsible 
author. I have been informed that the outgoing editor in chiei 
of Genetics has approved this suggestion, but it has not been 
presented to the incoming editor, Dr. Dunn. If the publication 
of such a collection of brief papers is paid for from sources 
other than the publishers of Genetics, very prompt publication 
can be assured. It would seem that the grant of funds made by 
the Rockefeller Foundation for the support of Maize Genetics 
Cooperation might be used legitimately for this purpose. Be-
fore presenting this proposal to the Rockefeller Foundation for
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2.

decision, I desire an expression of opinion, favorable or un
f a v o r a b l e ,  from as many of you as possible. I shall also want 

indication of how many of you may desire to have papers in
cluded in such a collection to be published late this winter or 
early in the spring.

II
Reports have been received from a few of you who grew in 

bred strains last summer to determine relative resistance to 
smut and other diseases, general adaptability, etc, I trust 
that the ethers who received seed of these strains will report 
soon so that all reports can be tabulated for the next news 
letter. It is already apparent that no one or two of these 
strains will be useful in all regions of this country. Since 
the strains tested the past summer came from only two sources,
Dr Hayes and Dr. Wiggans, it seems probable that others of you 
may have or know of inbred lines better adapted to some regions 
than any of the strains so far tested. If you will indicate 
this to me, a further test can doubtless be arranged next sea

"011, Altho the inbred strain test was started with the hope of 
finding one or more strains widely resistant to smut, which is 
a serious drawback to many of the genetic stocks grown by some 
of us and particularly serious in case of plants injured in 
collecting sporocyte material for cytological study, the cross
ing of good inbred strains with genetic stocks may prove very 
useful in other ways. If one desires to make an accurate com
parison of segregates in any culture involving even so few as 
two allelomorphic characters, it is necessary to use relatively 
large numbers of individuals to make sure that the nine chromo
some pairs other than the one directly involved in the compari
son are, on the average, the same in both segregates. When, by 
the nature of the comparison, one is limited to a few individ
uals, as might well be the case in certain histological, phys
iological, or chemical investigations, it becomes essential to 
employ material with as uniform as possible a background of 
genes other than those involved in the study. Such material 
can probably best be obtained by repeated backcrosses of the 
recessive segregates to the same inbred line. Backcrossing 
separately to two inbred lines makes it possible later to study 
the segregates in vigorous material by intercrossing two such 
backcrossed progenies. In line with this purpose, cresses were 
made last summer of six dwarf and semidwarf types with two of 
the inbred strains which did well at Ithaca. This was done to 
get material for Mrs. Abbe*s (Minnesota) histological and devel
opmental study of these types. In so far as possible, other^ 
undesired genes linked with the pair to be studied were involved 
in the crosses. When in progressive backcrosses these unwanted 
genes are lost, one can be reasonably sure that a considerable 
part of the chromosomes carrying the genes to be studied, as 
well as the other nine pairs, are relatively uniform genetically 
for both normal and dwarf segregates, Even one or two back^ 
crossings should afford material that is much more nearly uni
form than are most segregating genetic stocks now in use.
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h i
Hand, pollinations of the cooperative material last summer 

were for the most part highly successful. We shall be able to 
include a list of these stocks in the next news letter.

A list and seed of new stocks which any of you may have 
nd which have not previously been sent to the secretary are 

herewith called for. The list should be ready for the next 
news letter and the seed should be sent as soon as convenient.

IV
This is also a call for items of interest to be^included 

in the next news letter. Please include new genes, indications 
of linkage of new or well known genes, etc. Linkage data might 
well be included unless you intend to submit them later for in
dependent publication or for collective publication as proposed 
in this letter.

V
 Summary 

1. Please report promptly on behavior of inbred strains if 
you grew them and have not yet reported (See II above)

Send list and seed of new stocks (III)
3. News items are now due (IV)
4. Indicate (a) whether you do or do not favor the pro

posed collective publication of short signed articles on link
age in maize, (b) whether you will probably be able to submit 
such articles by late winter or early spring, (c) deadline date 
favored for reception of such articles.

5. All these items (l1! above) should reach me by December 
20, 1935, so that the next news letter can be sent out early in 
January.

(Signed) R. A. Emerson
Secretary "pro tern"
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

March k , 193^

To Maize Geneticists

This 
under the

I.
II.

III.
IV.

V.
VI.

letter contains information from many sources, arranged 
following heads
Collective publication of linkages.
General news items. Includes notes on linkage 

without data, lists of seed stocks, etc.
Linkage data.
Seed stocks received, and those propagated in 

the Cooperation garden at Ithaca.
Tests of inbred strains for disease resistance.
Special notices.

Most of these reports are given almost verbatim but are not 
put in quotation marks because in numerous instances they have 
been somewhat abbreviated and sometimes the phraseology has been 
changed (without, I trust, a change in meaning). Statements 
enclosed in brackets, Cl , are gratuitous comments by your sec
retary.

I. Collective Publication of Papers on 11 Linkage in Maizen 
Perhaps the most" important matter presented in this news 

letter relates to the collective publication of separately headed 
and signed articles on linkage (see news letters of March 6 and 
November 30, 1935)•

The response from cooperators has been wholly favorable and 
several have indicated their readiness to contribute to such a 
series of papers.

Dr. Hanson, representative for the natural sciences of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, has written as follows;

"Regarding your request to use a small part of the 
fund for the publication of brief papers in Genetics, 
since this seems to you to be merely using a somewhat 
different mechanism than you originally contemplated 
for putting this maize material before the geneticists 
interested, the Foundation will have no objection to a 
small portion of the funds being used for that purpose.

With kind regards, I am
Cordially yours,

(Signed) Frank Blair Hanson"
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Dr. Dunn, editor in chief of Genetics, with reference co
mir proposal, says; , ,,

"I see no danger in this so long as we adhere to the
ba.sic rule for publication in GENETICS —  i.e. soundness, 
significance and permanent value of the material printed, 
and so long as we are just as free to accept or refuse 
such papers as any others. I think the publication of 
such material should differ as little as possible from 
other papers published; that is, it should not form a 
separate department of the journal which would constitute 
a special privilege and might bring resentment from other 
groups. I think we shall be able to make satisfactor}/ 
arrangements and suggest that when ready, you send in some 
sample copy which we can use as the basis for settling 
form, etc. We go to press on February 15th (May Number) 
and thereafter on the first of each odd numbered month.
If an arrangement is made, copy can be printed in two 
months (plus about five days) from receipt of mss.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) L. C. Dunn”

See also suggestions by Jones (news letter March 6, 1935?
pp• 19 f 20). #

Of course, we should not expect to receive preferential 
treatment from Genetics, and could not expect our papers to be 
accepted unless they meet the standards set for that periodical.
I am anxious to try the plan this spring. It is obvious that we 
cannot get material ready for the May issue of Genetics. The 
July issue goes to press May 1 (I assume from Dunn's letter), and 
manuscripts should be in the editor’s hands some time before that 
I ask, therefore, that you send such material as you desire to 
include to reach me not later than March 31.

Manuscripts should be typed and ready for publication with
out change. When new genes are involved, a short, concise des
cription of the characters differentiated by them might well be 
included. Well known genes should not requiresuch treatment. 
Tables should be presented in summary form. Different cultures 
involving the same kind of data should not be listed separately 
unless that is essential in order to demonstrate significant 
differences between them. Of course F2 and backcross data lor
coupling and repulsion must be entered separately in the tables. 
A single frequency distribution may often be displayed in the 
text to better advantage than in a table. Tables of data should 
be <accompanied by such discussion only as is essential to make 
clear any points not obvious from an examination of the tabular 
data themselves, or as is necessary to indicate tnc relation 01 
the reported observations to other linkage tests, etc. The tab
ular arrangement and headings used in the Linkage Summary are 
convenient and I, naturally, think them good.

No limit can be set now to the length of the individual 
contributions, but, unless a very considerable amount of date 
are presented, individual papers might well be kept to not over 
one or two pages of printed matter, and it is my hope that some 
may be not more than half that long.
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II • Verier'al News Items 
raize ^engtic Cooperation, Ithaca, N . Y. 
— '"l,’ d ..G . Langharn, formerly of the State College, Ames, Iowa,
a?id now a graduate s t u d e n t  in genetics at Cornell, is to serve as 
a s s is ta n t  in the Maize Cooperation work.

2. Several glossies received from Hadjinov were crossed 
last summer with standard glossies and the seedling progenies 
have been grown and noted this winter. Pollinations were made 
by John Shafer and seedling tests by D. G . Langham.

These tests indicate that:
Hadjinov*s glossy 3 = glij.

n " 6 = gig
»* " io = gi3#

Hadjinov*s glossy 5 gave normal seedlings in crosses with glos
sies 1 , 2, 3, 4, 6‘, 7 , 9; with gl3 it gave seedlings normal in 
appearance but which exhibited the behavior of glossies in hold
ing sprayed water; it was not tested with glossies 5 an(i £• 
Hadjinov*s glossy 7 gave normal seedlings in crosses with glos
sies 1 , 3, 4, 6, but has not been tested with glossies 2, 5, 3,
9, Hadjinov*s glossy £ has not been adequately tested.

In the records of Cooperation cultures, I find these 
notes by Rhoades: "Hadjinov*s 3 is possibly the same as gl3 since 
it is linked with su", and "Sprague reports that Hadjinov's 1C is 
allelomorphic to Stadler’s glc".

Cornc 11 University, Ithaca, IT. Y. 
1, Corrections to the linkage summary (Cornell Memoir l£C)

Page 13. Delete the glpo (sec news letter November 24,
193^)• We missed this in proof reading.

Page 25. The stock of Demcrec's wlp having been lost,
wi| was assigned to a white seedling found
by Lindstrom to belong to group 4 (see 
L i nkage Summar y, p . 46).

Page 52. The last item in table lp should read 
Ch jt_ _ + _ 61 4p 54 59 43 44 52 39
4 bmi ygp 106 113 £7 91 397 Burnham

2S .5 £ 21.955 22.91°
Page 57# table l£. Gly Ij, second line, read 11 

not 1 .1 per cent.

It will be helpful to all of us to have any other cor
rections called to my attention, so please send them on and 
observe my excellent imitation of pleasure.

2, To get for chemical studies material of the several 
plant color types with as uniform a genetic background as possi
ble, I have tested the germination of seed samples stored in my 
cases for seven years. A brown plant, ai B PI, was crossed with 
a dilute sun red, Aj b pi, inbred strain, and a brown from Fp of 
this cross was backcrossed to the same inbred strain. Ears of 
the several color types of F2 of this backcross wore tested.
Four ears of purple, Ap B PI, averaged 4g germination, while l4 
cars including some of each of the other color types, namely, sun 
red, dilute purple, dilute sun red, brown and green, averaged 95k 
germination. The observed difference between purple and the
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other color types is interesting, but probably without signifi

The seedlings of all color types, however, gave striking 
idenoe of the effect of age. Normally the primary roots of 

rrprminating seeds show before the plumules do and grow more rapid
l y  for some time. In most lots of this old seed the plumules 
showed before the primary roots did, and in one lot that germin
ated lOOf:? no primary roots were visible at any time, but secondary 
roots started after the plumule was onehalf inch or more long. 
Moreover, many seedlings died after being potted in good soil. Of 
seedlings from lots ripened last summer, tho germinated two weeks 
later, and planted in the same soil, none have died and the lot̂  
as a whole is now (a month after planting) two or throe times the 
size of those from old seed. This is so similar to Randolphs 
results in germinating seed and growing seedlings from kernels 
subjected to high temperatures while dormant as to make the prob
lem1 seem worth further study,

R. A. Emerson

3. Quantitative studies on the frequency of chromosome
doubling in corn seedlings treated at different temperatures for 
varying periods of time indicate that 20, k0, and $0 minute 
treatments at 36°, 3^r'> &nd k2c 0 are effective in producing
a markedly increased frequency of tetraploid sectors in the root 
tips and stemtips, more mutant sectors being produced in the 
roots than in tho stems of the same treatment. Negative results 
were obtained from a study of the persistence in the mature 
plants of tetraploid sectors induced by heat treatment of the 
germinating seed. Over y jO plants were included in the experi
ment and no tetraploid cars or ears with tetraploid sectors, as 
determined by applying pollen from tetraploid plants to the 
treated plant and noting the set of seed, were obtained.

4. Heat treatments of diploid corn, barley and einkern in 
early ombryogeny and in the seedling stage induced an increased 
frequency of segregating mutant se< dling types differing from the 
normal either in growth habit or morphology or in the amount of
c ill 0 r op hyl 1 d 0 v e 1 opm on t.

5. Inbred stocks of tetraploid maize after four generations 
of selfing have good vigor, reasonably good uniformity, and in 
some cases an increase in fertility over the original parental 
tetraploid stock. Tetraploid strains of commercial yellow corn 
arc being tested in cooperative biochemical and animal assay 
experiments to determine their vitamin A potency. Since the 
tetraploid yellow maize endosperm has six doses of Y rather than 
three as in the normal diploid yellow corn the vitamin A potency 
may be twice as great in the former as in the latter.

6. The tolerance of dormant seed to heat treatment varied 
with the moisture content of the seed. Corn and barley seed with 
2k per cent moisture was killed with one qQminutc treatment at 
100° C. With a reduction of moisture content to 9 per cent the 
seed was not injured by a 30minutc treatment at 100° C, but after 
60 minutes germination was only 30 per cent, and after 2 hours 
only 10 por cent of the seed germinated. Seeds with 5 Per cent 
moisture germinated perfectly after 2 hours treatment at 100° C, 
but were killed after 30 minutes at II50 C. Seeds with 2 per
cent moisture, the reduction in moisture content being accomplished 
by drying approximately 3 weeks at 60° C, germinated well after pO
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. tes at 11(5° C, but only 10 per cent germinated after 60 rnin
and 30 minutes at 130° G killed all of the seed. The corn 

pollings from the sublethal dosages at the different moisture 
Contents were weak and chlorotic, many failing to survive, but 
the development of normal green color was not similarly altered 
in the barley seedlings.

7.  In further studies on the 3type chromosomes in maize 
the number in individual plants has been increased to 3235> with 
no "marked decrease in plant vigor but with an appreciable de
cease in fertility among these extremely high numbered 3type 
plants. Both Florida, and Durango teosinte occasionally have 3 
tvpc chromosomes which are morphologically identical with those 
in maize, and exhibit the same synaptic behavior and breeding 
relationships. Plants of Florida teosinte with 5 Btype chromo
somes and plants of Durango with as many as 1013 have been ob
tained by intercrossing plants with lower numbers. From an 
extensive survey of chromosome morphology in various stocks of̂  
maize and teosinte, primarily for the purpose of determining the 
orinin of the Btype chromosomes, an extremely wide variation in 
proohase morphology in different stocks has been noted; maize 
stocks with as many as l ' y i k  sizable knobs and others with as few 
as 1 or 2 have been discovered, also Durango and Florida teosinte 
stocks with very few and other stocks with numerous knobs. How
ever, a careful search for a chromosome arm in these diverse 
stocks similar to or identical with the 3chromosome has been 
fruitless thus far. This suggests that the 3chromosome may be 
a composite of several parts from different regions of the same 
or different Achromosomes.

L. F. Randolph

3. Mosaic plants in part heterozygous and in part homo
zygous for a chromosome 5 deficiency.  Breakage in the spindle 
fiber insertion region of chromosome 5 resulted in two chromo
somes, one a deficient rodshaped chromosome and the other its 
reciprocal, a ringshaped chromosome, each with an insertion 
region, the two equivalent genomically to one chromosome 5 
(McClintock, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1932). Two such cases were 
described. In one case, known as the large deficiency large 
ring, the ring involved approximately onesixth of the length cf 
the chromosome, including the locus of Bmp. In the other case, 
called the small deficiency small ring, the ring involved about 
onetwentieth of the length of the chromosome and also included 
the locus of 3nh .

It has been found that the small deficiency can function 
through the eggs without the small ring being present also. Pollen 
having the large deficiency plus the large ringshaped chromosome 
(the full genomic complement for chromosome 5) can function as 
well as normal pollen with an intact chromosome o* When two such 
gametes fuse, an individual having the small deficient chromosome, 
the large deficient chromosome and the large ringshaped chromo
some is produced. As stated in the above publication, loss of 
the ringshaped chromosome occurs in some mitotic divisions. In 
the plants resulting from the described cross, the nuclei and 
thus cells which arise after such a loss of the ring chromosome 
will be homozygous deficient for the amount of chromosome repre
sented by the length of the small deficiency. Such plants should
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therefore, a mosaic of heterozygous and homozygous deficient 
+iRsue if cells whose nuclei have undergone the loss of the ring 
chromosome can continue to propagate themselves. It was known 
that the heterozygous deficient tissues do not vary noticeably 
from nondeficient tissues. If, in these plants, the homozygous 
deficient tissue is viable and if the homozygous deficiency alters 
the structure of the cell, streaks of altered tissue should be 
detectable. Streaks of altered tissue were very obvious in the 
leaves of such plants. A histological study of the nature of the 
alterations is being conducted by Mrs. Lucy Abbe. From the ap
pearance of the homozygous deficient tissue it is probable that 
such tissue would be inviable if not surrounded by normal tissue. 
The original "doubledeficient" plants were obtained by crossing 
plants having a normal chromosome 5 with bmp, a deficient chromo
some 5 with no lucus for Bmp and the ring chromosome carrying Bmp. 
The "doubledeficient" plants were all Brnp except one plant which 
was variegated for Bmp and bmp. The introduction of the bmp locus 
of the normal chromosome 5 into the deficient chromosome is be
lieved to have occurred as the result of a nonhomelogous cross
over between the normal and deficient chromosomes with a resulting 
shift in the position of the deficiency (as described by Stadler 
in the Amer. Nat., 193^)•

9. Several inversions, two involving sections of chromosome 
9 and one involving a section of the long arm of chromosome 
have been detected and isolated by Miss Creighton and myself.
One of the inversions on chromosome 9 should eliminate single 
crossovers within the short arm of this chromosome, although 
the tests have not been completed.

10. Disjunction studies on interchanges have shown that sis
ter spindle fiber regions do not separate in I, that crossing 
over between the spindle fiber and the break is followed by 
disjunction of homologous spindle fiber regions, that the passage 
of two homologous spindle fiber regions to the same pole in I is 
increased when the crossingover is decreased, and that whether ^ 
or 6 types of spores will be formed and their proportions depend 
upon the relative distances between the spindle fiber regions and 
the breaks coupled with crossingover in these regions.

Barbara McClintock

11. Data from crosses of Florida toosintc with maize, back 
crossed to maize, showed little or no crossing over in the short 
arm of chromosome 9* but between wx and vj , there was from 6 .k f j  
(Creighton) to IjOy (Allen) of crossing' over.

Sylvia M. Allen and Harriet 3. Creighton

12. An inbred strain of yellow dent corn, which, after hav
ing' been sclfed for nine generations, has been propogated by sib 
crossing or mass pollination for three years, has given rise to 
two striking mutations, namely, yellow to white endosperm and 
normal stature to a slender dwarf type. All the white endosperm 
kernels germinate prematurely.

R. G. Wiggans

University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minn, 
1 , I have been studying an abnormal tassel type that I pro

pose to call ramose tassel. It gives some variation in ear type. 
Some strains show crocked rows and generally a few sterile male
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fiorets on the tip of the ear. In other cases the upper half of 
p ear is divided somewhat like ramose1. In crosses, however, 

either of these types can be separated from rap with considerable 
accuracy. Linkage studies of ramose tassel were made last year 
sing Fg data from crosses with representative genes of the ten 
croups. ~ linked with nap crp and py in group 3 (py in
;Jr0Up 6] . It has occurred to me that this may be the same factor 
or an allelomorph of rag reported by Brink but not published. 
[Brink’s linkage data (Linkage Summary, pp. 41, 42) give ap~ra2 

and ragRg 34$ recombination^ n
2. I note your statement [Li nkage Summary, p. 12j that 

floury is difficult to classify in many stocks. I have had no 
difficulty except where some of the virescent seedlings were con
cerned. I classify commonly over a ground glass with light under
neath.

H. K. Hayes.

U. S. Dept. of_ Agric. 3 Cereal Crops & Diseases, Ames, Iowa 
1. A branched car was observed in Fg (1923) of the station 

strain of Reid’s Yellow Lent. It appears similar in all respects 
to the one described by Kempton as branched silkless, bd. and
was reported by Rhoades (Maize letter, November 24, 1934) to be 
allelomorphic to that gene. Fg data involving bd with two other 
genes show it to belong to group J. [.The data (see III, below) 
seem to place bd to the right of ij, near 3np. Hadjinov’s data 
(Linkage Summary, p. 57) give about 36$ recombination between his 
bd and Bnp. His bd has not been tested with either Bryan’s or 
Kempt on’s 7)

2. A character similar to Brunson’s cuzcoid was found in Fg 
of the variety Krug in 1934. It tasselcd very late but produced 
no car shoots. It had about 50$ more nodes than normal corn. It 
apparently is controlled by a single recessive gene.

A. A. Bryan 3

3. The study of the factor interaction of an and Dt has 
been continued (sec maize letter of November 24, 1934). On the 
basis of rather extensive counts the ratio of the average number 
of dots on seeds of ap ap ap Dt Dt dt to the average number of
dots on seeds of ap ap ap'Dt Dt dt constitution is 3:2. The 
ratio for seeds of ap ap ap Dt dt dt to ap apP apP Dt dt dt corv 
stitution is 3:T* Since in the comparisons the Dt gene is held 
constant while the dosage of ap varies, it is apparent that the 
effect of increasing the dosage of recessive ap, as indicated by 
the average number of dots, is an arithmetic one. In reciprocal 
crosses between two closely related lines (ap ap dt dt x ap ap 
Dt Dt) the ratio of the average number of dots on seeds of Dt Dt 
dt to seeds of Dt dt dt constitution was 4:l. Some data have also 
been obtained on the number of spots of Dt Dt Dt constitution. 
These data indicate that the effect of increasing the dosage of 
Dt may be geometric.

4. Further study with the chromosome 5 fragment (see maize 
letter of November 24, 1934) has placed the following genes in 
the long arm of chromosome 5: vg, ys, pr, vpg, v, and bt. The
loci of ag and bmp are in the short arm of chromosome 5* The 
fragment chromosome, which is composed of the short arm of chro
mosome 5 anc* has a terminal insertion region, occasionally passes
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___ _ ______  In the progeny of a selfed. fragment plant
^hpre^occurred an individual with the normal complement of 20 
!^nposomes plus two fragment chromosomes. In genetic constitu

te ough the pollen.

chromosomes plus w ,
tion and appearance this 22 chromosome plant was 
the secondary trisome found several years ago in

identical 
which the

hort arms of
mnsorne 5. Plants having a single iragmenx chromosome were 
at'3pachytene.. As reported before, the fragment pairs with

supernumerary chromosome was composed of two 
 ̂ plants having a single fragment c

with 
single 
chro 
studied 
the two

normal chromosomes p approximately half the cells. It was 
occasionally observed in those cells where the fragment was un
paired that the terminal insertion region presented the appearance 

being split. This observation may have some theoretical im
portance since some of the prevalent tneories of meiosis assume 
that the reason the spindle fiber region undergoes a reductional 
division in the first meiotic anaphase is that the division of 
the insertion region is delayed to a late pr opnase stage while 
the split of the chromosome thread occurs in the early prophasc

stage*. ^  inbred strain gave in F2 approximately 65$ luteus 
seedlings (again see maize letter of November 2k, 193*0. The 
genetic constitution of this line was with about 2 per cent
c r o s sing over between the sp and 1 loci. iheso u.10 genoo have 
boon linked with factors in chromosome 10. They are very close 
to gi and give about 20 per cent of recombinations with R. The 
lutcus gene is designated as lg and the small pollen gene as sp2 . 
Seed available.

6. A triploid individual occurred in a cross of glp x wsp.
The constitution of the triploid was dip Glp glp Ws-5 wsj
which suggests that the diploid number of chromosomes was contri
buted by the pollon parent.

7 . During the harvesting of the fields in tne Iowa Corn 
Yield Test several oars were found which had, to tne writer, the 
appearance of triploid cars. Root tip counts Oj. the progu 
stantiated this hunch.

g. Half the plants in a small Fp progeny of an Rgli s ,ock 
x Florida tcosinte had narrow leaves, an unusual type of chloro
phyll striping, and brown midribs. Neitner 01 tne parents showed 
this character. It seems possible that wo have nere a case ox 
factor interaction between Zea and Suchlacna genes. Se^cral 
crosGcs wore made between the R—g— li stock and Florida teosin^e 
and only one of the Fp progenies showed this new character.

9. In the progeny of^a plant trisomic for chromosome 6 
there occurred an individual witn 20 chromosomes plus a fragment 
composed of the long arm of chromosome 6. The insertion region 
is apparently terminal. Studies of tne disjunction of the two^ 
normal chromosomes 6 and the fragment, utilizing the technic of^ 
McClintock in studying the number of nucleoli in the q u a r t e t s  of 
microspores, showed that in 2.4̂ > of the eases the fragment cn.ro— 
mosome wont to one pole and the two normal enromosomos to tne 
other pole. In the remaining cases the two normal chromosomes 
underwent disjunction.

10. Studies of some of the Iowa inbred lines showed that m  
those inbreds which are poor pollen producers there was a con
siderable number of unpaired chromosomes at Metaphase I._  Those 
unpaired chromosomes undoubtedly cause some 01 the sterility
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p j_n these lines. Fertile inbred lines showed fewer univalent 
pV'ornosomes. In the "sterile" inbreds the pairing pachytene was 
rfect and the unpaired homologous chromosomes showed at diakin 

osis an orientation ^ irp nf thito each other because of this earlier associa.

1 "*1 1, in a selfed line homozygous for all the dominant aleurone 
fac to rs  there occurred seeds with colorless areas of varying size 
(Anderson had a similar character several years ago. He called it 
«*Sr;Id" aleurone.) The explanation for the appearance of colorless 
‘paa in this line is due to the failure of formation of the

aleurone layer.
12. New stocks:

Tp~glp~vrra 
ailg2 Dt 
apnatsij. Dt 
prbmpap (pr o bably)

13. Studies with Pvv and sm indicate that intensity of sal
mon color in silks depends upon amount of variegation on the ear. 
The silks have a uniform color, not variegated.

pit. Golden1, gp, though not identifiable by external appear
ance, can be classified accurately in the seedling stage by cut
ting off the seedling stalk iust above the ground. Golden1 seed
lings have a distinct golden'color in cross section while non 
polden ones are clearly green.

M. II. Rhoades

Agr»l Experiment Station, New Haven, Conn. 
17 We are informed by Eye ter that his opacrui is the same

as our op. [Eystcr reported in chrom. 2/
2. A maternal stripe hasbeen obtained from a series of

Sweepstakes inbreds. It is more vigorous than those obtained by 
Demerec and Anderson. ......

3. The dwarf reported in maize letter of November 24, 1934 
is not dp. It segregates well and is viable but never produces 
an ear or even pollen at New Haven. Seed available.

4. The adherent reported in the same news letter is not 
Viability good.

<5. Seed of a stock of trisornic chromosome
Op + +

6. Fp, 7S& individuals, of -7
centages as follows: o^  glp

+ glp
27, o2  i i

gave

adp.

"r is available, 

recombination per

Another Fp, 323 seedlings, of ^2
T glp

over. Backcross data, 433 plants, give 1.7$ crossingover between 
op and rap. These data indicate that op is to the left of .

7 . We apparently have two complementary factor pairs for 
yellow endosperm. I have tentatively designated one of them Yjp 
and the other It (intensifier), I have only one stock of Yg Yg
it it, but It is carried by several white stocks, in fact, all 
so far tested except one atester. It might be an allelomorph 
of A. Fp seed of the cross Yg Yij. it i t  x yg yjp It It is all 
yellow. The Fp ears segregate fairly well into a 9*7 ratio for 
yellow and white, showing several intensities of yellow. I do 
not think the stock of Yg Yip i t  it i s  the same as Yp. It is

37.
, gave 22$ crossing
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h lighter in color and shows segregation well only in very 
flinty corneous stocks. The intensifier stocks, yif yi| It It, 
oin intensify the yellow color of Yp.also inutji y x Ralph Singleton

TT.î prsitv of Florida^ Gainesville, Fla. 
— T7'k few years ago an inbred ear segregated sharply 0 :1 ;n ii yellow and pale yellow endosperm. The pale seeds produced. nPiost 100$ white seedlings and the others produced nearly all or eon seedlings. Brunson reported something similar, I think.° 2. A first year inbred ear of Cuban Yellow Flint segregatedqharnlv'red and green seedlings and a range of intensity of yellow endosperm. The seeds were arranged in order of endosperm color and the darker 3/U planted separately from the lighter 1/n. On this classification crossovers with anthocyanin were about 20$. mhc stock was grown through two more generations with selection^ of cars giving lesser crossing over and the crossovers reduced to about 10%. The reduction was attributed to selection for sharper se g r e g a t io n  and more accurate classification of endosperm color. The anthocyanin difference was indicated at the R locus by out 
crosses to Cornell aleurone testers.

Fred H. Hull

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena^J3aljj\   1 , Data on "striate and interchanges place sr oetween P and
br.

2. Summary of map positions of interchanges in chromosomes 1 3  ̂ 9 and 10." Part of this is a repetition of what I sent last
year.

Chrom. 1 
" Left of P. An undescribed 16 interchange gave the 
order TPsr with 6$ crossing over between T and P.

Near P, order uncertain, l2b, l~9c.^
Between P and br l3a, l6b, 15°> l~9a *
Near br 1— 3d, 17°, 17° > l~9b> l10a.
Between br and bm2 l~5a > 1~^ > l~7d.

Chrom. 3 
Betwecn a and na 2~3d, 3~5C > 3~5b.
Nearer tsi| 1—3a > 2— 3b, 3~7a » 3~0a, 3~*9a > ̂ 3~*10a,3~^ c • Probably beyond tsip but order uncertain J—lCa., 2— J»c,

l3d.
Beyond

Chrom. 9

ts^ (27.2$)

 all tested 
crossing, over

37b.

are beyond waxy.
No. of backcross plants

l9a . 239
l9b 35.* 505
l~9c 12.7 23729a 30.7 pop29b 75 622>

60S39a 3.6
49a 25.1 k-26 (2

of data 31*0 and
groups
1 1 .6)

U 9 b 3.1 193
69a 9.5 610
6 9b 3.7 731
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9

69b 35 «o

9 1̂0 about 3*5 (estimated
from combined wx~T 
and TR intervals)

l4l (data ir
regular )

C hr onu 10  crossing over with golden1 (left of gg)

1 10 a
2 10 
310a 
310b
3 10c 
6 -1 0  
glOa 
glOb 
glOc
4 10b 
9-10

§ crossing_over
15.0

6 . 2  
15. 4 
20.0  

7 . 0
9.7

1 7 . 0
1^.722.6

(near g^, order uncertain) 
(Right of R)

No of plants
"“"137"

go 
4£l 
320 
346 
642 
427 
310 
335

3. Summary of map locations of interchanges on chromosome 
Combined data of Clokey and Anderson.

Near B 2—6b, 29a. _
Between B and vij. l2b, 2~3c, 26, 23d, 210, 24d,

27b , 29b.
Far right of B but not yet tested with vj, 27c.
Near vg 24a, 24b, 2~5b, 27a, 2~7b.
Beyond vh 2-4c (vh - T = 35)•

E. G. Anderson

University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
1. In Garrapata corn from the Province of Salta in Argen

tina and from Bolivia, spotted aleurone is due to a dominant r 
modifier giving mottled aleurone.

Mottled x a and c testers gives self color 
Mottled x r testers gives mottled F1 , 

but in F2 some colorless kernels appear. The modifier is inde
pendent from pr and from a and c but seems to be linked with r.
The r modifier is designated Mr. The backcross: r Mr Fr/r mr
pr x r mr pr gave

Mottled purple 66 
Mottled red 59
White 126

251
Oir has been used by Xvakan for midrib (Linkage Summary, 

p, 13) but the stock has been lost. Sceus sent loor like "stip— 
pled'", which is cither an allelomorph of r or very closely linked 
with it])

2. Six "glossies" wore obtained from selfcd Amargo and otner 
varieties. They are designated temporarily by the following sym

Sarne as gig
Different from gl1} gl2 , S13? and 
From sample of floury corn from Humahuaca 

(Jujuy, Argentina), different from gig 
and gig.

gx33a
e133b
ggifa
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glzipD From a yellow flint; being tested with other 
 ̂ glossies.

gl^c From the Amargo variety; different from gig.
3,  A oarrenstalk type was found in the stock of gl îpc.
If. A liguleless stock was found in Amargo corn. A planting 

* 100 selfed seeds gave 56 green and 2$ lethal white leaf base 
seedlings. Of the normal green plants that lived to the age^of 
three months, 285 had normal and 20 had liguleless leaves. This 
is at present designated lgjl+a.

5. a selfed plant of Amargo produced, from 50 seeds, 22 
normal plants and 7 dwarf plants with bifid leaves and the midrib 
prolonged into a conspicuous awn, like the flowering glume of 
Aveneac. The character is called aristifolia and its genetic 
symbol is given as af. The aristifolia character is not known
in grassesJ so far as I am aware, except in a small genus of 
Mexican grasses (jouvea), the taxonomic position of which is 
uncertain.

6. Lazy, laxl̂ a, appeared in the progeny of a selfed plant 
of the variety, "Maiz Canario de 8> filas", which consisted of a7 
normal and 15 lazy plants. Has been crossed with su glj.

7 . Siamcnsis, sn, is a recessive character of variable ex
pression obtained from an Amargo strain. Of the double seedlings, 
the "paracito twin" aborts early in some instances, leaving nor
mal appearing individuals. A homozygous strain of sn exhibited 
the following types:

Seedlings with marked duplications  12 
Seedlings with different abnormalities  32 
Seedling normal  1.
Male sterilcs: A male sterile, rns?̂ , from a strain of 

maize from Tabacol (Salta, Argentina) gives''a sharp 3:1 segrega
tion. Another, ms 3]^, from Kumahuaca (jujuy, Argentina) is linked 
with aleurone color. The stock is segregating for R r.

9. Tassel seed, ts^p, has been found in a yellow flint 
from San Luis, Argentina. ' f

10. Germless seeds, from a selfed car of Piamontes,
a flint corn, had 112 normal"and 30 germless kernels.

11. Silky, si,7,,, came from the same Piamontes strains.
S. Korovitz

Instituto Agronomico de Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Attention IF called to a bulletin from Brazil: Effcitos da 

primeira autofecundacao em tres variedades dc milho. Technical 
bulletin #19, p. 19, with 37 photographic illustrations (five 
colored plates). Published in Portuguese with an abstract in 
English, as follows:

11 The Genetics Department of the Instituto Agronomic© 
started in 1932 a large maize breeding project based on the pro
duction of pure linos to be used for hybrid seed production.
Over 3000 vigorous plants of 3 main commercial varieties were 
selffertilized and part of the seeds of 1S12 selected inbred 
oars was planted out for further selfing. In this paper the 
author describes some of the more prominent variations found 
among the selfed oars and also in the progenies. Most of these 
offtypes arc compared with similar variations worked out by 
American geneticists. The variations described hero are: (1) 
premature germination of the seeds on the ears; 2) several cases
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Of d e f e c t i v e  endosperm; 3) endosperm color (yellowwhite); 4)
,Liv endosperm; 5) Aleurone colors; 6) Pericarp colors; 7) white 
Ldlinys; 3) yellow seedlings; 9) zebra striped seedlings; 10) virescent seedlings; 1 1 ) pale green seedlings; 12) zebra striped 
leaves* 13) several kinds of striped leaves; Id) oily spots; 15) 
ceveral kinds of dwarfs; 16) narrow leaves; 1 7 ) crinkly leaves;
{$) ramosa (?); 19) rolled leaves; 20) ragged (?); 21) branched 
j,. 22) several kinds of abnormal sex distribution: male and fe 

nale plants, extreme cases of ’tasselseed*, etc. —  It is the^ author’ s intention to exchange seeds of his genetic material with 
American geneticists in order that some of the supposed new vari
ations may be conveniently worked out and their genes be located 
in the maize linkage groups”.

C. A. Krug

University of Zagreb. Jugoslavia 
— ' I, 'Attention is called to a recent paper dealing with the 
inheritance of number of kernel rows in maize (Tavcar, Alois  
Beitrag zur Vererbung der Kornreihenanzahl an Maiskolben.^ Zeit 
s c h r i f t  fllr Ziichtung, P flanzenzuchtung, 2 0 :  364376. 1935)* A 
iprowed type is described and its genotype is assumed to be Rwg 
Rw # Crosses of irowed with growed forms exhibit monohybrid 
Fp and backcross ratios. To the genes differentiating these two 
forms are assigned the symbols Rw2 rwp. 4row = Rwp Rw1 rw2 rw2 ;
row = Rwp Rwp Rw2 Rw 2. Rw  ̂ and Rw2 are inherited independently 

of each other and of P and Yp. [Since, on the author’s assump
tion, Rw1 is homozygous in both the 4—rowed and Srowed types 
used in these crosses, no evidence is presented for the independ
ence of RWp from Rw2 , P and Yp. Of course Rwp could be used as
a symbol for the residual genotype of a 4rowed form, but there 
seems no more need for such a symbol here than in many other 
casesj

2. Fourrowed ears have two rows of kernels on either side 
of the cob, the two pairs of rows being separated by smooth areas 
(rachis without paleae). It is necessary to distinguish between 
palea and rachis color as well as between these and pericarp 
color, all of which belong to the P allelomorphic series. Ten

Genotype Pericarp Palea Rachis
(with A) color color color
prrr red red red
prrw n ti white
prwr 11 white red
prv/w it 11 white
pwrr colorless red red
pwrw it it white
pwwr it white red
pwww 1: 11 white
porr orange red. rod
poww 11 white white

An account of this series will probably be published in Zeits 
chrift fur induktive Abstammungs  u. Vcrerbungslehre.

A. Tavcar
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I k .

John Tnnes_.Horticultural Institution, Merton Park, London 
' X. There is™pronounced indication of linkage between a

crene for fasciated ear and white endosperm.
2. In a cross between fasciatedcherryjaponica and golden, 

the majority of the Fx plants were notgclden notfasciated but 
were japonica. Fp segregation was normal for the first genes but 
ave $9 japonica in a total of 139 plants, When japonica was 
crossed with dwarf;; all Fp plants were green, not japonica.

3. In a cross between a line with coloured aleurone and rr 
lines, four alleles of R could be distinguished, by their different 
effects on aleurone colour. Otherwise the plants were of the con
stitution AA CC bb PI PI. At least one of the R alleles involved 
seems to be a cherry allele. Two alleles were the normals, at 
present designated R and r. A third may be identical with the 
allele recently discovered by Rhoades, and designated here r 1.
The fourth is a very weak dominant called R*. The four heterozy
gotes when selfed gave

Rr 25fo colourless
Rr* 3 5# "
R*r 50# »
R*r* mostly 66fc, in one

case 75% colourless
It seems possible to obtain colourless R* homozygotes by selec
tion of modifiers. The ratios 63:1 after selling and 1:7 after 
hackcrossing seem to indicate the presence of at least three 
complementary recessive modifiers.

4. The intensity of aleurone colour in the crosses mention
ed under (3) depends upon two complementary modifiers giving 9 
deep to 7 pale after selling.

5. A large set of data was analysed with the help of effi
cient statistical methods in order to see how many ratios were 
disturbed by linked genes for pollen tube competition. Indica
tions of such competition have been found in connection with the
following segregations:

purple1 and brittlc1 (see 6 below) Brieger
deep and pale aleurone ”
yellowwhite endosperm Tidbury
deeppale yellow endosperm "
c and sh Tseng.

6. The distance between prx and btj_ has been found to be 
17.5$. The gametophyte factor gap is located between prx and 
btp about 12.3 units from prx and k ,7  units from btg. The amount 
of elimination in Ga/ga heterozygotes has been found to vary and 
has been studied in both typos of heterozygotos, i.e.

and Prl ga2 Btl 
prx gap btp P*1 Gap btx

The data vary round the moans 15^ and kofo instead of the ex
pected 50$.

7 . Random pollination of unprotected plants has been found 
to be of rare occurrence in the experimental plots both at Berlin 
and Merton. Sclfing predominated if unrelated lines which, how
ever, flowered nearly simultaneously, were inturplanted. Random 
pollination was found only if the plants wore nearly identical in 
composition.
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2>. Experiments on earliness and yield were started in order 
to find types well suited to the English climate. A number of 
varieties  were tested in randomised blocks. The plants were sown 
in three lots. The variation within each lot was very small.
Plants "sown on April 17th and planted out in May were far the 
slowest, those sown on May 21st and planted out on June lHth were 
cuicker and needed about two weeks less. Plants sown in the field 
on June 5th gained another seven days. The differences between 
the varieties were partly very significant. I am convinced that 
part of the failure in the cultivation of rnaize in northern Europe 
is due to the fact that the seeds are sown too early and kept too 
long in pots.

9. A fairly large coupling Fp of C Sh/c sh and I Sh/C sh 
has been produced (9053 grains in the first and 7226 in the second 
case) to see whether there is any significant difference between 
the recombination values. All the data from the individual ears 
as well as the totals form a homogeneous sample around the common 
mean of 5.1$. A backeross for C Sh/c sh gave 4.3f in 66k&. The 
difference between all Fp’s and the backcrosses is .just over 
twice the error. Experiments will be made to test reciprocal 
backcrosses.

F. 0. Brieger

Honan University, _Kaifeng, Honan, China 
1 . a white waxy strain of maize from the province of Sze

chuan was crossed to al y PI, white seeded of course. The F]_*s 
were all yellow seeded. Fp gave lH-6 yellow and t~[ white, a case 
of complementary factors. Linkage tests are in progress.

2. From selfed strains of corn collected from Honan province, 
one ear was found to have prematurely germinated seeds that seem
to be linked with y. On selfing again one ear was found to have 139 yellow and 59 white seeds. All the white seeds had germinated 
on the cob. This may be a case of complete linkage. Progress is 
being made to ascertain this.

III. Linkage Data
1. Fourpoint tests, group 2. I. T. Clokey

+ + + +
Igl S12 3 VH

0 1 2  3 1 - 2  1-3 2-3 1- 2-3
12H- 136 HO 29 5S H-2 101 S3 1 10 15 11 13 16 1 5 310 69 97 l&k 11 2 6 29 6 732

9 13.351 25.if, 1.556 3.6f H-.of O.Sf
l £ l ~ g l 2  15«3$> g lg - B  1 9 . 6% B-vij. 3 3 . 5 f

2. Trisomic and backcross tests, group 2, involving albes
cent, liguleless1, and yellow endosperm. H. S. Perry

Fp data from the cross of #2 trisome carrying Igl X
that al is in chromos orne 2.

d d
+ + + !gl al + al !&1

1°
!gl al

21 61 lH 0 = 156  39 9
H-90 H-2 H7 0 = 5Z2  7 2

Total — —   735 —   8.3
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The suggestion of close linkage between al and lg^ seems 
to be confirmed by a diploid Fp progeny, as follows:

+ + 
101

1o
!gi al

22.1
+ lgx al + al lgx

51 43 0 195  26.
Per cent crossing overcly.

Fp_ progenies involving Yx and al have indicated close 
linkage between these two genes. Backcross counts confirm this
linkage, as follows:

Yellow Not yellow
Al al Al al

186  0 0 169
Two seedlings from seeds with yellow endosperm and one

non•yellow, are still too small to classify.
3. Twopoint tests, group 7. A. A. Bryan
X Y xy Xy xY xy
Bd Gli RS go1! 254 268 53 = 1379 -Bd u 1 RS g06 252 282 39 = 1379
G11 ij cs 1030 42 58 249 = 1379  1 6$

[All three genes involved in the same F2 ciiltur es .1
4. Threepoint tests , group 7.

0 1 2 1-2
+ + _lE

v5 eii +

+ + +
ra B1! ij

+ + t

v5 ral S1!

+ in +

v5
+ e1!

148 133 
281

337 4-23
760

1255 1281
254-0

15"5 1537
3122

l o  13
31

9.1#

16 9

7 %

3 °
3  340 K. M. Rnoad.es

0.9$

23 11 113 104 3 , 1
31! 217 =1015 I. w. Clokey

33$ 21.4fo 0,4$
70 44 24 4i 2 0

114 65 2 -2721 A. C. Fraser
4.2$ 2.4 $ 0.1$

153 36 143 102 57 4o
1S9 245 97 -3653 A. C. Fraser
5-2$ 6. Tt> O TV - • { /

5. Fourpoint test, group 7*
EfcZa_+ +

I. W. Clokey 
+

0
210 222 
432

+ rax glx ij
1 2 3 12 132 16 5 17 25 40 0 0  1 0  1 0
lg 22 65 0 1 1

3.3$ 4.1$ 12.1$ 0.2$ 0.2$
T—rax 3.5$, ra j-g p  4.3$, 12.+$

23 123
0 0 

0 539

Normal and seaisterile (T) plants considered separately: 
Normal - T-rap ra-i-gli 5• 2$, glp-ij 13-6%
Seraisterile  " 1.2$, " 2.5$, " 11.1$.

The large difference in per cent of crossing over in the 
two cases is unexplained.
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6 . Three•point test, group 1 0 . V. Rhoades
0 1 2 12

RE_
106) 10 7 J k  6S 20 16 9 S

+ +__ 2 1 5 1^2 36 17+ ’gi r 3 ̂ .6# O . Oyo

7 . Linkage Data for Chocolate, group 2. (?)
Ch V C B  71 66 ̂2 76 255 ^2<f0 Burnham

I have some later material of the same sort for more dat
With a2 [Chrom. 53 I had only F2 material (furnished by 

Clokey, segregating also for c, r), but it gives absolutely no 
indication of linkage. Chas. Burnham.

Some miscellaneous linkage data with Ch are all negative 
The earlier indication of linkage with T5~7C is washed out with 
further data. E. G. Anderson.

[See discussion in Linkage Summary, p. $1J

IV. Seed Stocks Received
1. M. M. Rhoades, Ames, TowaT Stocks involving Eyster’s Y2
2. H. K. Kayes, St. Paul, Minn.: v2p (chrora. S).

[Records Genetics Soc. Amer. No. 1935• Abstract.]
3. J. H. Kempton, Washington, D.C.:~ Annual teosinte from 

Lake Ratuna in Southern Guatemala.
M. T. Jenkins, Washington, D.C.:~

1a. su — —  glz 
tu j

Homozygous Ap C R a 
field germination.) 

Same as above, but 
Homozygous Ap C R A 
fr2 glx ij frx 
+ + + frp

n bt bv pr (This bt

segregating V2 v2.
2 bt bv pr

fr2 ij frx

stock gives good

x rx2 gil ij W l

5. W. Ralph Singleton, New Haven, Conn. 
Yip Yiy it it 
yip yip It It
yip yii It It x Yip Yip it it.

6. S. Horowitz, 
sup glx Y x
gp 3 a

r + Mr
r  61
af3»ia
sn

+
Pr
+

Buenos

la31+a
.ires, Argentina:

x r gp mr (Rtester)

7. Queensland Agricultural High School and College, Gatton, 
Australia:

Ten packages of seed, labeled I  X [no letter].
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IS.

g, Ithaca, N. Y. Stocks grown by Maize Genetics Coopera
tion. Pollinations by John Shafer:

Inbred strains. Selfed or sibcrossed ears of all the 
inbred strains in disease resistance test (see V, below), except 
r703 >̂ which did not germinate.

Glossies 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9; glc, no germination, #
too late to ripen. Hadjinov’s glossies 3, 5, 6, 7, 10 (H3 = 

lb, H6 = gig, H10 = gly, see II above); Hg, all normal seedlings, 
supposed to be +/gl but some certainly homozygous normal.

Hadjinov^s Rsp, rsp, at, bd, cr^, bs?, vb (variable
brachytic). , . . . . . ... v

Perry’s Yx and yx, m  various combinations with Yi yp,
pi pi, Al al.

Brunson’s pale yellow endosperm,
Wiggans’ brittle stalk.
Segregating cultures from Wp Wp x Ap b PI py su.
Plant colors: Ap 3 PI, ap^ B PI, ap B pi, ap b PI,

ap b pi.
Tester stocks

Group 1.  Pp fp bmp, Pp br fp bmp, F~p br fp anp, 
p sr anp bmp, Pp gsp bmp, p as.

Group 2.  lgp gl2 B b vjp, lgp gl2 tSp, sb, al.
Group 3• — SLp nap ts]p, dp3, dprn, a Rg.
Group k ,  la su Tu tu gly.
Group 5* “ ysi bmp prp vp, Ap ap bt bv prp, bmp bt

prp, bv prp vp.
Group 6.  Yp PI sm py, Yp pi (zgj?), po y.
Group 7.  vpr rap glp, rap glp ij, v^ glp Bup.
Group g.  jp, msg.
Group 9* ~ c sh wx vp, ygp c sh wx.
Group 10. nip gp R, r zb^, dy, li gp Rr.

Multiple testers
ts2 bm2 lgp b sup Ap nap crp prp yp pi in jp C Rt. 
bmp lgp b Al sup prp yp pi In Bnp jp c Rg.
Pvv Ap su prp yp in c sh wx Rg.
Ap Ap Pr pr Cshwx gpRr.

Ap Ap 3lgp YyPl Su— su— Tu— tu.
Other stocks previously listed are, for the most part, 

still available.
New seed stocks listed under general news items (ll) in 

this letter but which have not been sent for the Cooperation col
lection, should be received as long as possible before planting 
time (May 15).

V , Tests of Inbred Strains for Disease Resistance 
Last spring seed of five inbreds furnished by Professor 

Kayes and eight by Professor Wiggans were sent to eight coopera
tors in various parts of this country. All these strains were 
supposed to be more or less resistant to smut. Some of them were 
shown to be less smut resistant than expected, several proved very
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s u s c e p t ib le  to bacterial wilt (Stewart’s disease) and a few sus
ceptible to rust.

1 • Smut.
I 'have attempted to present a summary of the observations 

on smut in tabular form, below:

_Pe3?_cGrib_smutted plants
Mor

3034. No. St. gan New Ith
cu l tu re  years Paul Arnes, town, Haven, aca, Aver-
_Npj__
S64

Variety selfed Minn. la. W.Va. Conn. N.Y. _ M e

Golden Bantam 7 10.1+ 0 0 36.4 0 9.^
S42 Northwestern

Dent
9 6.0 5.0 0 0 4.0 3.0

070-34 Minnesota 13 5 0   0 —

S2S>3 Rustler 5 10.3 0 0 0 4.0 2.9
08634 Rustler 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
206 Learning 9 0 0 3.0 0 2.0 1.0
20$ U . S . 204 13 6.5 17 .1 30.0 93.7 67.0 42.9
209 Bloody Butcher ii 31.6 S.5 0 i$.7 4.0 12.6
210 Oil Dent 9 1H-.3 3.$ 3.0 7 -1 2.0 6.0
211 West Branch ? 7.5 0 0 14.3 0 4.4
212 Silver King 14 31.0 2.3 0 21.1 0 10.9
213 Onondaga 

White Dent
12 92.9 j+2.9 0 15.4 0 30.2

214 Dutton's Flint 12 0 3.0 0 0 0 0,6
Minnesota cultures grown under smutepidemic conditions. 

Longfellow variety had 65.6$ smut. H. K, Hayes.
Iowa season excellent for testing smut resistance; smut 

infection in general was one of the heaviest in several years.
A. A. Bryan, , ^

West Virginia check variety showed smut. C.
Burnham*

Notes of smut infection 
Line C$634, no smut reported; 214, little smut at Ames, 

la. only; 206, light smut at Morgantown, W. Va. and Ithaca, N.Y.; 
S2$3, light smut at St. Paul, Minn, and Ithaca, N.Y. only; 342, 
light smut at St. Paul, Morgantown, and Ithaca; 211, some smut at 
St. Paul and New Haven.

Line 20$, showed medium to high percentages of smut in
fection in most tests; at Morgantown, New Haven, and Ithaca, smut 
with one exception limited to light tassel infection, but at Ames 
five ears were smutted.

Lines 212 and 213, showed heavy earsmut infection in 
some tests.

Line C703‘+> little to no germination in all tests.

2. Rust.
Pasadena, Calif. Little smut in 1935? none on strains 

in test. Lines 20$ and 211 very badly rusted; 209 moderately 
badly rusted; 210, 212, and 213 lightly rusted; 206 and 2l4 free 
from/rust and easily the most desirable for this locality. E. 0. 
Anderson.
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Ithaca, N. Y. Lines 3^2 and 211 some rust; 203 much 
ruSt but too late to injure plants very seriously. There is 
o0ne’rust present every year at Ithaca, but it usually comes too 
late to be a serious disease. During two widely separated sea
sons however, when rust had been introduced inadvertently with 
seedlings transplanted from the greenhouse early in summer, a 
very severe epidemic occurred. Many of the more susceptible 
stocks were killed before flowering time. If conditions should 
arise  by which early infection were brought about, rust would be 
our most serious disease. R. A. Emerson.

New Haven, Conn. "Apparently one of our inbreds, Con
necticut 2, an inbred out of the Whipple variety of sweet corn, 
is completely susceptible to rust. We had no rust here during 
the years that we were inbreeding Whipples from 1925 to 1923. 
Sometime later, I think in 1929 or 1930, we noticed considerable 
rust on this one inbred. Aside from rust Connecticut 2 has 
proved to be our best Whipple inbred and the one we are using in 
a great many crosses. It is used as the pollen parent and is 
never damaged so much that it will not make sufficient pollen. It 
always makes a good crop of seed when planted early. Last year 
the Eastern States Farmers’ Exchange at Springfield, Mass, planted 
about an acre of Connecticut 2 for increase. They planted this 
late in order to avoid contamination from the pollen of sweet corn 
growing near by. This field of Connecticut 2 was so badly dam
aged that it did not make a single ear. I am doing some conver
gent improvement on this inbred and using Rhoades method of in
oculating the seedlings so I can get a similar inbred resistant 
to wilt." Of the inbreds in the cooperative test the only one 
seriously affected by rust was 203 in which about 30$ of the leaf 
area was covered by rust pustules. Somewhat susceptible strains 
were, in order of susceptibility: 211, 30$; 209, 20$; 206, 213, 
and S2S3, 10$, the latter had a few scattered pustules on the 
leaves of all the plants, W, Ralph Singleton.

3• Bacterial blight (Stewart’s disease).
Morgantown, W. Va, Lines and 209 very susceptible 

to wilt; C36 and S^2 poor plants, wilt (?) susceptible. Chas. 
Burnham,

Washington, D.C. At Arlington Farm, resistance to bac
terial wilt is of much greater importance than smut resistance*
We seem to have universally heavy infections of wilt and suscep
tible lines are almost completely wiped out. Such was the case 
this season. Dr* Wiggans’ lines 206, 203, and 210 were outstand
ingly the most resistant. Merle T. Jenkins.

Lodging.
V/ashington, D.C. Lines 206, 203, and 210 looked better 

than everything else until late in the season. In the heavy 
storm we had in September, 206 and 210 lodged somewhat, whereas 
203 remained erect. Merle T. Jenkins,

Morgantown, W. Va, Lines S233 and 211 no lodging; 206, 
203, and 21Ji some lodging; 210 and 212 badly lodged, Chas,Burnham,

Ames, Iowa. Lodging recorded by grade: 1 = little or 
none, and 5 very much lodging. Roots and stalks noted separately 
to determine whether lodging due to weak roots or weak stalks.
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Lodging grade 
Roots Stalks
2 K
2 2—1/2
2 2
2 3
2 2
2 1

A. A. Bryan.

5* Firing.
Ames. Line 209, "top leaves burned badly just prior to 

tasseling. A. A. Bryan.
St. Paul. Line 213, some firing; 209, upper leaves rath

er heavily fired. H. K. Hayes.

Line
206
203
209
210 
211 
212

Lodging grade 
Roots Stalks

3

1- 1/2
3- 1/2
2- 1/2
3

3
2
3- 1/2
2- 1/2
2
3

Line
21S
214
Sl+2
S5J+
3283
CS63^

6. Ear notes. 
Arnes.

Line Seed set Ouali t y Line Seed set Quality

poor poor 2 0 9 excellent fair
S 4 2 fair good 210 good good

S 2 S 3 fair good 211 good good
C 3 6 - 3 1! fair fair 212 poor fair
2 0 6 good fair 2 1 3 fair poor
2 0 3 good fair 2 1 4 - very poor 

A • A •
poor 

Br yan.

St. Paul. Line 211, rather undesirable ears at harvest. 
H. K. Hayes.

Ithaca.
Line Ears Line Ears

S5? * good 209 good
S42 good 210 poor
S2S3 good 211 good
0863^ fair 212 good
206 fair 2!3 fair
203 poor 214 good

Obviously these inbreds differ widely in ability to 
produce sound and well filled ears at Ames and Ithaca. R. A. 
Emerson.

7 * Summary.
The" lines most generally resistant to smut are, in order 

of greatest resistance: 0363*+> 2l4, 206, 3233, 342, 211. Line 
203 showed the highest percentage of smut, but in most instances 
the infection was light and in the tassel only.

In rust susceptibility, line 203 showed the most infec
tion, 209 and 211 much rust, and 206, 210, 212, 213, S^2, and 
S293 some rust.

Bacterial blight was most injurious to lines S54, 209, 
C36, and Ŝ 2. Lines 206, 203, and 210 were most resistant.

At both Ames and St. Paul, line 209 showed bad_firing.
In set of seed, quality of ear, amount of lodging, there 

was little uniformity.
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The following comments are of interest:
Line 211, "excellent". A. A. Bryan, Ames.
Under Arlington Farm conditions, I don’t think 

there is any question but that 20$ is by far the 
best line of the whole lot. M. T. Jenkins.
(Lines 206 and 210 were good except for lodging!)

The starred lines £206, 200, 211, 21^7 I con
sider good enough for use in crosses with genetic 
testers. C. R. Burnham*

My choice of these lines would be about as fol
lows, starting with the best: 214, 206, 210, 213,
211, 200, 212! E. 0. Anderson.

Line 200, very nice strain, vigorous. Lines S42, 
S203, 206, 210, 211, 212, 2lU, desirable types.
C$6—34 fair, 209 and 213 undesirable. H. K. Hayes.

From all these comments, it would seem that lines 206, 
210, 211, 214 have rather wide adaptability and that, where rust 
and smut are not troublesome, line 200 may prove satisfactory. 
Sprague, however, reports that at Columbia, Mo., none of the 
lines have value.

0. Some cooperators have indicated a willingness to test 
these lines further and to include some of their own. Any of 
you, whether or not you helped in the test in 1935> who are will
ing to conduct a test in 1936, will be furnished seed in so far 
as it is available or can be obtained. If any of you have other 
inbred strains, thought to be highly resistant to diseases and 
which might be adapted to a relatively wide range of climatic 
conditions, I shall be glad to arrange for tests. We shall prob
ably be unable, however, to handle any large number of strains.

VI• Special Notices
1, Manuscripts for inclusion in the proposed collective 

publication of papers on Linkage in Maize must reach me not later 
than March y i . (See I, above). Some of the data included in this 
news letter might well form the basis of short papers.

2, New seed stocks should be received at an early date  
certainly by May 1  so that plans can be made for their multi
plication in the Cooperation garden.

3* Those having disease resistant inbred strains of possi
bly wide adaptability which they desire to have tested this year 
should indicate the fact at once and send seed by April 1. Those 
willing to cooperate in making the tests will please communicate 
with me at once.

R. A. Emerson, 

Secretary
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

November c l ,  19S6

To Maize Geneticists

Contributions of material for the Maize 

Genetics Cooperation le t ter  are hereby requested.

These should include anything that you think . . i l l  be 

of value to other maize geneticists. The deadline 

is January 15.

Seed stocks of many of the genes reported 

have never been sent to the Co*-op to be kept on f i l e  
for use by other cooperators. This winter a special 

e f fo r t  w i l l  be made to bring this collection up to 
date. Your prompt cooperation w i l l  be very much appre-

ciated

Sincerely yours,

Deraid Langham 
Secretary
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

March 23, 1937

To y[dii.zB Geneticists;

The information in this le t ter  was contributed by a number of 
individuals, and has been organised into the following divisions:

I. General news items.
I I .  Collective publication of linkages.

I I I .  Seed stocks grown in 193 -̂
IV. Seed stocks received for propagation in 1937*
V. List of genes not in Co-op.

VI. Tests of inbred strains for disease resistance.
Most of these reports are given almost verbatim but are not put 

in quotation marks because in numerous instances they have been some-
what condensed.

I • General  News Items

Maize Genetics Cooperation, Ithaca, N. Y. -
1. Backcross data show that Hadjinov’ s barren stalk (bax ) is 

allelomorphic to ba2-
2. Seed received from L. C. Raymond, Quebec, labelled "Sweet 

Brittle", produced plants with b r i t t le  stalks and. leaves. These 
plants differed from b r i t t le  stalk (bkx* Wiggans, unpub.) in that 
they were normal size, and greenhouse tests show that "Sweet Britt le "  
and bkx 300e n0-t a l le les.

3. Backcross data show that Hadjinov’ s branched silkless (bdx ) 
is allelomorphic to Kempton's bdx (chrom, 7)*

D. G« Langham

Cornell University ,  Ithaca, N. Y. -
1. Data sent by Anderson, with supplementary data of mine, show 

that j3r (chrom. 1) is to the le f t  of P, rather than between P and br 
as previously announced, and suggest that tS2 is to the right of P. 
The following table includes the available data from three-point
backcrosses:

genotype 0

p + br 2b2
+ Tl-5b +

p + br 195
+ Tl-5c +

+ + Tl-5b 178
sr P +

1 2 1 ,2

71
1 5 .^ 0

10s
z b . Ho

2S
6 . 2 $

60
I S . 1 $

5«
1 1 . % 19 „  5 . l 1o

S9
2 3 . 7 %

S8
23 • %

2 0
5-3 $

Total Author

bbs Anderson

332 Anderson

375 Anderson
+
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genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total Author

+ + Tl-5c 116 6k 36 lk 230 Anderson

S  P + 27.956 15.756 6.

+ + Tl-9a 80 21 39 6 Anderson
sr P + 50 17 lk 1 Ernerson

130 32 _ 53 7 22g
16.756 23.3% 3.156

+ + Tl~9c 97 2k 5 3 129 Emerson
sr r + 18.6% 3.956 2.356

P ts.2....+ _ 97 1 IS 0 116 Emerson
+ + Tl-9o 0.9% 15.556
P + Tl-10b 232 3 kl 0 276 Emerson
+ tSg +
p t s 2 + 169 2 29 0 200 Emerson
r  + Tl-10b 1)01 5 70 0 '476

i.rfb i 4.756

There is some question about the locus of what is; here designated
Tl-10b. I f  i t is between P and br as previously announced, then ts9
must be to the right of P. I t  is certain that sr is to the le f t  o f1-
P, thus adding about 25 units to the length of the known linkage map
of chrom. 1 and making i t  now approximately 150 units.

R. A. Emerson

2. Piebald (pbx), found in Emerson ' s cultures, seedlings and
plants with large, indefinite patches of white and yellow. Classifi-
cation good, v iab i l i ty fa ir .  Chrom. 6. Linkage data from F2 crosses
Genes Phase XY _Xy xY xy Total % recomb.

h  CS 50 ^0 122 61k 15.5
PI Pbx CS 239 lk 29 3^ 316 16.5

These data indicate that pbx is located between Y-, and 
PI in chrom. 6.

G. A. Lebedeff

3* I have just returned from Canal Point, Florida, where two 
weeks were spent in the examination of corn sporocyte material. A 
brief statement about the winter planting of corn in Florida, ar-
ranged for and supervised by Dr. Jenkins, may be of some general 
interest. It  was an unusually warm winter down there. Corn planted 
at Canal Point from October 25 to 2S began shedding pollen in late 
December and Mr. Garrison had finished making most of the crosses in 
this material by January 20, some 2 or 3 weeks ahead of last year.
A later planting on November 2k was beginning to reach the sporocyte 
stage January 10, and an abundant supply of sporocyte material equal 
in quality to that obtained during the summer here at Ithaca was
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a v a i l a b l e  during the following two weeks. Tassels were beginning to 
show in this planting on January 25.

The location at Canal Point is well-protected from frosts, the 
soil is well-adapted to corn, and corn smut which often does so much 
damage, especially to plants from which sporocyte samples are taken, 
seoms to be entirely absent from that region. Birds, the ear worm, 
sugar cane borer, and other pests caused considerable damage this 
year, but i t  looked to me as i f  i t  should be possible to get at least 
a reasonably good winter crop down there most every year. A stunted 
condition possibly due to a length of day effect was noted in some 
lines, but other lines looked about as good down there as they do at 
home here in the north.

H-. Studies on induced polyploidy and other genetic effects in-
duced by heat treatments were continued during the past year. My 
stocks of tetraploid corn looked much better last year than ever 
before in spite of the generally unfavorable weather conditions; 
good vigor, and a very sturdy growth habit characterized a number of 
lines which were also highly f e r t i l e  and in other respects looked 
very promising. Tetraploidy was induced in both the Durango and 
Florida types of annual teosinte. These experimentally induced 
tetraploids were entirely annual with no trace of the perennial 
habit which characterizes the tetraploid Euchlaena perennis from 
Mexico. One octoploid was also obtained and i t  wasn’ t perennial 
either, but was dwarfed and s ter i le  like the corn octoploids.

5 . Chemical analyses of the carotinoid content of tetraploid 
corn are under way in cooperation with Professor D» B. Hand, a bio-
chemist, with a growing interest in the chemical basis of heredity, 
preliminary results indicate that the meal from the tetraploid yel-
lows has appreciably more of the active provitamin A carotinoids, 
cryptoxanthin and beta carotin, than the comparable diploid yellows. 
The diploid yellows d i f fe r  widely in the amount of carotinoids pres-
ent in the meal, and from some unon-yellows" yellow pigment has been 
extracted. With what we now know about the genetics of yellow en-
dosperm from Perry and Sprague’ s recent paper and from the earlier 
work, and with the method which Professor Hand has perfected for 
separating chemically the various yellow pigments in corn meal, i t  
should be possible to find out something about the chemistry of gene 
action.

6 . Some progress was made last summer in the improvement of my 
multiple tester stocks with markers in each of the ten linkage 
groups. Stocks similar to those tested last year with one 01 more 
genes added are available for distribution in limited amounts.

L. F. Randolph

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment S ta . , New Haven, -Conn. -
1. The character previously l is ted  as threaded fth) has been 

found to be allelomorphic to striate (sr ) .  An Fp population segre-
gating for f  1 , bmp, and sir gave a recombination per cent of 25 for 
bmp and sr, 25*5 for sr and tSp. The recombination percentage for 
sr and f-̂  was 59; or no linkage. This seems puzzling since tBg and 
bmp are 12$ units apart. However, the population was small consist-
ing of but 59 plants.
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2. Trisomic stocks with chrom., 4- as the extra chrom. are avail-
able-

3- Unreported linkage of 02 and raq , and g l x and i j :
Genes

°2 Ral

Phase XY x^_ xY xy Total No. %

RB 116 597 55*4 109 1376 225 16

o2 Rai CB 127 15 15 112 269 30 11

O p  Crl]_ RS 31*43 1595 1*487 64- 629*4 20

O p  I j RS *405 169 18*4 30 37

°2 V5
RS 753 353 328 13 1*452 20*

* These plants were grown in a warm greenhouse and hence the 
classification for w  was d i f f icu l t .  A ll questionable plants were 
c la s s i f ie d  as v^. This per cent is probably not re liable .

4-. A three-point test involving o g l ^ , and i j  gave the follow-
ing counts:

F1 genotype

Op + +
+ g l i  i j

0

Wy 513 
930

1 2 I_j2

115 150 9*4- 123 28 23
265 2X7 51
17-5% 1*4.3 $ 3.4#

Total

1513

The recombination percentages of o- and ra^ (repulsion phase), 
also 0o and gl^ indicate that 02 is to the le f t  of yq and within 2 
or 3 units of Vq. The percentages between o2 and pj^indicate that o2 
is 2 or 3 units to the right of v  ̂.

Stock of 02 is available.
5 . By wrapping developing ears of the composition of A B pi with 

different colored cellophane we found that the sun-red color w il l  not 
develop when a l l  but( red light is excluded, Science 27, Vol. &4-, No* 
21S7, pages 4-S& and 4-£>9» More selective f i l t e r s  have been obtained 
and we w il l  try to locate defin ite ly  in 1937 the wave lengths of 
light responsible for the production of the sun-red pigment.

W. R. Singleton

6. Paired mosaics (twin spots) have been found to involve C, C~, 
Pr, P, Wx and some unknown aleurone color modifiers. Wx twin spots 
are very faint and show only in certain material with light iodine 
staining. The evidence indicates that some unpaired spots start as 
paired mosaics but one or the other altered ce l l  is non-viable or 
fails to produce tissue that reaches the surface. Unpaired c mosaic 
areas are usually larger and more numerous than twin spots involving 
the same gene in the same seeds. Many of these unpaired spots prob-
ably do not start as twin spots.

In C Wx heterozygous seeds both genes go together in about 60% 
of both twin spots and single spots and G alone in about 4-0$>. A 
shift of Wx without C has not been observed. The dark part of a C 
Wx twin spot may also show a further change to colorless, normal or
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still darker ce lls .  In some cases these are twin spots within twin 
s p o t s .  Wx may shift with 0 the f i r s t  time and not the second, or 
neither or both times.

Obviously these results can not a l l  be accounted for by muta-
tion, non-disjunction or deletion. Some kind of interchange between 
homologous or non-homologous chromosomes is indicated. Proof of an 
exchange between the C and Pr chromosomes is at hand in white and 
red paired mosaics in heterozygous 0 Pr seeds. Such mosaics are 
rare. Chromosomal aberration does not seem to be adequate to ac-
count for the frequent twin spots in which the two parts are equal 
in size and outline and crossing-over, between homologous chromosomes 
as shown by Stern for Drosophila (GENETICS 21:625- 730) seems probable.

Proof of somatic crossing-over in plants w i l l  have to await fur-
ther evidence. It may be found in 2N tissue where dominant linked 
genes are contributed from each parent. The 3N endosperm mosaics are 
not satisfactory for this purpose.

Translocation stocks having either Su or Pr with C and Wx are 
desired. Seed w il l  be appreciated i f  such stocks are available.

Aleurone and endosperm mosaics vary in frequency in different 
families from none in a thousand seeds to thousands of mosaics on a 
single seed. They are easily seen with a low power binocular micro-
scope. A Bausch and Lornb BKT5 microscope with a revolving drum and 
.7 , 1 and 2x objectives and lCx eyepieces has been found convenient. 
The light is also important. In addition to the well-known plain 
cpots and the twin spots that are frequent in some families, large 
cells, giant cells , depressions and outgrowths are easily seen. The 
growth changes may accompany color and other known gene changes and 
clearly result from somatic segregation. Depressions and outgrowths- 
are sometimes paired, alone or with color changes. Somatic segrega-
tion has an important bearing on the cancer problem and any evidence 
should be put on record.

D. F. Jones

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Ca l i f . -
1. Chromosome I.  Striate~Ts r ) seems to be definite ly to the l e f t  

of P, making the order sr-P-br-bm^. One interchange seems to be 
about 2 units s t i l l  further to the le f t .

2. Chromosome 2. Backcrosses involving Ch and a long inversion 
in chrom. 2 gave 136 recombinations out of a total of *Ui-7, or a re-
combination percentage of 30.4-.

3. Chromosome 3* Three interchanges show close linkage with di .
The data are:

$ recombination Number of
with d1 backcross

n - 3d 0 109
T2-3c O.S 602
T3-7b 0 A *162

h . Chromosome *f. Most interchanges show l i t t l e  crossing—over 
with su- .̂ Of those tested the following are furthest away:
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fo r e c o m b i n a t i o n N u m b e r o f  B . C .  p l a n t s

T l~ 4a 0 w i t h T s r  
1! 0

359
6 b 1 . 5  " 3 2 0

T2-4d 0 . 2  » T u 5 0 0
Beyond g ig  

T?-4b 1 6 . 7 u it 2 1 5
T?-4b 1 5 . 0  "

g l 3n j
79

Tip-9b

5 . C h ro m o s o m e

2 2 . 0  »

8 .

5 5 *

T $ -10a 2 5 - 0  "
T8-10b 4-0.0 " ii-1-

D i s t a n c e N u m b e r o f  Ms
O r d e r f r o m  m sg p l a n t s  i n  B . C .

3 -8 a. T - m s g - j , 7 139
y  8b it°  a 33 1 8 2
4-8 M 3 4 l i 4
5-8 ( u n c e r t a i n ) 0 .4 276
6-8 T - m S g - O i 5 1 1 5
g-9b H0  M 27 95
g - iO c tl 27 71

(Distance between msg and about 10 units in a l l  these
' tests ;--------data varies from 8.1 to 10.9)*

E. 0. Anderson

Iowa State College, Ames, I owa - 
1. Chromosome 1.

Genes Phase _XY_ .XX. xY XY_ .Total No. djc

Tŝ  Gs1 CB 12s 37 46 113 324 83 25.6

2. Chromosome 10.

Og R RB 55 193 17s 62 488 117 24.0

F't genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total

0g_+ +
+ l i  gx

2*6 225 
491

3 1 3 3
64

10. %

21 34 

g . %

2 6 
8

l . %

618

Og + r
+ ex +

6g 77 
145

17 25
42

18 •

10 21 
31

13.5#

5 7
12
5 .2$

230

3- Chromosome 4. Order of three linked genes is established by 
Fp data of small magnitude as; la-sup-w]|.

E. W. Lindstrom

4. Further studies with plants hyperploid for the short arm of 
chrorn. 5 show that secondary trisornes, involving the fragment chrom.,
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?re found in the progeny 
behavior of the fragment

TffQft-gLf of f s Pr ing in #

of hyperploid individuals, 
of hyperploid plants is as 

Fragment plant 
as female____

The breeding 
f  ollows:

Fragment plant 
as male

2U + fragment 
Secondary t r i  somes

9^-9fo
0.61a
0 .5*0

The above data show that the fragment chrom. is readily trans- 
miss able through the female side but only rarely do male gametophytss 
hyperploid for the fragment ohrom. function. The frequency of sec-
ondaries, however, through the male side is as great, at least, as 
through the female side. Pollen from secondary trisomes gave only 
disomic offspring in the limited backcross tests made which indicates 
that pollen hyperplid for the "secondary’1 chrom. can not successfully 
compete with haploid grains. Among the questions to be answered are 
(l) How do the secondaries arise and (2) Ho?; do those male garneto- 
phytes from fragment plants which bring in the "secondary” chrom. 
manage to successfully compete with haploid pollen when pollen hyper- 
pj.oid for the fragment chrom. is rarely successful.

5. Hayes recently reported a new virescent linked with jq and 
therefore belonging in chrom. 8 . This virescent was designated V£q. 
Trisomic tests showed that vqg was in chrom. 8. Grosses made be-
tween Vqg and v show them to be a l le l ic .

6. v  ̂ is linked with an endosperm color gene with k-J$ recom-
bination as shown by the following data:

_XY Xy xY xy Total ^ recomb.

816 2^1 226 108 1391 kj

Tests are in progress to see whether Vq^ is  in chrom. 2 or 6.
7. A new viable pale green is in chrom. 9 on the basis of t r i -

somic tests.
8. F  ̂ linkage data places ws  ̂ ten units to the le f t  of lgq .

The locus of l g q  has been shown by  FlcClintock to be near the end of 
the short arm of chrom. 2, so ws-z must occupy a nearly terminal 
position in this arm.

9. A second occurrence of a chrom. fragment consisting of the 
short arm of chrom. 5 was found among the progeny of a disomic plant. 
This fragment is apparently identical with the one mentioned in"item
k.

10. A new annual form of teosinte, resembling the Durango 
variety, was crossed by sh-wx maize. Five Fq plants had approxi-
mately normal amounts of crossing-over in the sh-wx region while one 
Fq plant showed no recombinations in this interval. The Fq ears had 
$—10 rows of seeds as contrasted with the usual Crowed ears found 
for Fq hybrids of the other annual forms of Euchlaena. No segrega-
tion into types occurred when selfed and sibbed seed of the pure 
Euchlaena was grown. No admixture with maize was evident as the 
tassels had no main spikelet.
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g,

11. Small pollen (sp2) and lg are probably between _g1 and l i  

with the order li~sp2- lg -g1-R. Plants trisomic for chrorn 10. and 

having the constitution Spp Sp2 sp2 had about 20$ small pollen (sp2) 

and about £0$ normal pollen. This'indicates that n+1 pollen of Sp2 

sp0 constitution is of normal size and that sp2 is recessive to Spn 

ir/’such garnetophytes.
12. More data have been obtained on the dosage relation of Dt

and a-j_. Three levels of dosage for ai show a linear effect while 
increasing the dosage of the Dt gene, as shown by three dosage levels 
re su lts  in a non-linear e ffect.  The genes Dt and a-, interact to pro-
duce the dotted aleurone character. 11—1 Linkage data for chrorn. 2.

Jgenes Phase _XY xY xy Total $ recomb

Lei Ws3 RS 480 252 253 3 10
Crip WS 4 RS 231 100 85 9 445 32
Lgi AI RS 361 161 183 0 705 0
Glp Al RS 128 66 50 2 246 19

l4. Linkage data for chrorn. 10.

R Lg *CS 1368 179 702 57^ 2824 12>
* + Spo + CB 529 130 39 824 1524

ei + 11 is
+ 1$ + CB 657 33 48 314 341 1393

+ l i

* (could not classify for sp2 because of drouth and heat damage). 

Previous data have shown about 3$ recombination for sp2 and lg, and 

sp2 i °  be fa ir ly  close to g-j_. These facts together with the above 

data indicate the order is l i - sp 2~lg-g^.
M. M. Rhoades

13* Linkage data for chrorn. 10.

genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total

RP + r
+ gx + 

*

179 161 
340

109 l l4
223

34.2$

31 30 
61

9.3 $

16 13
29

4 . 4 order

653

is Rp-g

Rp_ + +
+ l i  gi

223 , 90
24. %

40
10.9$

13
3.6$ order

36*
is Rp-1:

* (seedlings inoculated in f la ts  and only resistant individuals 
transplanted to f ie ld ,  to prevent spreading the rust to other cul-
tures ) .

- - - es- Lk&s® _JCY Xy xY xy Total *$> recomb.

Hp d7 r s 409 127 133 4-1 710 50
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Singleton reported 35$ recombination between Dy-Ĝ  and 27$ between 
p -r . This suggests the order is G- -̂R-Dy, but might be different. 
However, i f  Dy fa l ls  to the l e f t  of R i t  should show fa i r ly  strong 
linkage with Rp, but i t  does not. Therefore the order in chrom. 10
is:

Rp l i  gi R d7
0 20 01!

V. H. Rhoades

16. The following data were obtained from three-point tests 
involving gly , i j ,  and bdy:

Fi genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total

+ + bd
eh  +

344 271 
6x5

37 26 
63

5 H

255 19s
453

38.84

IS IS 

3 -lfc

1167

1/. Data were obtained on a dominant or part ia l ly  dominant char-
acter which we have been calling knotted leaf and designating by the 
symbol Kn kn. A fu l l  description has not been published. Superfi-
cial observations indicate a more rapid growth of the vascular tissue, 
resulting in a kinking or knotting of the veins. Plants known to be 
heterozygous for this character usually make normal growth with only 
an occasional knot on the leaf blade and a slight knotting of the 
leaf sheath. Other plants proven to be homozygous were so badly 
knotted that the tassels could not make their appearance without 
assistance.

Backcross data were obtained in 1933 on 531 plants and in 1936 
on 252 plants involving the genes f , tsg, and Kn. The combined data 
for the two years are as follows:

F-j genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total

+ + Kn
tS2 f l  +

171 125 101 161 
296 262 

33-5$

94 31 
125 
16.0$

29 71 
100 
12. H

7S3

A marked deficiency of plants in 1933 made interpretation of 
the data doubtful. The results in 1936, however, were very similar 
to those in 1933,

Backcross stocks involving the genes for br, f 1? bm2, and Kn 
were obtained this year for classification in 1937.

A. A# Bryan

University of Missour i ,  Columbia, Missouri -
!• Gig and g i g have become mixed some time in the past and the 

stocks of gig which have been distributed are g ig . An ultra-vio let 
induced glossy is tentatively assigned the symbol g i g .
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The linkage relations of g ig  are l is ted  below:

Genes Phas e _XY xY xy Total recomb.

Qt Orl A RS 339 175 77 1 592 10.0
pr Crl6 RS 305 169 16k C 63g S.5 ( i f  1 xy)
Vp2 ^6 RS ikB 74- 93 1 316 10.5

2. 01]_q (not the one reported by Emerson) is in the 9th linkage 
group. A small F̂  repulsion gave no double recessives with wx.

3 . Intercrosses were made between 16> newly-acquired glossies
and glossies 1-10 inclusive. Due to the unfavorable season, seed was 
not obtained from many of the crosses. However, crosses were com-
plete enough to suggest that this group included some new glossies.

4-. Intercrosses have been made between Had.jinov’ s and the 
writer ’ s glossies. The following identities have been established:
h g ij  = sii).; h g i 10 = s i y ,  H £15 = a lio ; H file = file (see News Letter
of March g  193'=’ , page 3) • His stock designated Gig g ig  did not 
segregate and his stock g in has been le tha l  under conditions at 
Columbia.

5 . Seed has been sent of a new dominant character tentatively 
designated ’’vestig ia l glume” with symbol Yg. In the presence of the 
dominant a l le le  Vg there is almost complete suppression of glumes in 
both the staminate and p is t i l la te  inflorescence.

G. F. Sprague

6. The following l i s t  of mutants is submitted as a sample of 
the types of mutant observed following treatment of pollen with 
ultra-violet radiation. The l i s t  includes the seed and seedling 
character mutations observed in experiments recently reported (Proc. 
Nat. Acad. Sci. 22:572-57&) in which unfiltered radiation from a 
commercial quartz mercury vapor arc was used. Similar mutants have 
been observed in later experiments.

Many of the mutants l is ted  are of l i t t l e  value for general 
genetic purposes, because of lethality  or low v iab il ity ,^or in a few 
cases, because of overlapping the normal type. In (2), (15 ), and 
(33) the parent Fn plant had defective pollen, but the mutant ap-
peared to be unrelated to the factor causing the pollen defect. In 
all other cases the parent Fj plant had normal pollen so far as 
could be determined by pollen examination. I t  is possible that 
pong the mutant seed characters reported there may be included 
instances of small seed due to heterozygous deficiencies not mani-
fested by defective pollen development/ Tests against this possi-
b il ity  have not yet been completed.

Mutant
Description 

(seedling character) Notes

a ) red leaf dark to faint red colora-
tion in seedling leaves

virescent some seedlings virescent
yellow-green-a yellow green, others near

white

not distinct on ma-
ture plants
possibly two separate 
mutants; may be asso-
ciated with small seed
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/■z'j glossy-a glossy seedling with possi-
bly some normal overlap

( 1+ )  yellow green-a clear yellow green, later
develops necrotic areas and 
dies

(p;) virescent nearly pure yellow at
yellow green-b emergence; turns green

(6) rolled early seedling leaves
tightly  ro lled and 
adherent

(7) dwarf dwarf seedling and plant

(3) corrugated leaves narrow with well
marked corrugation

(9) virescent nearly pure yellow on emer-
yellow green-c gence, gradually turns a

greenish yello?/

(10) speckled seedling leaves prominently
speckled and semi-dwarf

(11) yellow 
green-b

seedlings distinct yellow 
green; do not green up in 
seedling stage

(12) glossy-b clear glossy

(13) virescent 
yellow

seedlings appear luteus 
with slight greening

(1*1) yellov/ 
green-c

segregates for yellow green 
and white seedlings

(15) white tip seedling leaves have a dis-
tinct white tip; present 
also on some ma.ture plants

occurred with a small 
seed, unlinked

probably a usable 
mutant

many die but a few 
survive to produce 
normal mature plants

not induced; possibly 
a recurrence of dwarf 
3; closely linked 
with wx

occurred with aleurone 
spot; original materi-
al showed complete 
association with aleu-
rone spot

probably a usable 
mutant

may be viable

indication of linkage 
with pr; tentatively 
designated as gig

lethal

occurred with a germ-
less, unlinked

occurred with an un-
associated pollen 
segregation
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(16) germless-a

(17) small-a

(1$) small-b

(19) aborted

l/S-l/k  normal size

1/10-3A normal size; very 
irregular shape

very small and poorly 
developed

(20) small-c clear separation, approxi-
mately 25^ recessive type

(21) small~d seeds normal in height and
width, reduced in thickness

(22) miniature-a seeds reduced in size and
characteristically scarred

(23) miniature-b variable in size with prob-
able normal overlap

(21!) miniature-c seed size reduced but with
probable normal overlap

(25) aleurone spot aleurone layer absent in
scattered areas over the 
seed

(26) small-e seeds normal width and l/H-
~3/^ normal height and 
thickness

(27) germless-b seeds normal in size

(28) miniature-d seeds about 1/2 normal
size, some normal overlap

(29) small-f seed reduced in size

(30) gnarled seeds small and variously
mis-shapen

(31) shriveled seeds poorly developed and
shriveled

deficiency of small 
seeds

occurred with a vires- 
cent yellow green, 
unlinked

a l l  aborted seeds are 
germless, but some 
normal size germless 
seeds present

many small seeds are 
germless

occurred with a glossy 
seedling, unlinked

occurred in check, 
not induced

occurred with seedling 
character corrugated

only slight deficiency 
of small

marked deficiency of 
germless seeds

a l l  miniature seeds 
are germless

small seeds are germ-
less

shriveled are also 
germless
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(32) rrdniature-e seeds l/2~3/  ̂ normal size small seeds not germ- 
apparent ly clear separation less

(33) miniature-f 

(3I )  gerrnless~b 

(35) scar

seeds reduced in size

seeds nearly normal size

scarred seeds range from 
I /8  to normal size

not germless

(36) miniature-g seeds 1/&-1/2 normal thick-
ness and 3/4 height and 
width

(37) germless-c many seed also scar occurred with vires- 
cent yellow and white 
seedlings, unlinked

Further information regarding these mutants w il l  be included in 
a research bulletin of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station.

C. F. Sprague and L. J. Stadler.

Agricultural _Experirnent Station, College Station, Texas -
1. Several years ago we reported a new type of sugary, "amyla-

ceous sugary," the inheritance of which depends upon two factors, one
amof which, su— , is allelomorphic to su^, the other du being located 

in chromosome 10. The genotype suj- su?-- Du Du is indistinguishable 
from pure starchy, while the genotype sujp suy- du du is a good 
sugary though not as wrinkled and translucent as ordinary sugary. 
Since the presence of the du gene in homozygous condition can con-
vert suip suip from starchy to sugary, i t  occurred to us that this
same gene might have a similar effect on ordinary sugary, sû  SU]_,
converting i t  to a "super sugary." Chemical analyses of ordinary 
sugary, sû  su-, Du Du and "super sugary," sû  sû  du du, have been
made which confirm this assumption. The former has ^8.7 per cent 
total sugars, the latter 62.6 per cent. Several commercial sweet 
corn varieties are now being converted to "super sugary" by intro-
ducing the du gene through repeated backcrossing to determine whether 
this gene w il l  have any value in practical sweet corn breeding.

2. In a stock derived from a cross of Tripsacurn and Zea, com-
prising 20 Zea and 1 Tripsacurn chromosomes, the extra Tripsacurn 
chromosome carries the allelomorph of the sugary gene. This chromo-
some shows regular, though not complete pairing with the f i r s t  chrom-
osome of Zea and not with fourth on which the sugary^ gene is located 
in Zea.

3. Tripsacurn is apparently homozygous for the A factor. Its 
composition with regard to the C, R, and Pr factors is being deter-
mined.
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4-. Corn seedlings l e f t  in refrigerator for brief periods showed 
frequent islands of tetraploid tissue in root tips. Treatment of 
ears with dry ice soon after pollination has not produced any tetra-
ploid plants.

5 . A new gene for premature germination, or vivipary, is linked 
with sup. A new gene which causes a peculiar mottling of the endos-
perm appears to be a usable endosperm character. Linkage tests are 
being made.

6. Observations for several years have indicated that 3 factor 
causes plants to bloom earlier. Extensive data this season on date 
of anthesis in B and b plants from same segregating progenies show 
no significant difference.

7 . A study has been in progress for several years to determine 
whether the marked differences between Suchlaena and Zea are genic 
and whether the genes which differentiate the two genera can be lo-
cated on definite chromosomes. Four chromosomes have been studied, 
using marker genes from corn, and i t  has been found that the V-Pl 
genes are de f in ite ly  linked with genes for number of tassel branches 
3-lgp genes are linked with genes for height of stalk, number of 
t i l lers , number of leaves, number of ears, and number of tassel 
branches. Waxy gene is linked with genes for number of t i l l e r s ,  
number of leaves, and number of ovules per ea.r. supTu genes are 
linked with genes for height of stalk, number of leaves, number of 
ears, number of tassel branches, length of es.r, number of rows of 
ovules and number of ovules. So far as the results go they indicate 
that the genes which differentiate Zea and Euchlaena are scattered 
at random over a ll  the chromosomes.

P. C. Mangelsdorf and R. G. Reeves

Univers i t y o f _Wisconsin, Uadison, Wisconsin -
1. Linkage data on Chrom. J:

Genes Phase XY Xy xY M. Total re comb

g2~d1 RS Ski 85 13 4-23 38
Rg-Ra2 CB 61 I t 4-1 77 197 30
Severe drought injury made accurate classification of cr and im-
possible. The g2-dp results, however, indicate that go may be in 
chrom. 3 »

Genes % recombination
A -  Lg2 39 '

ap__ lg£  + (X) A -  Ra2 4-5
+ + ra2 Lg2-Ra2 5^

The data of these two tables (together with earlier findings) 
indicate that the ra2 locus is in the neighborhood of dp, probably 
between dp and cr.

R. A. Brink
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University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W, Va. - 
"-----1 . Linkage data on Chromosome 2:

Genes Phase XY XI xY

Alr-B CB 30 15 15 u
RB 50 127 n s 57

2. Linkage test with sup:

re comb.

F-j genotype 0 1 2 1,2

+ pi + 
yx + su2

189 163 
352

64- 52 
116 

2 2 .

11 22
3 3 .

s .%

k 2 
6

1.2 #
(separation of Yp-y^ poor, especiall}^ in sû  class)

C. R. Burnham

Total

507

Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, D.C. -
1. Recent morphological studies of the chromosomes of strains 

of Indian corn and of teosintes from the experiment station at 
Chapingo near Mexico City have shown several strains in which 
chromosome 10 is abnormal. This chromosome has a piece attached to 
the end of the long arm about the length of its  short arm. This 
piece is much knobbed and at present nothing definite can be said 
concerning its  origin.

A small quantity of both corn and teosinte seed carrying this 
abnormality are available for distribution.

A. E. Longley

2. In connection with making the corrections in the linkage 
summary pointed out on page 3 of the March 4 Maize Genetics Letter, 
I note on page 3̂ that wq is l is ted  as reported by Bernerec 1923B.
I assume that this should be changed to Lindstrom as on page 25.

F. D. Richey

1I ‘ Col l ective Publication of Linkages

Some of the linkage data presented in this News Letter would 
seem suitable material for a general linkage paper to be published, 
(see News Letters of March 6 and November 30, 1935 > and March ty-, 
1936).

I f  the authors of these data w il l  signify their desire to have 
it published as presented in this News Letter or w il l  rewrite i t  in 
the form they prefer, we w il l  attempt to make arrangements for hav-
ing i t  published this summer. I f  others of you with similar data 
will send i t  to the Co-op. not later than April 10, we shall be glad 
to include i t  in this publication.

In the News Letter of March 4, 1935, Dr. Emerson gave some very 
t good suggestions regarding the manner of arranging the linkage data: 

"Manuscripts should be typed and ready for publication without 
change. When new genes are involved, a short, concise description 
of the characters differentiated by them might well be included.
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Well-known genes should not require such treatment. Tables should 
be presented in summary form. Different cultures involving the same 
kind of data should not be l is ted  separately unless that is essential 
in order to demonstrate significant differences between them. Of 
course F2 an<̂  beickcross data for coupling and repulsion must be 
entered separately in the tables. A single frequency distribution 
rilay often be displayed in the text to better advantage than in a 
table. Tables of data should be accompanied by such discussion only 
as is essential to make clear any points not obvious from an examin-
ation of the tabular data themselves, or as is necessary to indicate 
the relation of the unreported observations to other linkage tests, 
etc. The tabular arrangement and headings used in the Linkage Sum-
mary are convenient and I, naturally, think them good. No limit can 
be set now to the length of the individual contributions, but, unless 
a very considerable amount of data are presented, individual papers 
might well be kept to not over one or two pages of printed matter, 
and i t  is my hope that some may be not more than half that long".

I I I .  Seed Stocks JGrowrr, 1936

Inbred strains. Selfed or sibbed ears of a l l  the inbred strains in
disease resistance test.
suq glj$ Yq lâ lpa. (a l l e l  to lap)

r Prq mr (mottled aleurone-Horovitz) may seg. gq

Homo. A-j C R btq bv prq

Homo. Aq C R a? b t q  bv prq seg. v2

Homo. A-j C R A2 btq bv pr^

Inbred line of supergold pop corn (Jenkins) 

seg. cultures of y^ y^ It  It  x Yg i t  i t  

y;+ y  ̂ I t  I t  ax c r prx i 

Trisomics 3> and 6

Sweet Britt le (L n
• \S • Raymond)

seg. cultures of l g q gs2 b X I g l gs2 b  v^

it tt it yt X aq na ts

11 it it â  Dt x al lg 2 B PI

11 m it a2 X V p prl bniq A 0 R

it tt it
R g i nil X zb^
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aUj au2 sh da aup aup sh

a-j_ na ts^ Dt glp wx

TP gj-l ral  v5i/' al  ^ 2  Dt

ar wx gp ^1® D1

hf bm̂

Kn gi

gi5

vx (Wiggans) f r l  f r 2 g i i  iJ ^

p tsp br fp bm̂ yg2

lgl g l2 b vlp l g l  g l 2  3 VJ,

A1P1 sm seg b i l  msg X jp Msg/msg

gU x yg2 c sh wx 

No germination:

<17 gx X gig

r l  zb5

A-jC r sh wx yp prp Su/sup x dx

SUp

Yip Yip i t  i t  

Too JL ate:

y&3

vai

gl33a (= g l2>

seg. l g ^  ms

a f3lpa (= a r is t i fo l ia )

sn (= siamensis)

gl^P, (amargo corn) 10 pkges. of seed from Australia

(Note: this seed from Australia is of various inbred strains, devel-
oped at Queensland Agricultural High School and College, which show 
seedling characters such as f ine-stripe and virescent. These char-
acters ought to be studied in a region with a longer growing season 
than at Ithaca. A small amount of this seed is available for d istr i 
bution.)
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lg.

IV. Seed Stocks Received for Pro pap; at ion in 1937

1. A. A. Bryan, Arnes, Iowa:-
br bm2 kn x + +__+__ Kn

br fp bm2 +

+__ bd x glp i j  bd
g l l ' i j  +

2. R. A. Brink, Madison, Wisconsin:- 
Ap lg2 x Ap lg 2 ts^ d1

al ^2  ra2

ax lgg di x Ap lg2 dp tS[|_

}. G. F. Sprague, Columbia, Missouri:-
b gfg Ig i

Vg x vg
vg

1, J. Shafer, Pasadena, California:- 
(inbred x sb)#
(sb x A b pi Ypy[_ su2)#
yl  su2

5. A. E. Longley, Washington, D.C.:-
Indian maize carrying an extra piece attached to chrom. 10. 
Teosinte (Tecubaya) carrying an abnormality similar to that 
found in the Indian maize stock.

6. J. H. Kempton, Washington, D.C.:- 
Teosinte from Mexico-

Novocayan, from the hacienda of that name near Durango City 
(from the same place as the original Durango seed).
Nobogame, from the town of that name in Southwestern Chihuahua. 
Represents the farthest north for teosinte.
Trampas, from near northern border of Durango.

7. G. A. Lebedeff, Ithaca, New York;-
pbx wx yp 
PI sm x pbx

8 . S. Horowitz, Buenos Aires, Argentina:-
a (dominant japonica) x ApC R sh wx B pi

9. R. G. Wiggans, Ithaca, N. Y . :-
Chlorophyll types -

Yellowish green seedlings 
Dark green 
Rather light green 
Medium to light green
Good foliage, leaves broad, excellent in general appearance 

Yellow stripe
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in R. A. Emerson, Ithaca,
+ g n  + (x)
SUi + 02

+ Tss sup (x)
wl + +

+ SUi e i 3 (x)
wl + +

+ Tem. sui (x)
la + SU-ĵ

11, C. A. Krug, Sao Paulo, 
Variety Numbers

41B-1B 
47-1 
03-1-4
96— 4—1
97- 1 
111- 2-3 
119-6 
12 9 -1-1 
134-2-1 
137-1-3
146-1 
14-9-2 
150- 1- l a  
156
164-2-1 
109 A 
242 
256 
254-1 
266-1 
267 
200-1

Amarello
I!
It

Crystal
it
11
it

Amarello
Crystal

11
Amarello

11
Crystal11
Negro
Morango
Amparo
Crystal
Amarello

tt
Hickory King (?) 
Crystal

N. Y.

Brazil
Characterist i c s

segregating mealy endosperm 
"brown pericarp" bp ? 
seg. dwarf plants 
seg. tassel seed 
"ragged" Rg ?
"oily spots" (blotched lea f)?  
branched ear (homozygous) 
striped leaves 
semi-dwarfs
seg. zebra seedling leaves 
semi-dwarfs (homozygous) 
"rolled leaves" ro ? 
seg. defective endosperm 
"rolled leaves" ro? (homo.) 
colored pericarp and aleurone 
variegated pericarp 
seg. defective andos. sh ? 
brevets in the tassel 
male s te r i l i t y  
zebra-striped leaves (homo.) 
defective cob Rwp, Rw? (?) 
"crinkly" cr ? (homo.)

Ratios

(3 : l )  
(3 : l ) ?  
(3 : l )  
(3 : 1)? 
3 : 1

3 : 1 

3 : 1

3 : 1

3 : 1 

3 : l

V. List of C-enes Not ir. Co-op

The genes that have been reported and are not in the Cooperative 
Collection are l isted below. I f  you have any of these genes in your 
seed stocks, w i l l  you kindly send us a few seeds so that we may get 
a stock for the Co-op? Your cooperation w il l  be greatly appreciated 
by a ll  who are interested in having available in a central repository 
a complete set of maize genetic seed stocks.

a3 e h o gm0

adp m 2 gn>3 gmij.

an 2 Hs d 15
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OJ 
1—1 ,o le Ip me

bn£ Md me mg

btj mi na2
°3

cb Og oy Pb2

C Tp pbj pcl~^ pg3~io

h Pil p i2 pm

d6 Pr2 ps Pu1
Da p ^ 2 raP rel_H

dePi ro HP rt

de^ sl~5 sa0c sc1

del - l 6 S°2
sf s0l

dl so2 su-̂ sy

dm th twi-3 vio
du

VH> 13,15,16,19 vax va2

f 2 VP3 wl4-10 wa

f 3 wŝ xnl , 2 Y2
fs yd yf ygi,3
go Yp ya2 Z '°1_lL

gel~ l5 z^ l ,2

VI. Test 8 of Inbred Strains for Disease Resistance

Last spring seed of f ive  inbreds furnished by Wiggans, one by 
Hayes, one by Kvakan, three by Bryan, and f ive  by Singleton were 
sent to eight cooperators in various parts of the United States. 
The severe drouth and heat in some areas made possible a good com-
parison of the inbred lines in regard to resistance to f ir ing .

The following tables and supplementary notes on the inbreds 
were received by the Co-op.:
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Ar 1 ington Experiment Fpj:m, Rosslyn, Virginia -

Line
Date

Silked

Total 
No .

Plants

No. 
Erect 
Plants

No. 
Smutted 
Plants Remarks

Co 206 7/30 27
Co 20S 7/26 34
Co 210 7/30 36
Co 211 7/26 33

Co 214 7/26 29
S2S3 7/30 14
I 234- g/10 29
Dr 2{6 A 8/10 30
ID ^56 A2 g/2 23
Kvakan 6991 7/30 9

Singleton C2 25
it C6 36
tt C13 39
f! C85 33It C78 34

3 0 Very l i t t l e  pollen
13 0 Good line

1 2
21 0 Pollen 5 or 6 days 

later than silks
1? 0
12 0
17 0
9 0

22 1 Very good line
2 0 Light green & spotted 

No good here
0 Too early. Entirely
2 unsuited to
2 Arlington
0 conditions
1

M. T. Jenkins

AmeSj_Iowa -
The season in Iowa was so unfavorable that observations must 

not be taken too seriously. Early lines were more affected by these 
conditions than the later lines. No attempt was made to hand- 
pollinate any ears. Under open-pollination the set of seed was fa ir  
on some lines and poor on others.

The season was good for testing smut resistance, the smut infec-
tion being about as heavy as in 1935- The following notes were made 
on the inbred lines:

C 206: Free from smut; no f ir ing  of leaves, tassels good, ear
shoots good but poorly f i l l e d ;  roots weak; plants about 5 * 
high; ears about 1-|- to 2 ’ high; not very promising.

C 208: Smutted ears on about 30$ of the plants; tassels good; one 
or two top leaves fired; plants erect; ear shoots good but 
not very well f i l l e d ;  tendency toward 2-eared condition 
and some multiple earing; rather promising stock except for 
the smutting of the ears.

C 210: One smutted plant in a total of J6 ; roots weak, badly 
lodged; not at a l l  promising.

C 211: No smutted plants; extremely early, very short plants; pro-
duced considerable seed; a useful stock.

C 211i:  No smut; roots very weak; unproductive; not promising.
S 283: No smut; early; lodging-resistant, at least until late in 

the season when a tendency toward stalk-breaking became 
apparent; produced a fa ir  amount of seed for the season; 
probably a useful line.

Kvakan 6991J About one-third of the plants had bud smut; stalks 
weak, broke badly; not promising.

I 23'i: Rather late compared to others in this group but also re l-
atively good; only two smutted plants in a total of 33 (bud 
smut); good set of seed; promising but possibly rather late 
for general use.
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Dr 276k: Two suckers with ear smut and one plant with stalk smut 
just below the ear; short, thick, w e l l - f i l l e d  ears; very 
weak roots; not especially promising.

WD 4-56A2: Four plants with small bud smut galls near the base of
the plant; no lodging; ears fa ir ly  w e l l - f i l l ed  with seed of 
excellent quality; poor pollen producer; re lat ive ly  late; 
an excellent line for Iowa conditions but probably too late 
for general use.

Sweet Corn Lines: All of these lines were so extremely early and 
made such poor growth under the prevailing conditions that 
fa ir  judgment can hardly be passed upon them. They were 
nearly or quite smut-free. Numbers C6, C13> C7&, and C&5 
had a fa ir  set of seed. They are not promising for our 
conditions.

A. A. Bryan

Columbia^ Missouri -

L in e F i r i n g  No t e s

Co 21 -̂ 
S 233 
Co 206

Co 203 
Co 210 
Co 211 
Kvakan 6991

Dr 276 A 
WD ^56 2A 
Bryan 23^

yellow green in color; no ear shoots 
tassels were blasted on 7/6; f i r s t  silk appeared 7/9 
wilted badly followed by f ir ing  and tassel blasting; 
tassels blasted 7/15
l i t t l e  f i r ing  but tassels blasted 7/15
l i t t l e  f ir ing  but tassels blasted 7/l§
upper leaves fired; tassels blasted 7/9
very slender stalk; yellow green color; tassels blasted
7/9; f i r s t  silks 7/H
lower leaves f ired  7/17; pollen shed 7/17 
silked 7/13; a l l  tassels blasted by 7/17 
upper leaves f ired  7/15; f i r s t  silks 7/20

No 
None of

rust, bacterial blight or smut was noticed in these cultures, 
the strains produced ears.

G. F. Sprague
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Durham2.JOrth Carolina -

Approximate 
order of 

adaptability^ 
Group I (good)

Number of diseased 
observed Maturity

Miscellaneous
observations

Smut Rust
l,*Dr 276-A 0 0 late general appearance

2.*C0 200 0 13 ( 50$) med.
sturdy
Rust injury negligible

3_«s 2S3 0 0 med.
4, * WD "̂5 —̂ A2 
Group 2 ( fa i r )
5. Co 210

0 0 med. two plants runty

0 0 med. seg. small plants
6. Kvakan 6991 0 0 med.
7. 1 234 1(5$) 0 late

g.*C 72 1(3$) 0 med.
Group 3 (poor) 
(not in order)
c 05 1(5$) 0 med.-late Two "Fp hybrids'1 ruled

#Co 211 0 0 med.
out.
General appearance

Co 214- 0 0 med.
satisfactory 
Very few seeds on

Co 206 0 0 med.
open—pol. ears
Not much pollen; prob-

c 13 0 0 early
ably protandrous

C 2 0 0 med.
C 6 0 0 med.-early

* eight to 20 h ana-pollinations in each of these inbreds.
# a l l  pollination failures were of same date. This inbred may 

deserve better rating.
Conditions prevailing here last summer were in general too favorable 
to afford a rigorous test. The weather was consistently hot but 
rainfall was adeouate (for late plantings which included these in-
breds). No f ir ing , no lodging, and no bacterial blight was observed. 
The infrecuency of smut and rust infection in the inbred lines may 
not mean much, since my cultures generally suffered l i t t l e  from smut 
and rust.

T had occasion to use some of these inbreds in crosses and also 
made a lew se l f  and sib pollinations in eacn line. The rating as to 
adaptability is based largely on the results of these pollinations. 
The proportion of successful pollinations and the yield of grain 
resulting provided a basis for rating.

H. S. Perry
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Tt.haca, New York -

Inbred line Smut Rust Ears Maturity Plant Type

Co 206 Some ear smut 1 fa ir med. weak stalk
Co 206 Badly smutted 2 poor med. very desirable
Co 210 Moderate amt. 2 poor med. slender stalk
Co 211 Trace 1 good med. sturdy plants
Co 21̂ 0 2 good early sturdy plants
S 283 0 3 fa ir m ed. very weak

456-A2 Trace 1 good late re l .  sturdy
Dr. 276k 0 1 good late short, sturdy
I 23̂ Trace 1 good late re l.  sturdy
Kvakan 6991 Moderate amt. k v.poor med. lodged badly

(Rust :notes taken latter part of Sept. , rating is 1-5)
No bacterial blight and very l i t t l e  f ir ing .
Inbred Co 211 is the most desirable one of this group for

Ithaca. I t  excells in the favorable combination of suitable matur-
ity, resistance to smut, good plant type, good ears, and vigor. It  
did show some top f ir ing ,  however.

Co 20o has excellent plant type and proper maturity, but i t  has 
much tassel and ear smut. Bryan's inbreds Dr 276A, I 234, and W.D. 
5̂6a2 are eliminated only because of maturity. They are too late 

for Ithaca.
D. 0. Langham

Summary
A general summary of the above tables approaches impossibility, 

and may not be desirable, anyway, because certain inbreds are best 
adapted to certain loca l it ies .  We note, however, that inbreds WD 
5̂6- A2, Co 20S, Co 211, and S 2$3 met with the greatest approval 

and should be included in the test another year. Perhaps inbreds 
Dr 276A, 1234, Co 210, and Co 206 should also be tested further.

Several of the cooperators in this test of inbred lines for 
disease resistance have suggested that a uniform system of taking 
notes on the different inbreds be established. What is your opinion 
in the matter? I f  those of you who are interested w il l  send to the 
Co-op. the type of form that you prefer for this purpose, we w il l  
attempt to combine the best suggestions into one blank to be used in
1937.

Any of you who would l ike to conduct this test on disease re-
sistance in 1937 w il l  please notify us soon. I f  you have some in-
breds that are quite resistant to disease and have desirable plant 
type, we should l ike to include them in the test this year. There 
is, of course, a limit to the number of inbreds we can handle proper-
ly.

I/'

Secretary

IV
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

November 17, 1937

To Maize Geneticists
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’’The aetails of the method of hen:.;ling the 
material in the proposed collective public;.-tion of 
linkage studies in maize will, of course, have to 
be worked out cooperatively between the publisher 
and the Maize Genetics Cooperation. During the 
several years thet this idea of collective publica-
tion has been discussed among maize workers, the 
following plan has been formulate;. Each cooperator 
who has linkage data which he considers useful and 
of permanent value to other geneticists, shell write 
a short paper in the same manner as he would if he 
were to publish independently. Then each of these 
papers \ ill be sent to the Secretary of the Maize 
Genetics Cooperation, who will group then into one 
larger paper with an introduction, etc., and will 
serve as author of the collective paper. The- impor-
tant point is that each short paper T-ill bo an indi-
vidual and separate unit within this larger p:per, 
with the name and address of the author affixed to 
it. The Secretary of the Maize Genetics Cooperation 
shall be responsible for the organizetion and compo-
sition of the whole collective paper, but the respec-
tive authors of the ’unit papers’ shall be responsible 
for their data. This means that any citation from the 
collective publication must include the n me of the 
maize worker who furnished that particular data.”

Dr. Dunn has written:

”...... there is nothing in the policy of GENETICS
to interfere with publication of maize linkage data 
in the form you suggest. Our numbers early in the 
year arc likely to be the heaviest so May or July pub-
lication would fit our schedule best. Submission of 
the first paper in February would, be most convenient 
for us.”

It is suggested th; t you write your contribution to the 
News Letter first; then excerpt certain linkage data from it nd 
write separate prpera(s) to be included in the collective pub-
lication. The particul; r data which you select ror public' tion 
will appear in both the News Letter and the group public; tion. 
For further inform tion concerning the general form of a. linkage- 
paper, see the Co-op News Letter of March 4, 1936, p-ge 2; or 
March 23, 1937, page 15.

Sincerely yours,

D. G. Langham, 
•Secretary
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

January 22, 1938

To Maize Geneticists :-

A number of maize geneticists have already sent in 

their items for the annual Co-op News Letter * and many of 

you probably have your contributions in the mail new. The 

final date for the receipt of material for this 1938 Letter 

is January 31st.

In the circular letter of November 17, 1937, I dis-

cussed the proposed collective publication of linkage data 

in such detail that the cardinal points were apparently lost 

in the shuffle. In brief, the plan is that linkage papers, 

any one of which in itself would not be sufficient for sepa-

rate publication, will be sent to the Secretary of the Maize 

Genetics Cooperation who will group them in much the same 

manner as in BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS and send then to the Editor 

of GENETICS for publication. Each unit paper must be written 

as if it were to be published independently. No alterations 

or additions will be made by the Secretary of the Co-op.

In order to be included in this collective publica-

tion, your paper must be received by the Co-op not later 

than March 31, 1938.

Sincerely yours,

£>. A .

D. G. Langham
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A .  N E W  Y O R K

March 6, 1936

To Maize Geneticists

The material in this letter was obtained from many sources, 
and has been organized under the following heads:

I. General News Items*
II. Seed Stocks Grown in 1937-

III. Seed Stocks Received For Propagation in 1936•
IV, Miscellaneous Co-op Items.
V. Gene Index of all the Co-op letters.

VI. Chromosome Maps of Maize.
A. Regular map: few genes, loci fairly definite.
B. Working map: many genes, loci not well established. 

Most of the information in this letter is given as it was
received by the Co-op, but a few changes were made in some of the 
tables to conform to the accepted system of arrangement.

I* General News Items

University of Minnesota, St. Paul. Minn. -
1. Zebra seedling, zb) , has been located in chromosome 1 by 

the following studies. 4
Denes Phase XI xY IX Total Re comb.

Zb^ Br RS bb& 14-2 152 12 75^ 31.1

Zbll Fx RS 11-55 135 15s 9 757 28.0

Zb]| Bm^ RS 1+S7 103 li+h 23 757 1+6.0

Zbj| P CS 266 2^ 5 6b 359 6.9

Progeny of 1 ear indicated that the P parent was heterozygous
giving the following segregation

cs 63 30
t
t

2 2b 199 6.7

2. A culture of ra^ received from Dr. Brink at Wisconsin 
proves to be similar to "the one I have studied for many years. 
There is some variability in type of ear, some cultures showing 
rudimentary male flowers on the tips of some ears, irregularity 
of rows on the cob but no division of the cob as in r§i* Other 
cultures have a divided cob on the tip of the ear but a solid cob 
at the base, Ra^ can be separated from r§2 in the F2 of a cross.

H. K, Hayes
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3. Virescent seedling. A virescent seedling in Minn. #13 
corn was found to be linked with japonica and given the symbol vnj . 
ghoades (Co-op News Letter, March 23? 1537) has found y-^ and 

-be allelic after trisomic tests had placed ypg also in chrorno-
some 3. Further linkage data of ip ? wsg sind Vf6 are as follows:

genes Phase XY M xY M Total rfo Recomb,

h  vi6
RB S2 565 542 71 1260 12.1

J1 ?16 RS 35^ 11+9 154 4- 661 16.9

TC
COI-\ CS 4-6*1 39 23 135 661 9.5

Msg Vl6 RS 337 150 171 3 661 13.9

The order of the genes appears to - msg - vl6 •

4. Zebra striped. Eme rson et al list five cases of zebra
striping that have been reported. There are two types, one that 
is expressed in the seedling stage and which may completely dis-
appear in partly grown plants. The type reported here was obtain-
ed from an inbred line of Del Maiz sweet corn furnished by J. D. 
Barnard of the Minnesota Valley Canning Compaq'. The season in 
1936 was very hot and dry. Germination of sugary seeds was much- 
lower than normal. Zebra striping could not be classified until 
late summer when the weather was cooler. Classification was diffi-
cult in some cultures. The results given in the summary indicate
zb̂  is located in group 4-.

Genes Phase XY Xy xY *y Total °jo Re comb.

Zb. Tu CS 4-10 6*1 64- 90 62S 23.3

zb6 Ol, RS 326 l4g 135 19 62S 33.9

Tu GI3 RS 3114- 160 147 7 623 20.5

Zb^ Su^ CS 4-227 259 175 361 R022 13.3

The order of the genest appears to be Sup - zfe6 “ Tu - gl

H. K. Hayes and M. S. Chang

University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
1. Of the unknown glossies grown in 1937? tests were completed 

on one which was found to be different from the other ten and has 
been assigned the symbol glpp. This was an X-ray induced mutant.
One of the ultra-violet induced glossies proved upon test to be gl9. 
Tests on three others have not been completed.
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In a previous report it was stated that somewhere along the 
line pi5 and pig had been confused and the present stocks of these 
are identical. Since the symbol gig has been used in print for 
the glossy on the 5th chromosome, this designation has been re-
tained and a new glossy assigned the symbol gd.5.

2. Glossy 7 has been tested with j^ msg with no indication of 
linkage:

Genes Phase XY Xy xY xy Total Re comb.

ffly Jx CS 150 22 l|-0 9 230 bj,

Gly Msg CS 14-2 23 51 2 230 50

3. The inheritance of yellow endosperm color is more complex
than has been generally believed. Evidence is available for the 
presence of at least one gene in addition to Y^ and Y-, which is 
concerned with the presence or absence of yellow endosperm pigment. 
Ratios of 9:7, 15^1, 19 and others possibly more complex
have been obtained.

The yellow scutellum gene sy is able to produce its effect in 
the presence of y-^v^, but in the presence of other recessive whites 

the development of pigment (carotin) is completely suppressed. 
The factor or factors involved have not been completely identified.

G, F. Sprague

John Innes Horticultural Institution, London, England -
1. Experiments on the inheritance of quantitative characters 

commenced by Dr. Brieger were continued during the summers of 1936 
and 1937* The ultimate aim is to produce varieties of sweet corn 
which are early enough for the English climate and yet satisfactory 
in yield. In a comparison of Fp families and their parents it was 
found that the application of a pseudo-factorial method of analysis 
(Yates, 1936) is not warranted for field trials with maize. The 
efficiency of the experiment when treated as a 3 x 3 x 3 pseudo-
factorial arrangement was about 60$ of that when treated as a 
simple randomised block lay-out.

C. D. R. Dawson’

)

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, New Haven, Conn, -
1. The evidence so far obtained indicates that mosaics in 

maize are due to losses or rearrangements of chromosome fragments 
rather than to somatic crossing over as Stern finds for Drosephila. 
Paired mosaics involving different chromosomes have been found for 
nearly all of the easily identified endosperm characters. In seeds 
heterozygous for C and Pr the following results have been obtained:

White Spots

g^09
227

Red Spots

1061
29

Rod and White Paired Spots

37
l

Number
Ratio
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These figures indicate a more or less random exchange between the 
60 chromosome arms in this triploid tissue.

The secondary paired mosaics (twin spots within the dark part 
of primary twin spots) can not be accounted for by somatic crossing 
over but are understandable on the basis of translocation followed 
by further breaking at other places. Variegated waxy tissue in 
areas that have previously lost the C gene show an unstable condi-
tion that would not be expected from somatic crossing over. Similar 
variegation has been found involving C, Pr, and Su.

In seeds resulting from the pollination of C wx by c Wx light 
and dark aleurone twin spots were found indicating a shift of one 
C allele. If this resulted from an exchange of homologous segments 
the endosperm underlying the dark part of the twin spot should be 
waxy. In many such twin spots examined no waxy areas were found.

D. F. Jones

Agricultural Experiment Station, College Station, Texas -
1. The most important development in Texas during the past 

year is the discovery that the essential differences between Zea 
and Euchlaena are not due to numerous genes scattered at random 
over all the chromosomes as we first thought, but are due to four 
chromosome segments which are transmitted in inheritance in almost 
the same manner as single genes. The fact that these segments all 
carry genes similar to those possessed by Tripsacum, and the simul-
taneous discovery that short segments of the chromatin are inter-
changed between Zea and Tripsacum in hybrids of these two genera, 
has led us to the conclusion that teosintc is nothing more than 
maize with several translocation segments from Tripsacum superim-
posed upon the maize germplasm; the product of a natural hybrid 
between Zea and Tripsacum.

Two of these translocation segments have been located by 
linkage studies. They occur at opposite ends of chromosome 4 and 
both show linkage with Su and Tu. These translocation segments 
from Tripsacum are probably the cause of the unpaired terminal 
segments which Longle3' has observed in his cytological studies of 
the hybrid of maize and teosinte. We have verified his observa-
tions on the occurrence of these segments but we are not yet 
certain that they occur in every case on the chromosomes which he 
has designated.

The differences between the various kinds of teosinte which 
have been collected in Guatemala and Mexico may be attributed 
partly to the differences in the maize to which these transloca-
tions segments have been added, and partly to a loss of portions 
of one or more segments as the result of repeated hybridization 
with maize.

These new facts reopen the entire question of the origin of
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maize. With teosinte as a recent development out of the picture, 
it is’reasonable to assume that maize originated from pod corn, 
which in the homozygous condition is frequently a perfect flowered 
plant similar to the Andropogonae, and which has the essential c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of a plant adapted to survival in the wild. The 
place of origin was probably in South America, either in Peru or 
Bolivia.

V/e suspect that the crossing of South American types of maize 
with Tripsacum to produce the new genus Euchlaena, has also re-
sulted in some new types of maize previously not in existence, 
such as the pointed pop corns and the long slender flint and^flour 
corns, neither of which are known in Peru or Bolivia. If this is 
the case most of our North American maize varieties, with the^ 
possible exception of the Southern Oourd-seed types, carry Trip-
sacum genes in their germplasm. It is possible that the knobs 
which many of our North American corn exhibit on the chromosomes 
have been received from Tripsacum via Euchlaena, in which case we 
are quite likely to find some South American varieties which are 
lacking in knobs.

These hypotheses suggest a number of genetic and cytological 
tests which will keep us well occupied for a number of years. We 
are having some difficulty in locating viable seed of Bolivian 
and Peruvian maizo and if any of the readers of this letter have 
such seed available we should appreciate receiving some of it.

P. C. Mangelsdorf and R. G. Reeves

Iowa State Colloge, Amos. Iowa -
1,’ The following linkage data 

cross:
+ + Kn — — x br fl kn 1br 1—1 bmQ

_ 0 _ 1 2 _2_

165 132 lM- 4- 50 50 47 52
3^7 IS 100

2.S$ 15.6# 15.5$

were obtained from the back-

'll̂

1,2 i U 2x3 1

' 10 1 2 16 32 6 2
17 3 4g g
2.7^ 0.5% 7 .5$ l,yt>

Recombination percentages: br-fp 7*2, br-Kn 26.1, br-bmg 3l>2, 
f-L-Kn 27.0, Kn-bm2 24,1.

These data do not agree completely with the present accepted loca-
tion of br and fp. On the basis of those data Kn is located closer 
to br than to f^ but it must be between and bm2» After more
extensive tests in 1937 the writer is doubtful that homozygous 
knotted plants can be distinguished from the heterozygous plants,

2. A tall late type of plant with about 50 per cent more nodes 
than the normal was discovered among the plants from an F2 selfed
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par from the Krug variety. Plants of this type were crossed with 
seVeral normal stocks in 1936 and the Fx progenies were grown in 
lajjt All of the F, plants were normal. A similar type was found 
in 1936 among the plants from another F2 selfed ear from the Krug
variety •

A. A. Bryan

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. - 
—  l7 Correlation "between cytology and map position in chrom. 1.

Cytological Linkage Map
Position_ Position

Tl~2c s .7
T1-9C S .6
Tl-2b s A
Tl-6c S .3
Tl-3a s .25
Tl-9a
Tl-9b
Tl-5c
Tl-6b L .25
Tl-6a L .2
Tl-3d
Tl-7c L .3
Tl-7a L .4
Tl-lOa L A
Tl-7b L .6
Tl-9^ L .6
Tl~2a
Tl-5a
Tl~4a
Tl-7d L ,g>

near sr 
near P 
P + 1.5
P- 7.6- T - br
P- 17.3-- T -- br
P- 20.0-- T •- 3^ br
F- 2B.6-- T - 32,A - br
P- 24.2-- T -- 27. - br
P- 39.0-- T •- 3.A - br
br - 13.A  - T
near br
near br ( + 2,7 )
near br
near br
near br
br + 7.0
near ad and an
br - 9.7 - T - 39* " t>m2
br - 20. - T - +5. - bm2
br - 3^.7 - T - 18. - bm2

2. Chocolate. In the distal part of long arm of chrom. 2. 
Homozygous long inversion gave the linkage order:

v^-32~B-2p-Ch

As the inversion includes about 
must be very near the end.

k/^th of the long arm, 

E. G. Anderson

Ch

3. MspQ. Backcross tests with the following chromosome 

alterations show no obvious linkage:

Inversion of chrom. 2 (near B and beyond v^)
TB-^b (2 near vjj., k beyond gl^)
T2-3C (2 near sk, 3 near d^)
T^-Ba (4- near su, & near spindle attachment)
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1+.
some 2.

Correlation between cytology

Cytological 
Position __

and map position in chromo-

Linkage Map 
Position

T 2 - 3 a
T2-6b
T 2 - 9 a
Tl-2b
T 2 - 3 °
T2-3d
T2~4d
T2~9̂
T 2 - 9 a
T2-7b
T2-10a
T 2 - 6 c
T 2 - 7 a
T2-^a
T 2 - 7  c
T2-5b
T 2 - 4 b
T2~]+c

S
S
S

s
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

L

.75
nes-r Ig 
3 + 2.2

.65 3 - 2.7 - T - 23.7 - vl+

.6 (?) B - 5.3 - T - 30.9 - v\+
3 - 6.0 - T - 23.0 - Yk
B- 13.3 - T - 12.1+ -
B- 18.0 - T - 6.0 - vi+

.1 3- 22.5 - T - 7.2 - v>+

.1 B- 25.6 - T - 7.0 - vi!

.25 B- 28.2 - T - 4-.6 - v^

.2 B- 36.R - T - 6.0 -

.3 Vh + 1.1

.3 vtt + 1

.3+

.3

• 6+

V [, ±  1  
V)i + 1.6
v£ ± 5.3 
va ± 7.7 
va ± 35.0 T

I. M. Clokey and E. 0. Anderson

5. Linkage of sb. Slit blade is probably not on chromosome
where :first reported:

Gene s Phase XY XY xY XY Total Re comb

Yx Sb RS 930 2^9 306 1569 50

PI 3b RS 1+76 135 154 ^9 316 1+3

Su2 Sb RS 396 265 3 l+o 63 1569 ^3

Py Sb RS 1165 32s 352 63 1913 50

The Y was not certainly, but probably, Yn , In any case, sb
is not between and py.

6. Sb is not on chromosome 2.
C-enes Phase XY M xY ZY Total tfo Recomb

Lgx Sb RS 233 95 76 35 kSk 50

Crip Sb RS 233 92 73 36 1+91+ 50

sb x trisorne 2:
Sb sb

Culture 1 6 3
Culture 2 137 63
Culture 3 126 20

319 36
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Tf, were on chromosome 2 there should be about 30 sb plants; if 
on some other chromosome, about 100.

I'jotes: Sb is generally readily classiliable, though quite 
triable. Many of' the plants are fully fertile. Usually the 
Iftio is about as expected, though in two of my cultures the ratio 
30 nbout J3:l (FP seed). This was not due to lethalness of sb, 
for nearly all of the seeds grew. In A B PI plants the slitting 
of the blades seemed less developed than in green plants.

J, Shafer

University  of Wisconsin
---- 17 Linkage of ra2.

Phase XY

RB ll
Genes

Cr̂  Ra2

Madison, Wisconsin

Xy xY M
26 22 3

Tot 3.1

65
$ Re comb. 

26.1

This is further evidence indicating that the ra2 locus may be near 
that of R. A. Brink

Arlington Experiment Farm. Arlington. Virginia, - __
---  1. The dominant Dt gene has been reported (1936) to produce
dots of aleurone color on a^-tester seeds. The nature of the 
interaction between Dt and a-j_ was unknown at that time. It has 
now been established"that Dt causes ai to become unstable and to 
mutate at a rate thousands of times greater than normal. Muta-
tions of a-i in the presence of Dt can be detected in aleurone, 
husks, and leaves i.e. plant color, and pericarp tissue. Reces-
sive a1 mutates to the _AX allele a thousand times as frequently as
to the aj allele. There is no chromosome abnormality present in 

the Dt line. The a^ gene is in chromosome 3 while Dt may belong 
to chromosome 9. Mutations of ax to Ax or aj occur late in devel-
opment in all tissues. It is not possible, at least by the writer, 
to reconcile these data with any of the hypotheses advanced by 
Schultz, Stern or Patterson to explain variegation. They seem, 
however, to agree with Demerec's conception of increased mutability 
being caused by a chemical or physiological condition produced in 
the cell. Recessive a.-̂ is highly stable in the presence of dt.
The Dt gene is specific in its effect on a^» Uo other recessive 
locus including a2, c, r, lg-^, wx and su is affected. A dominant 
modifying gene reducing the frequency or rate of mutation has 
been isolated. There is some evidence of a recessive gene affect-
ing the time of mutation.

2. The following data on the location of ws-̂  show the order 
to be as follows:

ws^ lgx gl2 B
0 IT 30 19

These four genes are all located in the short arm of chromosome 2 
and if the Rg or r& alleles are used with B all of them can be 
classified in the seedling stage.
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WS3 lg]_ + -

+ + gl2 -

WS3 + gig -

+ lg-Ĵ + -

WS7 lg]_ == H i° ws3 S^2 =

i-J-15 WS7; igi gi2 - 16

5 3 3 + + + — 1063

2^ WS7 + + 90

99 + lgx gi2 - If

Total = 22^1

igx - gi2 = 19%

WS,lgl+

+ + gl;
selfed

3, Trisomic tests show is in chromosome 6, Since v ^q 
gave ^3io recombination with it will fall near the end of either 
the long or short arm. Tests with joy will be made this spring.

if. Preliminary results indicate that the pollen tube is not 
parasitic but is dependent for its growth in the silk upon the 
starch stored in the pollen grain.

5. There is a highly significant increase in crossing over in 
the Ag-Bt and Bm-g-Pr regions of chromosome g in microsporocytes as 
compared with megasporocytes. In a Hlow” line there was 7 re-
combination between Ag~Bt in the female gametes contrasted with 
12.2$ in the male gametes. Similar differences between the fre-
quency of crossing over in the two sexes is the explanation of the 
inexplicable difference found by the writer (1936) in crossing 
over for the Bm-j-Pr region in plants hyperploid for the short arm
of chromosome 5 as compared with diploid sibs. The hyperploid 
individuals had been used as the male parent while the diploid sibs 
had been used as the female.

M. M. Rhoades

Cornell University. Ithaca, New York -
1. In the News Letter of March 23, 1937? PP* 1? 2, it was 

shown by means of three-point tests involving the genes sr, P, and 
br and the translocations Tl~5a and Tl-pc, that the order of the 
genes is sr - P - br with the translocation breaks between P and 
br. Backcross data from ^76 individuals were also presented sug-
gesting that ts0 is between P and ^hat was then called Tl-lOb but 
now designated Tl~2c.

Records of the past summer presented below show that Tl~2c is 
to the left of P very near sr, that ts0 is to the left of ? with 
ms-̂ y presumably to the left of ts2 , an& that Tl—3a aad Tl-9c are 
probably to the right of P. The data are as follows:

Genes Phase XY Xy xY xy Total $ Re comb.

151Sr Tl-2c C3 1 l H 297 0.7
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Fj genotype 0

tsp P +
r  + Ti-5t>

76 93
169

ms17 P +
+ + Tl-5b

26 25
51

ts2 P +
+ + Tl-3a

106 i4-o 
246

MS17 P +
+ + Tl-3a

^  33
87

sr__ P___+__
+ + Tl~9c

38 32 
70

From r37 News 
Letter

_2Z
167

Tl~2c + _P 
+ ts2 + 
+ ts2 P 
Tl-2c + +

156 132
23k

201+ 27 6 
It-SO
m

From *37 News 
Letter

4oi
1175

+ ms-jy P 
-

152 157
309

1 2 ij_J

1 2 17 22 0 0

i > $ 13.7$
0

3 2 
5

15 13
2g

2 1

5.7 $ 32.2$

3 1 29 36 0 0
i).

1.3$ 65 ^ 20.6$
0

2 0 7 5 0 0
2

2.0$
12

11.9$
0

2^ 17 0 5 0 1
4i 6 1

35.0$
21!
r?

4.3#
5

To

0.9$

7
26. ii$ ^.1$ 1.6$

51 29 2 1 0 0
50 3 0

50 4-9 

22

3 0 
3

0 1 
1

179 , 6
0.6$

1
13.7$ 0.1$
10 5 0
249 11 1
1 7. H 0.3$ 0.1$

29 31 3 5 0 4
60 g 4

15.7$ 2.0$ 1.0$

Total

211

$7

315

101

117

129
2 46

377

5^3
9 60

476 
1J+3 6

3&L

Two of the cultures reported above involving Tl~2c with B of

data from B Tl-2cl + P
+ + t s 2 +

0 1 _2

122 111 27 3^ 30 21
233 61 51

5$16.2$ 13.

.1

2 0 
2

0.5$

1^2

g 21
29

7.7$

U 3

1 0 
1

0.3$

, 3 1,2,3 Total

0 0 
0 
0

0 0 
0 
0

377

One of these cultures also segregated Ig^ as in F2. Using only Igp 
plants, the records for lgp B Tl~2c + P are:

+ + + t s p +
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0 J L _ 2_ 4 1,2 1 U 2 U  1,2,3 Total

2$ 15 12 10 0 6 3 1 ^ „ 79
19.0# 15.2$ 12.7# - 7 M 1.3$ 5.1#

One of the cultures reported above to show close linkage between 
T1~2c and sr also involved B of chromosome 2 but no marker other 
than sr of chromosome 1. The data are:

Fl genotype 0 1 2 1)2 Total

R Tl—2c + 63 2S 9 0 0 0 0
l Hf  + sr 107 37^ 0 0

25.7$ 0 0

Since no crossover between Tl-2c and sr appeared in this culture, 
the orientation of these two markers with respect to the rest of 
chromosome 1 cannot be told.

2. Among 2052 F^ plants of crosses of ad  ̂with an^, no double 
re c e s s iv e  appeared, but cultures from 220 p£ an-j_ and ad]_ plants
indicated a crossover value of 4.1$ (Linkage Summary, 1935) P* 32). 
Backcross cultures of last summer gave the following results:
Genes Phase XY Xy xY XY Total fa Re comb.

Ad̂  An-ĵ CB 2^7 7 10 199 463

Ad1 An1 RB 36 31 1 _Z2
535 4.1

R. A. Emerson

3. Chromosome 7 •

F]_ genotype 0 1 2 1,2 Total

in + + SSO 30 g 1017
+ V5 S1! 3*4$ 11.316 0.9$

in - k. 3 - v5 - 12.2 - glx

in glj_ + £1 12 23 7 123
+ + id 9.S$ lg.7$ 5.7$

in - 15 • 5 - gli - 24.4 - id

A number of seedlings in the latter cross were destroyed by mice 
in early stages. Counts are not dependable for distances but they 
are consistent with the order in the first cross.

A. C. Fraser
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!(-. Doubling the number of chromosomes in yellow corn increased 
the carotinoid content 4-3 per cent as determined by chemical analy-
sis of 2N and 4-N stocks having a common origin. The volume of the 
endosperm cells of the tetraploid was more than 3*5 times as great 
as that of the diploid. Thus the individual endosperm cells of the 
tetraploid contained more than 5 times as much carotinoid as did 
those of the diploid and in terms of gene concentration within the 
endosperm tissue the amount of carotinoid was increased 2.5 times 
as a result of chromosome doubling. Chemical analyses by D, B.
Hand.

5, The following results have been obtained to date on haploid 
frequencies in seedling progenies from untreated and x-rayed (1500 
r-units) pollen:

N 2N IS /( 0

From untreated pollen 66 126,302

From x-rayed pollen 31 2k , 619 t.as/ 0 e 0
The haploids were identified with the aid of recessive seedling 
genes, stomate examination and root-tip chromosome counts.

L. F. Randolph

6. The following characters have appeared in inbred lines: 
co —Corrugated leaf. Raised striations of tissue in seedling

and mature leaves. Classification good. Viability normal.
bkx-Brittle stalk. Similar to brittle stalk-1. Classifica-

tion good. Viability normal.
dea-Defective endosperm. Seed similar to de^. 
de^-Defective endosperm. Seed similar to de^. 
dec-Defective endosperm. May be a new sugary. Classification 

good. Viability good in germinator, but hasn’t been tested under 
field conditions.

fx- Fine stripe. Plant striped in seedling stage and through-
out development. Classification good. Viability normal.

Pux-Purple plumule. Similar to Pu^. 
wx- White seedling. Similar to w^. 
wsx-Fnite sheath. Similar to ws7.

R. G. Wiggans

7. White seedling-1 (w^) has been known to be loosely linked 
with the gene of the sixth chromosome (Linkage Summary, 1935). 
To place w^ more accurately in the chromosome seedling counts were 
made of the F^ cross between w^ and pigmy (py). Seeds were taken
from the Co-op stocks. The results indicate a very close linkage 
between py and w-,.
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genes Phase XY Xy xY xy Total ^ Recomb.

Py Wx RS S67 ^16 ^+3 0 1726 ty-.$(if one xy)

G. A. Lebedeff

Segregation in autotetraploid maize. To determine the 
nature of segregation of some genes in autotetraploid maize, back- 
crosses were made involving the genes B(plant color booster) and 
Su(sugary endosperm).

Cross B b No. of 
Plants

Ratio

BBbb x bbbb U 7 135 572 3.25 : 1
Some difficulty was encountered in classifying the progeny of the 
backcross, sun red (BBbb) x green (bbbb), since there was a great 
deal of variation in degree of coloration. Some plants were dis-
tinctly sun red, others resembled dilute sun red, while still 
others showed a tinge of color on and around the ligules. Un-
doubtedly errors were made in classification, there^being an 
excess of green plants. However, the backcross ratio approaches 
3.6/ :1. Since the type of segregation is a function of cross 
over distance between the gene locus and the spindle fiber attach-
ment region, this would indicate that the gene 3 is located fifty 
or more units from the spindle fiber attachment region and that 
chromatid segregation had occurred.

Cross Su su No. of 
plants

Ratio

Su Su su su x 
su su su su 2877 6*15 3522 ±.k6 : 1

su su SU SU X 
- Su Su su su

32S5 _3Z
732 y m

b.2k : 1 
kA} : 1

There was no difficulty in classifying sugary segregates in a 
backcross of autotetraploids. The ratio of 4.^3 Su~: 1 su indi-
cates that this gene has segregated on a basis intermediate be-
tween the random distribution of four chromosomes and random dis-
tribution of eight chromatids, and suggests that the gene Su is 
located about 20 cross over units from the spindle fiber attach-
ment region.

H. E. Fischer

9. It has been observed by many investigators that the F-j_ 
ears of maize-teosinte hybrids are 4-rowed (paired spikelets, 
two-ranked). This indicates that the paired spikelet condition
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of the maize ear is dominant to the single spikelets of teosinte. 
Collins and Kempton, 1920, showed that in an F2 population, paired 
and single spikelets segregated 3:1. Data obtained by the writer 
in the summer of 1937 have confirmed their findings.

It has not been pointed out, however, that the two-ranked 
condition of teosinte, which appears in the Fp of maize-teosinte 
hybrids, segregates as a unit character in the F2 population. The 
combined 3:1 segregation of the dominant two-ranked condition of 
teosinte (as contrasted with the many-ranked condition of maize) 
and the 3:1 segregation of paired vs single spikelets, gave a 
9:3:3:! ratio, indicating that these two genes are independent of 
each other. This independence makes possible the combination of 
the recessive many-ranked condition of maize with the recessive 
single spikelets of teosinte, giving two kinds of ears: some with 
an even number of rows and others with an odd number of rows.
Thus, 3-, , and 5~t o w q <1 ears with single spikelets have been
found. With paired spikelets these would presumably have been 6-, 

and 10-rowed ears, respectively.

10. Preliminary Fp and reciprocal backcross data on maize- 
teosinte hybrids indicate that response to short-day may be due 
to one, or a few, genetic factors.

11. New characters.
gc2 - Glucostacious-2. Seedlings pale green in very early 

stages. Then brown blotches appear and the plants die. Chrom. 
Unknown •

czx - Cuzcoid. Plant too late to shed pollen under field 
conditions at Ithaca.

lap - Lazy teosinte. Similar to lap in maize. Has not been 
tested for allelism.

D. 0. Langham

II. Seed Stocks Grown, 1937
1. Testers.

Chromosome 1:
p adp seg. anp P/ + f̂  bm2 seg. br

(p adp x p adp anp)self 

br fp bm2 x (Kn x br fp bm2)

sr an^ bm^

Chromosome 2:
lgp gl2 B tsp V]p A PI x Igp +/gl2 B +/tsp vip A PI 

Ig-̂  b gs2 V^/ ? 012/ ? x Inbred II 

lg1 012/ ? b v]+ gs2 x Inbred I
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Chromosome 2 (con't);
Inbred x lg1 gl2 b v^ A pi b gs2 lgx

lg-ĵ gl2 b V[| Y trisome #2

Chromosome 3 : .
ai lg2 Dt/? ax na cr gl1 v^ Y

ax Dt/? ax Dt/? seg. lg2

an +/na +/lg +/tsi| x ax na +/lg2 +/ts2

a^ lg2 *̂1 x 1^2 ^  

a-̂ lg2 *̂a2 

a-] yt seg. na

tsij. +/na Dt/? x a^ +/ts^ na 

Chromosome ty-:
(su-̂  x djj) x (Tu su-|_ x djj) 

suam du

(+/wi|. +/su1)self 

(Ts^ su  ̂ x wl)self 

(Ts^ su^ x la) x la sn^ 

Chromosome 5 :
Homo. Ax C R a2 bt bv prx 

v0 ap A-̂  C R b pi 

Trisome #5 

Chromosome 6:
PI sm +/py A b x PI py A b

Y^ PI sm seg. py

Chromosome 7 •
Inbred x ra^ gl^ ij blx

rax gl-L i j x glx ij frx +/fr2

glx Tp seg. rax tp

rax glx x Tp glx v^

Ax lg2 +/d1 x Ax lg2 ts^ d^ 

a1 lg2 Dt/? y1 seg. na 

na tsi| x na +/tsi|_

Dt/? Trisome #3

(gl^ x su]̂  j2)self 

(Ga x su^)self 

(su^ gl^ x wl)self 

(Ts^ su-̂  x la su^Jself 

Trisome #4-

Homo. Ai C R a2 bt bv pr1 seg. Vp 

Homo. Ai C R Ap bt bv pr ]_

PI sm x pbx (Lebedeff)

rax glx ij x bd1 

ral g1! ij

(bdx x glx ij) x glx ij bd1 

Trisome #7
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Chromosome 8 :
vx6 msg 21 x (rnsg x vl6; 

msg x msg/+

Chromosome 9 :
Inbred I x gj| wx

g^ wx x (gl4. x yg2 c sh wx)

au-̂  au2 sh

wx da ar sap

Trisome #9

Chromosome 10:
r zb^ seg, nip

0g/+ Y Pwr

Inbred x OgOg

r Ap C y1 seg, gp
2, Miscellaneous

u, s . 20^ (Inbred

Inbred I x bm^

A1  C R PI B Yp 9-2

g2 A1 b PI

seg. v12

v13

va2 x va2/+

wa x wa/+

ms^ x ms^/+

ms6 x msg/+

ms 7 x msy/+

ms<2 x ms^/+

msio x msio/+

ms12, x ms12/+

rnsg jp x rnsg/+ jp 

Trisome #3

Inbred I x ar wx 

c sh wx bp 

msp x ms2/+

(gill x yg2 c sh wx)self

±1 seg, w1 

Og Og 

seg, Ip 

Trisome #10

West Branch (Inbred II) 

seg, hf

Kn A1 +/b PI x Ax +/b PI
Ai C R A2 Prp

(bm^ x yg^)self

Ap C R A2 prp i

Vg/+ x vg

an2 x Inbred

+/na2 x na2

r prp x Ap C B

ApB pi Rst x r prp

+/bkp x bk2

(+/bk-j )self

+/de +/mi x de mi
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ms-^ x msiy +

ms-ĵ  x ms-Li|/+ 

ms^y x ms^y/+ 

msy<̂  x mGy^/+ 

msj|p x ms^2/+

v12 x v12 prl
seg. gl1Q

(sb x A1 b pi +/Y]_ su2 )sib 

y1 su? seg sb

Pb̂ .

Sx

sy

Pcx

Ch/? seg* glx 

TS3/+ vi|/+ x Rg/+

TS3/+ v^/+ X  R g]_ C sh wx

+/an2 x +/an2 

Inbred x mi 

Wc Y-l

fx (Wiggans)

dea »

deb ■

de0 n c

CO »

wsx "

Chlorophyll types- 

Yellowish green 

rather It. green 

medium to It. green 

dark g2*een

nip

gc2

Seed stocks from Australia grown by Shafer in Calif, for the 
Co-op:

3 different stocks of yellow-striped seedling.

5 different stocks of virescent seedling.

crinkly.
3, Stocks too late to mature

From Krug: 
brown pericarp 
branched ear 
seg. dwarf 
oily spots 
seg. mealy 
variegated pericarp 
ragged
seg. zebra seedling 
crinkly

From Mangelsdorf 
mottled dwarf

at Ithaca.

black pericarp
seg. tassel seed
bract in tassel
seg. defective endosperm
rolled leaf
semi-dwarf
striped leaves
ms x ms/+
zebra leaves

seg. vpx
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lg.

1.

2.

3.

4. No germination, 
sr an-j bm2

da aup au2 sh

ms[|. x ms]|/+

mSgy x ms2y/t

III. Seed Stocks Received For 

J, Shafer, Ithaca, N# Y. :~

Jjjax A c R sh 

+/v!5 x + ^ 5  

rnsp̂  x msp^/+ 

gl+ ar sap pkp 

Propagation in

V19
T 1— 2b x T 1- 2b
T 2-* 4b

R. A. Brink, Madison, Wisconsin:- 

(pm x lg2 dp) sib

(Ap pm x ap lg2) sib

J. H. Kempton, Washington, D. C.:- 

fs

wx B

2 2 1 $

pi

4. A. Tavcar, Zagreb, Jugoslavia:-
Hs

5. M. M. Rhoades, Arlington, Virginia:-
(ws^ Igp B Ax pi x gl2) x (ws^ lgp b Ap pi x gl2 )

6. W. R. Singleton, New Haven, Connecticut:-
ra2? zbx f x ys

su-̂  x +/lo +/bax

v57 gl, X lg! gl2 b VI; r^ACYSu

yellow x yellow ysx (7 cultures)

7. R. Cr. Wiggans, Ithaca, N. Y.:-
dec ^ x

IV, Miscellaneous Co-op Items

1. Seed stock inventory. In March, 1937? an inventory of the 
genetic seed stocks in the Co-op collection showed that l4$ of the 
genes reported in the Linkage Summary, 1935? were not in the seed 
trays here. A list of those l4?> genes was included in the News 
Letter, March 23, '37> and several maize geneticists responded by 
sending in 16 genetic stocks.
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In January, 193$, personal requests were sent to each of the 
pc geneticists who, collectively, had first reported the remaining 
132 stocks. We have learned that about 75$ of those genes have 
been lost due to inviability of seed stocks.

2. Assignment of linkage groups. One of the topics discussed 
at a special meeting of maize geneticists at the A A A S meetings 
in Indianapolis, was the problem of linking workable genes and 
developing more desirable tester stocks. This is an important 
Question because there are more than 50 suitable genes that haven’t 
been linked and some of the chromosomes are poorly marked.

The plan previously outlined for linking new genes has not 
been fundamentally changed, but it may well be reviewed here.
Each of the ten linkage groups in maize has been assigned to one, 
or more, cooperator who is charged with testing unplaced charac-
ters with his particular chromosome and building up suitable 
tester stocks. The following assignments have been made:

Chromosome 1. 
Chromosome 2. 
Chromosome 3. 
Chromosome 4. 
Chromosome 5* 
Chromosome 6. 
Chromosome 7• 
Chromosome 8. 
Chromosome 9* 
Chromosome 10.

Emerson.
Rhoades and Clokey.
Brink and Woodworth. 
Singleton and Brunson. 
Burnham.
StadLler and Lebedeff.
Jenkins and Fraser.
Sprague and Perry.
Eyster and Shafer.
Lindstrom, Wentz, and Bryan.

When a new gene is found, a few seeds involving it should be 
sent to the secretary of the Maize Genetics Cooperation who will 
grow them in an increase block and obtain a liberal supply of seed 
for the central repository. Then the secretary will send a few 
seeds to each of the above geneticists who will test for linkage 
in his particular chromosome.

This system has been devised not to limit the number of 
workers who are trying to link new genes, but rather to insure 
the linkage of every workable gene.

3. More vigorous genetic stocks. During the summers of 1935 
and 1936, a number of maize geneticists tested a group of inbred 
strains for disease resistance and general desirability. The two^ 
inbreds, U.S. #20^ and West Branch Sweepstakes, seemed best suited 
to Ithaca conditions and have been selected for use in the Co-op. 
They have been designated as Inbred I and Inbred II, respectively, 
and are being used in crosses with weak genetic stocKS to increase 
vigor and, by repeated backcrossing of the segregates to the
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inbreds, to obtain a more nearly homozygous chromosome complement. 
Later, the segregates from each inbred line may be crossed to get 
hybrid vigor.

Last summer 17 genetic stocks were crossed with both Inbred I 
and Inbred II*

1|. Linkage maps. The linkage maps attached to this Letter 
were prepared from the data in the Linkage Summary and the data 
which appeared in the Co-op News Letters since the Linkage Summary 
was published.

Sincerely yours,

S). to. £<wrufr%\Asrr\̂
D. G. Langham

Secretary
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V.__Gene Index of Co-op News Letters

This gene index of the Co-op News Letters was made so that 
the information in the Letters which might he of value in connec-
tion with linkage studies could he more readily found. It includes 
mainly those genes about which some statement of linkage has been 
made in the Letters, and does not include those that are merely 
mentioned without any supplementary information. John Shafer.

a-, :

I- 25-3^, P. 5 . .
(January 25, 1934, page 5)
II- 2^*3^, PP* 13 , 18, 11 
1-23-33, PP* 3, 6 
3-6-35, P. 3
3-^-36 , pp. 7 1 10, 11 
3-23-37, p p * 8, 13, 14 
3-6-38, pp. 8, 15

a2:

12-18-33, P* 3
I- 25-34, P. 6
II- 2^-3^, pp. 2, 14
I- 23-33, P* 6
3—U— 36, pp. 7, 17 
3-6-38, PP* 9, 15

a^:

II- 2i!-3!i, P* 10

ad-L:

1-23-33, P. ?
1—25-34, p. *
3-6-35, pp. 3, 15 
3-^36, p. 9 
3-6-38, pp. 6, 1 1, l4

ad2 (= ad^):

3-6-35, P. 3

adp (first called ad-̂ ): 

3-6-35, pp. 3, 15 

ad-̂  (now adp)

12-18-33, P* 6 
9-13- 3 4, p. 8 
1-23-33, P* 6

al:

12-18- 3 3, pp. 3 , 5 
1-23-33, PP* 3, 6 
3-6- 3 5, pp. 3 , 5 „ 
3-ip-3 6, pp. 1 3, 16 
3-23-37, PP* 8 , 15

an:

I- 25-3*4-, P. 14-
I I - 2*1- 3 6, p. 5 
1- 23-3 3 , p. 6
3-6-35, P- l 
3-36- 3 2, pp. 6 , 1 1 , l6

a r a ;

9-13-3*1, P. 2

or:

12-IS-3 3 , p. 2 
1-25-36, P. 8 
1-23-33, P* 3 
3-6- 3«, p. 16

a s :

1-23-33, p. 6 

anp:

12-18-33, p. 2 
1-25-34, p. 8
1-23-33, P* 3 
3- 6- 3 8, p. 16
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1-25-34-, P* g 
3-6-3$, p. 16

3-6-35, PP. 1, 4-, 9, 10, 11 
3-4-36, p p . 3, 7 
3-6-3$, P. 9

BS

12-1$~33, P* 6
I- 25-34, P. 4
II- 24-34-, p. 5 
l-2>33, p p . 3, 6 
3-6-35, PP* 1, 3, 4- 
3-11- 36, pp. 11, 15 
3-23-37, PP* l^> 15
3-6-33, pp. 6,7,3,10,11,13,14-

bm2:

I -  25- 34, p . ix
I I - 311- 34, p. 5 
1-23- 3 3, pp. 3 . 
3-6-35, p p . X, 
3-4-36, t). 10
3-23-37, p p . 3, 
3-6-3S, pp. 1 ,

6
3

5
5, 6, 14

ba-j_ *

I- 25-34-, p. 5
II- 24-34-> p. 13 
1-23-33, P* 3

ba^:

1-25-34, p. 4 
1- 23- 3 3 , p . 6 
3- 23- 3 7, p. 1

12-10-33, P. 5 
11-24-34, p. 6

Bri]_:

I- 25-34-, p. 7
II- 24— 34, pp. 
1-23-33, PP* 
3- 4- 36 , p, 7

6 ,

3,
7

7

bd:

9-13-3^, PP. 6, $ 
11-24-34-, p. 10 
3-4-36, pp. 7 , 16 
3-23-37, PP. l, 9 
3—6— 3^, p. 15

be (=bd):

bn2:

9-13-34-, p. 3

bp:

1-25-34-, p. 3 
1-23-33, P. 7 
3-6-33, p. 16

9-13-34-, p. 3 

Bh:

1^25-3^, p. 6 
1-23-33, P. 6

3-23-37, P. 1 

brn̂ :

12-13-73, pp. 2, 5
I- 25-34, p. 6
I I -  24-34-, pp. 2, 4-, 5, 6, 7 
1-23-33, PP- 3,6

br:

I -  2 5 -3 4 , 4
I I - 24-34, p. 5 
1-23-33, pp. 3, 7 
3-6-35, P- 3 
3-4- 36, p. 10
3-23— 37, PP* X, 2, 5 
3-6- 30, pp. 1,5,6,9,14

btl :

12-10-03, PP. 3, 5
I- 25-34, p. 6
II- 24-04, pp. 2, 4, 4, 6 
1-23-33, P. 7
3-6-35, P- 3
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>1^-36, PP. 7, 14 
3~23~37 > p. io 
3—6—3S , pp. 9, 15

b%(= bt1):

3—6—353 p. 3

bv:

3.2-1^33, P. 5
I- 2^34-, p. 6
I I —  2U— 3*4-, p. 4 
1-23-33, P. 7 
3-6- 3$, p. 15

12-l$-33, pp. 2, 6 
1-25-34-, p. $ 
9-13-34, p. $
1-23-33, PP. 3, 7 
3-6-35, PP. 12, 14 
3-4-36, pp. 1 1, 15
3-6-3$, p. 16

cb:

I- 23-33, P. 7 

Ch:

12- 16U 33, p. 3
II- 24-34, pp. 6, 7
3~4~36, pp. 3 , 17
3-23-37, P. 5 
3-6- 3$, p. 6

c o :

3—6—35? p* 15
c r^ :

1-25-3*+, p. 5 
1-23-33, PP- 3, 7 
3—14— 36, p. 7 
3-23-37, P. l*+
3—6— 3S , pp. S, 15

1-23-33, P. 7

da :

9-13-3*+, p. 2

V
9-13—3^, P. 2 

dH :

3-6-33, p. 15 

d ?:

3-23-37

dl :

I-  25-314 p. 5
II- 2l!-3l4, p. 12 
1-23-33, P. 7 
3-6-35, P. 5 
3-4--36, p. 9 
3-23-37, PP- 5, 
3-6- 3S, pp. 6 ,

d2 :

12-13-3 3, p. l
1-25-3*+, P. 5 

d3:

1-25-3*+, p. S
1-23-33, p. 7

d5;

1-23-33, P. 7 

d6:
1-23-33, P. 7 

d7 :

12-13-33, p. 1

114
:, 15
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2k.

1~25~3^, P. 2 
9~ lJr-3k, P»  ̂
3-23-37, PP. 3, 9

d&l«

1—25—3^ > p* $
1-23-33, p . 7 
3-6-35, p. 12 
3-6-3&> p. 16

Da 2«

12-1^33, P* 6 
9-13-34, p. g

de 7:

3-6-35, P« 12

3-23-37, P. 13 
3-6-33, p. 15

et:

3-6-35, P. 5

1-25-34, P. 4 
n-24~34, pp. 5 , i3 
1-23-33, p p . 3, 8
3- 6- 3 5 ,  P >  1
3-23-37, PP. 3, 9 , 
3-6-3 2, pp. l, 5 , l4

f 2 =

1-23-33, p. S

de^ •

1-23-33, p. S

del:

1-23-33, p. 7

del5:

1-23-33, p. S

del6:

I- 23-33, P. «

dl:

12-13-33, p. 4 

Dt:

II- 24-34, p. 1 
3-4-36, p. 7 
3-23-37, P- S 
3-6-33, pp. 3, 15

du:

f3:

1-23-33, P. 8 
3-6-35, PP. 9, 13

f ia :

9-13-34, P . 3

fi:

1-23-33, p. 8
fli:

1-25-34, p. 4 
1-23-33, P. 8 
3-4-36, p. 7

1-25-34, p. 7 
1-23-33, P. 8 
3-6-33, p. 15

1-25-34, p. 7 
1-23-33, p. 8 
3-6-38, P. 15
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gl:

i-2>34, p * g
11- 24-34, p p . 5, 10
I- 23-33, PP. 3, «5 
3-6-35, P* 4
3-4-36, p p . $, 9, li, 16 
>23-37, PP* 6, $, 9 
3-6-3$, p. 16

g2:

12- 13-33> P* 5
II- 24-34, p. 6 
3-23-37, p . 14

g3:

1-23-33, p . 3

g4:

1-23-33, p* &
1-25-34, P. 3
3-6-3$, p. 16

Go*! J

1-23-33, P. 8 
3-6-38, p. 15

ga2:

3—U—36, p. ill 

glb:

9-13-3*1, P. 3 

gl0:

9-13-3*1, P. 3 

e1d:
9-13-3*1, P. 3 

gl*:

1-23-33, PP. 3, 9 
12-18-33, PP. 2, 5 
1-25- 34, p. 7

gl]_ (oon't.):

11- 2*1-3*1, p p . 5, 7, 1*1 
3-6-35> P* 13-4- 36, pp. 3, 9, 16 
3-23-37, PP. 4, 9
3-6-38, pp. 1 1 , 15

gl2:

1-23-33, pp. 3, 9 
1- 25-3*1, p. 4 
3-6-35, P* l 
3— 4— 36, p. 15 
3-23-37, P. 8 
3-6-38, pp. 7,8, 9, 14

gl3 =

1-23-33, PP. 3, 9
12-  1&-33, P. 5 
1-25-34, p. 10 
3-6-35, p. 1 
3-23-37, PP. 10 
3-6-38, pp. 2, 6 , 15

gl4:

12-IS-33, p. 6 
1-23-33, P. 9 
3-23-37, P. 10 
3-6-38, p. 16

gl6 (= old gig):

3-23-37, PP. 9, 10 
3-6-38, p. 3

gig (new)

3-6-38, p. 3 

g ! 7

> 6- 3*$, p, 3 

gig-’

3-6- 35, p. 2
3-23-37, p. 9 
3-6- 3$, p, 3
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gllO (-g1].):

12-12-33, P.,1
I- 25-34-, P. ^
9—1>-3^? P* $
II- 24-34, p. 13 
3-4-36, p, 3

gl1Q (new):

3-23-37, P. 10

sin •

3—6— 33, p. 2 

6°as

3-6-35, P* 6 

Srae:

1-23-33, P. 9

gm2:

1-23-33, P. 9

gra2?:

3-6- 35, P. 13

g®3?:

3-6-35, P. 13 

gmij.2

1-23-33, P. 9

11— 24— 31*-, P. 5
9-13- 34, p. 3
3-6-33, p. 14

h :

11—24— 34-, p. 3

1-23-33, P. 9 
1-25-34, p. 3 
3-^36, P. 15 
3-6-33, p. 16

ij:

1-23-33, p . 9
12-13-33, p. 6
I- 29-34, P . 7
II- 2^34, pp. 5, 6, 7 , 10, l4 
3-6-35, P. 1
3-4- 36, pp. 3 7 , 9, 16 
3-23-37, p p . 4, 9 
3-6- 33, pp. 11, 15

in:

1-23-33, P. 9 
12-19-33, P. 2 
1-25-34, p. 7 
3—4— 36, p. 16 
3-6-33, p. ll

it:

3-4— 36, p. 9

gs?:

12-13-33, p. 5

g!i;

1-23-33, P. 9 
1- 25-34, p. 4 
3-23-37, P« 6

gs2:

12-13-33, p. 6

h :

1-23-33, PP. 3, 9 
1-25-34, p. 7 
3-6-35, p. 4 
3— li— 36, p. 14 
3-23-37, P. 6 
3-6-33, pp. 2, 3 , 15

12-1&-3 3, p. 1 
1-25-34, p. 5 
9-13-34, P. S
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jp Ccon11,):

3-6-35. P* 2 
3-6-33, P . 15

le:

9-13-34-, p. 3 
3-6- 35, p. i4

Kn:

3-23-37, P. 9 ,
3-6-33, pp. 5, 14-

l7:

3-6-35, p. i4

h :

1-23- 3 3, p . 10 
3-6- 38, p. 16

12:

1-25-34, p. 2 
1-23-33, P. 10

lgl =

1-23-33, p p . 3, 10 
12-18-33, p. 6 
1- 25-34, p. 4 
n-24-34, p. 5 
3-6-35, PP. l, 2, 4- 
3-4— 36, pp, 15, 16 
3-23-37, PP. 7, 8, 14 
3-6- 32, pp, 7 , 2, 9,10, 14

!g2:

1-23-33, P. 10
I- 25-34, p . 5
I I -  24-34, d . 12
3-23-37, P. 14 
3-6- 32, p. 15

14:

1-23- 3 3, p. 10 
1-25- 34, p. 2

15:
1-23-33, P. 10 

1-23-33, p. 10

I- 23-33, P. 10

12:
II- 24-34, p. 2 
3-4— 36, p, 2 
3-23-37, P. 8

lai :

12-12-33, PP. 3, 5, 6
I-  25-34 p. 5
I I -  24-34, p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 6 
3-6-38, p. 15

li:

1-23-33,
1-25- 34,

P.
P-

10
g

3-23-37, PP«. 8, 9

°1 :
12- 12- 3 3, P., k
I-25-34, P. 5
11-24-34, P., g
9-12- W , P* g
3-6-35, p. 1

3-6-35, P. 11 

lp:

I- 23-33, p. 10

me:

12-12-3 3, p. 4
II- 24-34, p. 2

Mi:
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msi: nl-, (con't.):

1-23-33, P. 10

msg •

1-23- 33, p. 10
1-25-34, P. 8 
3-6-35, p. 12 
3-6- 38, p. 16

I- 25-34, p. 8 
3-6—38, p. 16

nlo)

12-18-33, p. 2
II- 24-34, p. 18

°1 :
ms^:

1-23-33, p. 10 
1-25-34, p, 5

12-18-33, p. 4 
11-24-34, p. 8 
3-4-36

msg: °2:

1-23-33, PP. 3, ll 
1-25-31!, p. 7 
3-23-37, P. 6 
3~6~ 3g, pp. 2, 3, 16

12-18-33, p. 4 
11-24-84, p. 8 
3-4-36', p. 9, 
3-23-37, P. 4

ms1?: 03 (=0l):

I- 23-33, P. 11
II- 2^34, p. 3 
3-6- 3$, p* 10

12-I8-3 3, P. 6 
9-13- 34, p. 8 
3-4- 36, p. 9

niS]_g: Og:

1-23-33, P. 11 

ms 20 2

11-24-34, p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 6 
3-6-38, p. 16

1-23-33, P. 11 
3-6-3^, P* 6

Mt:

oy:

1-23-33, P. 11 
3-6- 35, p. 10

1-23-33. P. u

na^:

1-23-33, PP. 3, 11
I- 25-31). p. 5
II—  24— 34, PP- 11, 
3-6- 35, P* 3
3-4-36, pp. 7 , 10 
3-6-38, p. 15

1-23-33, p p . 3, n  
12-18-33, p. 4
I- 25-34-, p. 4
II- 24-34-, pp. 3, 5, « 
3-6- 35, pp. l, 3 
3-4- 36,pp. 9, 10 
3-23-37, p p . l, 2, 5 
3-6- 38, pp. 1,6,9, 10, l4

nlx : pb:

3-23-37, P. 2 
3-6-38, p. 15
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Pc2:

11—2 1̂— 34, p. 5

9-13-3^, P. 3 

P&?:

9-13— 3U-, p. 3 
3—6—35, pp. 12, 13 
3-23-37, P. 7

P£l:

1-23-33, P. 12 
1-25-34, p. 3

pg2:

1-23-33, P. 12 
1-25-34, p . 5

VSy

1-23-33, p. 12

PS6:

1-23-33, P. 12

Pg7:

1-23-33, P. 12

pk:

1-23-33, P. 12 
1-25-34, p. 8

Pis

1-23-33, P. 3
I- 25-34, p. 6 
9-13-34, p. 8
II- 214-34, pp. 10, 14 
3-6-35, PP. 4, 5 
3-23-37, PP. 2, 14, 15 
3-6-38, pp. 7 , 15

pm:

12-18-33, p. 5 
9-13-34., p. S
11- 24-34, p. 12

po:

1-23-33, P. 12
1-25-34, p. 6

Prl '•

1-23-33, pp. 3, 12
12- 18-33, P. 5 
1-25- 34, p. 6

pp. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 
3-6-35, PP- 1,2, 10, ll
3-4- 36, Pp. 7 , ll, 14 
3-23-37, p. 10 
3-6-32, pp. 9, 15

Pr2:

3-6-35, p. 12

pyi:

1-23-33, pp. 3, 12
I- 25-34, p. 6
II- 24-34, p. 14 
3-6-35, P. 4 
3-4-36, p. 7
3-6- 3S, pp. 12, 1 3, 15

py2=

12-18-33, p. 1

1-23-33, pp. 3, 12 
12-18-33, p p . 1, 5
I- 25-34, p. 8
II- 24-34, pp. 5,, 10, 3 
3-6-35, PP. 3, 4, 9 
3-4-36, pp. 8, ll, 14, 16 
3-23-37, PP- 6 , 8, 9 
3~6~3$> p. 16
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ra?i

3-4-36, p . 7
Hg2?:

12-15-33, p p .  3 ,

1-23-33, p p . 3, 12 
12-15-33, pp. 2, 3, 5
I— 25—35-, P* 7 ,
II- 24- 34, pp. 5,6,7,3,10,1^
>6-35, PP. l. ^ „
> > 36, pp. 7, 9, 16
3—23— 3 7, p. ‘J- 
3—6—3 3, p. 15

rag:

12-13-33, P- 5 
11-24-34, p. 13 
>4-36, p. 7 , 
> 2 > 3 7 , P. 1*̂ 
>6-33, pp. 1, 3, 15

Rp:

>6-35, P. 3 
> 4- 36, p. 17
> 2 > 3 7 ,  PP. 3, 9

rt:

11-24-34, p. 10

sl :

1-23-33» p . 13

i-2>33, P. 13 
> 6-3 3, p. 16

re 1: sa 2'

> 6-3 5, p. 13 1- 2 3- 3 3 , p. 1 3

rex:

9-1 >34, p. 3

sb:

3-^-3^

re2:

9- 1 3-3 4 , p. 9 
> 6- 3 5 , p. 1 0

rey

3- 6-3 5 , pp. 1 3 , l4

re^:

9-13-34-, p. 9 

RglS

1-23-33, P. 12 
12-15-73, pp. 3, 5
I- 25-35-, p. 5
I I — 2 T— 34-, pp. 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3  
3-4- 36, d . 7
3-23-37, P. 1^

sca :

3-6- 35, P* 5

scb :

3-6-35, P. 5.

scc:

3-6-35, P- 5

sc^:

1-23-33, P. 13

scp>:

12-1&-33, p. 6
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sf I sp^ (con1t.)

3-6-35. P- li

sh:

1-23-33, pp. 3, 13 
12-18-33, PP- 2, 6 
1-25-34, P- 8 
3-6-35, PP- 12, 13 
3-23-37, P- 7 
3-6— 38, p. 16

3-4-36, p. 8 
3-23-37, P- 8

sr:

1-25—31+, p. 4 
1-23-33, p . 13 
3-4-36, p. 10
3-23- 3 7, PP. l, 2, 3, 5 , 
3-6- 38, pp. 6, 9, io, 1 1, lU-

si:

l-25~3^, P« 6 
1—23— 33 > P. 13

sk:

1-23-33. P. 13 
1-25-34, p. 4 
3-6-38, P« 6

si:

1-23-33. P. 13 
1-25-34, p. 7

sm:

1-23-33, P. 13
I- 25-34, p. 6
II- 2*4-34, p. l4 
3-6-3 5, p. 4 
3-^36, p. 9 
3-6-3 ,̂ p. 15

sO]_:

12-18-33, P. 6

spx:

1-23-33, P. 13 
12-18-33, P. 4
I- 25-34, p. 5
II- 24-34, p. 8 
9-i>34, P. S 
3-6-35, p. 1

sp2:

s "fc *p •

3-6- 35, p. 12

st:

1-23-33, P. 13 
I-25-34, p. 5

su-^:

1-23-33, PP. 3, 13 
12-18-33, PP* 3, 4, 5, 6
I - 25-34, p. 5
I I - 24-34, pp. 8 , 9, 10 
9-13- 34, p. 9
3-6-35, pp. l, 2, 3, 11 , 
3-23-37, PP. 5,, 6, 1 3, l4 
3-6-38, pp. 2,4 ,6 ,13,15

su2:

12-18- 33, p. 6
> 6-35, p. 11 
V23-37, P. 15 
3-6-38, p. 7

su-̂ :

3-6- 35, pp, 1 1, 12

sy:

3-6-38, p, 3

th (=sr):

12-18-3 3, p, 4 
3-23-37, P. 3
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tn:

I- 23-33, p. 13 
3-6-35 , P* 10

Tp:

II— 2̂ — 3̂ P? p. 10
1-23- 3 3, p. 1^
3-4-36, p. 16 
3—6—3^, P. 15

Tl-2a:

3-6-33, p, 6 

Tl-2b:

>-6-35, P. 3 
3-4- 36, pp. 10, 11
3-6-38, PP. 6, 7 

Tl-2c(see l-10b):

3-6- 32, pp. 6, 9, 10, 11 

Tl-3a:

3-6- 35, p. 3 
3-4-36, p. 10
3-6-38, pp. 6, 7 , 10

Tl-3b:

3-6-35, p. 3 

Tl-3d:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-4— 36, p. 10
3-23-37, P. 5 
3-6-38, p. 6

Tl-5a:

3-6-35, p. 3 
3-4-36, p. 10 
3-6-33, p. 6

Tl-5b:

3-6-35, PP. 3, ^ 
3-4— 36, p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 1 
3-6- 38, pp. 6, 10

Ti-5c:

3-6-35, P. b 
3-4- 36, -d . 10 
3-23-37, p p . l, 2 
3-6-36, p. 6

Tl-6a:

3-6- 38, p. 6

Tl-6b:

3-6-36, P. 6 

Tl-5c:

3-6-36, p. 6 

Tl~7a:

3-6- 3S, p. 6

Tl-7b:

3-6-35, PP. 3, ^ 
3-4— 36, p. 10
3-6-33, p. 6 

Tl-7c:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-4— 36, p, 10 
3-6- 33, p. 6

Tl-7d:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-^36, p. 10 
3—6—33, p. 6

Tl-9a:

3-6-35, PP. 3, ^ 
3-4-36, p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 2 
3-6-33, p. 6

Tl-9b:

3-6- 35, pp. 3 , ^ 
3-4- 36, p. 10 
3-6- 33, p, 6
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3—6— 35, P* 3 
3— 36, p. 10
3-23-37, P. 2 
3-6-33, pp. 6, 9, 10

Tl-lOa:

3-6- 35, pp. 3 , 4 
3-4- 36, pp. 10, ll 
3-6-38, p. 6

Tl-10b(see l~2c):

3-6- 35, p. 3 
3-23-37, P. 2 
3-6-38, p. 9

T2~3a:

3—6—38, p • /

T2-3P:

3-4-36, p. 10 

T2-3c:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3—1*!— 36, pp. 10, 11 
3-23-37, P. 5 
3-6-33, pp. 6, 7

T2-3d:

3-4-36, pp. 10, 11
3-6-3 3, p. 7

T2-4a:

3-4-36, p. 11 
3-6-33, p. 7

T2—4b:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-4- 36, p. 11
3-23-37, P. 6 
3-6-3 3, pp. 6, 7

T2-4 0:

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-4-36, p. 11 
3-6-33, p. 7

3-6-35, P. 3 
3-4— 36, p, 11 
3-23-37, P. 6 
3-6-33, p. 7

T2-5a:

3-6-33, p. 7 

T2-5b:

3-6-35, P. 4 
3-4-36, p. 11
> 6- 3 3, p. 7

T2-6b:

3-4-36, p. 11 
3-6-33, p. 7

T2-6c:

3-6-33, p. 7 

T2-6d:

3-6-35, P* 4

T2-7a:

3-6-35, P* 4 
3-4-36, p. 11 
3-6-33, p. 7

T2-7b:

3-6-35, P* 4- 
3-4— 36, p. ll 
3-6-33, p. 7

T2-7c:

3-6-35, P. 4- 
3-4-36, p. ll 
3-6-38, p. 7

T2-9a:

3-4-36, pp. 10, 11 
3-6- 38, p. 7

T2-9b:

3-4-36, pp. 10, 11
3-6- 38, p. 7
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3-6-35, P* 3
3~4— 3§, p, 10 

T3~5c :

3-6-35, P. 3 
3—1|— 36, p. 10

T3-6a:

3-6-35, P- ^

T3- 7a:

3-6- 35, p. 1; 
3-4- 36, pp. 10, 16

T3-7P:

3-6-35, PP. 3, 4- 
3-4-36 , p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 5

T3-ga:

3-6-35, P. 4- 
3- 4-36, p. 10 
3-23-37, P. 6

T3~Sb:

3-6-35, P. 4- 
3-23-37

T3- 9a:

3-6-35, P P -  3, 4- 
3-4- 36, p. 10

T3~ 9b: .

3-6-35, P- 3

T3-l0a:

3-6-35, PP- 3, 4- 
3-4- 36, pp. 10, 11

T 3-10I):

3-6-35, P- 4- 
3-4— 36, pp. 10, 11

3-6-35, p. 4 
3-4-36, p. 11

T4-5a:

11- 24- 34-, pp. 6, 7 

T4- 5d:

3-6-35, PP- 3, 4- 

T4-6a:

3-6-35, PP- 3, 4- 

T4-6b:

3-6-35, PP- 3, 4- 
3-23-37, P- 6

T4— 6c:

3-6-35, P- 3 

T4-9a:

3-6-35, PP- 3, 4- 
3-6-36, p. 10

T4- 9b :

3-4- 36, p. 10 
3-23-37, P- 6

T4-l0a:

3-6-35, P. 3 

T4~l0b:

3-6-35, PP. 3, 4- 
3-4-36, p. 11

T5- 7a:

11- 24—34 , pp. 6, 7 

T5- 7c:

3-4- 36, p. 17
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3-6-35, P. *
3- ^ 36, p. 10

T6-9b:

> ^ - 35, p. ^
3—U— 36, p. 10

18-Sib:
3-1+— 36, p. 11 
3-23-37, p. 6

T g - l O a :

3-p~35, p. 4 
3-11-36, p. 11

TS - 10b:

3-6-35, P. *1 
3-11-36, p. ll

TS-lOc:

3-6-35, p. ll
3-11- 36, p. 11
3-23-37, P. 6

Tg-10d:

3-6- 35, p. ll

1-23-33, P- ill 
1-25-34, p. ll 
3-6-35, P. 1 
3-6-38, p. ill

tB2:

1-23- 33, p . 14
I- 25-34, p. 4
I I -  211- 311, pP. 3 , 5
3-6-35, p . 1 
3-23- 3 7, p p . 1 ,2, 3 ,9  
3-6-38, pp. 9, 10

tsij.:

I- 25-34, p . 5
I I - 211- 311, p. 11
3-6-35, P* 3 
3-it— 36, p. 10
3-6-38, p. 15 

Ts^:

1-23-33, p . ill
I- 25-34 p - 5
I I - 214— 314-, p. 8 
3-6-35, p. l 
3-23-37, p - 6 
3-6- 38, p. 15

Tsg:

3-23-37, P. 6 

Tu:

1-23- 3 3, p p . 3 , 1 4
12-18-33, pp. 5 , 6
I- 25-34 p. 5
II- 24— 3 4 , pp. 8, 10 
3-6-35, p p * l, 2, 3 
3-23-37, p* I1! , 
3-6- 38, pp. 2, ll, 15

9—13— 3^, P* 3 

vl :

1-23-33, P. l4
12-18-83, pp. 2, 6
1-25— 34-, p. 8
3-I1- 36, p. 3

v2 :

1-23-33, PP* 3, l4 
12-18-33, p. 5
I- 25-34, p. 6
I I — 24— 3I4-, pp. 2, 6, 7
3-6- 35, p . 1
3-ii-36, p. 7
3-6- 38, p. 15
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1-23-33, P. i4
I- 25-3M-, p. 6
II- 24-34, p. 4 
3—iJ— 36, p. 7

vip:

1-23-33, PP- 3, i4 
1-25-34, p. 4 
3-6-35, PP. 1 , 4 
>4-36, p p . 1 1, 1 5,,17 
3-6-32, PP. 6 , 7 , 14

V

1-23-33, p p . 3, i4 
12-18-33, p p . 2, 5
I- 25-3 4, p. 7
II- 24-34, pp. 7 , IS
3-6-35, P- 1 
3-4- 3 6, pp. q, 16 
3-23-37, P. 4 
3—6— 3 2, p, 15

v6:

1-23-33, P. 14 
1-25-34, p. 6

v7:

1-23-33, P. 14 
1-25-34, p. 6

vg:

1-23-33, p. l k  

V10:

> 23- 3 7, p. 7
3— 6-33, p * 9

v12 •

1-23-33, P. i4 
1-25-34, p. 6 
3-4- 3 6, p. 7 
3-23-37, P. 10

vi^(=yg2): 

1-23-3 3, p. i k

1- 23- 3 3, P. I k
1-25-3 4, P. 2

vl6;

3-23-37, p. 7
3-6-32, PP. 2, 15

V12:

1-23-33, P. 15

v20:

1-23-33, P. 15

V21 (=V16)
•

3->36, p. ■1 7
3-23-37, P. 7

val •

1-23-33,
1-25-34,

P.
P.

15
7

vpx:

1-23-33, P. 15

vp2 :

I- 23-33, P. 15
II- 2>34, pp. 6, 7 
3-6- 3 5, p. 10

VP3:

1-25-34, p. 5

vpi+:

1-23-33, P. 15 
3-6-35, P. 13

w 2:

1- 23-3 3, p . 15 
3-0- 3 8, pp. 12, 13

w2:

1-23-33, P. 15
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11-24-3^, p. 10
>4-36 > p. 3 
3—23—3 7 >  p p « 6 ,  1 5

w5 •

i - ? 3- 33 , p. 1 5

W6:

1-23-33, P* 15

m !

1- 2 3- 3 3 , p . 15 
1- 25- 34-, p* $

p I

SU-X3- 31+, P. 9

xnl :

1- 23- 33 , p . 15 

y x (=y3 ):

3- 6- 35 , p p . 3 , 5 , i 4 
3- 14—3 6 , p , 1 6

1- 23- 3 3 , PP- 3 , 1 6  
12- 18- 3 3 , p . 6 
1- 25- 34 , p .  6
3- 6- 3 5 , pp. 4 , 5 , l i i  
3- 4- 36 , p .  9 
3- 23- 37 , PP. 2 , 15 
3- 6- 3 8 , pp. 3 , 7 , 9 , 1 5

V

3- 4- 36 , p . 9

Wh:

1- 23- 33 , P. 15 
1- 25- 3* ,  P. 7

yd:

1- 23- 33 , P . 16 
1 2 - 1 &-3 3 , p. 4-

wl: yf:

1- 23- 33 , P. 15
I-  25- 3* ,  P. 5
I I — 2 —̂3* ,  p. 6 
3- 6- 35 , P* 1 
3- 6- 3 3 , p. 1 5

ms3:

11- 24—34 , p .  2 
3- 6- 35 , P* 2 
3- 23- 37 , PP. 7 , 8 
3- 6- 38 , pp. 8 , 9

12- 18- 33 , p . 6 
9- 13- 34 , p .  9

y g ? :

3- 6- 3 5 , P . l 4 

y g a ;

9- 13- 34-, P . 3

ygi:

wx:

1- 23- 3 3 , PP- 3 , 15 
12- 18- 33 , pp. 2 , 6 
1-25-34, p. 8 
9- 13- 3 4 , p . 8 
3- 6- 35 , PP. 4 , 12,13 , 14 
3- 4- 3 6 , pp. 3 , 10, ll , 
3- 23- 3 7 , PP- 7 , 10, 11,14
3- 6- 3 8 , p . 1 6

I-  23- 3 3 , p . 1 6
II-  24—3 4 , pp. 6 ,
3- 6- 3 5 , p . 1 1
3- 4- 3 6 , p. 3

7

yg2<=vi4):

1- 23- 33 , pp. 3 , 1 6  
12- 18- 3 3 , p . 2 
1-25-34, p. 8
3- 6- 3 5 , p . 14 
3- 6- 3 8 , p. 1 6
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ygy

ia-10-33, P* 5

ysi :
1-23-331 p p * 3, 16 
12-10-33, P* 3
I- 25-34, p. 6
II- 2*4-34, PP* 2, 6, 7 
3-11- 36, p. 7

ys2:

1-23- 33, p* 16

yt:

1-23-33, p. 16 
3-6-30, p. 13

zbij.:

>-6-30, p. l

zb,..:
5
11-2*4-3*+, p . 1 
3-6—30, p. 16

zb6:

3—6—3 0 ,  P «  2 

z (=zg1):

l-2>-33, P. 16 
3-6-35, pp. 3, 12

zg1(=zg2 ):

1-23-33, P. 16 
3-6-35, pp. 3, 12?

11-2*4-3*4-, D . 1 
9-3.3-34, p. 9

zg-j'-

3-6-35, P. 3

zl:

I- 23-33,, P. 16
II- 24-34, p. 3
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The data presented here are not to be used in 
publications without the consent of the authors.

Department of Flant Breeding 
Cornell University 

Ithaca, N. Y.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

January 21, 1939

To Maize Geneticists :-

The call for material for the 1939 Co-op 

News Letter has purposely been delayed to allow you 

more time to analyze last summer’s results. Since 

it is desirable to have the Letter available not later 

than the first part of March, however, the individual 

contributions must be received by the Co-op by February 

15, 1939.

In order to insure a more uniform system of 

presentation, please refer to previous News Letters for 

suggestions concerning the form of your write-up.

Sincerely yours,

X). j o .

D. G. Langham, 
SecretaryDGL: B
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

April 15; 1959

To Maize Geneticists:

The material in this letter was obtained from many sources and has been organized under the following heads:
I, General News Items.

II. Seed Stocks Grown in 193&* ^III. Seed Stocks Received For Propagation ±n ijjj*IV. Maize Publications.
V. Maize Genetics Cooperation Mailing List.

I• General News Items

iT-n-i vp.Tsity of Buenos Aires^^uenos_Jares ; Argentina---- ! The Argentine varieties of commercial corn are all Hintand can be classified in three groups according to endosperm.
color. ^  Varieties with orange endosperm.

X), » 11 yellow "
c* » n white "fVnetical analysis shows that both groups aand b carry the g-enes Ŷ Ŷ Y-vY-,. In the first group the varieties _,oloradrmrenton were tested: in the second group the varieties Amarillo Comun and Amarillo Enans. The di:f:Uerence in color betw« «  a and b is due to modifying factors. Long White Flint the on y variety of white endosperm tested, has the genotype 2iXi±jIy

2. The gene al, besides the known effects upon the develop- mpnt of chlorophyll reduces the intensity of the endosperm color°f In-ear8 segregating A1A1. Alai, and alal, most kernels which"have the last combination may be recognized because they have a lighter yellow color. Plants alal give ears with light yellow endosperm. In numerous Fg, no plants of homozygous al
and deep yellow or orange endosperm have been found.

University of Minnesota, bt. Paul, 1..im p
TTTinkage relations of gl^ with wx and sh. The sample of

gli was found in Minnesota in one of our cultures and was being 
studied at the time of Dr. Sprague's report on gl^.
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Genes Phase XY xy.

Sh Wx C3 213 66

Sh Gl|| CB 20 2 77

wx Gl̂ . CB 235 17

Order of genes sh-wx-glty.

Recomb .
xY ££ Total Nor~

39 172 4-90 105 2 1.k

55 156 490 132 26.9

22 216 4-90 39 S.O

2.
Results

Linkage of zebra seedling-1! (zb^) with ? in cnromosome 1 are similar to those obtained with F2 data.

Genes Phase XY Xy

Zbi| P CB 67 6
3 . An upright habit ot the 

line 19 used in 1st cross K (15 
with normal tassel but dominant 
upright and ts^.

xY xy Total
Recornb. 
No. A

3 67 1^3 5 6.3
tassel characteristic of inbred 
x 19) proved recessive in crosses 
in the of the cross between

H. K. Hayes

k I believe it is possible now to arrange the linkage trrouDS'in our linkage map still further, so that the linkage groups are oriented in a still more uniform scheme in relation tn thp chromosomes. In the linkage map sent out witn t.ie l ^ t  norn*letter™0they are oriented so that the upper end corresponds ?o oi is iA the direction of the short arm end of the chromosomewith the exception of *3 and probably #S. ® ^ ° " Cat th-^zercindicates that this group should be reversed with ^  at tne zero■nnint or in the direction of the short arm end. * r̂ ,5 t hnvp nrc t-ose riven below. The numbers are too small, bu^ thei l w e s t  that fhls group should be reversed also placing i at the zflo point. This means that the zero point -.ill be thll aa new L t a  come along, but that will be true of several other groups as they stand now.

c The series of r and R alleles listed in the corn linkage summarv does not include the"one designated in the original "  on Plant colors (pp. 111-1 1 3) as I**. allele wasthere described as giving in dilute types (A o PI a a Pp-rccn anthers with red color at the base of the plants, wnereas the ordinary r&’ allele gave green anthers and green base plants. One suggestion is that the superscript for the r-series may need S V e T S K e U e .  » ,  < , » « „  color, ,111 color,
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ffeSt j r - j r g i n i a  U n i v e r s i t y ,  yjQT j ^ i o s u J L J I S ^  “  — ■" i .  L in k a g e  d a t a  o n  c h ro m o s o m e  S :
R e c o m b .

Genes 

Msg J i  

^sgTS~9a 

J 1 T S -9 a

Phase

CB

CB

CB

XY S x xY XI T o t a l N o . JL

35 1 3 ill SO k 5.0

51+ 26 16 2b 120 i+2 35.0

56 IS 26 31 131 33.6

order: TS- 9a ~ ^1 -  m sg - end of l o n g a rm  •

C , R . B u rn h a m
p Sterilizing seeds for germination. A hypochloritesolution sold under the trade name uChloroxM is easier to use than the bleaching powder solution. Field corn soaked in ^nlorox solutions a f  5^ akd stronger for l/2 hour completely controlled the molds but reduced germination. There was very little mold and normal germination at and also at 2 . For genetic mate-rial a solution of 2 co. of commercial Ohlorox to 100 cc. of water is recommended, soaking the grains for 1 /2 hour. ° ^ ® r^ hypochlorite solutions are on the market but may vary in the /o f  t h e  a c t i v e  i n g r e d i e n t .  ^  ^  R ig n e y  a n d  c . R .  B u rn h a m

dnrmeeticut Agricultural_,ExEeriment_Statlon, , ^ w Haven, Cpnn^ -
-----1, 'in seeds treated with X-rays shortly after fertilizationnumerous paired mosaic areas are found associated witn losses_,f all of the easily Identified marker genes such as C, l£> 2H*Tn m°nv cases areas showing losses of any of these markers are

liter the cell metabolism and indirectly affect aleurone color. l“ the same way other activities of the cell are altered, notably in starch formation, viability, and growth control. ^  ^  Joneg

2. Fine mottling of rrR seeds. In 1537 an ear of Connecti-cut 720 y Su A C r when pollinated by C697 (a C R) gave seeds that'were all mottled. There were 9-1 regular kernels S6 with very fine mottling, color often limited to c. few patches of from one to a few cells each, and o coloriess. (These probably were fine mottling where no color was visible, or were contaminations. They are being tested;.

In 193S seeds of the two classes were planted in separate rows and selfed or again crossed by 697 A-tester. Two ears 1
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K.

,hp fine mottled stock selfed produced only whites, solid, and fi'ne mottling. One ear crossed by 69( gave 180 white, >2 eolxd ini or and S2 fine mottled kernels. Three ears from the coarse mottled stock when crossed by 697 gave 53^ white, 250 solid color, 132 coarse mottling and 9^ fine mottled kernels. This is no a p*reat deviation from a k : 2 : 1 : 1 ratio expected if the fine mottled factor shows independent inheritance with Mt.

Does anyone have any convincing evidence that is not an allele of the R r gene? Kempton's (GENETICS 4: 261-27*0 da^a . ran he interpreted on an allelic "basis as well as assuming 12,5f° r 0 He secured 2 9 . mottled seeds when selfed, whereas 33 V 37° nf the colored seeds should have been mottled. He incorrectly states he expected 25$ whereas 33 l/3% was the correct proportion of the colored kernels. Selfed ears are rather unsatisfactory for determination of this point. We plan to test this by back crossing if it has not been done.

3. White seedling olassification. White seedlings can oe classified satisfactorily soon after the seeds have germinated if they are germinated in the light. We use an old glass incubator for a germinator and keep the temperature about 75°r• seeds are sterilized for 1 minute in a 1* solution of Hg Clg and put in cetri dishes, 100 to a dish. Under these conditions chlorophyll develops rapidly and classification can usually be completed within a week after planting.

if. Seedling classification for red or green base. Seedlings germinated by the above method can be classified accurately for the green base (rE or RE ), or red base (rr or B )> Th° the first true leaf has been found the most reliable place for classification. If any antho-oyanin color is present it will appear at the tips of the leaves. Seedlings so germinated ana classified can still be planted without injury or setback. (This method of classification is not new. It is used by Dr. ^tadier and his students at the University of Missouri. It is cited here as it may be helpful to some unfamiliar with it),

R. Seeds germinated in the germinator produce pollen and silks early. Last spring one lot of C50 a sweet corn inbred, was planted in the field on June 1. Another lot Ox the same stock was put into the germinator. As soon as the seedlings were well started they were put into four inch pots ana kept in * greenhouse for about two weeks before transplanting to the a. The plants so treated produced pollen a week ahead of those planted in the field and there was a difference of nine days m  the silking dates. This method may be utilized for securing early tassels and silks of stocks, without planting early.
6. spn and lo not allelic. We now have definite proof that sp-̂  and lo on chromosome 4- are not alleles of the same gene. In
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fact they are located on opposite sides of sur  Complete evidence 
will be published shortly. w< R- singlet0n

7. A hybrid between a Lancaster inbred (696-3c) and Parnunkey •in 19*56 produced all semi-sterile ears. Cytological examination nf the hybrid in 1938 showed the presence of a heterozygous trans-location involving chromosomes 1 and 2. The point of interchange in chromosome 1 is in the short arm, at approximately 6/10 of the distance from the spindle fiber attachment region to the end of the chromosome. The break was between the spindle fiber ana a lenob on the short arm. The point of interchange on chromosome 2 , on the long arm, is approximately half way between the spinale fiber and the end of the chromosome. Chromosome 2 also has a knob. Seed of the homozygous translocation is available.

g. A subterminal knob was found on the long arm of chromo-
some 9 in 3g-117i (segregating spp and io), This knolD is 81ffillar in appearance to the chromosome ^ knob, but examination of crosses with unrelated stocks showed no evidence of a transloca-tion involving chromosomes 9 and k. The knob is quite close to the end of the chromosome with about l/5  of the long arm beyond 
it. Seed of this is available.

University _of_North Carolina, Raleigh, N. C_. - 
” 1, Opaque endosperm-H. Endosperm similar to Op and o.
Classification good in white dent stocks. Seed segregate normal (%)> 25> opaque (oy). All Op seeds produce normal plants
while all Op seeds produce dwarfish, yellow-green striped, abnor-
mal leaved plants which die in four weeks under field conditions. Some seedlings of qH lived two months in greenhouse but never got
over 5 inches tall. Germination of oH seed approximately J Paul H. Karvey

2. Red leaf tipCrl). Appears when plants are 8 to 12 incheshigh under field conditions. Red color gradually extends from tip to cover approximately one-half of blade. Classification 
good in Fp. Segregates 75> normal (HI) t0 25a’ red (rl). ^11 rlplants smaller than normal.

3. Burned leaf (bu). Tissue in leaf tips begins to die and turn brown when plants are 10-18 inches high under fieltions. Condition spreads to one-half or more of leaf, somewhat resembles conditions caused by certain plant fooa deficiencies. Classification fair, though a few heterozygous plants show some evidence of burning along leaf margins. Segregates 75/* normal (Bu) to 25$ burned (bu). All bu plants smaller than normal. v —  G. K. Middleton
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Texas Agri cultural Experiment Sta^QnA__C_ollege Station,.Texas
l With further reference to our hypothesis that (l) maize nrir-inated from a wild form of pod-corn, (2) that teosinte is the Product of natural hybridization between maize and Tripsacum, and ?7 ) that most North American varieties of maize^ are contaminated with Tripsacum, we have spent a good share of the past year m  reviewing the archaeological and historical evidence which has a Laring on this problem. We have found nothing seriously in con-flict with the hypothesis and a great deal of evidence in support

of it.

In the last News Letter we made the suggestion that the knobs on the chromosomes of maize may have come originally from Trinsacum, in which case pure South American varieties might be found in which the chromosomes were knobless. This has proved to bo the case. Of 17 lots received from Peru, all but two had knob-less chromosomes. Collections from other parts of Soutn America, however, all had knobbed chromosomes, the average numbers being 
as follows i

Venezuela....5*50
Uruguay...... 5 .00
Brazil....... 4,03
Paraguay.....3*50

Dutch Guiana.....3*00
Argentina........2*00
Peru..... ....... 0.33

If the knobs on maize chromosomes have come originally from Trinsacum it is evident that Tripsacum-infected varieties have replaced pure maize varieties in all parts of North and South America except the Andean region, which we regard as the primary center of domestication. Bolivian varieties have not yet been studied from the standpoint of chromosome knobs, but we antici-pate that the majority of them will be found to be knobless.

The objection most frequently raised to the hypothesis that maize originated from pod-corn is that pod-corn is sterile in the homozygous condition and a sterile form could scarcely bave served as a progenitor. We have attributed pod-corn s sterility to the fact that it has been maintained in a heterozygous condi tion for bo many generations it is now a monstrosity when homo-zygous. We have suspected, however, that a fertile, homozygous form might still be developed by selection since there is great variation in the expression of the glumes and other characteris tics of pod-corn. During the past season we have found that the TSr gene apparently is a strong modifier oi fertility Oj. ju±i_ 
plants. Homozygous tunicate plants carrying the Ts^ gene are 
highly fertile on the pistillate side and exsert a few good anthers. Self-pollination is impossible because the silks are dried up before anthesis occurs. Sib-pollinations can be made, however, and we expect to have true-breeding stocks of pod-corn 
available in the near future.

P. G. Mangelsdorf and R. G. Reeves
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nuke University, Durham, N. C*. -
1 , Lg“ (dominant liguless ) is in chromosome 3 as shown by
ollowing summary of data from six small cultures:

Total

(p = .0 11)

the foil 

Genes

Rg Lg^ RB

XY

3

ll

133

xY

12^ 0 265

A greater portion of the ligule is present in Lgj plants 
than in either lga or lgp plants. But for the characteristic 
tii i puless" appearance of the plant as a whole the character might 
more appropriately be called "defective ligule". Classification 
(except for seedlings), viability, and fertility (except perhaps 
for homozygotes) are satisfactory.

A test for allelism with lgp and three-point tests are being
made.

H. S. Perry

1. List Of translocations involving

Near left end (i. e. short arm)-
T3~6b S .3 d^ ± 0.5

T3-7b s .3 + 0.4

T2-3c s .2 dx ± 0.3
Tl-3d d]_ + 0.6

ddle region - 
T3-9a tSJ| - 2.9 -  dj- 3^.0 - T  - 25.0 - !g2

T3-7a ts^ - 5*0 - d,- 20.2 -T - 15.9 - lg2

T3-3b L .1 ts^ - 0 - dj- 17.6 -T - 1^.3 - lg2

T3-9c L .1

T3-10a L .1+ ts^ - 10.^ - d - 11.2 - T  - 1 1 . 7  - lg2

T2-3b ts 4 - 1.1

T3-10b ts^ - 0.3

T3-10C tsl| - 0.7

T3-6a d-,- lS.O -T - 12.0 - !g2

T3-5a 2^.5 -T - 7*9 - lg 2
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g.

Tl“3a L .2 iCQ+3 2 - dr 23.^ - T  - 5-9 - ig2

T3-^a L .6 tBJj. -

LO.
OJ dp- 29.5 "T - 5-7 — 7^2

Near right end -
T3-7c l .6 tŝ . - 20.0 - T - 22.0 - a

T3-9h lg2 - 7.9 - T - lg.O - a

T3-5h na - Ij-.g - T - 19.1 - a

T2-3e na - 7.5 - T - 20.7 - a

T3-5c na - 11.7 - T - 12.5 - a

T2-3d na - 13.0 - T - 7.1 - a

translocationsList of 
T>-6b 
Tl-6b 
T2-6 
T5~ 6b 
T6~9a 
T6-10b 
TS-6c 
T2-6a 
T4~6a 
T4~6b 
T1-6c 
T6-9b 
tU-6c 
T2-6c 
T2-6d 
T2-6e 
T6-&a 
T2-6b 
T3-6a 
Tl-6a 
T6-10a

Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
Satellite
Nucleolus
s .5
s .1
s .1
L .2
L .2
L .2+

L .2
L .25
L A
L A
L .5
L .6+
L • 6+

L .7

involving chromosome 6 - 
Clarke and Anderson, 1935 
Burnham, 1932 
Clokey (unpublished)
McClintock (unpublished) 
McClintock, 193^> Anderson, 193^ 
McClintock (unpublished) 
McClintock (unpublished)
Burnham, 1932 
Very near Y 
Very near Y 
Very near Y 
Very near Y
Probably near Y (not well tested) 
Probably near Y (not well tested; 
Near PI and sm. Probably T-Pl-sm 
Near PI and sm. Probably T-Pl-sm 
Near PI 
Near PI
Near PI (Probably T-Pl-sm/
Brink and Cooper y-Pl-S-T 
Pl-sm-22-T

E. G. Anderson

Cornell University,_Ithaca, N._Yĵ
1. The Linkage Summary suggests a possible alleiism of and Y£n. They are distinct genes, as an Fp between them contain-ed only green plants. In F2 both and yg2 segregated.

2, Dull endosperm, du, which intensifies suam and sup (seeCorn Letter of March 23, 1937, p. 13) has no distinctly visible effect on jbu?-. Three separate crosses of du x su2 were made and FpS selfed. “Six ears from each F^ showed no definite effect of
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du on su2. Any such effect is very slight if existent at all. 
Therefore, the mechanisms by which the sup anc  ̂-^2 Senes ac't mus'k 
be different, at least in part.

3. Slit blade, sb: has shown various abnormalities. Some-
times Fp ratios are atypical in crosses involving sb. Last year 
an g:i ratio of sb was reported. This year one plant of 90 FpS 
was a dwarf, resembling migh. Various genes have appeared follow-
jncr sb crosses (see below) 5 some of these, at least, seem to be new. In the progeny of an open pollinated mishsb plant there was
one very abnormal plant, It was ms, striped, bm, with a silkless 
ear, possessing much enlarged glumes. Slit blade itself is vari-
able, ranging from almost normal-appearing plants to small 11 deficiency-like” plants with narrow, thick leaves. Many sb 
plants are nearly or completely sterile. In the light of these 
divers abnormalities, it is suggested that sb is, or is closely 
accompanied by, some chromosomal abnormality.

Possible new genes from sb crosses: 
tw k —  an adherent showing in both the seedling (causing it

to be°twisted) and the tassel. Viability good. Classification

^°°mi —  a semi-dwarf with compact tassel, rather stiff leaves,
smallbseeds. Viability good. Fertility good. Classification 
good except with lg,

g —  a vigorous golden, showing golden late. May be g^, ior 
it showed about 30$ recombination with a.

John Shafer

5 . F0 data (News Letter, March 23, 1937) indicated that pbh. 
is located between Y-i and PI in chromosome o. Backcross data obtained last summer; however, suggest rather close linkage of Yp 
and pbx.

Backcross data:
Penes Phase n xy

CB 137 2

xY

139

Total

32S

RecombinationA

0.6

Three-point test: 

F-j genotype 0

Y1 + PI 170 132

302

1 2

- 2 ^7 35

2 S2
0.5$ 21.1$

U 2 Total

1 1 3SS

2
0 .5 4

+ pbx +
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Whether pbx is located to the rightor to the left of can not 
vp decided from these data. The white and yellow patches on \ obtained from backcrosses are considerably larger thanPtho”e found 2n piebald plants from the F2 , and. are found not only T t h e  leaves but also on the husks. This is attributed to the effect of modifiers rather than to environment.^ ^  Lebedeff

6 Sterility in tetraploid maize. An investigation of the ib][_0 causes of the variation in degree of sterility ooserved ? different lines of tetraploid maize was made both from the ivtologfcaf genetical angles. In a study of microsporogenesis, hnth self— storlie and self-fertile lines showed a large number 10) of quadrivalents at diakinesis. This indicates that rivalentformation is not an important factor in causing sterility 
in tetraploid maize.

The chromosome number of the microsporos varied from topk Much of this variation was found to be due to the lagg g univalents and non-disjunction of chromosomes resulting i ^ t h e ^  fnrffliti on of micronuclei, and to a lesser extent to t e one separation of quadrivalents. From one to six chromosomes, nSuallv in univalent .roups, were seen to lag in sporocytes show- f  iHo-inrr flametes having Itf to 22 chromosomes are considered?■{motional since the chromosome numbers of the progeny of a°tetraploid°maizeBplant (Sn = Ho) has been shown, to range from ,7 to h2 The frequency of microspores having between 18 o.nd 22 h-rnmnsomes agreed very well with the percentage of apparently food ponen If Ite ferhle and sterile lines in which this was
s tudied.

Four F, populations resulting from crosses between lines with a high1degree of pollen abortion (25$) and lines witn a 1  ̂degree of pollen abortion (10$), showed a low «ean percentage of aborted pollen, suggesting a possible genic basis for tais.
The coefficient of correlation between degree of pollen abortion and percentage of aborted ovules, woen only tlbnps were considered, was found to be -O .651 ± that factors causing pollen abortion are also opera ve n 

ing ovular abortion.

Evidence was obtained indicating that genetic factors forlitv were also involved in causing sterility m  tex.a hold maize. Some self-compatible lines were found to be cross incompatible with other self-compatible lines wnen used as the -nnrent. This relationship was true even wnen the effec of different pollen was compared on two ears from the same p an ,one ear being self-pollinated and the other cross-pollinated. In crosses between self-compatible and self-incompatible stocks c unimodal distribution was obtained for the Fx and a bimodal
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distribution for the Fp population, indicating the existence of at least one dominant or epistatic gene for self-compatibility. a qtudv of reciprocal crosses between self-compatible and se incompatible lines showed that self-incompatible lines were cross- n0mnatible only when used as the pollen parent, ho evidence of nollen tube competition wa3 found in a compatible cross between a self-compatible and a self-incompatible line when mixed pollm 
ations were made to determine this.

Some evidence was obtained indicating that the chromosome number of the plant was not very important with respect to degree of fertility since a 38! chromosome plant was found to be 75* fe tile^seed set) when self pollinated. This supports_the oonolu- 6i0n that much of the sterility in tetraploid maize is due to genic rather than chromosome number difference.

If genes for self and cross-incompatibility are concerned in causing: sterility in tetraploid maize, it is necessary to assume that these genes were present but inhibited in ®came effective because of a genic unbalance resulting from cars osome doubling, i. e. upon doubling some genes increase in effec tiveness and others remain static as far as their activity i
concerned. Harold E. Fischer

7. A sib cross between two iojap plants in a culture obtained from A. A. Bryan gave an ear which is homozygous for white seed lings. Forty seeds from this ear were planted. Thirty-eight p-erminated; all the seedlings were wnite and died witnin two weeks. This is interpreted as a case of extreme variation in the
expression of iojap.

g. In a tester stock of 11 plants with the genetic constitu-tion pr v? A b pi C R eight plants were dilute sun red, as ex
pected, but three showed occasional red sectors in tr,e leaves, husks, and tassel. When the leaves were stripped down and the stalk exposed to the sunlight, red sectors appeared on it, too. Apparently b is unstaole and mutates to B.

9. Linkage of gu ahd thin kernels. In a cross of Inored II x « ,  three FP cars segregated 25# thin kernels and the other four F0 ears were normal. Seed was taken from an ear segregating
thin kernels, and the normal kernels planted f in^aohthin ones. Theoretically, should have segregated 3.1 in eac^ p-roup. All 1*1 plants obtained from the kernels oi normal tme- fess ;ere green! while the 10 plants from the thin kernels were g. . This behavior suggests that the gene (or small deficie j ■)
for thin kernels is closely linked with g^.
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10. New characters in maize, teosinte, and maize-teosinte hybrids:

Maize - 
adL - adherent plant. Can be classified in early seedling stage; 'tips of leaves stick together. Plant becomes almost normal until anthesis, when anthers, tassel branches, and silks become sticky and tend to adhere. Viability and fertility good. Chrom. unknown.

Te°Several plants each of Nobogame, Huixta, Novocayan, and Durango teosinte were selfed and progeny tests made lor genetic characters. The following characters segregated
in 3:1 ratios: 
zb^ —  zebra seedling. 
ad£ —  adherent leaves. 
d.j. —  dwarf.

pg_k —  pale green (two cultures).
ft —  fine 3tripe. 

glt —  glossy.
—  white seedling (two cultures).

Cot —  corrugated leaf (three cultures), 
gŝ . -- green stripe (three cultures]. 
ys+ —  yellow stripe.
la^ —  lazy teosinte (reported in 193$ News Letter].
These genes will be crossed with similar maize genes to test for possible allelism.

Malfd"--°reSonseb tod8hort day. Recessive to "weak" response to length of day in maize. Mendelian character.^ single female spikelets. Recessive to paired female spikelets of maize. Segregates in 3^1 ratio. ^oi
lins and Kempton, 1923)* ,  ̂ ~two-ranked ear and two-ranked central jranch of tassel. Recessive to the raany-ranked ear anh many- ranked central branch of the maize tassel. Mendelian

o © r •
pd is linked with tr with 2 0 recombination. Chromosome 
unknown.

11. Brittle stalk-X (bk ) reported by R. G. Wiggans in the News Letter, March 6, 193*$, P- 12, is an allele of bk£ .

pd -

tr —

li'

Fine stripe-X (fx ) from the same report is an allele of

D , C. Langham
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II* Seed Stocks Grown, 193&
1, Testers.

Chromosome 1^ ^  x p ẑ )  x ^  br fx

zb^

Chromosome 2 :
+/^5
(igl gs2 b x Inbred l)self 

(ws  ̂ l g1 X gig) X (ws3 l g1 X g l 2)

Igl e12 v)+ x fll
l 6l t s x + / g l2 +/v^ x l g x g l2 V t S !  +/vi!

Igl +/Bkl x 1Sl skl

+ /ba^ x b9.r>

Chromosome J>:

(pm x lg2 dx) x (pm x lg2 dx ) 

+/d^ x d^

lgp d1 +/ tsty. 

(ts^? Rg x

+/ba^ x ba^ 

al ^^2 ra2

d^) x lg3/?

Chromosome U-s
su^ gl^ +/wl

Chromosome 5: 
bm^ bv pr

bm^ bt

Chromosome 6:

V7
PI sm +/py x PI sm py

sp^ su^

bm^ pr v?

PI sm A b 

Inbred II x pbx 

Inbred I x pbx
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Chromosome 7 : 
Hs °2

v 5
Chromosome 3:

msg 2i  vi6 x (ms£ 3l x vl65

Chromosome 9: 
+/vpl̂ + /17

ms2 x ms2/+ sh wx +/

ms20 x Ms 2Q Inbred I x ar wx

sh +/d^ Inbred II x c sh bp wx

Chromosome 10:
+/vpx + /w2

rst vlg
Rmb

°g Si 11

Rnj Ax C Pr Og a3

Rr& A1 C pr Pvv a3 El
rr y su-l Inbred I x zb^ Nl-^/T G-̂ /?

2. Miscellaneous: 
^ x

dec

V20
a-|_ C Rg pr in wx y 

ax C R Y pr in

ms!l/+
+/ws-̂

V9
A c Rg su-̂  +/v^ x

+/v13

at x at/+

+/bk1

bk2

a]_ B PI C R Pr

Ai c r Si y

A B pi C Rg Pr 3cx y± lg1

mSy x Inbred II
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x Inbred IITs6 Og ms12 x Inbred II

Inbred I x bm^ ms^p x Inbred II

Lo/? Hy x mg

hf x +/hf Inbred II x yg^

Ts6/+ x al In In

+/ tw^ db

+/ba (Singleton).A.
fs

+/rax (Singleton) mg

zb f x ys

3 , No germination: 
Inbred II x Sx msp7 x mSpy/+

lo su^ su-l gl^ Wl/ ?

wsx eh pk^ seg. fl^

btp

ap B PI P ys7(Singleton)

Ms3/ ? sh gx 

msi| x ms[|/+

A1 RS c sh wx pr y su

Too late:
gigas sh ar 3n

XXI, Seed Stocks Received for Propagation _in_JL22.

1. P. C. Mangelsdorf, College Station, Texas:-
, amdup duo seg. da-̂  ̂ su 
, amDUpdUo seg. du-ĵ su

2. P. H. Harvey, Raleigh, N. C.:

°H °H

°H °H
3 . J. Shafer, Ithaca, N. Y, 

wx v -l glij.
sh wx v^ gli|
ygp sh wx seg. gll]. lg]_

ON
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IV. Some Recent Papers on the Cytogenetics of Maize

During the past year several maize geneticists have written to the Co-op for a list of recent publications in maize. In view of this demand, what do you think of the idea of making such a list a part of the annual Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter? Most of the maize literature to 1935 is included in the combined bibliographies of ''Genetics of Zea Mays" by W, h. Eyster, and A Summary of Linkage Studies in Maize" by Emerson, Beadle, and Fraser. If these bibliographies were brought up to date^ a list of all the papers published between February, 1939? and February,, could be included in the 19^0 News Letter, and all those to 
February, 19^1, in the following News Letter.

If your reaction to this suggestion is favorable, will you 
help bring the following list of papers up to date (I have more 
than likely missed some)?

Anderson, E. G. - Translocation in maize involving chromosome 5* 
Genetics 22: 307-313• 193*.

Bindloss, E. A. - Nuclear size in plumular merleterns of inbred 
and hybrid maize. Amer. Journ. Bot. 2$: /38-/43. 19X-

Brieger, F. G. - Genetic control of gametophyte development in 
maize. I. A gametophyte character in cnromosome five.
Jour. Genetics 57-20. 1937*

, Tidbury, G. E, and Tseng, H. P. - Genetic con- 
tYol of "gametophyte development in maize. II. The quarter 
test. Jour. Genetics 26: 17—3s• 193&*

Brink, R. A. - Linkage relations in the A-Rg group in maize. 
Amer. Nat. 69: 283-285. 1935*

Burnham, C. 
group

R. - Differential fertilization in the 3r-Pr linkage 
of maize. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 28: 962-975* 1f3c*

Catcheside, D. G. - The bearing of the frequencies of X-ray in-duced interchanges in maize upon the mechanism of tneir 
induction. Jour. Genetics 9 6: 321-322. 193s -

Clark Frances J. - A gene for abnormal meiotic spindle formation 
'in maize. Genetics 2j+: No. 1, p. 62, 1939* (Abstract).

Clarke, A. E. and Anderson, E. G. - A chromosomal interchange in maize without ring formation. Amer. Jour. Bot. 22: ill-
716. 1935.

Dobzhansky, T. H. and Rhoades, M. M. - A possible method for lo-cating favorable genes in maize. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron.
30: 662-675* 1936*
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p  ̂ Rp^dle G. W. and Fraser, A, C. - A summary of Emerson, R. A. , Beadle, rornpll Ap t . Exp. Sta. Memoirlinkage studies m  maize. Cornell Agi i.
100, ^3 p. 1935*

Haber, E. S. - A study of drouth resistance in inbred grains ofsweet corn Zea mays var. rugosa. Iowa A. -. S. Res...
243: 55-72. 195?5.

Harvev Paul H. - Hereditary variations in plant nutrition.H G e n e tic s  2i: No. 1, p. 7^. 1939- (Abstract).
Jenkins, M. T. - Linkage relations of the Ag-eg factor pair in maize. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 26. 719-720.
, T , uflVpo k K. - The inheritance of pericarpJOnnS°t4nd;rn;se in s^It c^rn. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 20 (3): 

220-231- 1938.
Jones, D. F. - M u t a t i o n  rate in somatic cells of maize. Proc.Nat. Acad. oci. 22: 6 ^ - -AS. 193° •

- Somatic segregation and its relation to atypicalgrowth. Genetics 22: \tSa -522, 1^3/ •
- Translocations in relation to mosaic formation in..  rnaize. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., TJ.S.«., (5). - •

1938.

- Growth changes associated with chromosome breakage ------and reattachment. Genetics 24, No. 1, p. 77.
(Abstract).

- variable effect of the C locus in maize following------translocation. Genetics 2it, No. 1, p. 100. U39. '
stract).

TTpmnton J H - Maize as a measure of Indian skill. Univ. New Sexico Bui. 226: 19-28. 1936. (In symposium of prehis-toric agriculture.)

- Maize, our heritage from the Indian. Ann. Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 1936-37: 3«n-4o5. 193-•
Langham, D. 0. - The inheritance of intergeneric differences in Z e a - Euohlaena hybrids. Genetics 24, No. 1, P- ■ ‘ (Abstract).

n t i ndctrom E. W. - Micro-evolution of host-° parasit; interactions in bacterial wilt of maize. Genetics 24, No. 1. 1939* (Abstract).
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IS.

tone-lev A. E. - Morphological characters of teosinte chromosomes. L g Jour. Agr. Res. ^4: S35-S62. 1937-

T^riintock, 3. - The production of homozygous deficient tissues,* with mutant characteristics by means of the aberrantmitosis behavior of ring-shaped chromosomes. Genetics d̂ .
315-376. 1932*

- The fusion of broken ends of sister half- — ' chromatids following chromatid breakage at meiotio ana-phases. Missouri Agr* Exp. Sta. Res. nul. 2j_), 0 „ 9

Maize Genetics Cooperation - Recent linkage studies in maize.
Genetics 24: 59-63. 1939*

Mangelsdorf, P. C. - Modification of Mendelian ratios in maizeby mechanical separation of gametes. Proc. Nat. Aoau. oci. 
H  (12): 69?5-7CO. 1931.

and Reeves, R. G. - The origin of maize. Proc. 
NatT Acad. Sci. 24: 303-312. 193^«

Mather, Kenneth - Chiasma frequencies in trisomic maize. Genetics, vol. 24, No. 1, p. 104. 1939. (Abstract).

Maxwell, L. R. - The mechanism of delayed killing of maize seeds with X-radiation. Proc. Nat, «.cad. oc-. _2j. j(( j-■ * 93 •

Nemec 3. - Gold in Zea mays. Ber. Deut. Pot. Ges. 51:
1935.

0 'Mara, Joseph G. - Cytological observations on Zea-Euohlaonahybrids. Genetics 2%: No. 1, p. 82. 1939- (Abstract).
Perry, H. S. and Sprague, G. F. - A second-chromosome gene, Yj, 

producing yellow endosperm color in maize. Jour. Amcr.
Soc. Agron. 2S: 990-996. 1936.

Randolph, L. F. - Developmental morphology of the caryopsis in maize. Jour. Agr. Res. Jx3: S0I-9I0. 193-•

- The occurrence of parthenogenctic diploids in--------- - -. ___ 4. cj /-«•? vni _ pc; VO.Tetraploid maize. Proc. Nat. Acad, oci., .ol. 2 5, -j ■> ; j ;%
and Hand, David B. - Increase in vitamin A activ- Ttv _of“corn caused by doubling the number of chromosomes. Science, JgZ, No. 2263: 442-443, 193*5.
- Cytogenetics of tetraploid maize. Jour. Agr.

'Res.~3q7 7: 591-605, 1935*
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pandolph, L. F. - A new fixing fluid and a revised schedule for the paraffin method in plant cytology. Stain Technology,
10 (3), p. 95> 1935*

Reeves, R. G. and Mangelsdorf, P. C. - Chromosome numbers in
relatives of Zea mays L. Arner. Nat. 62. o35“o 5j * -l35p *

Rhoades, Marcus M. and McClintock, B, - The cytogenetics of 
maize. Bot, Rev, 1: 292— 325* 1935*

Rhoades, Marcus M. - A cytogenetic study of â chromosome fragment 
in maize. Genetics 21t 491-502. 1 3 ^*

_ - The effect of varying gene dosage on aleu- -- ---fone"colour in maize. Jour. Genetics 13: 347-354. 193^*

__ - Note on the origin of triploidy in maize, 
j — 'rjcTnetics 12: 355~357* 1935.

- Effect of the Dt gene on the mutability of■-— . . _____________ ~ZG~7 1 QXR -■" ' the allele in maize. Genetics £3: 377— 397• 193^*

and Rhoades, Virginia H. - Genetic studies 
------iTSTfactore in the tenth chromosome in maize. Genetics

24: No. 2: 302-31^. 1939*

Singleton, W. R. - Early researches in maize genetics. Jour.
* Hered. 26: 4^-59* 1935*

- Early researches in maize genetics (conol.)*
** Jour. Hered. 26: 121—126. 1933*

- Effect of colored cellophane on the production
— ---- of sun-red color in maize. Science 74: 486-489. 193-•

- Gytological observations on deficiencies pro-
duced by ̂ treating maize pollen with ultraviolet light. 
Genetics 24, No. 1, p. 109. 1939* (Abstract).

Sprague, G. F. - Random sampling and the distribution Pheno-types on ears of back crossed maize, jour. Agr. Res. II* 751-758. 1935.
Tavcar, A. - Beitrag zur Vererbungsart der ^pindel-farbungan vierkorn-reihigen Maiskolben. Zeitschr. Indukt. Abstain, 

u. Vererbungsl. 21: 3^1-352# 1936.

Thomas, K. L. - The glossy character (gUl1 in 2link~age relations. Jour. Agr. Res. 44 (2). 107-175*

Van Overbeck, J. - Auxin production in seedlings of dwarf maize. 
Plant Physiology lj: 5g7~59&. 1936 -
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Van Overbeck, J. - "Laziness" 
tioxi of growth hormone.

in maize due 
Jour. Kered.

to abnormal distribu-
tes 339-3^1- 1932.

Weiss, M . 0. and Wentz, J. 3. 
evity of seed in maize.
75- 1-937 •

- Effect of luteus genes on long- 
Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 2.9 • ^3“

-“-ssiuJ-i srs sssif*Migula. Iowa State College, Jour. 01 Sox., fol. IX, Jo. >
1935.

V. Maize Genetics Cooperation Mailing List

Anderson Dr. Edgar, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.Anderson", Dr. E. G. , Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Beadle, Dr. G. W., Biology Dept., Stanford. Univ., Stanford 'Jniv.,

Calif.
Bennett, Dr. L. S., Agronomy Dept., Agric. Exp. Sta., Fayetteville,§L IjJJ
Briegor, Dr. Friedrich,*Esoola Luiz ae Queiroz, Piracicaba, Sao

Paulo, Brazil. .Brink, Dr. R. A., Genetics Dept., Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,W i8 C
Dr a M., Agronomy Dept., Purdue Univ., LaFayette, Ind.Brvan Dr. W. If., Queensland Agric. College, Lewes, Q., Australia.S a m !  ir. O.K., Agronomy division, University Farm. St. Paul,

Minn.

Cartledge, Dr. J. L., Agronomy Dept., Univ. of West Virginia,Morgantown, W. va.
riokev ,rr. Ira K. , 1635 Laurel St., South Pasadena, •cooper’ Dr. D. C., University of Wisconsin, Genetics Dept.,

Madison, Wise. >T _ . „Creighton, Dr. Harriet B. , Conn. College for Women, Hew London,
Conn.

Dawson, Mr. C. D. R., John Innos Hort. Inst., Mostyn Road, Mortonpark, London, 0.W.1 9, Engl^nc.Demerec Dr. M. , Carnegie Inst., Cold S p r i n g  Harbor .Long Island, ... .Dorsey0 Dr. E. , Plant Breeding Dept. , Cornell University, Ithaca k...Doxtator, Mr. 0. r., Div. of Agronomy, University Farm, bt. Paul,
Minn.

Fokhardt R. G., Farm Crops Dept., Iowa State college, A..î s, loio.,Emerson!'Dr! 1. A., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell University,Ithaca, J. Y. . _ • ’ _ „ 130Eyster, Dr. W. H., Botany Dept., Bucknell University, Lewi sourg,
Fraser, Dr. A. C., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell University,

Ithaca. N. Y.
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mrhQT Dr. R. J. , U.S.D.A. Regional Pasture Research Lah., State u ’ College, Penn. . T . . . .Gurney, Dr. H. G., Waite Research Inst., Adelaide Univ., Adelair ,
Aust.

Hadiinov, Dr. M. X,, Inst, of Plant Industry, Detskoe Selo (near
Leningrad), U.S.S.R. n .. .Harvey, Dr. Paul H., Agronomy Dept., University of North Carolina,
Raleigh, II. C. . . _ a+Hryes, Dr. R. K., Agronomy Division, University Farm, bt. .̂.il,

wofmevr Dr. J.D.J., P.0, Marabastad, Pietersburg, South Africa. Holbert' Dr. J.R., Federal Building, Bloomington, Illinois. Horovitz, Mr. S., Instituto de Santa Catalina, Llanallol, F.C. .,
Argentina. _ -Hull, Dr. Fred, Agronomy Dept., Agric. Exp. Sta., Gainesville,
Florida.

Jenkins, Dr. M, T., Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A,, Washing-
ton, D. C, nJohnson, Dr. I. J., Agronomy Division, University Farm, St. Paul,
Minn, ~Jones, Dr. D. F., Genetics Dept,, Agr. Exp. St., Hew Haven, -onn.

Kempton, Dr. J. H., Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A., Washing-
ton, D.C.

vrmf Mr Kenneth, F, H. Woodruff & Sons, Milford, ^onn,Krug* Mr*. Carlos A., Inst, Agronomica do Estado Campinas, oao
Paulo, Brazil.

Kvakan, Dr. Paul, Dobricevo Cuprija, Jugoslavia.

Langham, Dr. D. G., Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Itnaca,
Lebedeff, Dr. G. A./ Plant Breeding Dept., Cornell Univ., Ithaca,
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  
I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

October 31, 1939

To Maize Geneticists

Call for material for the 1940 issue of the 

Maize Genetics Cooperation Nev/s Letters. Dead line is

January 15th at Ithaca, New York.

The next issue of the News Letters will contain

a revised list of all the Co-op stocks. Please send us 

your material which in your opinion would be desirable 

to include in the Co-op list. Also include anything 
that will be of value to other maize geneticists, such

as your new linkage data, etc.

Members who attended the Genetical Congress at 

Edinburgh last summer are particularly requested to send 
in comments which might be of interest to maize gene^i-

Sincerely yours,

G. A. Lebedeff 
Secretary

cists.
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M A I Z E  G E N E T I C S  C O O P E R A T I O N  
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  P l a n t  B r e e d i n g

C O R N E L L  U N I V E R S I T Y  

I T H A C A ,  N E W  Y O R K

March 5 j 19^0

To Maize Geneticists

Dr. G. A. Lebedeff, secretary of Maize Genetics Cooper-
ation has accepted a position at the Agricultural Experiment 
Station of the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto 
Rico. I am, therefore, for the present acting as secretary.

This News Letter is presented under the following 
headings

I, Maize gene symbols in publications.
II. General news items.

III. Maize publications.
IV. Inventory of Cooperation seed stocks.
V. Index to seed stocks.

VI. Historical Notes on Maize Genetics Cooperation.

It is understood that data presented here are not to be 
used in publications except on permission of the authors.

I. MAIZE GENE SYMBOLS IN PUBLICATIONS

The following statement is quoted from a letter written 
by Dr. L. C. Dunn," managing editor of Genetics, to Dr. L. J. 
Stadler, a member of the board of editors:-

"The chief difficulty from the standpoint of 
publisher and printer comes from the frequent em-
ployment of subscripts which as you know have to 
be set in by hand and sometimes require special 
characters to be cast. This represents extra cost 
to the journals. If it is absolutely essential it 
must be done, but I’m not convinced that it is 
essential. In the present paper A1 would serve as 
well as Ax etc. except that the habit of subscripts
has crept in through use. Jones had a rule against 
them but I notice that he didn’t enforce it in 
Emerson’s papers and I haven’t either. There’s no 
avoiding superscripts for multiple allelic series, 
but subscripts aren’t generally essential and when
both are required, e.g. A^, the system approaches
physical limits for the compositor and looks rather 
absurd. I don’t propose any sudden revolution. I 
do suggest it might be discussed by the maize group,
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keeping in mind that a system needn1t necessarily 
be frozen by the first ten years of use and that 
economies in publication, if done without harm to 
clarity and preciseness, give our journals greater 
stability and security for the future.”

Dr. Dunnfs example illustrates the confusion which might 
often result from following his suggestion. Arabic figure 
"l” in typed manuscript cannot be distinguished from l.c. 
letter ”1". The symbol "al” might be read "a-one" or "albes-
cent If the literal part of the symbol were always itali-
cized and the numerical part not italicized, there need be 
no confusion. Or, if the numeral is joined to the letter by 
a hyphen, there should be no trouble. Again, if the numeral 
could be set in smaller type than the literal part of the 
symbol, the printer’s problem might be solved, but certainly 
not the typist’s. It seems likely, however, that two sizes 
of type might be as bad as subscripts for the compositor. In 
a recent personal conference with Dr. Dunn, he suggested 
omitting the numeral "1" in all cases. No numeral would then 
indicate either that there is only one gene with that literal 
symbol or that it is the first one reported. Thus, we would 
have a (= ax) a2, a3, etc. In order that you may see how you 
like it, the latter plan is followed throughout this News 
Letter. Let me know what you think of it. The principal 
difficulty noted in its use here appears first in Anderson’s 
Table (p. 3) where gl3 = glossy 3 not golden 13. In the 
inventory of seed stocks 17 is not seventeen but luteus 7« 
Perhaps a period would help, thus: gl.3 anĉ  i«7*

R. A. Emerson

II. GENERAL NEWS ITEMS

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California

1. Translocations involving the left end of chromosome 1

Translocation

Tl-2c
l~9o
l~2b
l-6c
l-3a
l-9a
l-5b
l-5c

Cytological
position

S .7 
S • 6
s A  
s .3 
S .25 
s

Linkage map 
position

T 1 sr ts2
ts2 P 1
ts2 P k
ts2 F 9
ts2 P 21
ts2 P 20
ts2 P 2^.^
ts2 P 23.6

P
T
rn
T
T 38.1 br
T 38 br
T 32 br
T 25 br

tests with

position of

Tl~9a is known to be in the short arm from 
homozygous T.

Location of br is probably about L .3.
The spindle attachment may be near the map 

as or between as and br.
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2. Translocations involving chromosome 4.

Cytological Linkage map
Translocation nosition position

T4~6b S .2 Near Ts 5 J T 9 su
4-7 S .6 su + 1.5
lt~ 8 S .6 Near Ts5 and su
1-4 Near Ts5 and su
i(~5o su + 1
4-10b su + 5*5
4~5d L .2+ su 1 T Tu
4-6a L .2 su k .5  T Xl+,6 Tu
2~4a L .4 su 3.6 T 13.9 Tu
2-4c su 9.1 T 30 Tu
2-4d Near Tu
2-4-b su Tu gl3 15 T
It-9b L .6 su Tu gl3 21.9 T

Not listed above T4~5a, 4-5b, 4~6c , 4-Sa
The spindle attachment is probably somewhere near su

V n. inripTRrm

3, Translocations involving chromosome 2.

Translocation

T2-3a 
2-3e 
2-6b 
2- 3c 
2-9a 
l~2b 
2-5 
2-3d 
2-4d 
2-6a
1- 2a
2- 9b 
2- 5a 
2-5b 
2-10  
2~7b 
2~7a
2-6  ( 7« )
2-6c
1- 2o 
2~4a
2- 6d 
2-7c 
2- 3b 
2-4b 
2-4c

Cytological
position

Linkage map 
position

close to Ig 
close to lg

s .75 gl2 It.2 T I.It B 
gl2 B 0.5 T sk

S .65 Near sk
S .6 Near sk 

B 4.7 T 6.0 ts 
sk 5.5 T 12.6 v4 
sk 25.4 T 5.5 v4 
B 43 T
T 11 v4 (Brink & Cooper)

s .1 ts 5.3 T 7.S v4
L .1 sk 17.1 T 7.5 vlt 

ts T vlt
L .2 ts ll.lt T 6.6 v*t
L ,25 ts 15.3 T 5.It vlt
L .3 ts 7.2 T 1.1 vlt 

sk T 1.5 vlt
L .3 ts ll.lt T 1.6 vlt
L .3 ts S.3 T 1.1 vlt
L .3 v4 + 1.5
L .4 vlt + 5.0
L .3 + ts 13.5 vlt 1 .1 T 

ts Itv 4.0 T
L .6 ts Itv 5*6 T

ts vlt 19.0 T 29.2 Ch

The spindle attachment 
between t s  and v4.

appears to be about half way 

E. G. Anderson and I. W. Clokey
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Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases . U . S . D . A . .Washington ,0^0^

1. Crosses were made in which pollen was collected from 
individual flowers located in white and green sectors, re-
spectively, of the tassels of iojap plants. The pollen from 
each flower was used individually on the silks of a plant of 
an inbred line. The F2 progenies of these crosses were ob-
tained and grown to determine whether pollen trom flowers of 
the two types of tassel tissue differed with respect to 
transmission of the iojap character. No differences of any 
kind could be observed between the F£ progenies from crosses 
made with pollen from the two kinds of sectors.

2. Data obtained on a ^-point backcross involving 3039 
individuals indicate the following order of the chromosome 7 
genes involved:-

o2 2,2 y5 2.0 ra 2.4- gl

Data obtained on a 3-point backcross involving only 132 
individuals indicate the order of the three loci involved to 
be as follows

12.2 3n 37-5 M

3. In 1932 one of the selfed ears obtained from a selfed 
line previously inbred for 6 generations was segregating for 
sugary seeds. Since tnere was no evidence of out—crossing 
and none of the ears from numerous sister plants selfed in 
1932 and in the same progeny replanted in 1939 from remnant 
seed segregated for sugary seeds, it seems certain that the 
sugary gene arose as a mutation. Crosses made in 1939 
identified the mutant gene as su.

M. T. Jenkins

lj.. Deficiencies. A v2 deficient plant from X-rayed 
pollen had a small internal deficiency in the long arm of 
chromosome 5 near the knob probably proximal to it. A B 
deficient plant from ultraviolet treated pollen had an 
apparently terminal deficiency of 2/3 to 3/^ o f the short 
arm of chromosome 2.

5. Translocations from ultraviolet. In a population 
from pollen treated with ultraviolet 9 decidedly off-tjpe 
plants (in addition to marked deficiencies) were examined. 
Presumably all were deiicient, though the deficiencies were 
not marked. The diakinesis configurations were as follows:

5 plants had 10 II, 2 with obvious deficiencies.
1 plant had 2 II and a ring of a typical 

interchange complex.
1 plant had 7 II and an open complex of undetermined

number.
2 plants had 2 II and a 3 chromosome open complex.
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In each of these last two plants with a 3 chromosome complex a chromosome bridge was frequently seen at anaphase I and segregations of 10-10, and cj ~ I l were observed.The diakinesis configurations and anaphase segregations can be explained on the hypothesis that two chromosomes with terminal deficiencies have united to form a single chromo-some with two adjacent centromeres, the terminal portions having been lost. This hypothesis depends on the assumption that such a chromosome could persist through the life of t e
plant* Lillian Kollineshead Hill

6. Summary of Ws3 - Lg - iri2 backeross data.

Fi genotype 0 1 _ 2 __ 1> 2 Total

+ 4- + 737 303 82 88 1^6 165 3 2 2001
ws3 lg gl2 8.2$ 0.2f

These three loci are all in 
high degree of interference 
value 0.15*

the short arm of chromosome 2. A 
is indicated by the coincidence

7 . Summary of Bm Bt Pr backcross data

Fl genotype 0 1 2 1, 2 Total

+ bt pr 133 *162 0 3 92 260 2 2 972
bm + + 1 .13* 37. c M

Bm-Bt = 1.5$ Bt-Pr = 37-!%

The inequality of the complementary classes is due to the
poor germination of bt seed.

Summary of Bm Bt backcross data

Linkage 
Genes Phase 3m Bt Bra bt bm Bt bm bt Total $ Re corab.

Bm Bt R B 11 359 900 3 127g

The inequality of the complementary 
germination of bt seed.

classes is due to poor

9. Linkage of Dt with loci in chromosome^ 9. 
lisned in 193$ suggested that Dt was linked with C this indication the following data ere obtained:

Data pub- 
. To test

Linkage
Genes Phase XY xy xY xy Total fo Recomb.

Dt Wx C S 
Dt Wx C B 
Dt Sh C S

1663
602
679

825
fl-65
100

690
1+72
156

110
677
130

2996
2296
1073

Ill
4-0.3
27
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These data definitely prove that pt is in chromosome 9 and further indicate that Dt should lie close to ;yg2. Tests with yg2 have been handicapped by the fact that all avail-able vg2 stocks are homozygous for recessive c and it has 
been necessary to extract a yg2 C stock.

10. Effect of varying dosages of Dt. Previous data have shown that a non-linear effect was obtained when dif-ferent dosages of Dt were present in the aleurone. However the demonstration of several modifying factors affecting the a-Dt reaction made it necessary to secure data oearing on this relationship in an iso-genic stock. Such an iso-genic stock was obtained through repeated self-fertilization of a Dt dt stock —  heterozygous Dt dt seed being used m  every generation to further the inbreeding. After 5 years ol selfing the F5 seed was classified into Dt Dt, Dt dt and 
dt dt classes. For the dosage relation between 1 and 2 pt genes exact reciprocals were made between pi; pt and at at plants. It was necessary to self Dt pt individuals to 00 tain data on the effect of 3 Dt genes. The following data 
were obtained:

Pedigree
Mean number of mutations in 

Dt dt dt class Dt Dt dt class Dt Dt Dt class
(2 Dt) (3 Dt)

613U—13 x 6131-7
reciprocally 

6134-6 x 6131-14 
reciprocally 

6134-1 x 6131-2 
reciprocally

6134-2 x 6131-9
reciprocally

6325-25- x 6326-13
reciprocally

6325-9 x 6386-19
reciprocally

6385- H  x 6390-17 
reciprocally

(1 Dt)

6.8  

5.9 

7 .S 

9.1 

6.7 

8.3 

8.4-

19.5

19.6

19.9

23.9 

24-.9 
26.6 

24-.1

Mean ratio for 1 Dt : 2 Dt - 1

6131-12 selfed 
6131-8 selfed 
6386-2 selfed

110.1
126.7
128.7

In each determination at least 50 seeds were used. The figures represent the average number of mutations (i.e. dots of color) in the aleurone layer. The mutation frequency in the 3 Dt class is too low. With such large numbers of dots per seed there is considerable overlapping of the mutant areas. Error also enters from the fact that an earlier muta-tion of one a allele will obscure a latter mutation of a second allele. In the case of 1 and 2 dosages of Dt this is
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an insignificant matter but it must be taken into account in considering the data from 3 doses of Dt. Due to the extreme difficulty in counting the dots on the 3 PJi class only 3 ears were counted. They were in no way different from the numerous uncounted ears of the same constitution. These oata confirm the earlier conclusion that the effect of varying dosos of the IDt allelG is a non-linear one.

11 Effect of temperature on mutation rate of a allele when plants were matured at two levels of temperature after fertilization. Plants of a Dt constitution were grown at a temperature of approximately 70 degrees F. until flowering. Immediately after pollination they were divided at random into two lots and one placed in a greenhouse maintained _ around 60 degrees F. and the second lot placea in an adjoin ing house maintained at or near 80 aeg. r. Tne two lots of plants were left at the two temperature levels until seed was ripened. The mutation rates at the two temperatures were determined by counting the number of aleurone dots.The average mutation rate was determined by counting the number of dots on fifty seeds of each ear except for thos. ears marked by asterisks where less than fi.ty seeds were available. The data obtained are given oelow:

Pedigree

6279 x 6329-2II 
It

x 6329-3
II

x 6329-1
x 6329-6

Total 
Mean

Mutations per seed 
60 deg. F. SO deg, r

50.2
7.2i

l \
.5

1.2
44.9*
29.5*

250.6
kl.&

2.9 
9.0

11.5
9.9

14.5*
13.9
65.0

9.3
The results listed above are somewhat astonishing and to the writer entirely unexpected. A similar experiment is being conducted this year on a more extensive scale. Ii the same "effect is found it should be possible to determine tne critical period at which the temperature change has its ef-fect. It also will permit inferences, or if you wish, guesses, as to the nature of the a— Dy. reaction.

12. Mutation of a to different alleles. The frequency of mutation of recessive a in the presence of Dt to the a allele as compared to tne frequency to the A and A alleles can be ascertained by the classification of tne aleurone dots into pale and deep colored. However in tne aleurone it is impossible to differentiate between the A ana A alleles and to determine the relative frequency of mutation to these two alleles it is necessary to test the relatively rare
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germinal mutations against the P gene. To date twelve ger-minal mutations giving deep colored aleurone and purple plants, with B PI, have Been tested, eleven proved to De identical to the A allele while the remaining one gave drown 
pericarp. Since Ab produces a dominant brown pericarp it will t)0 necessary to test this allele against A in order to find if the brown pericarp color is dominant to the redof A before one can draw the conclusion that it is a mutation 
to A®• Irrespective of the outcome of this test it is an allele different from A and aP and mutations of a to three 
different alleles have occurred.

There are only two a alleles of different origin. Both of these are mutable in the presence of Dt. It is of some interest that on four occasions mutations of an a allele unstable with Dt have apparently occurred to an a allele which is stable with Dt. Stadler has found an a allele^ stable with Dt which arose as a mutation in his ultra-violet 
treatments.

13. Linkage of reverted A alleles with lg2. Four dif-ferent germinal mutations to A have been tested for linkage against lg2. As expected all four showed approximately 30 percent recombination with lg2. All evidence available in-dicates that the changes occurring at the a locus are true 
gene mutations.

Effect of Dt on Pvv. Plants heterozygous for Dt and carrying the variegation allele for pericarp color were backcrossed by dt p individuals. The Fx seed was classified into Dt and dt classes and the ensuing ears graded for vari-egation in a way similar to that employed by Emerson m  his studies on variegation* The data are as follows:

Number
ears

Dt seed
Mean variega-
tion grade

Number
ears

23 4.09 34
22 4.09 19
22 3.S2 31
17 $.18 11
32 4.06 35
30 3.67

4.67
36

21 26
Total 167 
Mean 4.os

190

dt seed
Mean variega- 
tion grade

4.12
4.05
?.S7
4.36
4.00
3.6g
4.66

4.11

These data show there is no effect of the Dt allele on the 
unstable pericarp gene.
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15. Further studies with chromosome 10* Longley (1937> 193g) discovered that certain strains of maize as well as teosinte have an abnormal type of chromosome 10. It differs from the normal in that it has a very consideraole piece o chromatin attached to the end of the long arm. Since the locus of R is known to "be in the distal 22 percent of tne long arm Tstadler, 1933) it should be possible to d-^ermine the amount of recombination between R and tne end of the long arm if the extra piece is used as a marker. Dr. Longley was kind enough to furnish a strain with the abnormal tenth.His strain proved to be homozygous for recessive I and a ratio of 1 H ! l r resulted when pollen from two different strains of H r  constitution 'was applied. Plants from the colored seeds of each F-, , heterozygous for both R ana the abnormal tenth, were backcrossed reciprocally by r testers with normal chromosomes 10. The following results were oo- tained (since the two Ft 's gave similar results they are considered together): W&en the Fx plants were used as the female parent the ratio of R : r was 26 J6 : ^214 while the reciprocal gave close to the expected 1 : 1 ratio. Tne shortage of R seeds suggests that the normal chromosome IQ fails to be included in the functioning megaspore. There are at least two possible explanations: (1) competitionamong the megaspores so that one with the abnormal ten develops into the embryo sac irrespective of its position in the linear tetrad of megaspores or (2) selective segregation at meiosis so that the basal megaspore receives an abnormal tenth. On either basis, if there are no exceptions, tne g class represents crossovers. There was no sterility on the ear proving that the abortion of r megaspores cannot be ac-cepted as an explanation. Studies are under way to determine the cause of this unusual ratio as well as to ascertain one recombination value between R and the end of the long arm.In connection with the latter problem it is apparent that the true length of a genetic map can never be had from ordinary linkage studies because one never knows how much crossing over occurs beyond the most distally placed locus studied.It is only when cytological markers are used, such as terminal knobs, that the total map length can be measured. This nas already been accomplished for the short arm of chromosome 9 by Creighton. This investigation is being conducted dy 
Virginia H. Rhoades.

16. Crossover values in male and female flowers, stud-ies on the frequency of crossing over for different regions of chromosome 5 in mega- and microsporocytes have been con-tinued. Earlier work by Emerson and Hutchison, Stadler, Eyster, Collins and Kempton, and Rhoades and Rhoades have shown no consistent difference in crossing over for chromo-somes 2, k 9 9, and 10 in the male and female flowers. How-ever, a considerable amount of data have been accumulated which show that this does not hold for chromosome 5. These data prove that in the male flowers the frequency^of cross ingover is greater than in the female. Because of ease in
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classifying most of the data are for the a2-bt region. Two 
different stocks have been used. In one of them a relatively high amount of recombination occurs while in the second stock 
a much lower value was found. The difference between the 
high and low stocks is not known but in both higher crossover 
values in the male flowers was found. Exact reciprocals were made in obtaining male and female crossover percentages.

Male
Female

Summary of high a2-bt line (10 pairs of reciprocals)

A2 3t A2 bt a2 Bt a2 bt $ Recomb.
1103 27.01156

12S4-

A2 bt

4-20
256

a2 Bt

M k
Z J t 1290 17.2

Summary of low a2-bt line (16 pairs of reciprocals)

Male
Female

A2 Bt

2 3^
1502

A2 bt

373
110

a2 Bt a2 bt $ Recomb.
4-10 2590 13*7
120 1S27 5.3

In addition to the above data on the a2 jot region, data 
have been obtained on tne a2 bra, bra Rn and ot ru; regions. There is a consistent and highly significant increase in 
crossingover in the male flowers for all ol these regions. 
The data also suggest that the greatest reduction occurs in 
those regions adjacent to the centromere, i.e. there is a 
proportionately greater reduction in the a2 bm and a2 bt regions than in the bm Rr and bt Pr regions but, owing to 
the difference in length of these regions, this point has 
not been statistically established as yet.

In order to determine if the crossover difference for 
the two sexes found for chromosome 5 is a cellular character-istic affecting all chromosomes indiscriminately or is pecu-
liar to chromosome tests were made involving the c 
region in 9 and the bm or region in 5 simultaneously. No 
difference in crossingover in the two sexes was found for 
the c wx region.

M. M. Rhoades

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, New Haven, Conn.

1. Further evidence indicating a physiological change in cell activity resulting from breaks and rearrangements of 
chromosome parts has been obtained from the paired mosaics m  the endosperm. In the majority of cases of paired losses of C and Pr, C and Su, Pr and Su, no change in size, arrangement or numbers of cells is apparent. In a few cases marked 
changes in some or all of these respects are noted. In the same material one part of the paired mosaic area may be af-
fected, in other cases the other part is affected. This means that many chromosomal rearrangements are without any 
effect upon cell activity other than the subtraction of the
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usual action associated with the dominant allele. Inthe few 
cases where profound physiological alterations occur it seems 
apparent that specific places of breakage and reattachment 
are involved. If the alteration resulted from a shift of 
growth-controlling regions of the chromosomes or a general 
unbalance in amount or kind of chromatin material, paired 
alterations showing the changes in growth would be expected 
more frequently and both parts of the paired mosaic areas 
would be affected. A few cases of this latter type are noted 
but they are not general.

2. Height of plant is noticeably affected by shading. 
Short plants grown between tall plants at the time of rapid 
elongation are usually taller than when grown in an unshaded 
location. Several lots of hybrid sweet corn grown under 
tobacco shade cloth were taller than the same lots grown in 
the open. Some inbreds seem to respond to shading more than 
others. Iowa Kr (Osf) (from Lindstrom) grown between two 
first generation hybrids was taller in the middle of the row 
than at either end. Height graduated evenly from both ends 
toward the center where there was the most shading. Heignt 
is also affected by time of planting. Plantings of the same 
lots of seed at weekly intervals usually show the second 
planting to be taller than the first. This also may be due 
in part to the shading of the later plantings oy the earlier.

D. F. Jones

3. Recessive sun red. A sun red that segregates as a 
recessive waB obtained from a Whipple sweet corn inbred, 
£50-1 7. The color is intense, is sun limited, and the stock 
has wine colored silks, and red glumes and anthers.

Ip. Sectorial sun red (Genetics 2^-:10£) induced by ultra-
violet pollen treatment, is changed to sectorial purple when 
crossed by dilute purple A b PI. Also sectorial sun red 
shows a linkage (F^ data) with gl2 and va. C.O. percent gl2 
and sectorial sun red = 19; between vb and sectorial sun res. 
= 32$. These values approximate the crossover values with 3, 
19 and 21 percents respectively. This is evidence the 
recessive sun red represents a change from the original n 
faotor that was treated and is not another independent fac-
tor acting upon the 3 gene. This character is being studied 
further.

5. Effect of female stock on the functioning of s£ pol-
len. In 193S pollen of sp su/ + + plants was put on two su 
inbreds Purdue 39 and Connecticut cl. The _su sceas ootained 
(the crossover class with no sp survival) were 39 percent 
for P39 and 17$ for C£l. These figures are both too high 
for the crossover value (6$), and suggested the possibility 
that the two sweet inbreds had influenced differently the 
functioning of sp male gametes. Pollen examination of plants 
produced by these two pollinations verified this assumption. 
The su seeds from the P39 cross produced plants, £71° of which
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were segregating for up. There was only 5bŷ  Oi segregating 
plants from the C$1 cross* By correcting the original 
hcrossoverM percents for ssu and sp in order to eliminate up 
survival in the pollen, the true crossover values of 5*1 and 
7.4- are obtained. These are both close to the &/c ^value <pre-
viously found* These results are soon to be published in 
the Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.

6. Fine mottling may completely inhibit color. On an 
ear segregating for coarse and fine mottling (Maize Coop. 
1939 letter) there were six colorless seeds. These produced 5 plants in 1939* One was a contamination, a self-pollina-
tion. The other four were segregating for color. In the 
case of these four seeds the fine mottling factor completely
inhibited color production. ^ , ,

R. Singleton

7. A method has been developed for studying mitoses in 
developing endosperm, particularly to correlate tpes of fig 
ures observed with the occurrence of endosperm ana_aleurone 
mosaics. Collections made six days after pollination usually 
had many divisions. Material was fixed according to Ran-
dolph* s ohromo-acetic formula (Randolph, L. F. J. Agr. Res.
53:$$1-916). Whole mounts or free hand sections were stained 
by the usual Feulgen method with the omission of destaining 
or washing off excess fuohsin in 302 water (by putting the 
tissue from the fuchsin-sulphurous acid directly to water 
and, as the nuclei become stained, changing the water several 
times before the usual dehydrating and mounting), prelimin-
ary observations show —̂10 percent abnormal divisions in 
endosperms collected from stocks giving high rates of mosaic 
formation.

$. In connection with a determination of the germinating 
ability of sp in competition with normal pollen it was found 
that pollen could be germinated by placing it on sucrose-agar 
(lOfo sucrose and .7$ agar from Andronescu, 1915) in depression slides. The method seemed to be applicable, however, only ir 
the humidity is low, since trials in the early summer when 
the humidity was very high resulted in failure as the pollen
grains would burst before germination started.& F. J. Clark

o. a distinctive defective endosperm character was found 
in an open—pollinated variety that had been selfed one gen-
eration. The defectiveness is different from other defective 
endosperm characters on wnich histological worK has oeen rc- 
ported in that it does not result from arrested development 
but from a breaking down of the endosperm tissue after it has 
formed. A cavity is formed in the upper central part of the 
endosperm by the disintegrating process, and the mature seeds 
are smaller and have a dull mottled milky appearance. The 
defective seeds also show a tendency to germinate while still 
on the ear. This character, disintegrated endosperm, (di)>
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is controlled by a 
dicates that it is 
25 crossover units 
from lg.

single recessive factor, and evidence in- 
located on chromosome 2 at approximately 
from the B factor and 4-5 crossover units

L. M* Roberts

Cornell University, IthacaJLlX.

1. In tetraploid maize unimodal curves were obtained 
from hybrids between self— fertile and self—sterile lines 
back— crossed to the self—fertile parent; in the oack—cross 
to the self-sterile parent a bimodal curve was obtained, 250 
or more individuals being involved in each population. In 
the F2 population of the same crosses unimodal or very weakly 
bimodal curves were obtained.

The F-i of the incompatible matings between the self- 
compatible lines (B lg and su) of tetraploid maize reported in the last News Letter was found to be selx-fertile, and the back-crosses to the parent lines wore also compatible, as 
indicated by observations on 50 01 more ears from each cross. An incompatible mating bet?;een the cross—storile 3 lg line 
and a self—sterile B Lg line showed an intermediate degree 
of self-fertility (37f) in Ft . The backcross to the B lg parent was 3 7 compatible (26 ears) while tne bacx—cross to
the B Lg parent was only 15 percent compatible.---** Harold E. Fischer

2. Monosomlo Maize. A plant monosomic for one of the shorter chromosomes ""Tundetermined) appeared as a partheno- 
genctic diploid in a tetraploid stock of maize. A detailed study of meiosis with special reference to tne behavior of 
the univalent was made. Tne univalent in fifty percent of 
the 770 cases observed was found to go to one of tne poles in division I. In the remaining cases the univalent was not included in the daughter nuclei of division I but remained 
in the cytoplasm forming a micro-nucleus. Most (+/*] ot 
these free dvad univalents were apparently reincorporated 
into the spindle of division II. This was indicated by a marked reduction in number of free dyad groups in metaphase II as compared with the frequency of micronuclei at inter- kinesis. Such cells produce microspores with a normal 
chromosome complement. In cases where tue dyad univalent  ̂
fails to be reincorporated in the spindle of division II, it often forms an independent spindle and divides,^ As a rosult of this, microsporcs containing a micronuclous in addition 
to the macronucleus are formed (in l,3f? of tne microsporcs,. The univalent was observed to divide in 10% of the first 
division figures. The resultant chromatids do not divide 
again in the following division but lag or move to one of 
the poles giving a 10—9 distribution in anapnase 1^* Pollen examination shows that 5'M0 grains are abortive, duepresumably to lack of a full chromosome complement. Selfmg of the monosomic plant resulted only in diploid progeny and
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the same result was obtained when it was used as a pollen
parent with normal diploid plants.

Harold E. Fisoher and John Einset

3. Vivipary designated as vp5> found in Dr. Wiggans' 
cultures, is closely linked with yellow endosperm, as can be 
seen from the Fg data presented below. If it is Y, which it 
probably is, then vp5 is located in chromosome 6. Classifi-
cation of vp5 is good. In cultures where germination has> 
gone too far resulting in discoloration of kernels, classifi-
cation of endosperm color is difficult.

Last summer's data in regard to pb-x confirm the previ-
ous observation of its close linkage to Y, as shown below. 
Four pb genes are listed in the Linkage Summary, all of them 
have been lost. Therefore pb-x will be designated as pb5 
although it has not been tested for allelism with the other 
four.

Backcross data for vp5 and J2)25 follow:

Genes

Vp5 Y 
Pb5 Y

Phase XY M xY xy Total $ Recomb.

CB 14-89 35 33 203? 3.3
GB 231 l 2 250 0.6

G. A. Lebedeff

k. Backcross data involving chromosome 7 . Of the three 
cultures included in the tnree-point test, the first was 
grown in the greenhouse in the winter of 1936~39> the second 
in the garden in the summer of 1939> bhe third in the 
greenhouse in 1939-4-0.

genotype 0 1 2 1 , 2 Total

+ v5 gl 1 6 9 0 - 1 6 6 1 137-4-g 254-296 7 1 - 2 1 4lS0
in + + 1 2 5 8 - 1 2 5 3 7 2 - 3 6 1 3 7 - 1 3 4 6 1- 6 2062

1426-1362 _8Z-52 220-230 lZ-_6 ^4u 1

4-374-4261 296-137 6 1 1 - 6 6 2 169-33 10 563
S655 433 1273 . 202

4.1$ 1 2 .1$ 1 .9$

The marked difference between complementary classes of 
region 1 and double crossovers are not to be accounted for 
by differential viability of recessives; for, of the total, 
in plants constitute 445.4$, y5 plants 4 S , a n d  g l plants 50.I$. A comparison of frequencies of double recessives 
with those of corresponding double dominants shows that the 
one double recessive, in v5, is principally responsiele for 
the differences between complementary classes. The frequency 
relations of double recessives to corresponding double dom-
inants are as follows:
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In V5 100 In Gl 100 Vp 01 100
in v5 37 in gl gg y5 gl 99

In view of the approximate equality of V5 and v5 plants 
in this back-cross progeny, it is hard to account for the^ 
deficiency of in y5 plants either on the basis of errors in 
classifying or a suppressing effect of _in upon the expression 
of v5, like that of R upon j. A further study will be made 
of this second possibility.

A two-point back-cross gave the following:

Phase In Tp In tp in Tp in tp Total $> Re comb,.,

CB 14-7 65 60 124- 396 31*6

The order of these genes is:

in 6 y5 1^ £l Tp
A. C. Fraser

5. The gsh reported last year is allelomorphic with g4.

6. mg often is completely germless. FgS of one cross 
contained many germless or even completely empty seeds and 
few truly mg ones. Fps of another cross had many fewer non- 
viable seeds and many truly m£ ones, mg seeds are definitely 
slower to germinate (many never germinate) than normal seeds, 
and their plants seem to mature 7 to 10 days later than 
plants from normal seeds. However, the mg seeds produce 
normal sized plants.

7 . Several crosses have produced seeds with purple 
plumules. From Fg counts it seems that at least 3 a^d per- 
haps 4 dominant complementary genes are involved. Classifi-
cation of Pu seems satisfactory in yellow or white seeds.

g, sb continues to be abnormal. Many sb plants last 
summer had stiff, very narrow leaves. In some cases these 
consisted of little but midrib. Plants with such leaves 
were usually sterile. Pollen was obtained from two for 
crosses. Ratios in sb crosses were again atypical. One F^ 
contained 177N:34sb '(5:1). Several back-cross cultures 
contained:

Culture Sb sb

1 4-0 30
2 4-6 36
3 50 31
4 53 3°
5 45 46

Total 173
John Shafer, Jr.
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My presence in Europe last summer had, it turns out, a 
deleterious effect on my summer’s work at Ithaca - a result 
not un~fore-seen. For such results as I am able to report,
I am indebted to Dr. Lebedeff who did my work in addition to 
his own.

9. Tassel-seed 3 and tassel-seed 6. - In the News Letter 
of March 23, 1937 (p. 6), Lindstrom reported Ts6 as about 26 
units from gs. At about that time I had found that Ts3 ^cl-
an were closely linked. Since an and gs are about 27 units 
apart and since both Ts3 and Ts^Tare dominant genes, it 
seemed possible that the two were alleles. Data obtained^ 
during the past summer though not wholly satisfactory indi- 
cate that Ts3 and Ts6 are not allelic. The data follow, (see 
also Lindstrom1s report in this News Letter.)

F-j genotype 0 1 2 i _̂2 Total

+ Ts3 + 
an + gs

62-70
132

17-0
17.

9.31°

5-22
27

1

7-0 
7 ^ 
3 . ^

183

+ + Ts6 
an gs +

S5-37
95

16-6
22

1
13- 7

20
13. 2 $

10-5
15 . 
3 . %

152

+ Ts3 + 
an + bm2

59—26
S5

10-1
11

7.g?0

lg-2*4-
*1-2

29 .Sfo

2-1

2.11°
1*4-1

+ + Ts6
an bm2 +

81-4-1
122

23-4

17.5*

5- 0 

3-3^

0-0
0 154

If taken as they stand, these data indicate that JTs3 is 
between an and gs, while _Ts6 is to the right of gjs and prob-
ably to trie right of bm2. It will be noted, however, that 
homologous recombination classes are far from eQual. The 
first entry of the table shows a considerable deficiency of 
Ts3 plants and the second entry exhibits a similar deficiency 
of an plants. In the third and fourth entries, respectively, 
Ts3 and Ts6 are in excess of 50 percent, while ^n and bm2 are 
deficient. But such evidence as is available, if any, sug-
gests that TsJ is near an and Ts6 near bm2.

10. Locus of knotted. - In the News Letter of March 26, 
193& (p. 5)> Bryan reported Kn 26 units from br and 2*4-̂ units 
from bm2. These data suggest that Kn is between an ana gs. 
The few data obtained last summer are in agreement with this 
indication, as follows:
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genotype 0 1 2 2

+ Kn 4 49-32 c;- lk 0-0 2-1
an + gs 01 23.

20. Ofo
s

7.0 fa
3 „

2.6*

4 Kn 4 56-hh 26-7 2 k - l k 7-0
an 4 bm2 100 33v

l&.&jo
3s ^

21.3$
7 _ 

3.9 $

Total

115

170

If, as is suggested above, Kn and Ts3 are between an 
and its and Ts6 near bm2, Kn should show much closer linkage 
with Ts3 than with Ts7). This is borne out only in part by 
the following back-cross data.

XY

Kn Ts3 3
Kn Ts6 0

xY XI

9 16 2
27 ^7 13

16/30 = 16.7^ 
21/95 = 22. if.

11. The order of br f an . - There were published in 
the Linkage Summary 1935 Cp* 35 )> three-point tests^involv-
ing 960 individuals which indicated that the order is as 
given above. Bryan, in the 193^ News Letter (0. 5) > report-
ed four—point tests with 293 individuals involving br, f,
Kn, and bm2 which indicated that f is to the left of br. An 
attempt was made last summer to check this situation. A 
total of 1352 individuals were noted, but only 34 per cent 
of them were recorded as f. Moreover both orders of the 
genes indicated double crossovers as more numerous than 
singles in one region and equal to singles in the other 
region. It is obvious that many f plants were recorded as 
normal. This is not unlikely in cultures such as these in 
which f was poorly expressed. It seems likely that plants 
recorded as f were certainly of that nature. The following 
data, therefore, include only the f plants.

Fl genotype 0 1 2 1 . 2 Total

4 4 4 347 22 77 „ 7 ^53
br f an 4.g $ 17. of* 1 .(A

12. Further data on chromosome 1 translocations. In my 
paper on zl (Genetics 1939, P* 3$2), in which many previous-
ly unpublished data from Anderson were used, it was shown 
that Tl-5b, l-5c, and l~3a have their breaks between P and 
br, and that the Tl-2c break is near sr. A few further data 
are now available, and are presented in the accompanying 
table.
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-  IS -

F-j genotype 0 1 _JL io_2 Total

Tl-2c + + 6251 23 201S 0 2
15s+ sr P 113 5

3-2 i
3s

24.0$
2

1 . 3$

+ p + 99 112 17 22 1 ,5 0 2
25ssr + Tl-9c 211 39 . 

15 .1#
6

2.3$
2

o.g$

p + br 30 21 1 4- 12 17 0 0
85+ Tl~9c + 51 5

5.9^
29

34 . 1$
0

Tl-2c + + 16 22 23 21 3 g 3 0
96+ br an 38 44

45.
11

1 1 . 5 1°
3 . 

3 . 1 $

+ + Tl-5b 59 4-0 2$ 19 g 12 3 , 1
170sr P + 99 47 _

27 .&fo
20

11.2$
4

2 A #

p + br 52 60 11 g 16 lg 1+ 1
+ Tl-5b + '1 1 2 1 9 . 

11.2$
34 „ 

20.0$ 2.9$
170

Tl-3a + + 7 5 54 28 53 13 15 12 3
253+ br an 12 9 SI

32.0$
2S

11.1$
IS

5 .9$

Tl~9b + + 26 35 1 2 10 1 5 0 0
S9+ br bm2 61

2S. 2 $
0

Although these data are not wholly consistent, they 
indicate that Tl~2c is near sr and to its left, that Tl-9c 
is near P and to its right, and that Tl-9b is near br and 
probably to its left.

13. Tests of miscellaneous genes with chromosome 1 
markers. - Six genes, not previously linked, have been-tested 
with several loci of chromosome 1. On the next page are 
shown the number of individuals and per cent of recombination 
in each F2 test.

New sr m sl7 P br an gs bm2
genes no. A no. 'jo no. i no • yo no. no. $ no.

at 14-9 5° 113 4-2 149 51 49 60 4-9 60+
na2 17 42 4-7 ^g 72 5° S5 60+ gg 60+
msg l4g 43 100 40 290 50 142 47 87 34 55 31
ms43 SO 32 25s 49 25s 45 S3 29 95 47 S3 43
yg3 44- g 3g 53 82 55 38 55 3g 60+

87 19vl9 g2 52 gg 5g gg 51
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These tests, though mostly quite incLd.eqU9.te, ctre suggeo tive of one and perhaps two linkages (Relatively^little seed was obtained from the Florida plantings last spring; adequate material is available for tests next summer.) Suggestion ot linkage of ms43 with either sr or an is probably of no sig nificance because of the great deficiency of msu3 in the one instance and of an in the other. There were few xg3 Plante in the test with sr. It seems likely that vl9 may be linked with bm2. The F? distribution was 42-25-21-0.

l4. Differential dominance in number of kernel rows. - One of the F-i 's used by Dr. Wiggans in the production of double-cross 29~3 a cr08S of a 12-row inbred line (Onondaga White) with an 8-row line 41 (Luce s Favorite).The Ft plants show a high percentage of 8-row ears. golden Cross Bantam, on the other hand, has a consideraole percent-age of 12-row ears, though also a cross of a 12-row line (Purdue 39) with an g-row line (Purdue 51;. This striking difference suggested a comparison of Fi'sfrom crosses of the two g-row lines, 1 and 51 » noted above, with ten 12 row lines, including 2 and 39 noted above. The results of one season s test are given in summary form in the accompanying tabular statement which shows the mean number of kernel rows in of crosses between g—row and 12—row inbred lines.

Inbred lines

Mean
Designa- Number number 

tion plants rows

F-, crosses with
Line 1 llnc-51 Differ-

Mean Mean ence in
Number number Number number number 
plants rows plants rows rows....

1
Jjl

57
gg

7.S4 
.. 7 ..25-

2 49 12.64 82
3 59 12.27 92

63 12.3S 86
39 95 1 2 . 0 2 71
1 1 59 12.34 56

ill 69 1 1.go 75
VI 50 12.04 60
VII 107 1 2 . 2 8 12 0

B 97 1 2 . 1 0 85
G 74 1 2 . 1 1 93

Average
1 2-row and
Fn lines 1 2 . l4

g . 7 6 gg 1 0 . 3 4 1 . 5 8
9.07 86 1 0 .5s 1.51
9.16 80 9 . 9 5 •79
9.77
9.57

90
86

n . 3 6
9 . 9 3

1.59
.36

9 .2S V 9 . 5 3 .25
g.90 54 9 .S9 •99
9.15 91 1 0 . 1 3 .96
9.04 73 10.4l 1.37
9-05 37 1 0 . 0 5 1 . 0 0

9.18 1 0 . 2 1 1 . 0 3

In every case the F^ row number was higher (0.25 to 1.59) where line 51 was the g-row parent than where line 1 was used; and the average difference was one kernel row. Of the twenty Fi lots, the lowest row number was in the cross of 1 with 2 and the highest in 51 with 39- The frequency_distribution of the four F \ lots from crosses of these four lines are as follows:
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Inbred lines Frequency distribution for row number
$-row 12-row g 10 _12_ 14 Total Mean

1 2 51 31 $2 g.76
1 39 16 47 g 71 9.77

51 2 l4 45 29 gg 10.34-
>51 39 1 29 2 90 11.36

Not only do the two £-row lines differ, #1 tending more 
strongly than #51 to give low row number in Fp, but #39 tends 
more strongly to give high row number than does #2.

15. Heterosis of number of kernel rows. - In every one 
of the crosses of the Tfl 3— row line with the ten 12—row lines, 
the average row—number of the two parent lines is greater 
than that of the corresponding F^. Of the ten F^'s involving 
the same 12-row lines with #-row line 5 1 , four have mean row-
numbers greater than, four less than, and. two equal to thê
average of the two parental lines. It is perhaps notev/orthy 
that the Fi mean of the 1-2 cross differs from the parental 
average by —l.£> rows, of the 1—39 cross by -0.16, of the ;.l—2 
cross by +0.35> and of the 5 — 39 cross oy +1»3&» it the last
of these crosses alone had been under observation the result
might well have been termed heterosis - and perhaps correctly 
so.' There is certainly nothing in the general averages to 
suggest heterosis of row-number. The average of all F^'s 
involving line 1 is less than the average of parental means 
by 0.31 rows and of those involving line 51 greater than 
the parental averages by one 0.17 rows.

Records ™ere also obtained last season from F]_ cultures 
whose parental lines had approximately equal numbers of 
kernel-rows. The data are given in the accompanying table 
showing the mean number of kernel rows of inbred lines and 
their F]_ progenies.

Inbred lines 
Mean

Designa- number 
tion rows

Average

F-j progenies 
Mean 

number 
rows

Differences

1
51

7.34)
7.95)

7.90 3.10 0.20

2
4

12.04) 
12.3Si 12.21 12.41 0.20

2
II

12.04) 
12.34) 12.19 12.61 0.42

2
39

12.04)
12.02) 12.03 12.37 0.34

3 t
12.02)
12,33)

12.20 12.5s 0.3S
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39
11

12 .0 2)
12 .3 ^ :

[ 1 2 . 1 8 13.19 1 . 0 1

11
it

1 2 . 3g  
1 2 . 3 s :r 12.36 1 2 . 5 3 0 . 2 0

Individually, most of these differences in number of 
kernel rows are not statistically significant^ They are, 
however, all positive and, as a whole, are definitely sig-
nificant. In general it appears, therefore, that some, 
though slight, heterosis is shown in number of kernel rows.

16. Influence of soil fertility on kernel-row number. Some years ago two 12-row inbred lines ̂ and the F-l cross were grown on sand of extremely poor fertility and on very ricn 
soil. The test was carried on during two seasons and^the 
number of plants involved were 281 on rich soil and 2c~J on poor. The row-number means are compared in the following
table:

Rich Poor Differ-
soil soil ence

Inbred A 12.6 1 1 .1 1.5
Inbred B 12.3 10.6 1.7
F1 A-B 12.5- 11.5 CLs_2

All 12.4- 11 .1 1.3

The effect of extreme differences in soil fertility on 
number of kernel rows is obviously greater than that shown as heterosis. Neither effect is sufficient seriously to 
mask genetic differences in studies of kernel—row numbers,

R. A. Emerson

17. Brittle stalk-2 (bk2). Plant appears normal, but the leaves, stalk, ear, and all parts break easily under pressure. Viability good. Classification good at all stages 
of development by bending the leaves sharply.

The seed was originally received by the Maize Genetics 
Cooperation from L. C. Raymond, of Quebec. A test for 
allelism with bk was negative (News Letter, March 23, 1937, p. 1). Brittle stalk-x (bk-x) reported by Tiggans (News 
Letter, March 6, 1 9 3 8 , p. 12) proved to be an allele of bk2 
(News Letter, April 15, 1939, P» 12).

Bk2 is linked with sh and wx in chromosome 9 as shown 
by the following F^ data:
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F1 genotype Fr 2 progenies

sh wx + 29 sh wx bk2 1
sh wx + . opifed + + bk2 37 + + -1- 95

11+ + bk2 seilea sh + bk2 3 sn + +
+ wx + 28 + wx bk2 0

Total = 20^
sh - WX = 22/o wx -  bk2 = 15?* sh - bk2

18. Chromosome 9. - Linkage of gb and wx:

Genes Linkage Phase G -̂ Wx g4 wx ĝ- Wx gH- wx Total % Recomb._ 
Gk Wx cs 379 ^ 11 32 ^26 5

19. Vestigial glume (Vg) and Tunicate (Tu). The two 
dominant genes Vg (Sprague, 1939) an(T Tu (Collins, 1917) have opposite effects on the length of the glumes in Doth the staminate and pistillate inflorescences of maize. /estigial 
glume, as the name implies, exposes the anthers and removes most of the glumes from the ear5 whereas Tunicate incloses the anthers in long glumes and the individual kernels in husk-like structures. In view of these differences, would a plant with the genetic constitution Vg_Tu he like Vg? or Th? 
or neither of them? In the progeny of a cross of Vg/vg x 
Tu/tu four types of plants were observed:

Phenotype (length of glumes)
Staminate Inflorescence Pistillate Inflorescence

Probable
Genotype

Vestigial

Vestigial

Tunicate

Normal

Long like Tu, but 
narrow 

Vestigial

Tunicate

Normal

more Vg vg Tu tu

Vg vg tu tu 

vg vg Tu tu 

vg vg tu tu

Since ordinarily the length of the glumes in the tassel is directly correlated with the length of those on the ear, it is difficult to explain why, in plants with the genetic con-stitution Vg vg Tu tu, Vg shows epistasis to Tu in the tassel and not on the ear. It has been noted, however, that some times plants heterozygous for Tu do not have exceptionally 
long glumes in the tassel. Perhaps there is an upper limit to the length of glume that Vg is able to reduce to a minia-ture size.  ̂ Further tests should be made to note the appear-ance of plants with the genetic constitutions Vg Vg Tu _Tu,
Ve.: Vg Tu tu, and Vg vg Tu Tu. This material would not be easy to obtain as plants homozygous for Tu are usually male and female sterile. Likewise, Vg Vg plants are difficult to produce as Vg vg must be grown under very favorable green-
house conditions to obtain viable pollen.

D. G. Lamgham, Estacion Experimental, 
El Valle, D. F. Venezuela
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Cornell University and Division of Cereal Crops and. Diseases
1, In an Fp population of perennial teosinte obtained from seed brought from the original station in Mexico, an aberrant individual appeared in which the meiotic chromosome behavior was similar to Beadle's "asynaptic. 11 oynapsis was essentially normal up to early diakinesis. Thereafter desynapsis caused an almost complete disappearance of quadrivalents and bivalents at metaphase. The scattered ar-rangement of univalents in the meta—anaphase stage strikingly resembled incompatible hybrid chromosome behavior. The mutant is highly cross- and self-sterile although the pollen was approximately 35$ well filled. Fortunately, it can be maintained easily for further tests by vegetative propagation.

L. F. Randolph and Harold E. Fischer

2, Attempts to produce true breeding, highly self fertile and highly self-sterile lines of tetraploid maize oy inbreeding and selection thus far have not been very success-ful. Lines inbred 5-8 years continue to segregate for vary-ing degrees of self-fertility. However, relatively high levels of fertility can be maintained by selecting the most fertile ears in each generation, and self-sterile ears tend to produce mostly self-sterile progeny.

3. Haploid frequencies reported in the News Letter of March, 1938, from untreated and X-rayed pollen involving 150,000 seedling counts indicated that X-raying the pollen materially increased haploid frequencies in maize. Since then additional counts have been made and the numbers at this time are sufficiently large to warrant a comparison not only of frequencies from X-rayed and untreated pollen, but also frequencies in different stocks. These stocks xncluded an inbred line, designated A in the table\ a 3“way hybrid involving this same inbred line as one of the 3 inbred parents (3); a commercial strain of Golden Bantajn sweet corn (C); a genetic a-tester stock (D)j and a group of miscellan-eous stocks (E), no one of which was large enough for sig-nificant comparison. Haploid frequencies per thousand plants in the several stocks from untreated and from X-rayed pollen(1H00 r) are given in the following table:
Number of plants

Stock untreated X-rayed

2N N 2N N

A 23,230 24 12,715 16
B 21,010

5 1 ,^ 5
13 7,280 7

C 27 30,735
26,04-5

27
D 53,^27 6 9
E 21,922 20 7,480 10

Total 17 1, ^ 90 gi!,255 69
Mean

Frequency per 1000
Differenceuntreated X-rayed

1.03 1.26 O .23
.62 .96 .34
.52 .88 .36
.11 .35 .24
.91 1.33 .42

0.64- 0.96 0.32
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There was a consistent increase in the frequency of haploids among the X-ray progenies, the average increase be- inr 50 per cent. The dosage used (1500 r) decreased the vield of viable seed approximately 50 Per cent and also mate-rially increased the difficulty of making classifications.If odds of 1+0:1 be taken to indicate significance, the least significant difference in frequency of haploids per thousand between untreated and X-rayed pollen in any one^stock isO.ig. The least difference observed (stock A) is 0.d5 with odds of 66:1 against such a difference being due to errors of random sampling. By the same criterion, the least sig nificant difference for the five stocks together is 0.11, whitaflv' the observed mean difference is 0.32. The odds here are many thousands to one against so consistent a difxerence being due to chance alone.

A similar comparison of the diflerent stocks shows that stock A is not significantly different from stock E, and B not different from C. Stock C, and possibly stock B, differs significantly from stock A, and stock D differs from all the others. (See also Stabler, this News Letter;. It was ex-pected that the haploid frequency in inbred lines and their hybrids would be relatively high, due to the elimination dur ing inbreeding of deleterious genes which might be lethal m  the haploid state; but there is no obvious explanation of the extremely low frequency noted in the a-tester stock (D). The haploids which did appear in this stock were as vigorous on the average as those in the other stocks with the excep-tion of the inbred line and the 3~way hybrid whose haploids were uniformly more vigorous than those of the other stocks.
The identification of the haploids was made with the aid of recessive endosperm and seedling genes, stomate examina-tion in the seedling stage, and final verification with root tip chromosome counts. The frequencies thus obtained are *o be interpreted as minimum frequencies, since it is unlikely that all of the haploids were identified. Only seeds witn hybrid (presumably triploid) endosperms were included in tne study. All of the haploids obtained were maternals, althougn paternal haploids were looked for in some ot tne crosses which involved easily recognizable recessive seedling charac-ters contributed by the pollen parent.

L. F. Randolph

Duke University. Durham, North Carolina

Lg3 is not an allele of lg2. This has been shown by the presence of normal plants in backcross ano. Fp from the cross lg2 x Lg3. The following three-point data indicate that Lg3 Ties about two points to the left of Rg. (The linkage map for chromosome 3 should have cr at the left end and a^at the right. The Linkage Summary was in error.R. A. E.)
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Fp genotype 0

+ Lg3 + ^S3
ds + Rg 92^

1

136 159 
291 

23. ̂

2 1.2 Total

10 11 5 1+
21 9 12^5

1.7 # 0.7#
H. S. Perry

Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa
1* Three point test on chromosome 1, involving a new 

dominant tassel-seed, _Ts6, originating from a 'freak ear* in 
the Iowa Corn Show about 9 years ago:

F^ genotype 0 1 2 U 2 Total

+ + Ts6
br bm2 +

93 S3 
176

9^ 59 
,153. 1+6.1#

1 1
2

0.6fo

0 1 
1

0.3 fo
332

Ts6 is recommended as a first class, useful marker exhibit 
Ing sharp segregation and producing good normal ears 'rows 
characteristically irregular) when tassel is pulled early.

2. Two point tests on chromosome 1,

Genes Phase xy xY Total

Ts6 F CB 21 17 20 32 90
Ts6 Gs CB 126 37 46 113 32^

fo Re comb.

k l . l
25.6

Order of genes in chromosome 1 would then be: br f ge bm2 
Ts6. (See also Emerson, this News Letter)

3. Natural mutation of Y gene from Yy to yy in one 
kernel among 12 crossed ears (totaling over 7200 kernels). 
Female parent in crosses was a standard long-time inbred 
yellow dent line; male parent a white, Hickory King inbred.

E. W. Lindstrom

Iowa State College and Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases, 
U.S.D.A,

4. The first group of F2 data, below, suggests that g2 
is on chromosome 7* Mumm's soft starch character, hh, car-
ries an inhibitor for japonica. Neither bm3 nor vl3 show 
close linkage with j_.

Genes Phase XY Xy xY xy Total & Recomb.

G2 Lg RS 353 102 116 4o 611 ^7
G2 Wx RS 371 109 96 33 611 4S
G2 Rg CB 75 69 62 74 2S0 ^7
G2 IJ RS 310 11s 101 3 532 20
Ed G2 RS 221 9^ 89 13 417 PJ Bm3 RS 216 Si 65 13 377 41

^5J V13 RS 1685 7^ 36 12 292
G. F. Sprague
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University of Minnesota, St, Paul, Minnesota

1. I have tested yellow green-3 with a trisomic for chromosome 0, and have found evidence that vg3 is not in that chromosome.

2. The glA which was reported by Dr. Hayes to be linked with wx; is genetically different from the one that Sprague is calling glossy-1!-, as shown by an intercross oetween the two. Since the linkage relations of this one are known, in y I suggest that this one be called £14- and the one of oprague given "a new number; unless there are some reasons why this is not feasible.

3. I spent most of my time last summer recuperating my stocks, some of which had reached such an age that 1 had dif-ficulty in getting them to germinate. However, we had an extremely favorable season and in most cases I was able to get material established. I used a few of the trisomic stocks from the Coop, last year. While 1 did not ,s*u^  intensively, it did seem that certain of them needed iurtner checking to be certain that they are still satisfactory for linkage work. One of the difficulties seems to be the presence of 3 types which was mentioned by Dr. Langham at the time he sent them to me. However, one or two tne other stocks also seemed to have some other difficulties.The stock of No. 5, for example, did not seem to behave as usual; in fact I was unable to recognize any trisomic plants
in the field.

Burnham is not alone in having trouble with the trisomics. It*s a job for some cytogeneticist - which I am not. k .a .l .

University of Missouri, Columbia , Missouri and Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases. U .3 . j »,A_.

1. Etched endosperm-virescent seedling. This character symbol et, arose as a mutant in an X-ray progeny, and the endosperm and seedling effects are very closely if not com-pletely linked. The endosperm is similar to some or the scarred endosperms previously reported but is more distinctly marked and usually permits a good separation, pie seeds are sometimes reduced in size but have good viability. The seed ling type is an excellent one, both for sharpness oi segre-gation and for viability. Data from a three-point test, as given below, indicate the order of genes to be lg2 a et, witn et the outermost gene on the long arm of chromosome 3> aoout 12 units beyond a.

F]_ genotpye 0 1 2 1^2 Total

+ a et 
lg 2  + +

126 135
261

6o 55 
1 1 5 .  

26 .9$

20 25 
4-k

10 .5 $

3 3 
6

l A1*

4-27
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2, Notes on haploids. In seedling progenies grown from 
X-rayed pollen and ultraviolet treated pollen, a large num-
ber of haploids was found. The frequency of haploids in the 
ultraviolet progenies was somewhat higher than in the X-ray 
progenies, though in both cases the frequency was not very 
greatly increased over the control. An interesting feature 
was a distinct tendency for haploids to occur more frequently 
in progenies of certain female parents than of others, in 
fact, the untreated female parent had a greater influence on 
the haploid frequency than the treated male parent. This 
suggests that the factor limiting haploids may be their in-
ability to survive to the seedling stage, and that a consid-
erable number of haploids may be included among the r,germless 
seeds'* resulting from the use of irradiated pollen. (See 
also Randolph, this News Letter)

Fifty-five haploids were transplanted to the field and 
grown to maturity. They showed rather surprising fertility. 
Forty-one of them produced silks, several from two ears, and 
all of the ears were pollinated. Twenty-seven of the forty- 
one plants set seed, and ten of these yielded ten or more 
seeds per plant. The highest numbers of seeds harvested per 
plant were 97, ^7, and ^3 respectively, in each case from a
two-eared plant." _

L. J. Stadler

North Carolina Experiment Station, Raleigh, N ... C.

1* Last spring a total of 1203 first generation selfed 
ears were examined for deficient kernels. Out of this lot 
S4- ears were found which appeared to be segregating for de-
ficient kernels. This means that on the average 6.9870 of 
all plants selfed in the eighteen Southern varieties were 
heterozygous for some deficient kernel character. Chi-square 
applied to these data proved definitely that these varieties 
do not have the same gene frequency for deficient kernels. 
Indian Chief has significantly fewer heterozygous plants 
(0.7$), Mathewson’s Golden Prolific and Woodfs Golden Pro-
lific approached significance in having fewer than average 
heterozygous plants. Golden ^ueen (20.0%) and Biggs1 Two par 
(10.5$) have significantly more heterozygous plants than the 
average of all varieties.

2. In an inbred strain of Yellow Horsetooth two selfed 
ear8 were found to be segregating for rootless. Jenkins
pointed out this character last June in our breeding field. 
The rootless segregates have all the characteristics ot 
plants of rt rt type (Jenkins, 1930; Cornell Memoir ISO, p. 
20, 1935). If crosses with rt stock prove it to be the same 
mutant it will be the second occurrence of this distinct 
root mutation. Our strain has never been grown in close 
proximity to any rt stock,

Paul H. Harvey
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Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. College Sta-
tion, Texas

1, Further studies on chromosome knobs of South American varieties have shown that the majority of varieties from Peru Bolivia, and Ecuador have knobless chromosomes. This supports our previous suggestion that the Andean region, which we regard as the primary center of domestication of maize, is the only region where pure rnaizehas not been largely replaced by Tripsacum-infected varieties. If thisis true most of the stocks of North American maize with which the majority of genetic and cytological studies are conducted are probably polyploid for certain regions Oi the chromatin. This may account for the fact that some ve^  minute deficiencies are quite deleterious while other larfoer deficiencies have no appreciable effect.

2. There seems to be a possibility that a wild or feral type of maize is still in existence in Paraguay. A botanical collector in Paraguay with whom we have been in correspond-ence has sent us a specimen of a maize plant which he claims to have found growing in a colony in a clearing in the lor ests miles away from human habitation. The specimen was small and earless but bore at the base of the unbranched tassel, pistillate spikelets enclosed in glumes. It dixferecl from any stunted corn which we have previously seen m  having the staminate and pistillate portions of the inflorescence distinctly separated. Seed of this peculiar type has not yet been obtained but seed from a variety_cultivated by the quarany Indians in the same general locality gave rise to plants with knobless chromosomes. This is the -irst varxe y of maize with knobless chromosomes which we have received from the lowlands of South America. We should, of course, on the basis of our hypothesis expect wild maize to have knob 
less chromosomes.

3. Additional linkage studies in crosses of Florida teosinte with various genetic stocks show that translocation segments A and C are located at opposite ends of chromosome Jj. as indicated by our previous data. Both show linkage with su and gl3. Segment B is located on chromosome 1 showing fairly close linkage with P and a slight indication Ox link-age with bm2. Segment D appears to be located on chromosome 9 and shows linkage with wx.

k. When Chaleo and New teosinte are crossed the Fp hybrid has paired pistillate spikelets although both parents have unpaired spikelets.

Florida, Durango, Nobogame, and New teosinte have been crossed with a uniform inbred strain and the Fp hybrid back- crossed to the same strain to obtain populations in which all the genetic variation is due to segregation of genes from teosinte. These populations show that the major part
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of the segregation is due to the four blocks of genes or translocation segments which we assume t o have been derived from Tripsacum. Durango has the same lour segments found m  Florida, but they have less effect which suggests that they mav be smaller and contain fewer Tripsacum genes. Nobogame teosinte contains only three of the four segments found in Florida and Durango teosinte. The New teosinte hybrids have not yet been classified. All of the data support our assump-tion that the Guatemalan teosintes represent the primary products of the hybridization of Zea and Tripsacum, while the Mexican teosinte are secondary or tertiary products.
P. C. Mangelsdorf and R. G. Reeves

III. MAIZE PUBLICATIONS

Maize publications that have appeared since the 193v News Letter was issued together with a few earlier papers 
are listed below.

Abbe, L. B. - 
Zea mays.

The histological background for dwarfism in 
Amer. Phil. Soc. Proc. 76: 7^3-7^7• 1936.

Anderson, E. G. - Translocations in maize involving chromo some 8. Genetics 3&5-390. 1939*

Akemine, 
of

T. - Chromosome behavior in the intergeneric hybrids Tripsaceae. Japan Jour. Genetics 14: 66-73♦ 1976 *

Aleksandrov, V. G. and Iakovlev, M. S. - Die morphologie des korus und der bau des endosperms bei verscniedenen formen von Zea mays L. (Russian with German summary). Jour. Bot. U.R.S.S. 20: 2^5-281. 1933*

Arnason, T. J. - Cytogenetics of hybrids between Ze§ mâ rs and Euchlaena mexioana. Genetics 21: 40-oC. 193°*

Beadle, G. W. - Chromosome aberration and gene mutation in sticky chromosome plants of Zea mays. In Cytologia, Fujii Jubil. Vol. Tokyo, p p . 43-56. 1937.

_____________  - Teosinte and the origin of maize. Jour.
Hered. 30: 2^5-2^7* 1939.

Blaringhem, L. - Sur une variete nouvelle, a grains de teinto acajou, du Zea mays forme polysperma. Compt. Rend.
Acad. Sci . Paris 203": 1^77” 14ol. 193r»

- Origines et destinee du mais a graines multiples (Zea mays var. polysperma). Contribution a l'heredite des caracteres acquis. Ann. Sci. Nat. X,
Bot. 19: 33-^2. 1937-

Brink, R. A. - Heritable characters in maize. XLIX. Pale midrib. Jour. Hered. 26: 214-9-251. 1939*
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Burnham, C. R. and Cartledge, J. L. - Linkage :between smut resistance and semisterility m  maize.Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. J l :  921+-933* 1939*
Capinpin, J. M. - A lethal-linked kernel variation of Lagkit corn. Philipp. Agr. 27: 866-874-. 1939-

Collins, G. N. and Longley, A. E. - A tetraploid hybrid of maize and perennial teosinte. Jour* Agr. 5123-133. 1935•
Collins, G. N. and Maxwell, L. R. - D®lay®^ ^ ^ i ing1°£gmalze seedlings with X-rays. Science 83: 375 37°. if3 •
Coocer D. C. - Macrosporogenesis and embryo-sac development in Euchlaena mexicana and Zea mays. Jour. Agr. Res.

55: 539-551- 1937-
Cooner D. C. and Brink, R. A. - Chromosome homology in races P of maize from different geographical regions. Amer.

Nat. 7 1: 582-587• 1937-

Dawson, C. D. R. - An example of the .applied to a corn breeding experiment. Annl. Eugen. y .
157-173. 1939.

TTrrwvronn R A - A zymotic lethal in chromosome 1 of maize and its linkage with neighboring genes. Genetics 2 :
36g-3^. 1939.

Fraser A. C. - Some materials for genetic instruction.Jour* Heredity 30c 375~37&» ^939«
Groner, W. G. - Respiration of green and chlorophyll defi-cient types of maize, Amer. Jour. Bot. 23. 3S1 3 3*

1936.

Hadiinov, M. I. - A dominant mutable gene for purple colour in the R series of multiple allelomorphs in Maize.Compt. Rend. (Doklady) Acad. Soi. U.R.S.S. 23: 36° 39-
1939.

Holbert J. R., Flint, W. P., Bigger, J. H., and Dungan,G. H. - Resistance and susceptibility Oa corn strains to second brood chinch bugs. Iowa State College Jour. 
Sci. 9: 199-212. 1935*

Janaki Animal, E. K. - A Saccharum-Zea cross. Nature 142:
618-619. 1938.

Tenkins Merle T. - The effect of inbreeding and of selection within inbred lines of maize upon the hybrids made after successive generations of selfing. Iowa State CollegeJour. Sci. 9 : 215-236. 1935*
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Jenkins, Merle T. - Crop improvement. U.S. Dept. Agr. Year 
book 1936: 455-522. 1936.

- New developments that may^affect the corn 
" in^ustrlesT'- The importance of corn hybrids to the corn industry. Contr. Iowa Corn Res. Inst. 1: r_0o 212. i j j y *

- The segregation of genes affecting yield 
of grain in maize. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 32. 55~ 3» 19^0.

Jones, D. F. - Somatic segregation due to hemizygous and ^missing genes and its bearing on the problems of atypical growth. Proc, Nat. Acad. Sci. 21: 90— 96• l-/35*

- Segregation of color and growth regulating^  ̂genesTn somatic tissue of maize. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci 
22: 163-166. 1936.

- Sex interp;rades in dioecious maize. Amer.
Jour. Bot. 26: 412-415. 1939-

- Continued inbreeding in maize. Genetics 24-.
'452^473. 1939.

Jones, D. F. and Singleton, 
urally cross-pollinated 
fertilized lines. II. 
inbred strains of corn.
376: 633-691. 1933*

W. R. - The improvement of nat- 
plants by selection in self- 
The testing and utilization of 

Conn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull.

Johnson, I. J. and Hayes, H. K. - The combining 
inbred lines of Golden Bantam sweet corn. 
Soc. Agron. 2$: 246-252. 1936.

ability of 
Jour. Amer.

Kempton, J. H. 
by pollen

— Modification of a Mendelian ratio in maize 
treatments. Jour. Agr. Res. 52: 01-121. 1936.

and Popenoe, W. - Teosinte in Guatemala. 
Report* of an expedition to Guatemala, El Salvador, and Chiapas. Mexico. Carnegie Inst. Washington Publ.,48., 
199-210. 1937.

Khadzhinov, M. I. - New cases of ligulelessness in maize.Bull. Appl. Bot., Gen., and PI. Breed. Ser. Ix. ( : 209-
275. 1937.

- Genes of rough sheath in maize. Bull. Appl. B o t . G e n . , and PI. Breed. Ser. II. 7• 247-258.
1937.

- Genes of glossy seedlings in maize.t Bull. “ Appl. Bot.,"Gen., and PI. Breed. Ser. II. 7! 227-246.
1937.
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Khadzliinov, M. I. — A new character tn maize 5 ramosasilkless 
structure of inflorescence. Bull. Appl. Bot., Gen., 
and PI. Breed. 8er. II. 7 • 259-267. 1937 -

Koehler, B. - Crazy top of corn. Phytopath. 29: $17-^20.
1939-

Langham, D. 0. - The inheritance of intergeneric differences 
in Zea-Euchlaena hybrids. Genetics 2p: ZZ-IO/. 1940.

Lindstrom, E* W. — Genetic experiments on hybrid vigor in 
maize. Arner. Nat. 69: 3H-322. 1935-

___________  - Some new mutants in maize. Iowa State
College. Jour. Sci. 9* 237-245. 193k*

Longley, A. E. 
Indians.

— Chromosomes of maize from North American 
Jour. Agr. Res. 56: 177-195* 193&*

- Knob positions on corn chromosomes. Jour.
Agr7”ResT 59: 4-75-^90. 1939*

Mangelsdorf, P. C. and Reeves, R. G. - A trigeneric hybrid of Zea, Tripsacum, and Euchlaena. Jour, heredity 26:
129~l40. 1935-

Mangelsdorf, 
fives.

P. C. - The origin of Indian corn and its rela- 
Texas Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 574, 315 PP- 1939-

Marino, Antonio E. - Una variacion tardia en maiz. Instituto 
experimental ae investigacion y fomento agricola- 
ganadero Pub. Tecnica 15: 237-240. 1939- (Reprint from
Revista Argentina Agronomia 6: 237-240).

Martin, John H. and Rershey, Arthur L. - The ontogeny of the maize plant - the early differentiation of stem and root 
structures and their morphological relationships. Iowa
State College Jour. Sci. 9 ' 275-289. 1935*

Martinez del Rio, P. - La domesticacion del maizy el problema de la antiquedad del hombre en America, Univ. Habana
22: 3&-4S. 1939.

Mather, K. - Competition for chiasmata in diploid and trisomic 
maize. Chromosoma 1: 119-129* 1939*

McClintock, Barbara - The behavior in successive nuclear
divisions of a chromosome broken at meiosis. Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sci. 25: -̂05“4l6. 1939*

Middendorf, F. G, - Cytology of dormancy in Phaseolus and 
Zea. Bot. Gaz. 100: 485-499. 1939-
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Olson, P. J. - Exchange of certain alternative stable characters in crosses between dent and flint corn. N. Dax. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Tech. Bull. 291, 3& PP- 1939.

Overbeek, J. van. Lazy, an a-geotropic form of maize. Jour 
Heredity 27: 93-96* 1936.

Paddick, M, E. and Sprague, K. 
relation to hybrid vigor. 
7^3-750. 1939-

B. - Maize seed characters in 
Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 31*

Pardo Navarro, L. - Monografia sobre el maiz. Agricultura 
(Bogota) 11: 612-627* 1939*

Powers, L. and Clark, A. - Failure of chromosome pairing as evidence of secondary diploids in Zea mayp. Jour. 
Genetics 35: 301-313* 1937•

Powers, Le Roy and Dahl, A. 0. - Failure of diakinesis and metaphase pairing and the behavior during meiosxs of univalent chromosomes in Zea mays. Jour, Agr. -es. 6 •
655-66S. 1937.

Psarev, G. M. - Physiological character of changes inducedin maize by removing male inflorescence. vTrans.title), 
Compt. Rend. (Doklady) Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S. 2r_: 1^9 193*
1939*

Rhoades, 
ance

V. H. - The location of a gene for disease res 
in maize. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 21: 243-246.

ist-
1935*

Randolph, L. F. and Fischer, Harold E. - The occurrence of,* - * *  ̂ w, O n n r\ Jg T U C tparthenogenetic diploids in tetraploid maize 
Nat. Acad. Sci. 25: 161-164. 1939.

Russel, M. A. - Effects of X-rays on Zea mays. Plant 
Physi ology 12: 11 /-133 * 1937 *

Shafer, J., Jr. - Physiology of lazy corn. 3ot. Jaz. 101:
6S-S0. 1939*

Singleton, W. R. and Jones, D. F. - Early sweet corn hybrids, Spancross, Marcross, and Carmelcross. Conn. Agr. uxp.
Sta. Circ. 13$. H  PP* 1939*

Sosa-Bourdouil, C. - Note biochimicjue sur l ’hybridc Zea m|y| x Euchlaena mexicana en premiere generation. Revue Bot.
Appl. 15‘ 615-61?. 1935.

Sosa-Bourdouil, C, and Miege, E. - ^Etudes des hydrides entre Zea et Euchlaena. I. Heredite du taux de 1 ‘azote chez Zea mays x Euchlaena mexicana. Bull. Biol. France et 
Belgique. 70: 35^370. 1936.
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Sprague, G. F. - Hybrid, vigor and growth rates in a maize
cross and its reciprocal. Jour. Agr. Res. 53: 2>19“$30» 
1936.

- An estimation of the number of top—crossed
plants required for adequate representation of a corn 
variety. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron. 31: 11-16. 1939*

- Heritable characters in maize, 50, vestigial
glumes. Jour. Heredity 30: 1^3-1^5. 1939*

Stadler, L. J. - Loss mutations in maize. Iowa State College 
Jour. Sci. 9: 213* 1935*

and Sprague, G. F. - Genetic effects of ultra- 
radiation in maize. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 22: 

571-591. 1936.

______  - Contrasts in the genetic
""effects of ultra-violet radiation and X-rays. Abstract. 
Science 2>5: 57> 1937*

Uber, F. M. - Ultra-violet spectrophotometry of Zea mays 
pollen with quartz microscope. Amer. Jour. Bot. 26: 
799-307. 1939.

Weatherwax, P. - The phylogeny of Zea mays. Amer. Midi. Nat.
16: 1-71. 1935 -

Yasui K. - Genetical studies in Zea mays. L. Bot. Mag.
Tokyo ^9: 153-162, 23^— 246. 1935•
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IV. INVENTORY OF COOPERATION STOCKS

The following is a complete list of all^seed stock now in the possession of Maize Genetics Cooperation. Tne l?^els on the ears, in many instances, give no indication of the enotv-pe concerned. In such cases, the record cards were xamined for such information as they afford. This 1.ys  ̂compiled and the index made by Dr. Lebedeff. Tne symbol (x) = selfed and # = sib crossed.

1931! crop

Co
it
ii
n
ii

it

1 (x) y, segregating g3> 3 ears2 (x) seg. dS, b ears
k (x seg. d5 , may seg. gl2 py, few seeds6 (x) b es2 Is;, 7 ears7 (x) y Ig gl2 vH- in various combinations, 2c> ears
9 (x) and # seg. Y pg2 d, 6 ears

Y, g, may seg., pg d, 1 ear 
y, seg. d2 lg, ( ears 
seg. d2 lg Pr, 6 ears 
and # seg. yt, 2 small ears 
y a C R pr wx 'lg, 1 small ear 
and # y a C R pr, seg. lg, 9 ears 
a t u b cr lg in various combinations, 20 ears mostly # a^ts1* sr lg in various combinations, 15 small ears

a na cr gl v5 Y , 2 small ears 
a na cr Y, seg. lg v5, 2 small ears 
sh cr ms3 pk in various combination 

seg. v and g, 8 ears
Y seg. sp su Pr, 6 ears 
seg. Y sp su,  ̂ ears
Y y + + / lo su, 5 ears 
y lo + / + su, 9 ears 
pr, seg. bm tn, 2 ears 
pr, seg. bm tn, 3 ears

II 10 (x)
II 11 (x)
II 12 (x)
II 13 X
It 14 (x)
II 15 (x)
II 16 #
II 17

II IS (x)
II 19 (x)
II 21 (x)
It 2b #
II 25
II 26 (x)

II 27 U)
II 28 x)
II 29 (x)
II 30 (x)
II 31 #
II 32 #
II 33 (x)
II 34 (x)
II 35 X
II 36 (x)
II 37 #
II 38 #
II 40 (x)
II b i (x)It b} X
II b i xl
II bb (xj
II b6 (x!
It b& (x!

pr bv v2, 3 ears 
A C R pr bm sh wx su, 6 ears 
and I A a2 C R B PI Y, 7 ear: 
seg. v3 Pr ys, 8 ears 
bm bt, seg. pr, 2 small ears
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Co 4-9 (x) Pr seg. vp2, 2 small ears
» 50 (x) and # A C R Pr, seg. v3, 7 ears
» 51 (x) A C R pr, seg. v3 su, 2 ears
11 52 (x) pr "bv bm, may seg. v2, ms, 5 ears
" 53 (x) pr bm, seg. bv Ig, 7 ears
11 54 # pr bm bv, seg. su, 3 ears
" 55 (x) seg. bm Pr msl8, pg, lg, 3 ears
" 56 (x) white aleurone, seg. pg, lg, 4- ears11 57 (x) and # y pl sm, seg. b py, 3 ears
» 58 (x) and # Y pl sm, seg. b py, 5 ears
*» 59 (x) and # Y A, seg. b pl sm py, 6 ears
» 60 (x) and # B Pl sm, seg, py lg, 7 ears
« 61 (x) and # pl sm, seg. b py, 7 ears
tl 62 (x) and # Y ra g! si, 1 ear
II 63 # ra si, 2 ears
II 64 Tp/gl v5 X pr ra gl 3 ears
It 65 4 ) gl, seg. Y, 5 ears

\ ,tl 66 (x) Y y gl, seg . fr fr2 ears
It 67 (x) g4 sh ar Bn , seg. Y , ^ ears
tl 68 * c sh wx bp, 6 ears
11 69 # P bp, 6 ears
« 70 (x) seg. c sh wx d3,, 7 ears
'• 72 (x) su, may seg. vl4, d3, 1 ear
« 73 (x) wx g4- cr, seg. sh lg, 5 ears74 (x) and # seg. ms2, 1 /, and brachytic—like plants,

7 ears (1 / = ell 7 = luteus ( )
» 75 (x ) and # Y seg. ms2, 17, sh aleurone color and

brachytic-like plants, 9 ears 11 76 (x) and f seg. Y, sh, ms2, 17, and aleurone color,8 ears
" 77-78 (x) and # seg. y sh ms2 1 7 , 13 ears 
” 79 (x) wx may seg. sh 16, 8 ears
»’ 82 (x) pk sh fl, seg, v, 4 ears
it gj ft A C R pr wx, homo for term, knob on 9, 1 ear
” g4 (x) sh wx, seg. wll, 1 ear11 &5 (x) seg. sh wx wll, 2 ears
» 86 (x) C sh wx, 5 ears
» 87 (x) C sh, seg. wx wll, 2 ears11 88 , seg. c, 2 ears
” 89 (x) sh, seg. c wx wll, 2 ears
ii 90 (x) cr seg. Y vp4-, 5 ears
I' 91 (x) A C Rr Pr seg. vp, 8 ears
»* 92 (x) y Pr pr, may seg. l4, 6 ears
|| 93 ( x ) Pr pr may seg. 14-, 8 ears
I’ 94 (x) Pr, seg. pg, R, & ears
•’ 95 (x) mottled aleurone, seg. R vl8, may carry 14, S ears
»’ 96 (x) y, seg. vlS, l4, 5 ears
I' 97 (x) seg. Pr, vl8, l4, 7 ears
ii §8 # lg, seg. v20, 6 ears
" 99 (x) and # pr. seg. Y, g, R, 6 ears
» 100 (x) pr, seg. Y, g, R, 5 ears
” 101 (x) pr, seg. 12, g, su, R, 6 ears
" 102 (x) seg. g, R Y Pr, 3 ears
n 103 # Y, seg. ms20, v, 5 ears
ii 104 (x) and # Y, seg. ms20, gl v or, S ears
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(x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(x) 

#
(x) 
(x)
(x) 

" 114-115
« 116-113

Co 105 
" 106 
" 107
" 109 
" 110 
» 111 
" 112 
" 11?

and # A b pi RrS pr PVV, may seg. C, 10 ears 
y su rr , 3 ears
and # A, seg. Rrg Rgg Pr pg, 10 ears
Pr R^g , 6 ears
A C  Rr  ̂ Pr, 1 small ear

mb 3, 6 ears

» 119
" 120) 
" 121) 
" 122) 
" 12?
" 124
» 125 
» 126 
» 127 
" 128 
" 129 
" 130 
» 131 
" 132 
" 133 
» 134 
" 135

(x)

(x)

#
#
#
(x)
#
#

#
#
#
$
#
#

» 136 (x)

" 137 
» 133 
” 139
w 140 
» i4i

" l42
11 !4x
« l44 
» 145 
11 146 
" 147 
" i48 
" 149 
" 150 
“ 151
» 152 
" 153-
" 157 
" 158 
» 161

(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)

(x)
JLTT
(x) 
x) 
x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(x) 
(x)

156 
(x) 
x) 
x)

A C R1U~ r Pr. may seg, 
and I A C Rst, 5 ears 
A C Rmb r Pr, seg. gl, 5, ears (x) A B pi pr bv, seg. v4, 20 ears >(x) and # bm, lg, sk in various combination , also seg. Pr A B PI Y, 50 ears B lg v2 pr, seg. PI su, 6 ears
and # A B lg v2, seg. Pr 

PI su, 40 ears
a Bb lg Y pi R c wx pr su, 3 ears a i lg"B C rr pr Y pi, 9 ears 
A cr C Rg pr su y pi b lg j, 5 ears and # a B PI C R Pr Y, 7 ears 
a pr in Y C R, 7 earsa B lg Pl Y c sh wx R Pr su, 1 small ear a pr in wx C R&, seg. su, 10 ears 
A B lg y pl C Rg Pr Sex, 5 ears A C r 'Pt B PI Y cr, 2 small ears 
A r £ c wx pr su P seg. sh, 3 ears a B PI C R Pr Y lg, 7 ears
A b pl C rr pv lg bm2, seg. su, 3u j, 9 ears A R&* y pl b lg bm2 j, seg. C Pr In su Ts2 v,11 ears „ ,and # A c R^ g pr In Y pl b lg, brn2, 3, seg,

su ts2, 12 ears
and # a C R pr in y 3 lg> 9 ears a P sh wx f, seg. su, lg, l ears a P sh wx su lg f , 5 ears 
a B Pl lg v4 Y, 8 earsand # ts4 lg B Pl in various coraoin., also seg a Y cr na, 20 ears
su pr ts*4 , seg. Y and white aleurone, 
ap 3 P, seg. Pl ana striped, 2 ears
Y bl, 3 ears
Y seg. f12, su, gl, 9 ears 
and ¥ Y f!2, seg. gl, 13 ears 
and # y g!2, 5 ears
Y h, 8 ears
and # Y 0 A B Pl, 4 ears 
y 02, 4 ears
Fp of rs x A B Pl Kn, 3 ears
Pr, seg. v8 and d, 5 ears 
(x) seg. v8 su d and de, 10 ears 
A c RS su, seg. Pr, may seg. v9, l4 ears seg. Pr su, may seg. v9, 9 ears Y, seg. v7 striped, 6 ears

6 ears
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Co 162 
" 163 
" 164 
11 166 
» 166 
» 167 
» 165 
" 169 
" 170 
« 171 
» 172 
" 173 
" 175
« 176-159, Stadler’s X-ray mutants 
» 176 (xj seg. Y d wx v, 20 ears 
n 177 lx) seg. A Rd j b lg gld, 10 ears
u 17s (x) seg. d wx Pr R Y v, 10 ears
» 179 (x) seg. A Rg rr Y wx yg, 12 ears

1^0 (x) pr j seg. A R6 r1* C Y wx new d, 6 ears
n igi (x) pr, seg. A C Rs rr Y wx new d, 11 earsn 152 (x) seg. A R B lg j new fi, 15 earsit 153 (x) seg. R Pr Y d wx glc, 15 ears
» 154 (x) seg. Pr R Y wx gib, 12 ears
« 155 (x) seg. A B j lg R d, new pg, 10 ears
» 156 (x) seg. su j lg Y, new pg, 10 ears
» 157 (x) seg. new pg, 7 ears
it (x) aeg. A Rs rr Y wx su, new ar-like striping, 7 ears
« 159 (x ) seg. A Rg rr Y su wx, new pg, 12 ears
« 190 (xj seg. w w2 w3, 5 ears
n 191 (x) seg. w3 R 0, 2 ears
«' 192 (x) seg. w3 R C Pr, 6 ears
» 19^ (x) seg. w2 R, few seeds
« 194 (x) sei. w2 R Pr, 1 ear
»' 197 (x) Pr T4-5, 10 ears
« 195 (x) Y T5-9, 5 ears
« 199 (x) Y T3-5, seg. su, 4 ears
« 200 (x) y Ts-7b, seg. Pr, 10 ears11 201 (x) Tl-10, seg. Y Pr, 11 ears
« 202 (x) Tl-2, 9 ears11 203-214, Inbreds for snrut resistance tests 
" 203 (xj Cornell 11, 9 ears
it 204 (x) ,f inbred 10 years, 10 ears
n 205 (x) 11 inbred 11 years, 10 ears
" 206 (x) Learning dent, inbred 5 years, 5 ears11 207 (x) ” inbred 11 years, 10 ears
" 205 (x) U.S. # 204 dent, inbred 12 years, 3 ears11 209 ( x j  Bloody Butcher, inbred 10 years, 12 ears 
n 210 (x) Oil Dent, inbred 5 years, 7 ears
» 211 (x) West Branch dent, inbred 5 years, / ears
n 212 (x) Silver King inbred 13 years, 14 ears*1 213 (xj Onondaga mite dent, inbred 11 years, 6 ears 
» 214 (xj Dutton’s flint, inbred 11 years, *+ ears 
,r 215 (x) Y or, seg. pg2 lg wx, 7 ears

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
#

seg. Y v6 or d, 10 ears 
y, seg. vb d, 6 ears 
may seg. v6, seg. striped, 2 ears 
y, seg. v7, 6 ears 
and # Y, seg. sk, 5 ears 

seg. sk, v 9 ears 
Y, seg. sk d bl, ! ears 
Y, seg. sk d bl, 12 ears

6k, striped, 6 ears 
5 ears 
ears
seg. Pr sh, 9 ears 
5 ears

#
#
#
# Y, seg. 
bk v ts, 

Y seg. bd, 10 
ys x new y s, 
bt2, seg. gl,

and
and
and
and
seg
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Go 216 (x)
it 217 (x)11
n

220)
221) (x)

Go 225 (x)
ti 226 (x)
ti 227 (x)
it 223 (x)

11 229 (x)

it 231 (x)11 23^11 23611 23711
11 239
242

n 24311 246 #11 24311 249
n 25011 251
it 252
it 25311 255 #
it 256 (x;
it 25S #
n 259~260
tt 261 u:11 262)11 267) 77
ti 264 #
ti 265 #11 2 66 (x
it 267 #11 263 (x11 269--270
it 2/1 (x11 272 (x
ti 27 3 #11 274 #

glc
glc
gib
gib
gib
seg
seg
seg,

*
#
#

" 275 
" 276 
" 277
« 27^-279
" 230 (x)
11 231 
" 233
n 234
M 235 
11 236

as ms17 zl pr, 9 ears 
> may seg. brn v2 ys pr, 25 ears

(x) and # seg. A B PI Ig gl2 v4 ts, 6 ears

1935 crop

gl3, also x gl6 and glc, 4 ears 
gl5, also x gl, gl^, gl̂ ,> S19? 9 ears
gl6, also x gl2, gl3? g14> fJ-7 > S19> 13 ears
gl7, also x gl, gl3> , g!3> glc, glc, 17

gl3, also x gl, gl3> gl^> gl-7 > g!9» glc, gib, 
seg. w wx, l4 ears

gllO, also x other glossies, seg. 3n si, 9 ears 
lg gl2 b v4 x gl5 > gl6, gH0, 3 ears 
gl3 su x other glossies, 3 ears 
gl3 su Tu tu x other glossies, 4 ears 
lg gi4 #  and x other glossies, 13 ears 
gl6 ’# and x other glossies, 5 ears 
gl7 vl7 x other glossies, 5 ears 
gl6, 5 ears
glc (x) and x other glossies,

(x) 
x
(x)
(x)
(x)
rs2 gl, 5 ears 
Rs gl, 4 ears
at v gl, may seg. bv, 6 ears 

# seg. bd, 12 ears 
cr3, very few seeds
bs (Hadjinov) similar to bs (Woodworth), seg. v.
seg. ba v, 2 ears 
seg. ba2 v, 3 ears 
seg. variable bv, 6 ears 
f bm2, seg. P v5, 5 ears 
and # f bm2, seg. br, 6 ears 
(x) and * seg. sr an bm2, few seeds 
bm2, seg. P, ^ ears 
lg, seg. gs2 B v4, 3 ears 
A B lg gl2 v4 pi, 1 ear 
A b pi lg gl2 v4, 6 ears 
A b pi lg g2 v4, 2 ears 
lg gl2 v4, seg. ts, 2 ears 
lg gl2, seg. v4 ts, 4 ears 
#' lg gl2, seg. v4 ts, 3 ears 
sb and x testers, 3 ears 
ai 11 " }l , few seeds
Beg. yt, may seg. a na ts1!-, 6 ears 
and f  seg. a ts4 lg cr g, 5 ears 
a, seg. Ig2 Dt su Y, 3 ears 
a, seg. Dt su Y, may seg. na ts4, 7 ears

4 ears 
4 ears 

ears 
ears 
ears 
ears

5
5
6
2

(x)
#
(x)
#
#
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- ko -

Co 207 #
» 200-209
» 290 #
11 291 #
" 292 if
" 293 #
» 294 (x)
" 295 #
11 296 if
" 297 #
11 290 #
ti 299
rt 301 #
“ 302 #
" 3o]i #
" 305 (x)
" 306 (x)
" 307 (x)
» 300 #
11 309-310
" 31?
11 314 1

#

n 315 <,X)
" 317 1[x)
" 310 <[x)

" 319 Iw
"320 1x)
" 321 (x)
" 322 (x)
" 323 (x)
" 32ft (x)
" 326 1(x)
11 327 (x)
" 328 1(x)
» 330 1(x)
” 331 I[x)
" 332 'fx)
" 334 (x)
" 336 (x)
” 337 'Cx)

» 33s (x)

" 339 (x)

" 34-0 #

OJ (x)

" 3̂ 3 #

n 314.J+ (x)

ds , 7 ears
# dm , 11 ears
ds, 3 ears
la su, 2 ears
la su, seg. Tu gl3, 1 ear
la su, seg. Tu gl3 pr, 1 ear
pr dm, seg. ys v2, 7 ears
A a2 C R, seg. pr Y, 9 ears
v2 pr dm, 3 ears
dm, seg pr dt, 5 ears
A C R A2 a2 dv pr dt, 2 ears
A A2 C R dv dt pr, 9 ears
A A2 C R dv pr v2, 3 ears
A A2 C R dv dt pr, 2 ears
A B seg. PI Y py sm, Ig, 12 ears
A B pi Y bid, 1 ear
B pi Y zg3, 2 ears
B PI zg3> 1 ear
ra gl ij, 2 ears
# gl ij, 12 ears 
gl ij ra, 1 ear 
seg. vp^, 3 ears
Ig gl4-, seg. v, 5, ears 
seg. c sh wx v gl4, 4 ears
wx, hetero. for large internal knod on long arm 

of chrom. 9> 3 ears 
R g nl x zd5 cross, 0 ears
lg g colorless aleurone, may seg. d7, 6 ears
r zd5 colorless aleurone, 1 ear
A C Rr g li, 1 ear
li, seg. gl vl0, su, 1 ear
y li, seg. gl vl0 su, ears
A B PI Y3, seg. Y, 6 ears
A B PI, seg. Y, ^ ears
A B pi Y, seg. Y3 al, 6 ears
A B pi Y, seg. Y3, 6 ears
A B pi, seg. Y3 al, 1 ear
Y3, seg. Y PI, 1 ear
Y Y3j seg. PI, 6 ears
deep yellow endosperm, 0 ears
and # A dm2 su y pi d lg j C R^ Pr in seg. ts2,

2 ears
and # A dm2 su y pi lg d j C R&, seg. v Ts2,

*1- ears
and # A dm2 pr in su y pi lg d j seg. cr na,

^ ears
A c r £ g pr in y pi lg d j, dm2 Pvv Bn su, seg. 

ts, 3 small ears
and ?f A c Rg g pr In Bn su y pi lg d j dm2, seg. 

ts, 5 ears
A c RS cr pr Bn y pi lg d j dm2, seg. g in su 

ts2 d, 5 ears
A c RS g pr Bn y pi d lg j dm2, seg. d in ts2,

2 ears
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Co 34b (x)
» 346 #
>1 347 #
» 348 (x)
» 349 (x)
" 350 *
" 352 (x)
>' 356 #
l' 357 #
" 35^
B 359 (x)
•' 360 (x)
" 361 (x)
« 362 (x
" 363 
«' 364

(x)
7r

« 365 (x)
« 366 #
" 367 (x)
” 368 (x)
» 369 (x)
" 370 U j
n 371 (x)
" 372 (x)
" 373 (x)
«, 37 4 #
" 375 ir
" 376 (x)
" 377 #
" 37 8 #
" 379 #
» 380 4 7 r
» 381 #
" 382 ji7r
" 383 
» 384

(x)
(x)

» 385 (x)
« 386 (x)
" 3g7 X
» 388 (x)
" 389 (x)
" 390 (x)
» 391 (x)
" 392 #
« 394 (Xj
" 395 (x!

» 396
" 397 
» 4oi #
»' 402 #
" 4o3 #
" 4o4 #
« 405 (x:

A C r& sh wx, seg. su, 5 ears
a C r pr wx y, seg. ys, 10 ears
and # A c Rg P wx pr su y in, seg. sh, 7 ears
and # a C Rg pr in wx su, 5 ears
and t? a j lg B C rr pi Y, 6 ears
and # seg. bt vp, 10 ears
seg. "bt, 4 ears
seg. tiny plants, 2 ears
o.p • Y Gaspe Flint, few seeds

(su gl3 x ws2), 2 ears 
(Y PI Py py x ws2), 2 ears 
and # seg. pr Y ws py, 7 ears 
(Bn gl v5 x ws2), 8 ears 
and (j rns8 x ws2), 6 ears 
(ws x c sh / + wx gi4) , 2 ears

CL 1 7, \  xv /  ' x * -* -*— —r — — O  — * * '
and If (Pr nl2 x pr bm A er d), 6 ears 
and if (su gl3 x nl2), 7 ears

(A c R su x a C R nl2), 6 ears 
(A C r j x nl2), 6 ears

seg,
seg,
seg,
seg
seg
seg

ms8, 2 ears
.mb

3 R
rg

ms8, 3 ears 
r ms8, 2 ears 
r ms 8, 3 ears

j R&S r ms8, 3 ears
j Rnj r ms8, 3 ears

cxX 1UL 7T u i  i. v ci  iwx i j  j
and # Onondaga White inbred 12 years, 6 ears 
and # West Branch inbred 9 years, 9 ears

Rustler (S44 x S46) Fg, 6 ears 
and 7T Hays and Johnson S2S3, 6 ears 
and tr Hays and Johnson 7 years, inbred Gold. 

Bantam, 9 ears
A Bb PI x lg gl2 b v4, 5 ears 
lg gl2 b v4 x A B pi, 3 ears 
seg. j or ij and lg, 3 ears 
seg. po, 5 ears 
may seg. st, 6 ears 
a c r A2 pr y, 6 ears 

(x) and # ap B PI, few seeds
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- k2

Co 14-06 
" 1+07
4-OS 

" 1+09
" 410-411 
" 4-12-4-15 
» 416 (x 
" 4-20 (x 
422 (x
424 (x
425 (x
428 (x
431 (x
432 *

HP
M-36
^37 U) 

" ^39 (x)
" 1+41 (x)
It 44 6-448
» 449 (x)
» 4-50 
" ^51
« 4-52-4-54- 
« 1+56-4-57 
»' (x)

# a B pi, 2 ears
# a b PI, 3 ears
# A B pi, 7 e^ s  

open poll, a b pi, 6 ears
(x) a b pi, few seeds 
F2 involving A B PI sm py W, 75 ears
see. 13> 2 ears
Fp involving A B Ig gl2 v4 PI ts , 5 ears
Fp involving A B pi gl2 v4- Ig gs2, ; earsand # a yt na ts4- in various combinations, 6 ears
a lg2 Dt, very few seeds 
A C R a2 b v2 pi, seg. bm2, 1 small ear 
and # A Bb PI sm, ( ears 
seg. ra gl ij bd, 2 ears 
seg. 3, ms$, few seeds 
F2 involving gl4- yg2 c sh wx,
Pr g seg. R nl zb5, 1 ear 
zb5, may seg. g nl, 1 ear 

1 seg. bs vp, 4- ears 
\ see. bs vp and striped, 4 ears 
(x? 3 r / V ,  seg. su, 15 ears 
3 r/Rr , 1 ear 
Beg. j r Rmb tm, 2 ears

9 ears
(:

R,mb 4- ears

» 4-59 
11 1+60 
" 1+72
» 1+76
H I4.79 
" 1+81 
» 1455 
" 486

« 487

(x)
(x)
(x)
+
#
(x)
(x)

498
499

#
#

’’ 500 (x) 
" 501 #
’’ 502

seg. 3 r 
seg. 3 r Rr ;̂ P 
(x) 3/+ r/Rgs, 3 ears 
j/+ r/Rn3, 1 ear 
j/+ r/Rn° PI, 4 ears 
J/+ r/Rn3, seg. sr
may seg. hf, 3 ears 
A B PI, seg. su ba2, 3 ears 
may seg. bd, 3 ears 
Tu su, 1 ear
Oil Dent inbred 10 years, 4 ears
U.S. # 204 x wx; br wx; bm3; A b pi lg glc. v4>

4 ears . , . ,West Branch inbred 10 years, x g4 wx; A b pi
lg gl2 v4, 2 ears

Dutton’s Flint inbred 13 years, 2 ears 
Rustler inbred 7 years, 1 ear
Kvakan’s smut resistant x A C R ac b pi v2, lear 

Bryan’s inbreds, 9 ears

Open pollinated. Au au2 sh, few seeds 
du au au2 sh, few seeds _ .Dt, also na lg ts*! g in various combinations,

5 ears
g4 wx, may seg. 16, 2 ears
Tp gl ra v5 in various combinations, 3 ears 
a, seg. Dt lg C R PI, 5 ears 
ar wx, few seeds
open pollinated g2 A b PI, 1 ear
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Co 505 (x) A Bb PI seg. Kn, 2 ears
” 507 (x) gi, 2 ears
>’ 503 (x) g-15, 2 ears
" 509 (x) and. # gl3, 2 ears
" 510 (x) seg. Y su gl3 la, 5 ears
n 514 (x) r, seg. rnr Pr Mt, 6 ears
» 5ig (x) seg. f v, 5 ears
» 522 (x) A C R a2 bt bv pr, few seeds11 523 (x) A C R a2 bt pr, v few seeds
it 524 (x) A C R A2 bt bv pr, few seeds
» 525-526 # fr2, seg. ij gl fr, 10 ears11 523 " # Supergold Popcorn inbred, 6 ears 11 529 # A B pi, seg. YU-, It, 2 ears11 531 # y4 It a c r pr i, 3 ears
I' 532 (x) and # Y4 g4, seg. It, 5 ears11 541 (x) Y sk from Australia, 1 ear 
» 544 Open pollinated No. 3 Trisome, 3 ears
'* 5I+5 No. 5 Trisome, 1+ ears
n 54.6 No. 6 Trisome, 1 ear
»i 552 # P br f bm2, may seg. Ts2, 3 ears11 554 # a B pi, seg. yg2, 1 small ear
ii 555 A C Rs* x r mr Pr, 1 ear
» 556 ‘‘Sweet Brittle” (x) and x bs, 6 ears11 557 (x) Singleton C2 inbred, 3 ears11 553 (x) " C6 " , 2  ears
ii 559 (x " 013 " , 5 ears

Co 37-1

'« 37-2 
" 37-3
" 37-4 
.. 37-5
" 37-6 
" 37-7 
|| 37-3 
" 37-9 
» 37-10 
« 37-11 
» 37-12 
" 37-13 
" 37-14) 
|| 37-15)

” 37-16

" 3/-13 
» 37-20

" 37-21

37-23

1937 crop

Bryan’s inbred (x) and x red pigment in seedling 
leaves, 7 ears

West Branch inbred (x) and x g4 wx, 9 ears 
U.S. No. 204 inbred (x) and x g4 wx, 7 ears« (x) and x ar wx, 4 ears

11 (x) and x bm3, o ears
Oil Dent inbred x bm3, 1 ear 
U.S. No, 20j+ inbred x ra gl ij bl, 9 ears 
(x) and # lg B v4 A PI, seg. gl2^Ts, 1 ear
F2 involving g4 gl4 yg2 c h wx, 3 ears

|| ra gl ij bd, 1 ear 
(x) gl ij, seg. ra fr fr2, 7 ears 
(x) F2 involving ra gl ij bd, 3 ears 
(x) A b PI, seg. py sm, 2 ears

Fo involving West Branch inbred and lg b 
gs v4 gl2, 6 ears

Luce’s Favorite (x) and x Onondaga White Dent, 
10 ears

Cornell 11 (x) and x Luce’s Favorite, 3 ears 
(Luce’s Favorite x Onondaga Wn. Dent) x 
(Bloody Butcher x Cornell 11), 11 ears 
(Bl. Butcher x Cornell 11) x 
(Luce’s Favoritex Onondaga Wh. Dent), 9 ears 
West Branch (x) and x U.S. no. 204; pbx; Sx Pr 

p ad an; yg3; bushy; c sh wx bp; 20 ears
11
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Co 37-2°

37-28
37-^9
37-53
37-54
37-55
37-57
37-58
37-60
37-62
37-63 
37-64 
37-67 
37-6S 
37-69 
37-72 
37-73 
37-74
37-75 
37-77 
37-80
37-81 
37-82 
37-84 
37-85 
37-86 
37-87 
37-88 
37-89 
37-90 
37-91 
37-92 
37-93 
37-96 
37-97 
37-9^ 
37-99 
37-100 
37-101
37-103
37-104

1 37-105 
' 37-106 
1 37-109 
' 37-110 
' 37-Hl 
* 37-114- 
1 37-116 
" 37-H7 
" 37-H9 
" 37-120 
» 37-121 
» 37-122

(x)

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(X
(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)
#
#
(x)

(x)
#
#
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

U.s. no. 204 (x) and x West Branch; 
c sh wx bp; zb5; p ad an; Gh; pbx; 
25 ears

c sh wx bp, 2 ears 
F? involving tu su dh, 3 ears 
a lg2 Dt, few seeds

C R a2 bt bv pr y, 2 ears 
na cr gl v5 Y, v. few seeds
C R a2 pi B Y, 2 ears 
zb5 y> seg. nl>  ̂ ears 
C R a2 bt bv, seg. vc, 

g2 A b, seg. PI, 2 ears 
a y Dt, v, few seeds 
a y Dt, seg. su lg2, 
v5 gl, seg. Tp ra, 5 

gl Tp ra, 1 ear 
seg. na lg2 ts4, 2 ears 
au2 sh, 2 ears 
involving su gl3 J2,
# A C R A2 Pr, seg.
Pr vl2, 1 ear

# seg. vl3, 3 ears 
va2, 4- ears

and # seg. wa, 2 ears 
Pr Y, seg. ms2, 2 ears 
seg. msB reddish yellow 
and # seg. ms6 Pr, 2 ears 
ms6 x West Branch, 2 ears and # A B PI Y, seg. ms8 Ig, 3 ear 
Y, seg. ms9, 4 ears 
seg. ms10, 5 ears 
and # seg. ms11, 6

# seg
# seg
# seg. msl4, l 
may seg ms34,
# seg. ms37 > 1
# seg. ms39 Pr

bushy;

v5 
a, 
au 
F2 
and 
seg, 
and 
seg,

v2, 2 ears

2 ears 
ears

2 ears 
PI, 2 ears

4 ears

ears
msl2 white stripes, 
msl3, 6 ears 

ears 
3 ears 
ears
Tu, 7 ears

4- ears

(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
and
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

and 
and
and 
pvv]
and 
and
ms42 x inbred, 2 ears 
Fo involving PI sm pbx Pr, 2 ears 
A^B PI 0, seg. 1 w, 3 earsand # seg. yellowish green seedlings, 4 ears and # rather light green foliage, 1C ears rather light green foliage, seg. a v, 9 107 dark green foliage, 6 ears 
vl2, seg. fr, 4 ears 
y,_seg. gllO. 6 ears

ears

su3̂  du, 2 ears
b pi 
sb,

F2 involving A 
y^su2, may seg 
y, seg. pbx 
Pr wx da ar sa, 5 
A B PI Sx Pr, few 
Y b gs2 lg 
sy, 10 ears

su2 sb, 4 ears
ears

ears
seeds
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I* X7-'

y, seg. Pc, ( ears
a lg2 d, seg. tsh, 3 ears
and if A lg2 d, nay seg. ts4, 3 ears
Y a lg2 ra2, 3 ears
b u , silks all over ear, 3 ears
Fo involving Ga su cross, 5 ears
Ch, seg. gl v5, few seeds
p ad, seg. an, 5 ears
Fp involving Ga su, 3 ears
Fp involving Ts3 v4- Rg, 2 ears
Fp involving Ts3 vH Rg 0 sh wx, also seg.
' ?r Y, ^ ears 

p ad, may seg. an, few seeds 
seg. Pr dm3 yg3> ° ears
Y P, seg. Og, 5 ears
Y Og, 3 ears
su, may seg. w4, 1 ear 
Fp involving Og and La inbred, 4 ears 
A~3 PI 1, may seg. w, 1 ear 
A C R A2 pr i, 7 ears
wl su gl3 in various combinations, 3 ears
Fo involving wl Ts5 su, 2 ears
g!3, seg. su wl
eeg. su gl3 Y, 4 ears
Ts5 su y, seg. gl, may seg. la, 3 ear-
a lg2, seg. Dt na, 4 ears
na, seg. ts^, 2 ears
seg. w, 1 ear
Y gl, seg. de, 6 ears 

l Y, seg. de, 3 ears
Y a yt, seg. na, 1 ear

I Y, seg. bushy, 1 ear ,) and # ij gl bd in various combinations, 4 ears
) y, seg. ra, 3 ears 
) y br f , may seg. bm2, 1 ear 
) seg. Y, 2 ears 
) y pbx, 2 ears
pr, seg. Vg, 2 ears 

) an2, 1 ear 
) Y fine stripe, 1 ear
B.C., seg. A b lg gl2 v4, few seeds
seg. na2 su Pr, 3 ears
A lg g!2 b vk Yx corrugated leaf, few seeds 

) y Dt, seg. na tsH- lg2 su, 1 ear 
su, may seg. la, 1 ear 

) y v2 A C R a2 b pi, 7 ears 
) A C R A2 bv bt, seg. Pr, 4 ears 
) Y A b PI sm, seg. py, 2 ears 

2 , seg. ms$, 1 ear
) yg2 lg c sh wx, seg. g!4, few seeds 
) A C R a2 b pi v2 y, may seg, bm, 2 ears
) Fp involving A C Rs  ̂ r B (mottled red), 2 ears 
:) Y, seg. bk, 3 ears
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Co 37-193 (x) y gl, seg. bk, 1 ear 
n 3y-i99 (x) F2 involving bk bk2, seg. gl, 4 ears 
" 37-200 (x) seg. de, may seg. mi, 1 ear 
» 37-201 (x) seg. an2 d, 5 ears11 37-202 (x) Fg involving Trucker’s Favorite and mi, 11 37-203 (x) A 'C R a2 bv bt pr, 1 ear
" 37-203 (x) Wo Y, 1 ear

trisome x U.S. no 11 - 11

2 ears

« 37-203 No. 2
«' 37-209 No. 3
" 37-213 No. 6
»» 37-211 No. 7
»' 37-215 No. 3
ii 37-217 No. 10
» 37-219 # seg. n
”37-220 and 221 (x)

20 -̂, 3 ears 
, 2 ears 
, 1 ear 
, 3 ears 
, 1 ear 
, 3 ears

ms3 vl6, 3 ears
yellow striped seedlings, 1 ear 

”̂ 37-222 (x) homo virescent seedlings, 2 ears 
it 37-223 # yell* striped seedlings on very dark green

base, 3 ears
«i 37-22^ and 225 (x) virescent seedlings, 2 ears 11 6 (x) and # seedlings tiny, virescent and white

striped, 3 ears
# crinkly seedling leaves, 2 ears 
(x) Amargo from Horowitz, 1 ear
# seg. vl9, 1 ear

BUam 2 ears 
T l-2b x Tl-2b, 1 ear
Australian x Siamensis, 3 ears

37-227
37-223
37-229
37-230
37-231
37-233

#

Co 33- 1 
» 33- 2 
33- 1 
33- 4
33- 5
33- 6

1933 crop

Inbred I = U.S. No. 20̂ - (W-R) 
Inbred II = West Branch (W-W)

F2 involving inbreds I and II, 1 
(x) pr, seg. Y ms7, 3 ears 
(x) seg. Y msl2, 2 ears 
x) Y, seg* ms42 su, 6 ears

ear

vxj F2 involving H mg, 3 ears 
„ (x) To involving inbred II and yg3 bm3, 2 ears

33-9 and 10 tx) F2 of no tillers x many tillers cross,
15 ears

involving inbred II and c sh bp wx, 5 ears 
involving inbred I and c sh bp wx, ( ears

II and p ad an?, 1 ear
I and " , ^ ears
II and y pb+, 3 ears 
I and ” , 7 ears

Inbred I x y ra si; g1! wx; bm3, 3 ears 
Inbred II x y ra si; g4 wx; bm3, fx? Pu?, 4 ear 
In, seg. Pr w, 5 ears 
seg. sk, 2 ears 
Pr y sp su, 5 ears 

(x) Y d6, 6 ears 
(x) a3 g, seg. Pr, 2 ears 
(x) y Og, may seg. a3, 3 ears

33-11
33-12
33-13
33-14
33-15
33-16
33-17
33-13
33-19
33-20
33-21
33-23
33-24
33-25

U)
(x
(x.
(x)
(x)

x)
7T
(x)
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Co 38-27 
» 38-28
II
II
It

II
II
II

II

It

II
It

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

It

tt

It

II
11
II
tt

38-30
38-31
3S3-33
3^-37
38-4-0 
38-44 
38-45 
3 g—U-6 
3 2-^7 
3̂ -U-g 
38-49
38-50
38-51
38-52
38-5338-56
38-58
38-59
38-60
38-62
38-64
38-65
38-66

( x ) Y zb4, 5 ears
(x) Fo involving inbred. I and zb5 and possibly 

nl g, 7 ears 
'x) Y fs, 2 ears 
*x) Y mg, 2 ears 
[x) y Hs, seg. Tu, 3 ears 
x) dec y, 5 ears

Y v7, 4 ears 
seg. ms, may seg
Y v20 lg, 2 ears
Y 0, 6 ears 
y 62, v. few seeds
Y h, 3 ears
Y f 12 may seg. rns ,
Y f12 gl, Beg. su,

.x
(x
(x
(x.
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)

v!9, 3 ears

(x) a C Rg pr in wx^y,
(x) a
(x)
(x)
(x)

(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)

^ C R Y pr in, 4 ears 
Pr, seg. vp, 4 ears 

. vp4, 1 ear 
ear

2 .ears
A CR ni Pr, 2 ears

7 ears 
7 ears 
seg. su, 6 ears

^ t sef
(x) Rmt;

A C Ri& pr P, 2 ears
rg

y rr su, 6 ears 
seg. rns2, 6 ears
se°'. ms2, may seg. 17, 5 earsn., , . ^R ms11 and ar-like stripe, 13

6̂-00 1.x) beg.
38-70 and 71 (x) and # seg.

ears
(x) Y, seg. v, 7 ears 
(x) Fp involving lg2 pm d, 5 ears 
(x) y, seg. d2, 1 ear 
(x) Y sh, seg. d3, / ears 
(x) Y, seg. d5, 4 ears 
(x) sh wx, may seg. 16, 1 ear 
(x) Y, seg. 17, 5 ears 
(x) Y, seg. w2, 3 ears 
(x) Y, seg. w3, 1 ear 
(x) Y wx, seg. crinkly leaf, 3 ears 
(x) sh wx Pr, seg. wll, 3 ears 
(x) pr, may seg. v5 , 4 ears 
(x) seg. v9, 7 ears 
(x) A c Rg su, seg. v9, 4 ears

3^1031(x) seg> v 1 3 , 11 ears38-104 ' ' a 1

" 38-72 
" 38-78 
« 38-81 
" 38-82 
« 38-85 

3&-90 
38-92 
38-93 
38-95 
38-96 
38-97 
38-98 

» 38-100 
" 38-IOI11
ti 
«i
" 38-105
» 38-106 

38-107 
38-108 
38-109 
38-112 
38-114

" 38-117
« 38-119

(x) y vl8, 1 ear 
(x) y vl8, may seg. 14, 1 ear 
(x) and # lg gs2, may seg 
(x) and # ws3 lg, may seg
(x)
#

gl2 v4 b, 2 ears 
pl2, 7 ears

involving Y g!2 lg v4- f 1, 10 ears
lg gl2 ts V- in various combinations, 4 ears

(x) su gl3, seg. wl, 1 ear
# P PI srn, seg. py, 2 ears
#  seg. j ms8 vl6, 3 ears
# Tso Og, 3 ears
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Co 33-122
33-123
33-126
33-131
33-132 
33-133 
33-134 
3^-135 
33-136 
33-133 
33-140 
33-143 
33-144 
33-146 
33-146 
33-147 
33-l^-3 
33-150 
33-153 
33-154 
33-155 
33-159 
33-179 
33-137 

' 33-139 
> 33-191 
1 33-192 
1 33-193

# wx g^} 6 ears
# wx g4, 1 ear 
(x) bm3, 2 ears
# pr sk, 1 ear
# A B PI Pr bra, seg. sk lg, 2 ears 
(x) Pr lg, seg. sk, 2 ears
(x) may seg. lo, 2 ears
# Y, seg. hf, 6 ears
# seg. Pr T5~6 s u , 3 ears _# y, seg. Ig3 Rg and possibly d, 1 ear# Y wx. seg. ar, 5 ears
(x) and # Pr, seg. g tw3, 3 ears 
(x) seg. bax, 1 ear
# seg. ba, 3 ears
# seg. ba2, 2 ears
(x) may seg. ra2, 2 ears
(x) Y a lg2 ra2, 2 ears
(x) ^2 involving pr zb f ys, 4 ears
(x) seg. at, 1 ear
(x) gl, seg. bk, 2 ears
(x) Y bk2, 3 ears
(x) Y gl fl2, 1 ear
(x) zb4 br f, may seg. bm2, few seeds
(x) and # Og g li, *+■ ears
(x) a B PI C R Px Y, 5 ears
(x) A C r g y. 3 ears
(x) A B pi C Rg Pr Sex y lg, 2 ears(x) A b PI Y sm, seg. py, 3 ears

1939 crop

Co 39- 
„ 39- 
" 39- 
" 39- 
" 39- 
" 39- 
" 39-

(x) 
(x) 

3 (x) 
* (x) 

(x) 
(x)

4
5
6
7

,2

involving inbred I and g4 wx, 3 ears
» and si ra, 5 ears 
" and bra3, 3 ears 
II and si ra, 7 ears 
" and bm3, 10 ears 
" and g4 wx, 3 ears 

In? Pr; Y o v2; zb4 br fInbred II x Rmb.

bm2; A C Rrg pr P; w3 lg glS;'sp su Pr;
RES;
,P

Rmb.

" 33- 3

y su; yg2 sd wx gl lg;
a- B PI P; lg2 d; v7; Y fs; sk; y n  v gl4; brown striped; zb4; lg gl2 v*+ r;
Y o v2; r8t, 32, ears

Inbred I x lg gl2 vU fl; fs; sk; y wx v gl4,
a B PI P; A C Rrs pr pvv; vlg; brown
striped; Y o v2; zb5 nil; Pm > v7 >
WX v gl4; sp su Pr; Pr In?; ws3 lg g!2;
Y fs; yg2 sh wx gl4 lg; rot; lg2 d; zb4

->V V  .

» 39- 10 
« 39- ll #

br f bm2; y wx v gl4; RSg; A C 
v7 ; a d  lg2, 52 ears

In Pr x inbred I, 2 ears 
seg. sk, 3 ears

Rnj Pr;
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Co 39- 12 (x)

39-
39-

39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-

39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-
39-

13 #
15
16 
17 
IS

19
20 
25
27
23
31
32 
35 
37 
32

l l

K

'+5 (*) 
1+6) 
t+7)

H9
50
51 
53 
55 
60 
61 
67

and # sp su Pr, also crossed to inbred I and 
II, 6 ears

zb^, also crossed to inbr. I and II, 3 ears 
rst x inbred I and II, k- ears 
A C Rn  ̂ Pr x inbred I and II, 5 ears 
rSS Pr x inbred I, few seeds 
A C Rr^ pr P x inbred I and II, ^ ears 
rr y su x inbred I and II, 6 ears 
Y v7 x inbred I, 1 ear 
and # Y fs, 3 ears 
lp Ts v4-, 2 ears
lg gig ts v4 in various combinations, 3 ears 
ws3 lg gl2, 1 ear §
lg gl2 fl, 3 ears 
gs2 gl2 b v^, 1 ear 
d and lg2 d, 2 ears 
lg2 d, 1 ear 
lg2 d, 1 ear 
j, seg. ms3 vl6, 3 ears
y sh wx v gl^, 2 ears Ttyg2 sh wx lg gl^, also crossed to inbred II,3 ears
and # y wx v gl1!, 3 ears 
Y, seg. su Ts6 Pr, 3 ears

(x) y zb5 , may seg. nl, 1 ear
(x) zb5 , seg. Y, 1 ear
(x) bm3, seg. Pr Y sh, 4 ears
# seg. ms7
# seg. ms4-2 gl, 5 ears 
(x) seg. d2, 5 ears
(x) Y du2, seg. du sua , 1 ear 
(x) Y seg. du2 du suam, 1 ear 
(x) A b PI Y shi P, 6 ears

(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
(x)
#
(x)
(x)

rt

tt

tt

G. A. Lebedeff
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a2
a3
ad
al
an
an 2
ar
ara
as
at
au
au2
3

bax
ba
ba2
bd
be
bk

bk2
bl
brn

bm2
bm3

bmx
3n
bp
br
be
bt

bt2
bv

C

V. INDEX OF SEED STOCKS

Co 12, l4, IS, 19, 20, 3S, *10, w ,  4-5, 50, 51, S3, qi 103. 106, 107, 110, 111, 114-116, 123, 125> 126-1 3 7 l4o~l4l, 143, 149, 177» 160-1^2, l&5>224, 273, 274, 295, 29S, 299, 301, 302, ip? 326-331, 337-340, 341-350, 369-370, 3 ^ 3 7 6 ,  396; h o ^ - m ,  ^23, H-31, 502, 522-52*1, 37-8, 37-13,37-54, 37-57 37-60, 37-62, 37-7*1, 37-125. 37-1*13,37- 179237-180, 37-181, 37-187, 37-203, 38-60,3£-62, 32-132, 38-189, 38-191, 38-192, 38-193,
Co 299^ 301, 302, 52^, 37-24, 37-143, 37-180.
" 38-24, 36-25
» 37-131, 37-136, 38-13, 3^193 • 281, 282, 328- 331, 39-47 „  lk " 269, 270, 271, 37- 131, 38- 13 , 3S~l4 " 37-167, 37-201 » 67, 501, 37- 119, 38-l>+0 " 18S
" 216, M-01 
" 258, 38-153
» 4-9*+, %5 ,  37-72

38- 133, 38-189, ,38-192Co 263, 264-, 38-144 
» 264, 38-145 
n 7g-l46
w 172) 259, 260, 479, 37- 10 , 37- 12 , 37-159
» 171, 352, 356, 14-39, 44l ,  37- 197, 37-198, 37- 199,38-154
» 556, 37- 197, 37- 199, 38-155
” 33^ ’ 52-56, 116- 118, 294, 295-297,
.. 337-344, 552, 37-161
. I S  503, 37-5, 38-17. 38-18, 38-126, 39-2, 39-5, 
n 39-50

" 6 / 7 1 3 ^  232, 340, 342-345, 364 « 68- 69 , 37- 28, 38- 11 , 38-12 » 74, 25S, 266, 359, 552, 37-161, 38-179II p£p .
h 35 43, 47, 17*4, 297, 298, 299, 302, 522-52*1, 37-54, 37-60, 37-180, 37-203
" 33 ’37, 53-54, 114, 115, 258, 298, 299, 301, 302 622-52*1 37-5*1, 37-60, 37- 180, 37-203
. S l l ;  38 , 40, 4 ,  45, 50, 51, S3, 88, 89, 91, 110, 1 1 1, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129, 130, 131, 13^ 137, l*lN 181! 295! 298, £99, 301, 302, 322,
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cr

da
dh
dx
d

d2
d3
d5
d6
d?
da
dex
Dt

du
f

f ia
fl
f 12
fr
fs
fx
g

g2

lg

gx
(la

34-1 34-5-3^7, 3^9; 350, 375, ^ > 37-5^>

Co l ^ g ;  2 4 ^ 2 5 ,  26, 125, 131, lM , 162, 215, 2<*.
339, 3!i-3, 37-55 

11 181
» 431, 37—^9

" 10; 370, 37-12^, 37-125, 38-78,
39-37

» n - 12, 3^-gl? 39-55 
« 70-72, 30-02
it 2—4-, 30-25

30-23
320
495, 37-119
2 £ S 52 $ 6 ^ 2 ! % ! £ 2°97. 500, 37-53, 37-63, 37-64, 
37-14-9, 37-176
130^ 1397 258?°267-26°; 359, 363, 4oi, 552, 37-161, 
33-179
10;

- 32-100, 39-32
" i4-5, 14-6, 30-4-9, 30-59> 30-159 

and 2 Co 66, 525, 526, 3/-H
Co 30-30, 39-25

" 21° 9*1, 99, 100- 102, 13^, 136, 319, 320, 322, y w ,  3̂ 2-34-4-, 367, 4-36, 437, 497, 511, 37-50, 3.-1 >2,
3*-2$, 30-20, 30-107, 30-191

« 37-62

i« 67, 73, 498, 37-3, 37-9, 38-17, 38-18, 38-122, 38- 123, 39-1, 39-6 
" i0, 25, 26, 284

S1 (b’ ° ’co)22° 308-313, 364, 373,g 499,125, 526, 37-11, 37-55, 37-67, 37-68, 37-130,
gl2 Co !^~7?9220, 23^, 273-279, 397, ^20, 37-81, 39-28

I S  : W i % % W W :  515; 3 ^ .
e l ( 5 - 1 0 )  Co l l ,  242-24-7, 508-509, 37-110glx Co 23, 104, 113, 175, 25^-258, 323-324, 3S-50, 36-179el (Hadjinof f ' s ) Co 225-231
gs Co 401, 37-1^, 37-15 _  n|s2 » 6, 272, 422, 37-121, 3S-10O, 39-35
h " l48, 38-48
hf 11 257, 472, 38-135
Hs 11 38-33
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I
ij
in

Inbred

Inbred

it
0

02
Kn
Knobs
1
12

13
14 
16 
17
lx
la
1 cra- 0

lg2

ig 3
li
lo
mg
mi
mr
ms2
ms 5
ms6
ms7
ms8
ms9
mslO
ms 11
msl2
msl"5
msl4
mslf
msl8
ms 20
ms37
ms39

Co 176—1/^> 1^2— 1$5 t 3 l 143 - -7-y irQ" 66, 309-313, 525. 526, 37-7. 37-1M 7 12 1, 37 ->9 " 127, 129, 135, 137, 179- 121, 337— 3^5 > 3^s . 3^9,
I crossed*withestoojjs^Co 36-6, 32-12, 39-4, 39-5,39-6, 39-S, 39-10, 39-12, 39-13, 39-15, 39-1°»
II crossed 39-1, 39-2, 39-3,39-7 39-12, 39-13, 39-15, 39-16, 39-12, 32 19,

39-24-, 39-44

c£ 5|?l’ 174-137 177, 182, 185, 337-344, 350,,3 6 9’ 375! 377-322; 433, 446-454, 456-460, 37-124, 
37-219, 32-117, 39-4 

" 37-73, 37-147 
" 1 5 1 , 505, 37-161 
" S3, 198, 3lS 
" 37-IOI, 37-142 
» 49-102 
" 416
» 92-97, 38-105 
" 73, 81 
» 74-78, 38-92
11 1 112
tt 391-293, 510, 37-148, 37-177 , cn„ Y  & li, 12 i4, 16-18, 21-25, 5} , 55, 59, 60, 98, 114- 125, 12S, 130, 133-l4i , 1^3, 185, 221,

S '  S '  3 * :  2 8 : 8 ?: & ,

Co

717 720 337-344 ’351, 396 397, 401, 417, 420, \ l f i  3v : i r  77- 15, 37-69, 37-121, 38-45, 38-106 3^ l 693 3L 133! 38^192, 39-27, 39-31, 39-32, 39-44 2S5 360-; 369, 423, 125, 500, 37-53, 37-64, 37- 124, 37- 125, 37-126, 37-149, 38-78, 39-37, 39-39 
« 3S-13g
11 322-32^, 3^7, 3&-lg7 
« 29, 30, 3^-13^
3S~5, 3&-31 
37-200, 37-202
74-78, 37-82, 38-65* 3s- 66 37—si 
37-85 .
365! ’3 7 n 5433, 37-87, 37-184, 37-219, 38-117, 39-41 
37-88
37- 89
38- 70, 38-71
37-91, 38-3 

" 37-92 
" 37-93 
" 216
" 55, 56 , _
" 103, 104, 38-72
" 37-97 
" 37-98
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ms 4 2
msx
na

na2
nl
n!2/
o
6?.
Og
p

Pb
ptA
pbx
Pc
Pg
Pg2
P6a
pgx
pk
po
PI

pm
pr

PY

R

Co
n

ra

ra2
rax
Rg
Rs
rs2
3
Sx
sa
sb
Sex
Sc
sh

37-99, 3f;4, 39-53

’2S3/2S6,’337 , 338, 339, 3^1, 424.37-55 , 37-69 , 37-1*9, 37-150, 37-157, 37-176
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VI. HISTORICAL NOTES ON MAIZE GENETICS COOPERATION

II.

Mimeographed letter of April 12, 1929 mentions 
"Cornfab" held in Or. Emerson’s room in N.Y. hotel at the time of the Christmas meetings, 192<r/. Long folder of linkage information issued with this letter, con-
sidered News Letter 1.

Second folder of mimeographed information issued 
some time after the first one, perhaps late in 1929 or
in 1930.

Cooperation of maize geneticists planned at Sixth 
International Congress of Genetics, at Ithaca, N.Y., 
August, 1932.

Letter of October 5, 1932 notifying corn geneti-
cists of action taken at the Genetics Congress. Chrom-osomes assigned to different individuals. A second 
general letter sent out Dec. 12, 1932.

Correspondence by Dr. Emerson about possible grant 
of money for Maize Genetics Cooperation, January 1933-

III. Third Corn News Letter - Jan. 23, 1933* Long list 
of known genes of maize.

Letter of Nov. 13, 1933 gave samples of news items 
and asked for news contributions.

IV. News Letter - Dec. 18, 1933* Many news items con-
tributed by cooperators. Letter of 12 pages.

V. News Letter - Jan. 25, 193^* Big inventory of corn
stocks.

VI. Letter of Feb. 21, 193^- Discussion of nomencla-
ture.

April 1, 193^* Rockefeller Grant available.

VII. News Letter - Sept. 13, 193^* 11 pages.

VIII . News Letter. November 2^, 193^- 1$ pages.

IX. News Letter - March 6, 1935- 20 pages.

X. News Letter - March 4, 1936. 22 pages.

XI. News Letter - March 23, 1937* 26 pages.

XII. News Letter - March 6, 1938. 38 pages, 2 maps.

XIII News Letter - April 15, 1939* 22 pages.

XIV. News Letter - March 5, 19^0. 56 pages.
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Ithaca, New York 
February 5, 1941

Dear Colleague,

As you may know, Dr, Emerson reaches retirement age this coming 
June, and at that time will have completed 27 years of active service at 
Cornell. While there is no indication whatever that retirement is going to 
affect in any way the active continuance of his corn genetics research here 
at Cornell, it does seem that this coming summer is an appropriate time to 
hold a reunion of his former students and coworkers in corn genetics.

Preliminary arrangements are now being made for such a reunion to 
be held at Ithaca in late August or early September, either just before or 
just after the summer meeting of the Genetics Society at Cold Spring Harbor.
It is being planned as an informal family affair to last for at least a couple 
days. No formal program is being arranged but there will most certainly be a 
picnic at Taughannock, and you may rest assured there will be ample oppor-
tunity for reminiscences and much good talk. If the group is interested in 
having one or more informal round-table discussions of recent developments 
in corn genetics or an inspection trip to the Plant Breeding gardens, they 
will be arranged. And it is possible we may be able to handle a small amount 
of live plant material for exhibit purposes, if anyone has something new and 
exciting that he would like to have on exhibit.

The names of the persons to whom this invitation to participate in 
the reunion is being sent are given below. The word was passed around at 
the recent Philadelphia meetings that plans were under way for a get-together 
of this sort, and the response was 100 percent favorable. The names of those 
who indicated that they would plan to attend are starred. If this prelimin-
ary poll is any indication of the final trend, most everyone will be on hand, 
and this should be a memorable occasion for Dr. and Mrs. Emerson.

has been selected and other plans have materialized. Meanwhile, any suggestions 
you may have will be welcomed.

Anderson (*) ; 3eadle (*) *, Brink; 3runson; Burnham (*) ; Clark, Frances; 
Creighton (*); Demerec (*); Emerson, Sterling; Syster (*); Fischer; Hayes; 
Jenkins; Jones; Kempton; Langham; Lebedeff; Lindstrom (*); Longley; 
McClintock (*); Mangelsdorf; Perry; Reeves; Richey; Rhoades (*); Sharp (*); 
Singleton; Sprague; Stabler (*); Weatherwax

Another announcement will be issued later on when a definite date

Cordially yours,
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At the close of the academic year in June, 1941? Dr. R. A. Emerson will have reached the age of retirement for university professors and will officially set down his old box of records after 27 years of service to Cornell University. Actually his corn genetics investigations began at Nebraska about 1911? the present summer will mark over 30 years of research on maize.It seems highly proper at this time for fffcQ EteKS fetter to call to ?he attentlonVthe cooperators the services which Dr. Emerson has rendered to genetics in general, and to Maize Genetic^ 
Cooperation in particular.

One of his outstanding accomplishments in this long period has of course been his highly productive research in the field of maize genetics. A long series of publications testifies to his activity here. Younger men who are working with maize should remember that they have more tools to work with and they can go farther because of the foundation laid by R. • Emerson. His researches would stand as a signal contribution even if he had done nothing else in the advancement of science.

Most men in university positions have an opportunity to influence students, to stimulate their interest m  research and to instill in them certain ideals. The list of graduate students who have majored with R. A. Emerson and gone on to important positions in science is an impressive one. Many ol these men are still corn geneticists, as they were m  their graduate-student days, and most of them are maize cooperatora along with us. One man retires, but several cozen carry on work, with much of the same industry and high regard for the 
scientific approach.

By the late 1920's, the number of corn geneticists had grown considerably. Dr. Emerson began about that time to get these men together in his hotel room at the time 01 the A.a .a .b. meetings for so-called "cornfabs". These informal meetings served to keep the corn workers informed on what others were doing and helped them to plan for the future. They were the beginnings of Maize Genetics Cooperation. Not only has our own organization grown from these informal meetings, but corn geneticists have set an example in mutual confidence ana cooperation which has been copied by several other groups.

We think that we are safe in saying that R. A. Emerson was the first to call the attention of plant geneticists to the advantages of the maize plant for genetic research, ana that he did much to stimulate the present widespread interest in this plant. His writings have probably "converted1 a number who dia not come more directly under his influence as a teacher.
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When you stop to think of it, he has done a thorough job.
He has made many excellent contributions of his own, he has 
trained graduate students to "carry on’1, he has stimulated wide 
interest in corn genetics, and finally, he has insured, for 
sometime at least, the maintenance of maize stocks and a cooper-
ation in maize research. These things will have far-reaching 
effects.

But this is not a eulogy. There seems to be "plenty of 
mileage in the old car yet", and the old record box still holds 
cards. The Dean of our Agricultural College has promised that 
office and garden space will still be available for Dr. Emerson’ 
use, and perhaps if our Hew York winters get too monotonously 
disagreeable, southern California or Florida will come to the 
rescue.

Dr. Emerson, as the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter 
goes to press, your fellow cooperators take off their old straw 
hats to you in affectionate regard. We wish you years of real 
enjoyment in doing the things you most want to do.
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APPENDIX I

Introduction to reprint of Kass, L.B., C. Bonneuil, and E.H. Coe, Jr. 2005. Cornfests, cornfabs and cooperation: The 
origins and beginnings of the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter. Genetics 169 (April 1): 1787-1797; online 
May 6, 2005: http://www.genetics.org/content/169/4/1787.full.pdf+html [Reprinted with permission of Genetics 
Society of America]. 

The following reprinted article provides a perspective on the origins and beginnings of the founding of the Maize 
Genetics Cooperation and its subsequent Cooperation News Letter. It describes how in the early 1920s, the Maize 
Genetics Cooperation (MGC) began in an informal way among R.A. Emerson and his students at Cornell Uni-
versity. Emerson’s ethical and cooperative spirit paved the way for an expanded network of maize researchers who 
freely shared their materials and unpublished research, thus resulting in rapid progress in fundamental genetic 
research.

The Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter early volumes reprinted in this book provide documentation for the 
story told in this historical perspective. 
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Perspectives

Anecdotal, Historical and Critical Commentaries on Genetics
Edited by James F. Crow and William F. Dove

Cornfests, Cornfabs and Cooperation: The Origins and Beginnings
of the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter

Lee B. Kass,*,1 Christophe Bonneuil† and Edward H. Coe, Jr.‡

*Department of Plant Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, †CNRS, Centre Koyré d’Histoire des Sciences et des Techniques,
75231 Paris, Cedex 05, France and ‡United States Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service,

Plant Genetics Research Unit and University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211

IN the early 1920s, the Maize Genetics Cooperation who granted him funds to support his information and
supply network in 1934. The work of Barbara McClin-(MGC) began in an informal way among R. A. Emer-

son and his students. His ethical and cooperative spirit tock in cooperation with Beadle, Rhoades, Creighton,
Burnham, and others at Cornell between 1928 and 1934paved the way for an expanded network of maize re-

searchers who freely shared their materials and unpub- resulted in a definitive correlation of chromosomes and
linkage groups in maize—ultimately published in 1935lished research, thus resulting in rapid progress in funda-

mental genetic research (Coe 2001; Kass and Bonneuil by Emerson et al. The cytogenetics of maize was also re-
viewed in that year (Rhoades and McClintock 1935).2004).

The first letter summarizing both published and un- The exhibits that Emerson submitted to support his
Rockefeller Foundation grant included a historical sum-published maize linkage data was compiled by Emerson

and his student George Beadle and sent to students of mary of the MGC and MNL. These documents allowed
us to reconstruct the events that established these im-maize genetics on April 12, 1929. This communication

was an outcome of a “cornfab” held in Emerson’s hotel portant resources for the maize genetics community.
Emerson’s legacy lives on in the cooperative spirit ofroom in December 1928, during the annual American

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) maize researchers and in the News Letter he founded
75 years ago.meetings. The “Historical Notes on Maize Cooperation”

identifies Emerson’s 1929 communication as the first At the 1932 ICG held in Ithaca, New York, Rollins
Adams Emerson (Nelson 1993), Head of the Depart-Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter (MNL; Emer-
ment of Plant Breeding at Cornell University, gave anson 1940). Beadle was the first secretary of the MGC
opening address titled, “The Present Status of Maizeand he solicited material for additional summaries of
Genetics.” In his introduction he declared, “I cannotlinkage data, which were distributed in two parts in
refrain from noting here a very real advantage experi-1930. Rhoades succeeded Beadle as secretary and con-
enced by students of maize genetics . . . I am aware oftinued to summarize and publish the reports of coopera-
no other group of investigators who have so freelytors in the MNL, which continues to be published annu-
shared with each other not only their materials butally.
even their unpublished data. The present status of maizeThe cooperators met at the Sixth International Con-
genetics, whatever of noteworthy significance it presents,gress of Genetics (ICG) at Ithaca in 1932 and organized
is largely to be credited to this somewhat unique, un-a committee to establish the maize stock center at Cor-
selfishly cooperative spirit of the considerable group ofnell University and to seek funding for their enterprise.
students of maize genetics” (Emerson 1932, p. 141; KassEmerson’s grant application to the National Research
2001).Council (NRC) was denied and he was encouraged to

During this Congress, Emerson called a meeting ofapply immediately to the Rockefeller Foundation (RF),
�45 students of maize genetics and formalized what
would soon be called the Maize Genetics Cooperation.
Following their meeting Emerson and his graduate stu-

1Corresponding author: Department of Plant Biology, 228 Plant Sci-
dent Marcus Rhoades issued on October 5, 1932, whatence Bldg., Tower Rd., Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-5908.

E-mail: lbk7@cornell.edu has long been considered the first Maize Genetics Co-

Genetics 169: 1787–1797 (April 2005)
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Figure 1.—R. A. Emerson with
former and current students and
colleagues at Fernow Hall, Cornell
University, January 1, 1922, follow-
ing the AAAS meeting in Toronto,
where the second “cornfest” was
held. Back row, from left to right:
Milislav Demerec, Sterling Emer-
son, Ernest G. Anderson, and
Charles Metz; front row, from left
to right: Maxwell J. Dorsey, Sewall
Wright, Rollins A. Emerson, Wil-
liam Bateson, Claude Burton
Hutchison, Calvin Bridges, Frank
P. Bussell, and Lewis A. Eyster
(with permission of Royse P. Mur-
phy, Department of Plant Breed-
ing, Cornell University; see also
Provine 1986, p. 103).

operation News Letter (Rhoades 1932a). Our research A. Kroch Library, Cornell University (CU) Library, Ith-
aca, NY]. Soon afterward, Emerson arranged informal(Bonneuil and Kass 2001; Coe 2001; Kass and Bon-

neuil 2004; E. H. Coe and L. B. Kass, unpublished “cornfests” in conjunction with the AAAS meetings. It
seems that Emerson organized these �10 years beforeresults), which we offer in keeping with the long tradi-

tion of maize cooperation, provides a historical perspec- the famous “cornfab” held in his hotel room in New
York City in December of 1928, as recalled by Rhoadestive on the actual origin of the MGC and the beginnings

of the MNL, which was first issued in 1929. We present (1984). Emerson much earlier had invited Paul Weath-
erwax of Indiana University to attend a “second corn-here the history of Emerson’s successful negotiations

with the Rockefeller Foundation to fund his cooperative fest” along with the “general genetics section” he had
planned for the AAAS meetings in Toronto in 1921.enterprise at Cornell University following his unsuccess-

ful attempt to obtain funding from the NRC. Future Weatherwax apologized for not being able to attend
(Weatherwax to Emerson, November 22, 1921, CU) butNobel laureates George Beadle, Emerson’s student, and

Barbara McClintock, Lester W. Sharp’s student and Bea- Emerson’s former and current students and colleagues
joined him there and, following the meeting, held adle’s collaborator, freely submitted their results to the

MNL; this laid the groundwork for a similar publication, reunion on January 1, 1922, at Cornell (Figure 1).
The following winter, Emerson emphasized the im-the Drosophila Information Service, for the Drosophila ge-

neticists in March 1934 (Bridges and Demerec 1934) portance of agreeing on uniformity for factor notation
(gene symbols) and he set the tone for cooperating onand for the Worm Breeders Gazette, the community news-

letter of the roundworm biologists (Edgar 1975; Cohen this problem in a letter on March 7, 1923 (Emerson
1923, p. 147), “To Students of Corn Genetics : . . . . It1995), among others. We rejoice in the founding of

Emerson’s ideal and celebrate the 75th anniversary of seems wise to follow the notation used by the Drosophila
workers, tho, in some respects, their usage is perhapsthe MNL.
no more nearly consistent than our own.” Emerson also
asked his colleagues for assistance with numbering the

EARLY COOPERATION maize linkage groups and requested advice on using bi-
literal gene symbols:Cornfests—a cooperative enterprise to map maize:

As early as November 1918, Emerson wrote to Donald Shall priority of publication of any linkage determine
the numerical order? Or shall the order be determinedF. Jones at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
arbitrarily? . . . I suggest . . . that we number the groupsStation that he was “hoping that all the men in this
in the order given by [William H.] Eyster and by [Claudecountry who are working on related problems with corn
B.] Hutchison as follows: 1-C-wx ; 2-g-R ; 3-su-Tu ; 4-B-Lg ;

may cooperate to such an extent that we can cover the 5-Y-Pl ; 6-P-f . . . . It may be wise, however, to assign no
field more quickly” [Emerson to Jones, November 8, numbers to groups other than the six listed above until

the newer groups have been tested further. Another prob-1918, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Carl
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Figure 2.—R. A. Emerson and
members of the Synapsis Club,
1923. Herbert J. Webber started
this student/faculty organization
at Cornell in 1907, and Emerson
continued and encouraged mem-
ber participation (Department of
Plant Breeding Records, Courtesy
of the Division of Rare and Manu-
script Collections, Cornell Univer-
sity Library). Members are identi-
fied from left to right (an asterisk
designates corn researchers). Front
row: William T. Craig, J. Randal
Livermore, Ernest Dorsey, Frank-
lin D. Keim, Robert D. Lewis,
Laurens J. Henning, John P.
Jones, *Helen A. Z. Trajkovich,
G. V. Wazalwar. Second row:
Frank P. Bussell, *Allan C. Fraser,
Harry H. Love, *Rollins A. Emer-
son, Clyde I. Myers, *Roy G. Wig-
gans, *Lester W. Sharp, *Lowell
F. Randolph. Back row: T. Sasaki,
Archie F. Barney, Harold D.
Brown, Leo A. Van Rooyen,
*Pavao Kvakan, Andrew D. Suttle,
Walter A. Burkholder, Lua A.
Minns, Edward L. Proebsting, Clif-
ford V. Kightlinger, Merl C. Gillis,
and *Iang Chandrastitya.

lem is bothering us. Shall we continue to use bi-literal 1924). In addition to Anderson and Lindstrom, several
symbols for genes as we have usually done in the past other students pursued graduate work with Emerson
[i.e., bl, blotched leaf], or adopt the recommendations of

on corn genetics (including women and students fromthe Naturalist’s committee to use single letter symbols
abroad, Figures 2 and 3): William H. Eyster, Milislav[i.e., b1]? If the corn men desire to stick to the use of bi-

literal symbols, we shall probably have to refrain from Demerec (Figure 1), Helen A. Trajkovich, Pavao Kva-
publishing in Genetics . . . but if the corn men think best kan, Thomas Bregger, Ivan F. Phipps, George W. Beadle,
to adopt the plan followed by Genetics [using single letter Hsien W. Li, George F. Sprague, Johannes D. J. Hof-
symbols], I shall use it (p. 149).

meyr, Marcus Rhoades, Swarm Singh, Sylvia Allen, and
others (R. P. Murphy, unpublished results; CU).Emerson ended his five-page review with words for con-

tinued cooperation, “I am sending this to a considerable During the period 1918–1920, Emerson realized that
he could not avoid investigating the linkage of maize,number of corn genetics workers. When I have received

replies from the majority, I may want to refer some of our which was crucial both to closing the gap with Drosoph-
ila workers and to providing a deeper basis for the breed-problems to the Chairman of the Naturalist’s committee

with the suggestion that he consider the advisability of ing work on corn. Whereas from 1913 to 1928 Drosoph-
ila linkage mapping remained the concern of a fewreferring it to the committee for consideration” (p. 149).

Two of Emerson’s former students at Nebraska, laboratories (Wagner and Crow 2001), Emerson pro-
moted the idea that maize genetic mapping should beErnest G. Anderson (Figure 1) and Ernest W. Lind-

strom, had followed him to Cornell in 1914 and contin- a larger cooperative enterprise (Kass and Bonneuil
2004), which would allow individuals to devote the bestued to work on corn problems after graduating. Stu-

dents and established researchers from around the of their research time to more fundamental research
projects. Furthering this end, Emerson also developedcountry and throughout the world soon joined Emer-

son’s group and studied corn breeding and genetics at a regular collaboration and acted as advisor to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) program in cornCornell. C. B. Hutchison (Figure 1), a former Cornell

graduate, was appointed Professor of Plant Breeding in research from 1920 onward [U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA), College Park, MD].1916. By 1921, he continued Emerson’s unpublished

study of C-Sh linkage and established that Sh was part Several graduate students, including Barbara McClin-
tock, George Beadle, and Marcus Rhoades, were sup-of the C-Sh-Wx linkage group (Hutchison 1921, 1922).

When Allan C. Fraser (Figures 2 and 3) succeeded ported at Cornell by USDA funds, and some graduates
obtained jobs with the USDA, including Arthur M. Brun-Hutchison, he turned (from wheat) to maize (Fraser
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Figure 3.—R. A. Emerson, Mr.
S. C. A. R. Crow, and students of
corn genetics posing in front of
the Plant Breeding shed near the
Plant Breeding Garden at Cornell
University, 1927 (see also Kass
and Murphy 2003) (courtesy of
William B. Provine). From left to
right, front row: Hsien W. Li
(China), Ivan F. Phipps (Austra-
lia), Allan C. Fraser, George Bea-
dle’s dog (Toto), George W. Bea-
dle, and Harold B. Riley. From left
to right, back row: Thomas Breg-
ger, George F. Sprague, R. A.
Emerson, S. C. A. R. Crow, Profes-
sor Emerson’s dog, Roy G. Wig-
gans, and Wiggans’ technician.

son, Thomas Bregger, Lowell F. Randolph, Marcus trisomic ratios correlating genes with specific chromo-
somes were major contributions to Beadle’s “SummaryRhoades, and George Sprague, all of whom contributed

to the cooperative endeavors. of Data on the Independence of the Linkage Groups
in Maize,” which Emerson distributed “To Students ofFollowing Emerson’s early work on multiple factor

inheritance (Emerson and East 1913), his maize genet- Maize Genetics” on April 17, 1930 (Emerson 1930a).
McClintock, then an instructor at Cornell, collaboratingics school contributed concurrently to the progress of

corn breeding and to general knowledge in genetics. with students George Beadle, Henry Hill, Harriet
Creighton, and Marcus Rhoades, and with Charles Burn-In this respect, Emerson’s program may be considered a

parallel to Thomas Hunt Morgan’s group [at Columbia ham, a visiting scientist, and others, began a golden age
for maize genetics and cytogenetics at Cornell (RhoadesUniversity and later at The California Institute of Tech-

nology (Caltech)]. Emerson’s students had close scien- 1984).
At the Ithaca Congress in August 1932, Emerson couldtific associations with the Drosophila geneticists and with

geneticists and cytologists at other institutions. Concepts, confidently present a genetic map with linkage groups
correlated with numbered chromosomes, thus setting themethods, standard nomenclatures, along with students

(including E. G. Anderson, M. Demerec, G. Beadle, and stage for further cooperative and significant contributions
to maize cytogenetics (Rhoades and McClintock 1935).M. Rhoades) who were trained in corn genetics and

later also worked on Drosophila, circulated between the Rhoades also organized a “living chromosome map” in
which mutant plants were arranged according to theirtwo communities. Maize geneticists maintained strong

relations with Drosophila geneticists during the 1920s chromosomal positions (Crow 1992).
(e.g., C. Metz, C. Bridges; Figure 1). This connection
was due primarily to Emerson and his students, who

FOUNDING THE MAIZE GENETICSkept Emerson informed about the exciting work that
COOPERATION NEWS LETTER

was progressing in these laboratories. Consequently,
Cornell maize geneticists were aware that the use of By February 1934, Emerson had applied to the RF

for a grant-in-aid for support of work in collecting andcytogenetics by Drosopholists had opened a fertile sec-
ond front to tackle problems. disseminating maize stocks and information (CU). Em-

erson submitted a separate portfolio of exhibits (RFLinkage groups: By 1928, however, significant general
contributions to genetics from corn were quite limited exhibits A–J, Rockefeller Foundation Archives, Sleepy

Hollow, NY) to document his application dated Febru-(McClelland 1930). Furthermore, maize linkage studies
and genetic mapping stood nearly a decade behind Dro- ary 6, 1934. Emerson’s “Historical summary of coopera-

tion among maize geneticists” (RF exhibit A) describedsophila. The 10 linkage groups in corn were not all clearly
identified and the mapping work in each group was still how the maize cooperation began �15 years previously

in a small way among his former students. Soon othervery rough, as illustrated by the “rainbow maps” drawn by
Beadle and Emerson in April 1929 (Figure 4) (Emerson investigators were asked to be included. He documented

interactions among these researchers with a “mimeo-1929).
Within the year, however, Barbara McClintock’s iden- graphed summary of linkage in maize, 1929 [sic]” (RF

exhibit D); this exhibit was actually Emerson’s “secondtification of the morphology of the corn chromosomes
(McClintock 1929) and her unpublished research on folder of mimeographed information issued sometime
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Figure 4.—Linkage group 9 and Rainbow map as of April 12, 1929 (after Emerson 1929; excerpted from E. G. Anderson’s
annotated copy in MNL archives; reprinted in MNL, Vol. 53, pp. 118–119, 1979).

after the first one” (mentioned in Emerson 1940). His attack on certain important genetic problems now
awaiting just such tools as accurate linkage maps afford”“mimeographed summary” (RF exhibit D) included all

of the linkage data compiled and sent to maize geneticists (Emerson 1929, p. 117).
Although Barbara McClintock’s name appears amidon April 17, 1930, and July 26, 1930 (Emerson 1930a,b).

Emerson’s first (our emphasis) mimeographed letter, Emerson’s list of cooperators, we have no documenta-
tion that she attended the meeting and it would notdated April 12, 1929 (Emerson 1929), “considered News

Letter 1” by Emerson himself (see Emerson 1940), was have been appropriate in that era for a single woman
to attend a gathering in a man’s hotel room. The cooper-distributed to maize geneticists shortly after the “corn-

fab” held in Emerson’s hotel room at the time of the ators who did attend, however, were most familiar with
McClintock’s work (see Kass 2003) and would haveAAAS Christmas meetings in New York City in 1928. It

included a long folder of linkage information and the recommended her for this endeavor. Following the New
York meeting (December 1928), George Beadle acted asnames of researchers assigned each linkage group (see

Table 1 based on the original). Emerson (April 12, secretary of the group (Beadle 1929a,b, 1930; Emerson
1931). Beadle requested from maize cooperators the1929) carefully explained, “To those not at the New

York Meeting . . . this assignment [of linkage groups] summaries of linkage data, which Emerson, in coopera-
tion with Beadle and Fraser, would send to cooperatorswas . . . made in accordance with the expressed interests

of those assuming the responsibilities entailed. It was far in the spring and summer of 1930. Beadle left Cornell
in late 1930 for Caltech as a National Research Councilfrom our purpose to preempt groups for ourselves and

thereby warn off other workers. Our purpose rather was Fellow (Plant Breeding Records, CU) (Berg and Singer
2003), but continued to receive unpublished linkage datato make sure that each known group would be given

immediate and adequate attention to the end that the from cooperators (Emerson 1931), until Marcus Rhoades
subsequently succeeded him as secretary (Rhoades 1932a).not very exciting job of chromosome mapping may go

forward with some dispatch, thereby making possible an In his review of “The Early Years of Maize Genetics,”
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TABLE 1

To whom linkage groups were parceled out at New York, at the “Cornfab”
held in R. A. Emerson’s hotel room in December 1928

Linkage group Recipient

C-Wx Eyster (Bucknell University); Beadle (Cornell University)
R-G Lindstrom, Jenkins, Wentz (Iowa State University)
Su-Tu Emerson (Cornell University)
B-Lg Stadler (University of Missouri); McClintock (Cornell University)
Y-Pl Hill (Cornell University)
P-Br Emerson (Cornell University)
Ra-Gl1 Brewbaker (University of Minnesota); Jorgenson (Ohio University); Li (Cornell University)
D1-Pg2 Not assigned
A-Ts4 Brink (University of Wisconsin); Li (Cornell University)

Based on Emerson (1929).

Rhoades (1984) recalled the New York City “cornfab,” assume primary responsibility for the group assigned
(Table 2) (see also Coe 2001).which was his first with the maize cooperators. Rhoades

had arrived at Cornell in the fall of 1928 from the By this time McClintock had left Cornell but her pio-
neering contributions to maize cytogenetics had beenUniversity of Michigan, where he had studied with

Emerson’s former student E. G. Anderson. Anderson both recognized and rewarded. She was awarded a Na-
tional Research Council Fellowship (1931–1933) and,was soon recruited by Morgan for his newly established

Biology Division at Caltech. Rhoades then spent the after spending time with L. J. Stadler at the University
of Missouri, had joined Anderson’s group at Caltech,1929–1930 academic year there with Anderson (CU)

(Anderson and Rhoades 1931; Birchler et al. 2003). where she resumed cooperating with Beadle and Burn-
ham. They returned to Cornell to attend the ICG inIt seems clear, however, that the 1928 AAAS “cornfab”

was not Emerson’s first. the summer of 1932, where Emerson (1932) recognized
their contributions to maize cytogenetics.

Following the Congress, Rhoades’ first letter to maize
ESTABLISHING AND FUNDING THE MAIZE cooperators made clear that “anyone may begin or con-

GENETICS COOPERATION AT CORNELL tinue to work with any group whether or not it has been
assigned to him.” It was expected that when “two orEstablishment of the Maize Genetics Cooperation:
more are interested in the same group, they will workEmerson also submitted to the Rockefeller Foundation
in close cooperation!” Rhoades then distributed a calla copy of Rhoades’ first letter to corn geneticists dated
for stocks, wants, and news items, on December 12,October 5, 1932 (RF exhibit C; Rhoades 1932a), which
1932 (Rhoades 1932b), and the third Corn News Letterwas retroactively numbered “Vol. 2,” in the Cornell Plant
followed on January 23, 1933 (Rhoades 1933; RF ex-Breeding Department’s bound volumes of the MNL
hibit C in part). These two letters are bound together[MNL, Vols. 2–14, 1932–1940, and MNL, Vols. 15–21,
at Cornell (MNL, Vols. 2–14, 1932–1940, PB) and the1941–1947; Plant Breeding Department Archives (PB),
latter is numbered “Vol. 3.”Cornell University, Ithaca, NY]. Therein, Rhoades sum-

Funding the Maize Genetics Cooperation: Emerson’smarized the resolutions discussed and favorably acted
“historical summary” (RF exhibit A) additionally re-upon by a committee of maize-genetics workers at the
vealed that his committee was also responsible for devis-Ithaca meeting held on August 26, 1932, in connection
ing a way to “carry out the work which the Cornell maizewith the International Genetics Congress. In addition to
geneticists were asked to continue and to enlarge.” Hisdiscussing the numbering and naming of gene symbols,
committee did not find a way to provide funds, but itlinkage groups, and chromosomes, the group agreed
led to an alternative opportunity. The committee onthat Cornell should be the “clearing house” where the
agronomy appointed by the Division of Biology andrecords would be kept and that a repository should be
Agriculture of the NRC, a unit of the National Academyformed for storing and disseminating the new informa-
of Sciences, unanimously recommended a grant-in-aidtion. Emerson, chair of the committee to oversee their
of $1000/year for 5 years for an information and supplyresolutions, along with R. Alexander Brink, Donald F.
service for maize work to be headed by R. A. EmersonJones, Paul C. Mangelsdorf, and Lewis J. Stadler, had
of the Plant Breeding Department of Cornell University,chosen Rhoades (1) to act as custodian of the seed
for the purpose of maintaining the service for “one ofstocks, (2) to furnish a list of stocks received, and (3)
the most important crops and . . . for extending ourto distribute stocks to workers. They also reallocated

the 10 maize linkage groups to individuals who would knowledge in the field of genetics and cytogenetics”
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TABLE 2 cation had been denied, Emerson applied to the Rocke-
feller Foundation for funding and submitted Rhoades’Reassigned linkage groups
most recent “mimeographed letter to maize geneticists,”
dated January 25, 1934 (RF exhibit J; MNL Vol. 4, PB).Linkage group Recipient
By this time, among the 53 maize geneticists engaged

Group 1, P-br Emerson in cooperative work on genetic mapping, it appears
Group 2, B-lg Beadle

that not fewer than 30 were Emerson’s collaborators atGroup 3, a1-Rg Brink
Cornell, had been graduate students there, or had doneGroup 4, su-Tu Jones
some postdoctoral work in his department. EmersonGroup 5, pr-v2 Burnham

Group 6, Y-Pl Stadler identified 24 cooperators as “most actively engaged in
Group 7, gl1-ra Jenkins genetic studies”; 16 had been graduate students and 2
Group 8, j Sprague had been postdoctoral fellows at Cornell (RF exhibit
Group 9, c-wx Eyster E). He submitted the exhibits (RF exhibits A–J), which
Group 10, R-g1 Lindstrom

we have described here, and also explained that in the
Maize linkage groups 1–10 were reassigned to individuals spring of 1933, parts of a manuscript of “A Summary

by the committee of maize researchers convened at the ICG of Linkage in Maize” then in the course of preparation
on August 26, 1932 (after Rhoades 1932a). Researchers listed by Fraser, Beadle, and himself (RF exhibit F) “togetherare from Rhoades’ letter of October 5, 1932.

with work sheets had been sent to those to whom particu-
lar linkage groups had been assigned.” The draft manu-
script was, of course, the notable “A Summary of Linkage(RF exhibit B). The NRC committee supported their

recommendation with six exhibits (cited as exhibits I– Studies in Maize” that would be published by Emerson,
Beadle, and Fraser in 1935.VI), which Emerson had submitted to document his

accomplishments to date. These exhibits were not in On March 16, 1934, the Rockefeller Foundation ap-
propriated $5000 for the New York State College ofthe files at RF but we did locate two exhibits identified

by Roman numerals: exhibit IV, Rhoades’ letter dated Agriculture at Cornell University for the “support of
collecting and disseminating maize stocks and informa-December 12, 1932 (Rhoades 1932b), and exhibit V,

dated January 23, 1933 (Rhoades 1933); we found these tion relating thereto” directed by Professor R. A. Emer-
son. Within the week, Emerson (1934) asked cooperatorsnumbered exhibits in archived files of the Maize Coop

(see also Emerson 1940, where maize communications if they were willing to allow him to use their unpublished
linkage data in “the much heralded and too long de-are identified by roman numerals). The committee, com-

posed of M. Francis Morgan, Ralph J. Garber, and Richard layed” general linkage summary to be published from
Cornell (NARA). Students of maize genetics respondedBradfield (chairperson), emphasized that “maize occupies

about the same relative position among plants that the without reservations, fostered by Emerson’s cooperative
and enthusiastic, yet trustworthy, nature. Emerson soonfruit fly D. melanogaster does among insects” (RF exhibit

B). Surprisingly, their recommendation was not accepted after announced the Rockefeller award in a letter to
cooperators on September 13, 1934 (MNL Vol. 7, 1934,by the Council.

On December 26, 1933, the secretary of the NRC PB). At that time, 60 genetics researchers were receiving
the News Letter.committee on grants-in-aid notified Emerson that after

careful study of the application they had decided against By April 1934, McClintock returned to Cornell where
she completed her year-long Guggenheim Fellowshipmaking the grant of funds. Emerson received their letter

upon returning from the Boston AAAS meetings, where but worried about finding a job (Kass 2003). Emerson
recognized her abilities toward his MGC enterprise andboth maize and Drosophila geneticists had suggested

“standardizing nomenclature and symbolization for requested a separate grant-in-aid to hire her as his re-
search assistant (RF; CU; Kass 2003) for continued re-maize” (RF exhibit H). While there, Emerson had dis-

cussed with Frank Blair Hanson (Assistant Director, Nat- search on maize cytogenetics. With Emerson’s encour-
agement, his students took advantage of her presenceural Sciences, Rockefeller Foundation) an alternative

plan for applying for funds to the Rockefeller Founda- to learn new techniques and to receive her cooperative
guidance. Within the year, Emerson et al. (1935) recog-tion should the NRC grant not be approved (Hanson’s

diary, RF). Four months previously (September 1933) nized McClintock’s, and other maize cooperator’s, con-
tributions toward their maize linkage studies. Their link-RF officers Warren Weaver (Director, Natural Sciences)

and Hanson, while visiting Cornell on other matters, age summary reported that, using trisomic ratios,
McClintock identified 8 linkage groups with chromo-had been apprised of Emerson’s “information and sup-

ply service to corn geneticists” and his need for funds; somes 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. In 1935, Rhoades and
McClintock reported that, by using trisomic methods,but at that time Emerson was confident that the NRC

would support the work (Weaver’s diary, RF; Emerson 6 of the 10 linkage groups had been associated with
chromosomes: 2 [B-lg], initially incorrectly assigned toto Stadler, November 8, 1933, CU).

Within a month of learning that the NRC grant appli- 4, 3[a1-lg], 5[pr-v2], 6 [Y-Pl], 7[gl1-ra], and 10 [r-g]; and
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that other methods (i.e., reciprocal translocations) gave
a definite check on previous trisomic determinations
for linkage groups 1, 4 (su-Tu), and 9 (c-wx). The early
MNLs (1929–1932, reprinted in MNL, Vols. 52–57, 71,
and 72) demonstrate McClintock’s and other coopera-
tors’ contributions to their maize linkage studies.

Continued cooperation throughout the country and
the world: The work of maize cooperators stimulated
interests in cytogenetics. By 1935 translocations were
used to construct many tester lines that contained both
phenotypic characters and a translocation. About one-
third of the three-point and four-point tests reported in
the linkage monograph (Emerson et al. 1935) involved a
translocation as a marker. Such translocation-associ-
ated three-point tests were extremely valuable, since
they allowed confirmation of gene associations with
specific chromosomes and gave the order of genes and
of cytological locations with translocation breakage
points (McClintock 1931; Rhoades 1931). In addi-
tion, Creighton (1934) used pachytene stage chromo-
somes to continue deletion mapping studies.

Early on, Emerson fostered cooperation among re-
searchers throughout the world. He encouraged both
domestic and foreign students to join his research team
at Cornell (Figures 3 and 4) and published their find-
ings in the Cooperation’s News Letter. Soon, this news
circular, which united the maize genetics group, was
not limited to offers and demands for strains but also
disseminated unpublished results among the research-
ers. The rule was that any data appearing there could
not be cited in publications without the direct consent
of the contributor. Maize researchers from around the
world—Austria, USSR, Yugoslavia, China, South Africa,
Brazil, and Mexico—were honored to share their un-

Figure 5.—Cover of Maize Genetics Cooperation News Let-published results, as we found in MNL reports through
ter 19, February 15, 1945. The disclaimer was added to the1934. News Letter cover for the first time in 1945.

The first numbered Maize Genetics Cooperation
News Letters: The first set of bound News Letters, which
we located in the Department of Plant Breeding at Cor- struct the historical events leading to the establishment

of both the MGC and the MNL and to update andnell (MNL, Vols. 2–14, 1932–1940), was numbered by
hand in pencil, beginning with Rhoades’ letter of Octo- expand the MNL files (Coe and Kass 2005). The Plant

Breeding Department also has a second set of boundber 5, 1932, labeled “Vol. 2.” This led us to believe that
Rhoades’ letter was not Maize News Letter 1. These News Letters with similar hand numbering (MNL, Vols.

15–21, 1941–1947); both sets are currently in the cus-News Letters appear to have been bound and numbered
retroactively under the guidance of Emerson, who was tody of Professor Margaret E. Smith on loan to L. Kass).

Professor William B. Provine’s reprint collection in-the secretary for MNL, Vol. 14, 1940. The “Historical
Notes on Maize Cooperation,” listed on p. 56, of MNL, cludes a set of unnumbered and unbound News Letters

that belonged to Lester Sharp. Sharp’s unnumberedVol. 14, although unsigned, were probably prepared by
Emerson, who was secretary for that News Letter. Those collection spans the years 1933–1938 and includes im-

portant annotations to linkage in maize. Anderson’snotes clearly state that the mimeographed letter of April
12, 1929, is “considered News Letter 1.” Coe (1976, and Stadler’s unnumbered collections span 1929–1939

and are also annotated. The first covered and hand-1978) used the “Historical Notes” as a guide to compile
an archival list of materials of the MNL and related numbered News Letter that we found in Cornell’s Col-

lege of Agriculture Mann Library is “Maize Geneticscooperation. While conducting research on the history
of maize linkage studies, Kass and Bonneuil (2004) Cooperation News Letter 13, April 15, 1939.” Thereaf-

ter, the News Letter covers are professionally printedrecently found some of the missing (starred) items on
Coe’s list. This new information permitted us to recon- with the title, date, and place of publication—i.e., De-
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TABLE 3partment of Plant Breeding, Cornell University. In the
reserve copies transferred from Indiana to Missouri in Transitions of the Maize Genetics
1974, mimeo copies without covers were on file before Cooperation responsibilities
1940, followed by printed-cover copies beginning with
Vol. 14. In 1943, Emerson consulted 13 of his most Years News Letter Stocks Database
trusted maize cooperators about his concern that some

1929–1953 Cornell Cornell NAMNL reports had been quoted without permission 1953–1955 Cornell Illinois NA
(Emerson to Cooperators, November 22, 1943, ap- 1956–1957 Illinois Illinois NA
pended to MNL, Vol. 17, 1943, PB). A disclaimer was 1958–1974 Indiana Illinois NA
subsequently added to the News Letter cover in 1945 1975–1991 Missouri Illinois NA

1991–2002 Missouri Illinois Missouri(Figure 5), and since that time the published covers
2003– Missouri Illinois Iowa State and Missourihave not changed with the exception of venue and the

contraction to “Newsletter” on the cover beginning in
1990.

from 1953 to 1955, with subsidies from seed companies
like DeKalb Agricultural Association; Green Giant; North-

CHANGES AND TRANSITIONS IN MAIZE rup, King; and Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn (MNL 28: 1, 1954).
GENETICS COOPERATION

In 1955, oversight of the MNL moved from Cornell to
Illinois under Marcus Rhoades as secretary (MNL, Vol.Emerson officially retired in 1941, and thereafter the

MNL was edited by his colleagues, students, and occa- 30, pp. 1–3, 1956) and it accompanied him to Indiana
in 1958 (Table 3). At Illinois funding for the MNL wassionally by Emerson himself. He remained active in re-

search until his death on December 8, 1947 (Bussell obtained from seed companies and a grant from NSF.
The MNL continued to be edited by Rhoades, aided byet al. 1948). Emerson’s colleagues, former students, and

friends contributed to a memorial fund in his name Ellen Dempsey (his research associate and former stu-
dent), as previously, and prepared and distributed at Indi-(MNL, Vol. 27, 1953). The funds were applied toward

the purchase of a lighted exhibit case placed in the hall ana through 1974. That year the MNL transferred to the
University of Missouri, under Edward Coe as secretary,of the Plant Breeding Department at Cornell (MNL,

Vol. 29, 1955). Part of the exhibit case was used to until 2000, when Mary Polacco and Jim Birchler became
cosecretaries. The News Letter (now “Newsletter”) con-display continuously some of Emerson’s own work. This

case was on the first floor of the Plant Science Building tinues to be compiled, edited, printed, and distributed
at Missouri and is available online at http://www.maizeat Cornell until the department moved to Emerson Hall,

named for R. A. Emerson, in 1968 (Williams 1968). gdb.org/mnl.php for previously printed issues or at
http://www.agron.missouri.edu/mnl/ for issues that areOne of the authors (L. B. Kass) recalls assiduously ex-

ploring this case in the lobby of Emerson Hall when in process. Support for its distribution is from an endow-
ment fund established from individual and corporateshe was a graduate student at Cornell in the 1970s.

The case is no longer maintained and its contents and contributions.
Annual Maize Genetics Conferences were initiated inwhereabouts are not known at this time.

The Rockefeller Foundation supported the MNL and 1959, following a proposal from John R. Laughnan at
the University of Illinois. The conferences are organizedStock Center at Cornell through 1953, when funding

was withdrawn (MNL, Vol. 27, 1953). Rhoades recog- and run by a Steering Committee. The 2004 meeting
was held in Mexico City. Information about past andnized and confirmed that by the early 1950s scientists

at Cornell were ready to forego the Stock Center and future conferences is provided at http://www.maizegdb.
org/cooperators.php.News Letter functions when RF withdrew funding, and

he arranged to move them to Illinois (see MNL, Vol. The Maize Genome Database (MaizeGDB) was begun
in 1991 as an extended medium for communication and27, pp. 1–2, 1953; Table 3). In 1953, responsibility for

the MGC-Stock Center collection moved from Cornell for access to data, established by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service at Missourito Illinois, where it was again undertaken by Marcus

Rhoades, joined by Earl Patterson (MNL, Vol. 28, pp. (USDA-ARS) under the direction of Ed Coe, joined by
Mary Polacco. Content of the database, including gene2–10, 1954). Support was provided by the National Sci-

ence Foundation (NSF) until 1981, following which the lists, maps, bibliography, and cooperator’s addresses,
initially was drawn directly from the files and compila-U.S. Department of Agriculture supported the program.

The Stock Center is now a permanent USDA-Agricultural tions of the MNL, supplemented by entries of new data.
In 2003, the MaizeGDB became a joint endeavor, sup-Research Service program under the direction of Marty

Sachs. Its history, catalogs, and ordering procedures are ported by USDA-ARS, between Missouri (Mary Polacco)
and Iowa State University (Volker Brendel, Trent Seig-at http://www.aces.uiuc.edu/maize-coop/.

After the Rockefeller Foundation withdrew support fried, Darwin Campbell, and Carolyn Lawrence). Cura-
tion of data content is conducted at the two locations,of the maize cooperation, Cornell funded the MNL
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Coe, E. H., Jr., 1978 News letter files. Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett.and the database is served from Iowa State at http://
52: 146.

www.maizegdb.org/. Coe, E. H., Jr., 2001 The origins of maize genetics. Nat. Rev. Genet.
2: 898–905.In 2000, a Maize Genetics Executive Committee was

Coe, E. H., and L. B. Kass, 2005 Maize Genetics Cooperation Newselected whose mission is “to identify both the needs and
Letter files: expanded chronological list of materials and related

the opportunities for maize genetics, and to communi- cooperation. Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 79: (in press).
Cohen, J., 1995 Conduct in science. The culture of credit. Sciencecate this information to the broadest possible life sci-

268: 1706–1711.ence community. This community includes scientists,
Creighton, H. B., 1934 Three cases of deficiency in chromosome

funding sources for scientists, and the end users for the 9 of Zea mays. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 20: 111–115.
Crow, J. F., 1992 Sixty years ago: the 1932 International Congressaccomplishments of maize genetics, from farmers to

of Genetics. Genetics 131: 761–768.consumers.” Information about the Committee is given
Edgar, B., 1975 Worm Breeder’s Gazette, Vol. 1, pp. 1–22. Santa Cruz,

at http://www.maizegdb.org/mgec.php. CA.
Emerson, R. A., 1923 To students of corn genetics, March 7, 1923;This perspective was developed from a presentation given at the

reprinted in Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 52: 47–149 (1978).workshop, “The Mapping Cultures of 20th Century Genetics,” at The
Emerson, R. A., 1929 To students of maize genetics, April 12, 1929;

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin, Germany, in reprinted in Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 53: 117–130 (1979).
March 2001. We thank R. MacIntyre for sharing bound and numbered Emerson, R. A., 1930a To students of maize genetics, April 17, 1930;
copies of Drosophila Information Service, Vols. 1–8, 1934–1937; M. E. reprinted in Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 54: 136–139 (1980).
Smith for sharing bound and hand-numbered copies of MNL, Vols. Emerson, R. A., 1930b To maize geneticists, July 26, 1930; reprinted

in Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 54: 140–145 (1980).2–14, 1932–1940, and Vols. 15–21, 1941–1947; William Provine for
Emerson, R. A., 1931 To corn geneticists, Nov. 18, 1931; reprintedsharing Lester Sharp’s unbound and unnumbered copies of MNL,

in Maize Genet. Coop. News Lett. 71: 119 (1997).1933–1938, and for extensive use of his reprint collections; R. P.
Emerson, R. A., 1932 The present status of maize genetics. Proceed-Murphy for significant insights and encouragement for this project

ings of the Sixth International Congress of Genetics, Brooklynand for sharing his unpublished manuscript on the history of Cornell’s
Botanical Garden, Brooklyn, NY, Vol. 1, pp. 141–152.

Plant Breeding Department; archivists at the Rockefeller Archives Emerson, R. A., 1934 To cooperators who have contributed unpub-
Center, Sleepy Hollow, New York, with special thanks going to T. lished data for a summary of linkage in maize, March 22, 1934.
Rosenberg; U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, Col- U.S. National Archives and Records Administration, College Park,
lege Park, Maryland, with special thanks going to J. Schwarz; Division MD.

Emerson, R. A., 1940 Historical notes on maize cooperation. Maizeof Rare and Manuscript Collections, Carl A. Kroch Library, Cornell
Genet. Coop. News Lett. 14: 56.University, with special thanks going to E. Engst; librarians at the

Emerson, R. A., and E. M. East, 1913 Inheritance of quantitativeMann Library, especially Tom Clausen; and The L. H. Bailey Hortor-
characters in maize. Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station. Res. Bull. 2:ium Library, especially P. Fraissinet for bringing many valuable refer-
1–120.

ences to our attention. We are grateful to R. P. Murphy, W. B. Provine, Emerson, R. A., G. W. Beadle and A. C. Fraser, 1935 A summary
and R. H. Whalen for reading early drafts of this article. L.B.K. acknowl- of linkage studies in maize. Cornell Univ. Agric. Exp. Sta. Mem.
edges the following for support of archival research: National Science 180: 1–83.
Foundation (grants SBR9511866 and SBR9710488); American Philo- Fraser, A. C., 1924 Heritable characters of maize. XVII. Intensified

red and purple aleurone color. J. Hered. 15: 119–125.sophical Society Library, Mellon Resident Research Fellowship; and the
Hutchison, C. B., 1921 Heritable characters of maize. VII.Departments of Plant Biology and Plant Breeding and Genetics, Cornell

Shrunken endosperm. J. Hered. 12: 76–83.University, Ithaca, New York, for logistical support.
Hutchison, C. B., 1922 The linkage of certain aleurone and endo-

sperm factors in maize and their relation to other linkage groups.
Cornell Univ. Agric. Exp. Station Mem. 60: 1421–1473.LITERATURE CITED
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APPENDIX II
Introduction to Coe, E.H. and L.B. Kass. 2005. Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter files: Expanded chronolog-
ical list of materials and related cooperation. Maize Genetics Cooperation Newsletter 79 (Oct. 31): 72-76; available 
online April 2005: http://mnl.maizegdb.org/mnl/79/06CoeKass.htm

Reproduced in this Appendix is the MNL report for the expanded chronological list of archival materials related 
to the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letters and related cooperation. Based on Emerson’s Historical Notes on 
Maize Genetics Cooperation (MNL 14:56), an original list was compiled by Ed Coe, former editor of the Maize 
Genetics Cooperation News Letter, and published in 1976 and 1978. Coe’s original list had some items missing from 
the historical record and, as recorded in this report, Kass and colleagues found some of the missing items. Using 
many of the archived materials listed in this updated report, Kass et al. (2005, see Appendix I) were able to present 
an historical perspective of the origin and founding of the Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter. The Maize 
Genetics Cooperation News Letter early volumes reprinted in this two-volume 90th Anniversary book provide 
documentation for the story told in their historical perspective and in the list provided in the following document.
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COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
University of Missouri

ITHACA, NEW YORK
Cornell University

Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter Files: Expanded chronological list of materials and related cooperation

— Coe, EH; Kass, LB

Based on the “Historical Notes on Maize Genetics Cooperation” (Emerson 1940, MNL 14: 56), Coe compiled an “archival” list of materials of the Maize News Letter and related cooperation (MNL 50:2–4, 1976,
MNL 52:146, 1978). While conducting research on the history of maize linkage studies, Kass and Bonneuil (Mapping and seeing: Barbara McClintock and the linking of genetics and cytology in maize genetics,
1928–1935. Pp. 91–118 in H-J Rheinberger and J-P Gaudilliere, eds., Classical Genetic Research and its Legacy: The Mapping Cultures of 20th Century Genetics. London: Routledge, 2004) recently found some of
the missing (starred) items on Coe’s lists, and a number of additional documents. We (Kass, Bonneuil, and Coe, in preparation) are currently using these documents to construct a history of the Maize Genetics
Cooperation Newsletter in celebration of the 75th anniversary (April 29, 2004) of the MNL.

We present here an expanded, current list of archival materials and cooperation and welcome your contributions towards completing the collections.

Table 1.

PB=Plant Breeding bound volumes, Cornell. MMR=Marcus M Rhoades. LS = Lester Sharp File. RAC = Rockefeller Archives Center. NARA = National Archives and Records Administration.

File
No.

PB Vols
No.

MNL
14:56
No.

MMR
No.

LS
Dated Dated Pp. Subject

Reprinted
in

3/7/23 6 Emerson Factor Notation. 52:147–149

1a I. 4/12/29 30 Emerson
Two-page letter, ‘You who attended the “cornfab” in my hotel room at the time of the winter science
meetings in New York…,’ linkage group commitments, and a folder of shared linkage information with
references. “… considered News letter 1.” [ref. MNL 14:56, and in papers of E. G. Anderson].

53:117–130

1b 11/23/29 2 Beadle Assembling Linkage Data [Brink Papers, U of WI Archives]. 72:129–130

1c 12/19/29 1 Beadle Summarization of Linkage — Request for Data. 54:136

1d 2/5/30 1 Beadle Summarization of Linkage — Request for Data. 54:136

2a.1 II. 4/17/30 17 Emerson Revised maps [“second folder of mimeo” Exhibit D found at RAC, and in papers of E. G. Anderson]. 54:136–139

2a.2 II. 7/26/30 23 Emerson Linkage data [“second folder of mimeo” Exhibit D found at RAC, and in papers of E. G. Anderson]. 54:140–145

11/18/31 1 Emerson Call for Linkage Data [PB Records, Cornell Archives]; “Records should be sent to Dr. G. W. Beadle” at
Caltech. 71:119

2b II. 8/26/32 Emerson?
Cooperation planned at VI Cong (ref. MNL 14:56) [“Cooperation of maize geneticists planned at …
congress”; Genetics Congress held at Ithaca in August 1932 — Historical Notes in MNL 14:56]; this
apparently does not refer to a written item, but a report/summary of meeting held on 26 August 1932 is
included as part of Rhoades’ letter of 10/5/1932 [Exhibit C RAC].

2c Vol. 2,
1932 II. 1 10/5/32 3 Rhoades Congress Report [“action taken at Genetics Congress. Chromosomes assigned to different individuals.”

— MNL 14:56], Stocks appeal [RAC, Exhibit C in part]. 56:173–174

2d [3]* II. 12/12/32 1 Rhoades
Call for stocks contributions and wants, and for news items “so that we may list your contributions and
wants in the corn-letter which will come out in the near future”, request for data to include in the linkage
summary; Exhibit IV cited in 1933 NRC grant, see below.

57:192

3a Vol. 3 III. 2 1/23/33 1/23/33 16 Rhoades, RAC,
Exhibit C in part

Wants, Symbols, Stocks, Genelist [“Third Corn News Letter …Long list of known genes of maize,” —
MNL 14:56] “(MNL 3)” [“Exhibit V” cited in 1933 NRC grant — see below — and included in Exhibit
C, RF grant 1934].

57:192-200

2e II. 1/?/1933
Grant Support [ref MNL 14:56]. Emerson submitted the NRC grant in January of 1933, see MNL 14:56,
correspondence by Emerson about possible grant of money for Maize Cooperation, Jan. 1933. Exhibit V
= Rhoades 1/23/1933, cited in NRC grant, 1933 and included with Exhibit C, RF grant, 1934].

3/17/33 RAC, Exhibit B

NRC grant — Report of the Committee on Agronomy of the Division of Biology and Agriculture NRC
to support “A Clearing House for Corn Genetics Materials and Information,” dated March 17, 1933
(found at RAC); Committee recommended but NRC did not approve grant to Emerson; “The project has
been set up and is active (Exhibits II, III, IV & V)”; Note exhibits I–IV are not in the file but Exhibit IV
is clearly Rhoades’ call of 12/12/32; and Exhibit V is Rhoades’ 1/23/1933, which we identified from
Anderson’s copy (reprinted in MNL 57:192-200)].

3b [4] III. 3 11/13/33 2 Rhoades
“This letter is a call for information to be used in succeeding corn letters. We thought it would be
appropriate if the first letter in the fall of each year presented new and pertinent information of value to
all maize investigators, such as new linkages, …” Deadline January 15.

4 Vol. 4 IV. 4 12/18/33 12/18/33 7 Rhoades News [“Many news items contributed by cooperators,” — MNL 14:56; “Letter of 12 pages” (sic)].

12/26/33 NRC application denied (Exhibit A, RAC).

5 Vol. 5 V. 5 1/25/34 1/25/34 12 Rhoades Nomenclature, Stocklist [“Big Inventory of corn,” — MNL 14:56] [Exhibit J, RAC].

2/6/34 CU, RAC Emerson applies to Rockefeller Foundation for grant to support Maize Genetics Cooperation.

6 Vol. 6 VI. 6 2/21/34 2/21/34 4 Rhoades Nomenclature [“Discussion of nomenclature,” — MNL 14:56].

3/16/34 RAC $5,000 Rockefeller Grant-in-aid for pure research and a clearing house for corn genetics (RAC).

3/22/34 Emerson
Emerson to about 15 “cooperators who have contributed unpublished data for a summary of linkage in
maize: … I desire to know whether you are now willing to allow publication from Cornell of your as yet
unpublished data which are included in the [mimeographed linkage] summary.” [NARA].

VI. 4/1/34 Rockefeller Grant [“April 1, 1934, RF Grant available,” ref MNL 14:56; grant found at RF, see above].

7 Vol. 7 VII. 7 9/13/34 9/13/34 11 Rhoades Call, News, Genelist, Mailing list of 39 maize geneticists plus 21 others who asked to receive the news
letter; announcement of RF grant for 5 years, no date identified when grant began.

9/13/34 Russia Reference made to 1930 “Linkage in Maize” (MNL 7:3, 1934; see 7/26/30).

8 Vol. 8 VIIII. 8 11/24/34 11/24/34 18 Rhoades News.

9c [9] 1/21/35 1 Rhoades “… call for lists of new genetic stocks, news items, etc., for another corn letter which will be issued
around the first of March.” Deadline February 15.

9 Vol. 9 IX. 9 3/6/35 3/6/35 22 Rhoades

Stocks, News, Map [20 numbered pages plus unnumbered 3 pages of methods by Randolph; plus
Rhoades note (“The enclosed maps of linkage groups were made from the data which Emerson has
assembled for the forthcoming paper on linkages in maize by Emerson, Beadle and Fraser”) and a map
(“CHROMOSOME MAPS OF MAIZE 1935”)]. [Sharp’s copy has 20 numbered pages plus Rhoades’
note following the last numbered page (p. 20) but is missing the linkage map; Anderson’s copy is like PB
vol. 9; PB vol. 9 includes 25 pages (20+2+3), of which the last 3 pages are Emerson’s letter of November
30, 1935; see below].

10b 9/17/35 1 Emerson Disease resistance test cooperation requested [half-sheet; not in PB volume].

10c [9] 11/30/35 11/30/35 3 Emerson

Call for news items; summary of linkage in maize off the press; cooperative disease resistance tests;
collective short publications on linkage proposed [Emerson signs as secretary “pro tem”; Exhibit “B” at
top of page in green ink (and crossed out) in Emerson’s handwriting (no department number); used to
document Emerson’s RF grant report — in pencil is “Put after vol 9 before Vol 10”; Sharp’s copy has
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dept. no. 757 at top left but no Exhibit letter at the top of Sharp’s copy].

10 Vol. 10 X.  3/4/36 3/4/36 22 Emerson News, Data, Stocks, Inbred tests.  

11c [11]  11/21/36 1 Langham Call, deadline January 15.  

11d [11]  1/5/37 1 Langham Call, deadline January 15.  

11 Vol. 11 XI.  3/23/37 3/23/37 26 Langham News, Stocks, Inbred tests.  

12c [12]  11/17/37 2 Langham Call, deadline January 15; encouragement of collective short proposals on linkage.  

12d [12]  1/22/38 1 Langham Call, deadline advanced to February 15, 1939.  

12 Vol. 12 XII.  3/6/38 3/6/38 40 Langham

News, Stocks, Symbol Index for 1/23/33-3/6/38; Maps by Langham, hand-drawn (A “showing the loci
of those genes whose position can be determined with reasonable certainty”; B “showing the
approximate loci of many genes. (Working map. More 3-point tests needed …” [at end of PB volume
and in Anderson copy; Sharp’s copy, p. 38 is last page — chromosome linkage maps are missing;
Sharp’s last un-numbered copy is dated March 6, 1938].

 

13c [13]  1/21/39 1 Langham Call.  

13 Vol. 13 XIII.  4/15/39 22 Langham

News, Stocks, Bibliography, Mailing list of 77 persons, 20 outside of the US. Mann Library numbered
copies begin with no. 13 [April 15, 1939]; the first bound Plant Breeding volume ends with volume 14,
March 5, 1940; The second bound Plant Breeding volume ends with volume 21, March 1, 1947 [“MNL,
Vols. 2–14, 1932–1940,” & “MNL Vols. 15–21, 1941–1947” (PB)] There are no covers included in the
PB bound volumes, only blue pieces of paper separating volumes. — LBK checked the bound volumes
at Mann Library; manila folder cover hand written title and number 13 on cover. Anderson copies
through this date are unnumbered.

 

14c [14]  10/31/39 1 Lebedeff Call for 1940 MNL; deadline January 15.  

14d Vol. 14 XIV.  1/8/40 1 Emerson Call reminder, half sheet [Not in PB bound volumes].  

14 [14]  3/5/40 56+(3) Emerson
News, Bibl, Stocks (by Lebedeff), Historical Notes on Maize Genetics Cooperation I–XIV on page 56
likely by Emerson [last 3 pages in PB volume 14 are letter of 2/5/41 and “An Appreciation” of Emerson,
see below] [Mann Library Copy, L.J. Stadler copy, and E.G. Anderson copy have only the 56 pgs].
Professionally printed, numbered covers begin with vol. 14.

 

15c [15]  1/21/41 1 Fraser Call for 1941 MNL; deadline March 1.  

 2/5/41 1 Randolph, Fraser

Letter, Emerson’s retirement and reunion of maize genetics workers: “As you may know Dr. Emerson
reaches retirement age this coming June … this coming summer is an appropriate time to hold a reunion
of his former students and coworkers in corn genetics. Preliminary arrangements are now being made for
such a reunion to be held at Ithaca in late August or early September, either just before or just after the
summer meeting of the Genetics Society at Cold Spring Harbor.” List of 30 names to whom this
invitation is sent appended below and those (11) who have already indicated they would attend are
starred.

 

15 Vol. 15  4/1/41 (2)+56 Fraser
News, Editorial Policy of GENETICS (Rhoades), Stocks, chromosome assignments, Bibliography
[Mann Library copy, Anderson copy, and Stadler copy have “An appreciation” of 2 pgs. preceding pg. 1
within the manila cover and affixed with brass round-headed paper fasteners; see above, vol. 14].

 

16c [16]  12/10/41 1 Emerson Call; deadline January 15.  

16 Vol. 16  2/10/42 i+59 Emerson [Plus Table of Contents] note in memory of Fraser by Emerson; Reports, Stocks (by Einset, Welch),
Bibliography (by Emerson).  

17c [17]  12/10/42 1 Emerson Call; deadline January 31.  

17 Vol 17,
1943  2/15/43 51+(1) Emerson Reports, Stocks, Bibliography [plus 1 pg. 11/22/43 Emerson to 11 cooperators-see below][Only the year

is listed on PB copy, Vol. number not hand written in this or subsequent bound PB volumes].  

 [17]  11/22/43 1 Emerson
LBK found in PB copy at end of vol. 17, 1943. “This is being sent to” [13 cooperators]. Emerson upset
that News Letter was quoted without permission, “Should we send the newsletter only to workers in
maize genetics”.

 

 [1943]  Assumed Call for 1944, no copy found.  

18 Vol. 18  1/31/44 i+32 Emerson [Plus Table of Contents] Reports, Stocks, Bibliography (by A.M. Brown).  

 [1944]  Assumed Call for 1945, no copy found.  

19 Vol. 19  2/15/45 i+50 Cushing Reports, Stocks (Cushing, Morris), Bibliography [disclaimer added to cover: “The data presented here
are not to be used in publications without the consent of the authors”].  

 [1945]  Assumed Call for 1946, no copy found.  

20 Vol. 20  4/15/46 i+35 Cushing

Reports, Stocks (Cushing, Morris), Bibliography (by Smith) [pg 2 has an announcement by Emerson,
“Arrangements have been made to continue the Maize Genetics Cooperation at Cornell University for a
period of not less than three years. Professor R. L. Cushing, who has been responsible for the work done
during the past few years, will help initiate Prof. H. H. Smith who will have charge of the work in the
immediate future…. R. A. Emerson.”]. [disclaimer is emphasized by addition of a box border].

 

21c [21]  12/26/46 1 Smith Call for 1947 MNL; deadline February 15.  

21 Vol. 21  3/1/47 i+59 Smith [Plus Table of Contents]. Reports, Bibliography [Last PB bound volume, volume 21, March 1,
1947][[disclaimer is further emphasized by a double box border].  

 12/8/47  Death of Emerson, Dec. 8, 1947; end of PB bound Maize Newsletters is 1947.  

22c  12/17/47 1 Smith Call for 1948 MNL; deadline February 15.  

22  3/8/48 i+72 Smith Note in memory of Emerson by L. F. Randolph, B.S Monroe, & F. P. Bussell, Reports, Stocks (by
Wright), Bibliography (by Wright).  

23c  12/28/48 1 Smith Call for MNL 23, 1949; deadline February 15.  

23  3/10/49 i+78 Smith Note in memory of Lindstrom by J. W. Gowen; Reports; Stocks (by Wright); Bibliography (by Wright).  

 [1949]  Assumed Call for 1950, no copy found.  

24  3/17/50 i+81 Smith Reports, Stocks (by Craigmiles), Bibliography.  

 [1950]  Assumed Call for 1951, no copy found.  

25  3/17/51 i+68 Smith Reports, Historical, Author index vol. 9–24, Stocks (by Craigmiles), Bibliography (by Craigmiles).  

26c  1/2/52 1 Smith Call for MNL 26, 1952; deadline February 15.  

26  3/17/52 i+76 Smith Report on meeting to discuss Support for the Coop at AIBS Meetings in Minnesota September 12, 1951
(Smith); Reports, Stocks (by Craigmiles), Bibliography (by Woodward, Craigmiles).  

27b  9/26/52 4 Rhoades Stock Center, Project Outline.  

27c  12/30/52 1 Smith Call for MNL 27, 1953; deadline February 15.  

27  3/17/53 i+90 Everett Report on meeting to discuss support for the Coop at AIBS Meetings at Cornell September 9, 1952
(Laughnan); Reports, Bibliography (by Sherwood).  

28c  1/5/54 1 Smith Call for MNL 28; deadline February 15.  

28  3/17/54 ii+94 Smith Funds received from hybrid corn companies to support MNL; Reports, Stocks (Patterson), Bibliography
(Wright).  
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29c  12/15/54 2 Smith Call for MNL 29, 1955 with example; deadline February 15.  

29  3/17/55 ii+100 Smith Reports, Stocks (Patterson), Bibliography (Wright).  

30c  12/7/55 1 Rhoades Call for 1956 MNL (from Illinois), deadline February 15; Transfer of MNL Responsibility.  

30  3/15/56 ii+164 Rhoades
Minutes of 1955 meeting of maize geneticists at AIBS meetings at Michigan State University regarding
transfer of Stocks and the Maize Genetics Cooperation Newsletter, chromosome responsibilities
(Patterson); Reports, Stocks (Patterson), Bibliography (Bibl.) [News Letter published in Department of
Botany, University of Illinois].

 

31c  12/7/56 1 Rhoades Call for 1957 MNL; deadline February 15.  

31  3/15/57 ii+173 Rhoades Nomenclature, Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

32c  12/12/57 1 Rhoades Call for 1958 MNL (from Illinois); deadline February 15.  

32  3/15/58 ii+156 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl. [published in Department of Botany, Indiana University][Seed companies fund
publication of MNL; Obituary of Frederick David Richey (1884–1955) by H. K. Hayes].  

33c  12/8/58 1 Rhoades Call for 1959 MNL, deadline February 15 (from Indiana).  

33  4/1/59 ii+168 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list.  

34c  12/8/59 1 Rhoades Call for 1960 MNL, deadline February 15.  

34  5/1/60 ii+154 Rhoades
Reports, Stocks, Bibl. [Rhoades incorporates a Foreword to the News Letter and acknowledges Ellen
Dempsey “who has been largely responsible for assembling the News Letter.”][Indiana University and
NSF grant (in part) fund publication of MNL].

 

35c  12/9/60 1 Rhoades Call for 1961 MNL, deadline February 15.  

35  4/15/61 ii+183 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl. [NSF grant funds publication of MNL].  

36c  12/8/61 1 Rhoades Call for 1962 MNL, deadline February 15.  

36  4/15/62 ii+122 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

36i  7/1/62 45 Coe Symbol Index, MNL 12–35 (from Missouri).  

37c  12/1/62 1 Rhoades Call for 1963 MNL, deadline February 15.  

37  4/15/63 ii+196 Rhoades Reports, Chromosome 1 Data, Stocks, Bibl.  

38c  12/6/63 1 Rhoades Call for 1964 MNL, deadline February 15.  

38  4/15/64 ii+150 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

39c  12/14/64 1 Rhoades Call for 1965 MNL, deadline February 15.  

39  4/15/65 ii+210 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

40c  12/14/65 1 Rhoades Call for 1966 MNL, deadline February 15.  

40  4/15/66 ii+205 Rhoades Reports, Map, Stocks, Bibl.  

41c  12/21/66 1 Rhoades Call for 1967 MNL, deadline February 15.  

41  4/15/67 ii+233 Rhoades Reports, Stocks (Lambert), Bibl.  

42c  12/15/67 1 Rhoades Call for 1968 MNL, deadline February 15.  

42  4/15/68 iii+208 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

43c  12/15/67 1 Rhoades Call for 1969 MNL, deadline February 15.  

43  4/15/69 ii+242 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

44c  12/18/69 1 Rhoades Call for 1970 MNL, deadline February 15.  

44i  4/15/70 51 Coe Author and Name Index, MNL 3–43 (from Missouri).  

44  4/15/70 ii+232 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

45c  12/18/70 1 Rhoades Call for 1971 MNL, deadline February 15.  

45  4/15/71 ii+287 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

46c  12/6/71 1 Rhoades Call for 1972 MNL, deadline February 15.  

46  4/15/72 ii+245 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

47c  12/12/72 1 Rhoades Call for 1973 MNL, deadline February 15.  

47  4/15/73 ii+277 Rhoades Reports, Nomenclature, Stocks, Mailing list, Bibl.  

48c  12/12/73 1 Rhoades Call for 1974 MNL, deadline February 15.  

48  5/15/74 ii+244 Rhoades Reports, Stocks, Bibl.  

49c  1/13/75 1 Coe Call for MNL 49, deadline February 15 (from Missouri); transfer of responsibility.  

49  4/15/75 ii+183 Coe Reports, Stocks, Bibl. [Published at University of Missouri].  

50c  11/1/75 1 Coe Call for MNL 50, 1976, deadline January 1.  

50  3/1/76 ii+180 Coe Reports, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list, Author Index [Chronological list of News Letter Files].  

51c  11/1/76  Coe Call for MNL 51, 1977, deadline January 1.  

51  3/1/77 ii+126 Coe Reports, Stocks, Bibl., Author Index (AI), Maps.  

52a  4/4/77 2 Coe Request for Cytogenetic Working Map data by October 1.  

52b  9/19/77 2 Coe Reminder for Cytogenetic Working Map data.  

52c  11/5/77 1 Coe Call for MNL 52, 1978, deadline January 1.  

52  3/1/78 ii+178 Coe Reports, Cytogenetic Maps, Stocks, Bibl., Symbol index (SI), AI, News Letter Files list additions, 55
Years reprinted (3/7/23).  

 4/25/78 1 Coe Request for Cytogenetic Working Map data by October 1.  

 11/1/78 1 Coe Call for 1979 MNL, deadline January 1.  

53  3/1/79 ii+166 Coe Reports, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list, SI for MNL 36–53, AI, 50 Years reprinted (4/12/29).  

 4/12/79 1 Coe Request for mapping work and new data.  

 11/9/79 1 Coe Call for 1980 MNL, deadline January 1.  

54  3/31/80 ii+163 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list, SI, AI, 50 Years reprinted (12/19/29, 2/5/30, 4/17/30,
7/26/30).  

 11/5/80 4 Coe Stock Center support from USDA; Questionnaire on MNL features and on Stock Center functions.  

 11/15/80 1 Coe Call for 1981 MNL, deadline January 1.  

55  3/15/81 iii+161 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Bibl., SI, AI.  
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 11/20/81 1 Coe Call for 1982 MNL, deadline January 1.  

 3/2/82 1 Coe Plan for meeting on mapping.  

56  3/15/82 iv+208 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, 50 Years reprinted (10/5/32).  

 4/22/82 30 Coe Planning with Mapping Coordinators; data compilations.  

 12/1/82 1 Coe Call for 1983 MNL, deadline January 1.  

 3/3/83 4 Coe Planning with Mapping Group; data compilations for 1983.  

57  3/31/83 iv+236 Coe Reports, Zealand, Genelist & Maps, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list, SI, AI, 50 Years reprinted (12/12/32,
1/23/33).  

 8/5/83 3 Coe Coordination of mapping, chromosome responsibililties.  

 10/31/83 1 Coe Request to Mapping Coordinators for summarized reports by January 1.  

 11/23/83 1 Coe Call for 1984 MNL, deadline January 1.  

58  4/30/84 vi+258 Coe Reports, Mapping, Zealand, Stocks, Bibl., Mailing list, SI, AI, Maps.  

 11/8/84 1 Coe Call for 1985 MNL, deadline January 1.  

 1/10/85 1 Coe Request to Mapping Coordinators for summarized reports.  

59  3/31/85 iv+187 Coe Reports, Mapping, Zealand, Stocks, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Cytogenetic Data, Maps.  

 11/15/85 2 Coe Call for MNL 1986, deadline January 1; request to send stocks to Stock Center; information on
integrated mapping.  

 11/29/85 15 Coe Minutes of National Plant Genetic Resources Board re mapping integration for maize.  

 1/21/86 1 Coe Request to Mapping Coordinators for summarized reports.  

 3/12/86 1 Coe Planning with Mapping Group for meeting on mapping.  

60  3/31/86 viii+212 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Mapping, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI.  

 11/15/86 2 Coe Call for 1987 MNL, deadline January 1.  

 1/13/87 1 Coe Request to Mapping Coordinators for summarized reports.  

61  3/31/87 iv+177 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Mapping, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI.  

 11/15/87 2 Coe Call for 1988 MNL, deadline January 1.  

 1/20/88 1 Coe Change to require Subscriptions and Endowment.  

62  3/31/88 iv+179 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Mapping, Genelist, Maps, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI.  

 11/21/88 1 Coe Call for 1989 MNL, deadline January 1; Maize Conference news.  

63  3/31/89 xi+195 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Mapping, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors.  

 11/15/89 1 Coe Call for 1990 MNL, deadline January 1; Maize Conference news.  

64  3/31/90 ix+208 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Genelist, Maps, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors.  

 11/15/90 1 Coe Call for 1991 MNL, deadline January 1; Maize Conference news.  

65  3/1/91 viii+212 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Genelist, Maps, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors.  

66  3/15/92 x+220 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Genelist, Maps, MaizeDB, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors; Rhoades
memory by Dempsey.  

 11/10/92 1 Coe Call for 1993 MNL, deadline January 1; Maize Conference news; Marty Sachs to head Maize Genetics
Cooperation — Stock Center.  

67  3/15/93 vii+231 Coe Reports, Zealand, Stocks, Genelist, Maps, MaizeDB, Mailing list, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors; MaizeDB report
and access through Gopher; issue dedicated to McClintock, references to essays and memories.  

 11/1/93 1 Coe Call for 1994 MNL; access available through Gopher, AceDB, WWW, and MaizeDB; Maize Conference
news; Patterson retires from responsibilities with the Stock Center, Stinard Curator.  

68  3/15/94 vii+253 Coe Reports, K-12, Mailing list, Stocks, Zealand, Nomenclature, Genelist, Maps, MaizeDB, Bibl., SI, AI,
Donors.  

 12/14/94 2 Coe Call for 1995 MNL by email; access available through Gopher, AceDB, WWW, and MaizeDB; Maize
Conference news.  

 12/14/94 1 Coe Call for 1995 MNL; access available through Gopher, AceDB, WWW, and MaizeDB; Maize Conference
news.  

69  8/15/95 viii+321 Coe Reports, K-12, Mailing list, Stocks, Nomenclature, MaizeDB, Probe Bank, Genelist, Maps, Zealand,
Bibl., SI, AI, Donors.  

 11/13/95 1 Coe Call for 1996 MNL; Maize Conference news.  

70  3/15/96 v+185 Coe Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, Probe Bank, Genelist, Maps, Zealand, Bibl., SI, AI, Donors.  

 10/22/96 2 Coe Call for 1997 MNL by email; initiation of Virtual MNL, Verbatim incorporation, and Linkletter.  

 11/13/96 1 Coe Call for MNL 71 by postcard.  

71  4/15/97 iv+126 Coe Reports, K-12, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, Probe Bank, SI, AI, Donors; 66 Years reprinted
(11/18/31).  

 8/20/97 1 Coe Call for MNL 72, 1998 on web in MaizeDB; Virtual MNL, Verbatim incorporation, and Linkletter.  

 12/3/97 1 Coe Call for MNL 72, 1998 by postcard.  

 12/3/97 1 Coe Call for MNL 72, 1998 by email; Maize Conference news.  

72  4/15/98 iv+134 Coe Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, Probe Bank, Maps, SI, AI, Donors, 69 Years reprinted
(11/23/29).  

 11/30/98 1 Coe Call for MNL 73, 1999 by email; Maize Conference news.  

73  4/15/99 iv+155 Coe Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, SI, AI, Donors.  

 11/29/99 2 Coe Call for 2000 MNL by email; Maize Conference news.  

74  4/15/00 x+116 Coe Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, SI, AI, Donors; Li Jing Xing (C.H. Li) memory by Chase;
Patterson memory from Illinois.  

 11/17/00 1 Birchler, Polacco Call for MNl 75, 2001 by email.  

 11/17/00 1 Polacco, Birchler Call for MNL 75, 2001 on web in MaizeDB.  

 11/21/00 1 Coe MNL self-supporting, change in subscription policy; MNL 59 and above in MaizeDB.  

75  8/15/01 vii+131 Polacco, Birchler Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, SI, AI, web sites, Maize Genetics Executive Committee,
sequencing report; transfer of responsibility for MNL to Polacco and Birchler.  

 [2001]  Polacco, Birchler Call assumed.  

76  5/15/02 vi+148 Polacco, Birchler Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, SI, AI; Nelson memory by Hannah, Burr, Dooner.  
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 11/30/02 1 Polacco, Birchler Call for 2003 MNL by email.  

77  7/29/03 iii+183 Polacco, Birchler Reports, Mailing list, Stocks, MaizeDB, SI, AI; recent Donors.  

 12/8/03 1 Birchler, Polacco Call for 2004 MNL by email.  

78  7/26/04 iii+163 Polacco, Birchler Reports, Address List, Stock Center, Community IBM (cIBM) Maps, Recent Maize Publications, SI, AI  

* numbers in brackets represent the volume with which that communication was bound in the PB set — i.e., Rhoades call of 12/12/32 was bound with Volume 3, 1/23/33.

 

LBK acknowledges the National Science Foundation (grants SBR9511866 and SBR9710488), for support of archival research; the Departments of Plant Biology and Plant Breeding at Cornell University for
logistical support; with grateful thanks to Chris Bonneuil, Royse P. Murphy, William B. Provine, and Margaret Smith, for sharing notes and documents in the spirit of maize cooperation; to archivists Thomas
Rosenbaum, RAC and Joseph Schwarz, NARA, for permission to use the collections and for supplying information and copies of letters, and to Mary L. Polacco for encouragement and aid in systematizing the
information.

Please Note: As is the policy with the printed version, notes submitted to the Maize Genetics Cooperation Newsletter may be cited only with consent of the authors.

Return to the MNL Volume 79 Index
Return to the index of Maize Newsletters
Return to the Maize Genome Database Page
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APPENDIX III. 

Contributor’s Biographical Sketches
Editors:
Dr. Lee B. Kass received her Ph.D. in botany and genetics from Cornell University (1975), and earned a B.S. in 
biology at The City College of New York (CUNY, 1969). She did postdoctoral research at The University of Cam-
bridge (UK) and Vanderbilt University. She has served on the faculties of The University of Cambridge (UK), 
University of Tennessee (Nashville), Elmira College (New York), The College of the Bahamas (Nassau), Cornell 
University, and West Virginia University (Morgantown). Kass has authored, edited or co-edited ten books, and 
authored or co-authored more than 90 book chapters, proceedings papers, and articles in scientific journals. She 
is a member of the Botanical Society of America, The Bahamas National Trust, and a former member of many bo-
tanical organizations. Kass was chair of the Historical Section of the Botanical Society of America for many years. 
She established the Elmira College Herbarium in 1985, and currently serves on the Science Advisory Committee 
of the Bahamas National Trust. Among her awards is the Josef Stein Award, for excellence in teaching and schol-
arly achievement (1985) and a Fulbright Scholar Award (1996), during which time she and her spouse, Dr. Robert 
E. Hunt, established the National Herbarium of the Bahamas. She is Visiting Professor at Cornell University, and 
West Virginia University (Morgantown). Her research focuses on history of botany, and biodiversity and repro-
ductive biology of Bahamian plants.

Dr. Edward H. Coe Jr. earned a Ph.D. (1954) in botany at the University of Illinois (with John Laughnan) and re-
ceived his M.S. degree (1951) in plant genetics (with Charlie Burnham), and a B.S. degree (1949) in agronomy and 
plant genetics from the University of Minnesota. Following a postdoc with Ernest G. Anderson at Caltech (1954-
1955), Coe joined the Plant Genetics Unit of the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service at 
the University of Missouri, where he is currently Professor Emeritus of Plant Sciences. His research has contrib-
uted to an understanding of anthocyanin biosynthesis, gametophyte functions, non-Mendelian inheritance, and 
extrachromosomal inheritance. He is author of or co-author of over 100 refereed journal articles, and author or 
co-editor of two books; most well-known is the co-edited Mutants of Maize. Coe is highly appreciated for his 26 
years of continuous service as editor of the Maize Genetics Cooperation Newsletter (1974-2000). He played a central 
role in establishing the Maize Genome Database and in the early planning meetings leading to sequencing of the 
first plant genome, the maize genome. He is a member of various professional organizations, including the Genet-
ics Society of America, the American Genetic Association, and the Crop Science Society of America. In recogni-
tion of his “lifetime contributions to the field of genetics,” Coe was awarded the prestigious Thomas Hunt Morgan 
Award by the Genetics Society of America in 1992. The award was presented to him in recognition of the impor-
tance of his basic research, his mentorship of students and postdocs, and his extensive and outstanding service to 
the maize genetics community. Dr. Coe was described as “the glue that holds the maize community together.” At 
the 2018, 60th Annual Maize Genetics Conference, held at Palais du Grand Large, Saint-Malo, France, Coe was 
honored with the newly established R.A. Emerson Award, which recognizes individuals for their extraordinary 
lifetime achievements in maize genetics. Recipients of this award are leaders in the maize community, who have 
made seminal contributions to our understanding of maize genetics. Coe’s Emerson Award was presented at the 
March 2019 Maize Genetics Conference in Saint Louis, along with a short overview of his life and work. In April 
2019, the Academy of Science – St. Louis honored Coe with The Peter H. Raven Lifetime Achievement Award, 
which recognizes a distinguished career of service in science, engineering, or technology.

Michael N. Cook is a Librarian whose MLIS degree (1997) and MA degree in philosophy (1994) are from the Uni-
versity of South Carolina, with a B.A. degree in English (1990) from Western Carolina University. He is the Head of 
Collections at Cornell University’s Albert R. Mann Library. His areas of expertise include collection development, 
digital preservation, copyright, open access, digital repositories, special collections and rare books, and scholarly 
communication. Michael was the 2007 recipient of the State University of New York (SUNY) Chancellor’s Award 
for Excellence in Librarianship and also received the 2017 Melanie Gardner Agriculture Network Information 
Collaborative (AgNIC) Distinguished Service Award. 
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Dr. Margaret E. Smith received her Ph.D. (1982) in Plant Breeding and Genetics from Cornell University. She 
subsequently worked as a plant breeder at the Tropical Agricultural Center for Research and Teaching (CATIE) in 
Costa Rica, and then ran a successful corn breeding program at the International Maize and Wheat Improvement 
Center (CIMMYT). Smith returned to Cornell in 1987 as an Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding & Genetics 
to head the corn breeding research project. She is now Professor and also the Associate Director of the Cornell 
University Agricultural Experiment Station. Her research goal is to enhance an understanding of corn adaptation 
to marginal environments and develop genetic materials that will improve corn productivity and sustainability 
in such environments. She assumed responsibility in 2004 as Extension Leader for Plant Breeding and Genetics, 
focusing on public education about plant breeding, variety testing, and seed issues. Smith is the Project Leader for 
the New York Seed Improvement Program of Plant Breeding and Genetics. She oversees the Corn Variety Testing 
program, which aims to evaluate hybrids over a range of environments in New York. She also teaches about ge-
netically engineered crop plants (basic public issues education) and agriculture in the developing world. She has 
trained more than 20 Ph.D. students, and six Masters students. She was the recipient of the Outstanding Faculty 
Award (2015) from the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences Alumni Association and the College of Agricul-
ture and Life Sciences (CALS) 2012 Outstanding Service to CALS award.

Judy L. Singer received her BA (1977) in Sociology/Anthropology, from Ithaca College. She began working at 
Cornell Plant Breeding for Professor and Department Extension Leader William D. Pardee in 1976, as a Secretary, 
then as an Extension Support Aide, and finally as an Extension Support Specialist. For 25 years she traveled the 
state of New York for the New York Hybrid Corn Performance Trials testing program participating in all aspects of 
field testing operations, collecting, compiling, analyzing data, and producing final reports. She later worked with 
Margaret Smith, and other Plant Breeding faculty members affiliated with the applied Plant Breeding programs. 
Judy helped Dr. Pardee to organize the 75th Synapsis Club Reunion (1982). She had organized, and saved, most 
of the files from that event, which later proved invaluable to the publication of the Department’s Centennial His-
tory. She co-served as a production coordinator for the print version of the 2007 Centennial History book, and 
proof read the hard copy and later the e-book. She was also a member of the committee to organize former Plant 
Breeding Department Chair (1956-1979) R.P. Murphy’s 90th birthday celebration (May 2, 2004). For that event 
she organized family photographs, helped to coordinate events, and compiled the Memory Book of the event. She 
proofread for the McClintock Perspectives Companion Volume, edited by Kass. Judy retired from her permanent 
Cornell appointment in 2009 and was asked to return in a part time Temporary Service Professional position. On 
29 November 2017, Judy received the first Chair’s Award for Excellence, for her 33 years of full time service to Plant 
Breeding & Genetics. She continues to work closely with the Plant Breeding & Genetics designated historian, Dr. 
Lee B. Kass, to save files of historical significance to the history of one of Cornell’s most notable Departments.

Foreword Contributor:
Dr. Edward S. Buckler received his Ph.D. (1997) in biological sciences from the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
He served as research geneticist, U.S. Department of Agriculture - Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS), 
and Adjunct Assistant Professor of Genetics at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, from 1998 to 2003, before 
starting at the USDA/ARS Robert W. Holley Center for Agriculture and Health, at Cornell’s Institute for Genomic 
Diversity in 2003. Buckler is a Research Geneticist with the Senior Scientific Research Service, USDA–ARS, and 
an Adjunct Professor of Plant Breeding & Genetics at Cornell. He is recognized as a leader in the integration of 
quantitative and statistical genetics with genomic approaches, whose work has deepened our understanding of the 
control of crop complex traits, and applying those superior genetic variations to crop improvement. Subsidized 
by the United States Department of Agriculture and National Science Foundation, he has led the largest maize re-
search team in the US, achieving more than 200 periodical publications, including Science, Nature, Nature Genet-
ics, PNAS, Plant Cell, Nature Review Genetics and Nature Communications. He has had the pleasure of mentoring 
over 50 postdocs and graduate students. In 2014, Buckler was elected to the U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS), Section of Plant, Soil, and Microbial Sciences. He was the recipient of the 2017, NAS Prize in Food and 
Agricultural Sciences, the first time this prize was awarded. This prize recognizes research by a mid-career scien-
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tist at a U.S. institution who has made an extraordinary contribution to agriculture or to the understanding of the 
biology of a species fundamentally important to agriculture or food production.

Manuscript Reviewer:
Dr. Mark E. Sorrells received his Ph.D. (1977) in Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics from the University of Wis-
consin – Madison. After a short post-doc he joined the faculty at Cornell University in the Department of Plant 
Breeding & Biometry. Since 1991 Dr. Sorrells has been Professor and served as Chair of the Department of Plant 
Breeding & Genetics at Cornell University (2006-2014). The primary focus of Dr. Sorrells’ research program is 
breeding methodology with application to oat, barley and wheat breeding for the Northeastern region of the 
United States. He has also been involved in several international projects in Africa, South America, and Europe. 
During his career Dr. Sorrells has actively developed and evaluated new breeding methods and currently he is in-
tegrating genomic selection into his breeding program to reduce pre-harvest sprouting, increase disease resistance 
and improve yield. Dr. Sorrells has published more than 288 papers in peer-reviewed journals. He has been active 
in teaching and advising students, serving as major advisor to 45 Ph.D. students, 12 M.S. graduate students and 
minor advisor to 25 students. He is advisor to Cornell’s Synapsis Club, the student-faculty organization founded 
by H.J. Webber when the Department began in 1907. Sorrells is a Fellow of the Atkinson Center for a Sustainable 
Future, a Fellow of the Cornell Institute for Food Systems, a Fellow of the Crop Science Society of America, and of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He is the recipient of the faculty Award for Outstand-
ing Career Accomplishments in Applied Research (2012), College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell Uni-
versity; the SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Faculty Service (2015); and of the Outstanding Research 
Award (2016), of the Crop Science Society of America.
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This 1945 Synapsis Club group photo is the last one we have that includes Professor R.A. Emerson (middle row, 
3rd from left). Of the seven women in the photo, four on front row [from left, Florence N. Thomas (4), Fung 
Ting Fung (6), M. Rosalind Morris (7) Leona O. Schnell (8)] received their Ph.D.s with Plant Breeding faculty 
between 1946 and 1948. (Reprinted from Murphy & Kass 2011, p. 157; courtesy of Plant Breeding & Genetics and 
the publisher)

Figure 31. 1945, April 23, Synapsis Club.
Left to Right, Back Row: LG Cox, OF Curtis, GE Willlis, SH Aldrich, VG Guzman, MA Baeza, G Blanco, ET Bullard, WE Chappell, 
C Ting, W Eto. Middle Row: FP Bussell, KD Butler (speaker), RA Emerson, JS Niederhauser, WH Burknolder, RL Cushing, HM 
Munger, S Fridrickson, P Grun, DD Dolan, C Branton, WT Craig, EH Casseres. Front Row: E Koudal, G Seelye, HH Love, F Thomas, 
WF Mai, FT Fung, R Morris, L Schnell, L Rubin.

(Courtesy Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library).

Figure 32. 1946. Emerson pollinating celery in greenhouse
(Courtesy HM Munger, Department of Plant Breeding files)
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Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter volumes 2-14 (1932-1940), and 15-21 (1941-1947), compiled by R.A. 
Emerson (background), and bound for the former College of Agriculture Library, Cornell University. 
(Courtesy of Margaret E. Smith, Plant Breeding & Genetics, Cornell University; photo image by Judy Singer)
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